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Abstract

Process algebras constitute a widely studied framework for modeling and verifying con-

current systems. Such theories typically consist of a simple language with a well-de�ned

operational semantics given in terms of labeled transition systems; a behavioral equivalence

is then used to relate implementations and speci�cations, which are both given as terms in

the language. In order to facilitate compositional reasoning, in which systems are veri�ed

on the basis of the behavior of their components, researchers have devoted great attention

to the de�nition of behavioral congruences, which permit the substitution of \equals for

equals" inside larger systems.

Traditional process algebras focus on modeling the potential nondeterminism that con-

current processes may exhibit. They abstract away the details such as time, priority and

data from implementation. However, many of these abstractions lose too much information

and, thus, complicate the accurate modeling of important system behavior. Consequently,

approaches have been suggested for re-introducing sensitivity to some of the mentioned

aspects of system behavior, especially to priority and time. Both of these phenomena deal

with pre-emption since some transitions may have precedence over others. In temporal

process algebras this is due to the maximal progress assumption which prevents clock ticks

whenever the system under consideration can engage in internal computation. Most of these

extensions, however, have been devoted to modeling centralized, as opposed to distributed

systems; the real-time work, in particular, has focused on systems with a single clock. The

centralized character of these approaches is reected by the choice of a global notion of

pre-emption in the underlying semantic theories. Whereas this is adequate for modeling

concurrent systems in uni-processor environments, it is too restrictive for achieving an

intuitive semantics for distributed systems.

The contribution of this dissertation is to investigate the deep connections between

priority and time, as embodied in the notion of pre-emption. The �rst part considers and

improves on classical approaches to priority and time in process algebras based on global

pre-emption. Two medium-scale case studies dealing with a safety-critical railway signaling

system and the SCSI-2 bus-protocol testify to the importance of incorporating these aspects

in process algebras for system modeling and veri�cation. Moreover, it is formally shown

that time can conceptually be understood as a dynamic variant of priority. In the second

part of the thesis the shortcomings for reasoning about existing theories with respect to

distributed systems are pointed out and, subsequently, are eliminated without sacri�cing the

simplicity and the elegance that have led to their success. Therefore, process algebras with

priority and time are developed incorporating a localized notion of pre-emption which allows

one to keep the abstract view of process algebras as far as possible but has far-reaching

consequences for the semantic theories. Technically, the considered and developed calculi

extend the well-studied process algebra CCS by priority and time. The presented semantic

theories are based on the notion of bisimulation and include abstractness results as well

as axiomatic and logical characterizations of the behavioral relations. Generic examples

illustrate the practical utility of the approaches to system modeling and veri�cation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our every-day life is heavily inuenced by many kinds of computer systems ranging from

simple systems, e.g. for modern kitchen aids and TV-sets, to more complicated systems,

such as phone services, to complex systems as used for air-tra�c or nuclear power-plant

control. Well-trained software engineers usually prove the quality of their products by

extensive testing. However, the high complexity of today's computer systems and the fast

changing markets prevent this testing from being exhaustive. Thus, a certain risk of failures

of these systems remains. Often a failure occurs in unforeseen situations which happen very

rarely and, therefore, are usually not detected during the testing phase. Although failures

often are well-calculated, sometimes unreliability cannot be tolerated. This is especially

true for critical applications such as in medicine or aviation, where a failure of a system

may cause the loss of human lives. Unfortunately, too many disasters have happened in

history and the recent past which are due to malfunctioning computer systems. Hence,

testing itself is not enough to ensure the correctness of systems within reasonable bounds.

A precise analysis and veri�cation is needed in order to answer the question if a sys-

tem meets its speci�cation. This requires a solid mathematical framework for modeling

and reasoning, which has to be rich enough to reect the behavior of real-world systems

accurately. Formal semantics and formal veri�cation are the areas of Computer Science

which are concerned with the mathematical foundations for modeling and reasoning about

aspects of system behavior [7, 115, 170].

In the past, the semantics of sequential programs has been extensively studied. Usually,

it can be expressed by a partial function which maps input values to output values. Thus,

a sequential program, which is desired to terminate, can be viewed as a transformer. The

semantics of concurrent and distributed programs is another area of intensive research.

The importance of distributed systems is steadily growing. As one of the examples, one

may think of networks like the Internet which allow us to share information across the

world. Another example are transputers where a key motivation for distribution is the

e�ciency-gain due to parallelization of programs [113]. Many concurrent programs like

operating systems or communication protocols cannot be adequately given a semantics

by their input/output behavior since they are not designed to terminate. Instead, their
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semantic behavior can be characterized by their ongoing interaction with the environment,

which is why these systems are called reactive systems [142].

1.1 Traditional Process Algebras

Process algebras, e.g. CCS [125], CSP [94], ACP [16, 17], and SCCS [123], provide an al-

gebraic approach for modeling and reasoning about reactive systems [8, 52, 64, 65]. Their

abstractness makes them well-suited for analyzing semantic phenomena such as nondeter-

minism. Process algebra can be understood as a mathematical base for de�ning program-

ming languages. They intentionally ignore important programming language concepts like

data structures, but concentrate on modeling the communication behavior of reactive sys-

tems. A process algebraic theory typically consists of a simple language with a well-de�ned

semantics given as labeled transition systems that are de�ned via structured operational

rules in the sense of Plotkin [141] and provide a basis for many existing analysis and veri�-

cation methods. In order to verify that an implementation satis�es its speci�cation, often

behavioral equivalences are used. Intuitively, an implementation and a speci�cation are

related by the equivalence under consideration whenever they share the same properties.

Usually, a speci�cation can be expressed by a simple \sequential" process whereas an im-

plementation consists of a much more complex concurrent or distributed system involving

auxiliary synchronization actions. Therefore, the behavioral equivalence has to abstract

from internal computation and concentrate on the external behavior of systems.

A variety of such behavioral equivalences have been proposed along the following design

criteria: an appropriate equivalence should be (1) �ner than trace equivalence, (2) deadlock

sensitive, and (3) compositional . The absence of deadlocks is a desired property of reactive

systems and is of the same importance as \termination" for sequential programs. Thus, a

behavioral relation should never relate a deadlock-free speci�cation with a deadlock-prone

implementation. Compositionality is of utmost importance for any behavioral relation since

it enables a modular veri�cation of systems. This means that the behavior of a system can

be analyzed based on the behavior of its components, i.e. the principle \substituting equals

for equals" is valid. A coarsest behavioral equivalence satisfying these criteria is testing

equivalence [72] developed by DeNicola and Hennessy. Unfortunately, testing equivalence

is P-SPACE hard to compute [55]. An e�ciently computable [103, 138] but very �ne equiv-

alence satisfying the above criteria is bisimulation equivalence which has originally been

introduced by Park [139] and subsequently been used by Milner for de�ning a behavioral

equivalence for his process algebra CCS [125] (Calculus of Communicating Systems). It

has been proved useful for implementing veri�cation tools [64, 65, 156, 159] and for system

veri�cation [76, 125, 155].

Hennessy and Milner have done pioneering work analyzing the concept of bisimulation

and characterizing this behavioral relation algebraically and logically within the process-

algebraic framework of CCS [125]. The algebraic characterization is done by means of an

axiom system which consists of equations that are sound and complete with respect to
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bisimulation. Then, two terms in the algebra are bisimular if and only if one term can be

rewritten to the other by applying the equations. Some researchers doubt the value of such

an axiomatization because proving the correctness of systems by manipulating equations

by hand is not practical in view of the complexity of real-world systems. Moreover, there

are theoretical boundaries preventing the automation of this job. For us, the primary rea-

son for providing axiomatizations of behavioral relations is to testify to the mathematical

tractability of the presented semantic theory. Regarding a logical characterization of bisim-

ulation Hennessy and Milner have developed a temporal logic with the following property:

two processes are bisimular if and only if they satisfy exactly the same formulas [125].

Enlarging the expressiveness of their logic by introducing maximal and minimal �xed point

constructs yields the well-known modal �-calculus [109, 160]. E�cient algorithms, called

model checkers, have been developed in order to check if a system, encoded as a labeled

transition system, satis�es a given formula [77, 155]. This approach to program veri�cation

is by now the most successful one since it can be handled by engineers. In practice, the

formalization of desired properties of the system under consideration is relatively easy in

several modal logics, and the model checking itself can be done in a fully automatic fashion

for �nite-state systems [25, 26, 49, 50, 56, 66] and classes of in�nite-state systems [40, 41, 42].

Consequently, the contribution of process algebras for formally reasoning about con-

current and distributed systems stems from their utility to conveniently modeling systems

whose properties are of interest. The semantics of this description, a labeled transition

system, can directly be taken as a representation on which veri�cation methods work. This

makes process algebras such a distinguished semantic framework for modeling and verifying

important aspects of system behavior.

1.2 Shortcomings of Traditional Approaches

Although many case studies [8, 52, 64, 65] prove the practical utility of the process algebraic

approach to system modeling and veri�cation, many systems in practice cannot be modeled

accurately within this framework. One reason is that traditional process algebras focus on

modeling the potential nondeterminism that the interplay of concurrent processes may ex-

hibit. They do not provide any mechanisms, except some simple but insu�cient form of

synchronization via communication, that allow one to restrict nondeterminism. However,

most concurrent and distributed systems are composed of sequential processes running in

parallel, which themselves behave deterministically. This deterministic behavior is often

due to real-time and qualitative timing constraints which are imposed on systems. As a

particular instance of qualitative timing constraints one can think of interrupts: \Whenever

an interrupt request is raised, the responsible interrupt handler should react on it immedi-

ately." Another example for qualitative timing constraints concerns forced synchronizations

in which all or some processes of a system have to take part.

It is worth emphasizing that this thesis considers aspects of qualitative time as well as

of quantitative time, often called real-time. A quantitative view of time is suitable for rea-
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soning about timing issues of low-level implementations of soft- and hardware, such as hard

deadlines and response times. It requires a system designer to give precise and complete

timing information. In real-time programming, however, timing information often is only

introduced in order to substitute poorly understood dependencies caused by phenomena

like interrupts and other causality constraints [163]. Because of this observation Wirth has

suggested to eliminate quantitatively speci�ed delays in high-level programming languages

by introducing explicit synchronizations via signals [172]. In this thesis, we employ Wirth's

philosophy of time, which is referred to as qualitative time in the sequel, for abstract system

speci�cations.

The above mentioned forms of timing constraints for reducing nondeterminism are sim-

ply abstracted away when using traditional process algebras in which only nondeterministic

choices can be expressed. As a consequence, the resulting model of the system under con-

sideration is often not faithful since it contains paths that cannot be traversed by the

real-world system itself. In particular, this implies that veri�cation results obtained for

the model, especially concerning liveness properties, may not be valid for the real-world

system.

Recently, approaches have been suggested introducing sensitivity to aspects of system

behavior which enables one to restrict potential nondeterminism. In this light, the most rel-

evant semantic aspects are priority [10, 13, 24, 37, 38, 43, 54, 60, 79, 102, 110, 116, 134, 133,

154] and time [5, 6, 92, 45, 128, 136, 135, 173]. Priorities allow one to give some transitions

in an underlying semantic model precedence over others, thereby reducing nondeterminism.

A typical example are interrupt requests where \standard" transitions at a state are pre-

empted, i.e. \cut o�," whenever an interrupt is raised. Another example for the utility of

priorities is modeling certain programming language constructs, which impose an order on

choices, e.g. the PRIALT construct in occam. Also synchronization constraints, which can of-

ten be expressed via the concept of clocks or time, restrict the potential of nondeterminism.

For instance, in communication protocols one may only switch from one protocol phase to

another if all (or some particular) components of the system agree. This eliminates the

nondeterminism due to the pure interleaving of di�erent phases which may arise when no

synchronization constraints are imposed. However, most approaches to temporal process

algebras have devoted their attention to quantitative time measured by a single, global

clock. On the one hand, this enables reasoning about the timing behavior of a modeled

system. On the other hand, system designers must provide absolute timing information

which may not be available at early design stages but only at low-level implementation

stages. Nevertheless, system behavior is often constrained by required synchronizations of

processes which can be conveniently expressed by abstract, qualitative timing constraints

as illustrated above. For studying qualitative timing constraints, real-time process algebras

are too complicated whereas untimed process algebras are simply inadequate.

Up to now, most extensions of traditional process algebras have been devoted to mod-

eling centralized , as opposed to distributed systems. In approaches to priority the prece-

dence of some transitions over others is implemented by introducing a global notion of
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pre-emption: whenever a process may engage in a high prioritized communication, low pri-

oritized transitions must not be executed. This semantic notion of pre-empting transitions

is well motivated for centralized, uni-processor systems. However, when considering dis-

tributed systems, the high prioritized transition may be internal to one processor whereas

the pre-empted low prioritized transition might be scheduled on a di�erent processor. This

is an undesired and unintended side e�ect because of the following reasons. First, it requires

the existence of some global convention of the meaning of priority values which contradicts

the philosophy of a modular development of distributed systems. Second, even worse, one

process scheduled on a particular processor has to realize if some other process, possibly

scheduled on a di�erent processor, engages in a high prioritized communication. This com-

munication may be internal to the second process and, therefore, unobservable for the �rst

one. Hence, a process algebra with a global view of pre-emption can hardly be implemented

within a distributed environment. A similar observation is true for temporal process alge-

bras. Here, researchers have implicitly or explicitly focused on systems with a single clock

which is suitable if the underlying measure of time is absolute. However, when thinking of

computer networks where each computer possesses its own, local clock, it is crucial to allow

multiple clocks for modeling. The notion of pre-emption exists in temporal process alge-

bras also since processes which wait for some communication partner are assumed to stop

waiting and engage in the communication immediately when the communication partner

becomes ready. This assumption is referred to as maximal progress assumption [92, 173] or

synchrony hypothesis [21]. In a distributed system with multiple clocks this global view of

maximal progress, and consequently of pre-emption, is no longer adequate since a process,

that is connected to a local clock, cannot observe if another process, attached to its own

local clock, engages in a communication at the very same moment. The reason is that local

clocks are hidden to processes in the environment. Hence, a global version of the maximal

progress assumption is not implementable within a distributed environment, either.

Summarizing, �nding the right level of modeling abstraction in process algebras is a

di�cult task. On the one extreme, the lack of capabilities to express priorities and timing

constraints makes models of real-world systems too abstract and, thereby, inaccurate for

system analysis and veri�cation. On the other extreme, traditional extensions of process

algebras by global priority and real-time restrict distributed system behavior too much.

1.3 Contributions and Organization of this Dissertation

The aim of this dissertation is to shed light on the semantic concept of pre-emption and

to remedy the above mentioned shortcomings of existing theories without sacri�cing the

simplicity and the elegance that have led to their success. Thereby, we achieve our main

objective, i.e. making process algebras more attractive to system designers by enhancing

their domain of applicability. Regarding the technical parts of this dissertation the reader

is assumed to possess basic knowledge of process algebras, especially of Milner's Calculus

of Communicating Systems [125] (CCS).
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Contributions

As argued so far, lower-level behavioral concepts such as priority and time need to be

incorporated in process algebras in order to model the behavior of real-world systems

accurately which is of utmost importance for veri�cation and implementation purposes.

Therefore, notions of priority and time have been introduced to several process algebras,

including CCS. Herewith, the concept of pre-emption has become part of process-algebraic

semantics. The various aspects of pre-emption together with their semantic implications

are in the center of our interest.

The most popular process-algebraic approach to priority has been developed by Cleave-

land and Hennessy [54]. However, their work is restricted to a two-level priority-scheme

and incorporates prioritization and deprioritization operators. On the one hand, these

restrictions are convenient for establishing elegant algebraic results regarding the under-

lying pre-emptive semantics, while on the other hand, they are not helpful in practice

since the implied semantic theory based on Milner's notion of weak bisimulation [125] is

too restrictive for reasoning about concurrent systems. We improve Cleaveland and Hen-

nessy's algebra by by adopting a multi-level priority-scheme and also by leaving out the

mentioned prioritization and deprioritization operators. Subsequently, we re-investigate

the bisimulation-based semantic theory for the new algebra, referred to as CCSch, by intro-

ducing an adequate notion of prioritized weak bisimulation and prioritized observational

congruence. The technical results obtained for CCSch include abstractness results { a kind

of result which is rarely veri�ed in other work { as well as operational and logical character-

izations of prioritized weak bisimulation which allow its e�cient computation and enable

one to adapt temporal logics for CCSch, respectively. The utility of our approach to priority

is demonstrated by a real-world example dealing with the design of a safety-critical net-

work that is part of a railway signaling system [69]. The case study shows that priorities

in process algebras support an intuitive modeling of concurrent systems since undesired

interleavings can be suppressed due to the pre-emptive semantics. This fact also leads

to a substantial reduction of the sizes of models. We have implemented CCSch as a new

front-end for the Concurrency Workbench of North Carolina [65, 153], CWB-NC, and we use

model checking for verifying properties of the signaling system.

Intuitively, priority and time are related aspects of system behavior since priorities often

play an essential role for implementing scheduling mechanisms. The basic idea for relating

priority and time is that priority values may be considered as time-stamps. In the present

thesis we give a precise formalization of this idea of time-stamping which relates process

calculi with priority and time. We show that in contrast to existing approaches to priority,

e.g. CCSch which adopts a static notion of priority that is suitable for expressing interrupts

and certain programming language constructs, a dynamic notion of priority, where priority

values may change as the system under consideration evolves, is needed. In fact, scheduling

mechanisms can be modeled conveniently in traditional real-time algebras due to their

dynamic view of priority and time-stamps reecting that the priority of a process which

waits for accessing some system resource is continuously increased the longer it is waiting.
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To this end, we introduce { up to our knowledge for the �rst time in the literature { a process

algebra with dynamic-priority, called CCSdp (CCS with dynamic-priority), and establish

a one-to-one semantic relationship to a version of Moller and Toft's Temporal CCS [128],

referred to as CCSrt (CCS with real-time). This relationship, identifying maximal progress

in CCSrt with pre-emption in CCSdp, is made precise in terms of bisimulation semantics and

temporal logics [118]. The advantage of using dynamic-priority for modeling real-time is

that it drastically reduces the state space sizes of the systems in question while preserving

properties of their functional behavior. This is demonstrated by formally modeling and

verifying aspects of the widely-used SCSI-2 bus-protocol .

Traditional approaches to priority and time, including CCSch and CCSrt, use a global

notion of pre-emption in order to give some transitions precedence over others. Moreover,

time is measured with respect to a single, global clock. However, these design decisions

are sometimes not adequate. Providing generic examples, we demonstrate that temporal

process algebras using a single, global clock are too restrictive when modeling distributed

systems and that a notion of global pre-emption is unsuitable when dealing with distributed

priority or when considering timed settings with multiple clocks. Instead, a local view of

pre-emption is more natural and leads to process algebras which are implementable as ab-

stract programming languages within distributed environments. In this vein, we develop

two particular process algebras, called CCSprio and CSA, respectively, together with their

semantic theories which are again de�ned in terms of bisimulation [125, 139] and obey

the principle of localized pre-emption. Whereas CCSprio extends the traditional process

algebra CCS by distributed priority, CSA extends CCS by a notion of distributed time

using multiple clocks. The algebra CCSprio, which adapts the priority-scheme of [54], is

distinguished by the design decision that it only allows transitions to pre-empt others at

the same \location" and, therefore, captures a notion of localized precedence. An exam-

ple testi�es to the utility of our approach to distributed priority. Moreover, we extend

CCSprio along two complementary directions resulting in a new process algebra, CCSpriopp .

First, we show how the two-level priority-scheme of CCSprio can be generalized to multiple

levels. Second, we remove the design decision of CCSprio that processes may only com-

municate on complementary ports having the same priority. These extensions allow us

to formally compare our approach with work of Camilleri and Winskel [43]. The second

process algebra mentioned above, the temporal process algebra CSA, is aimed at reasoning

about distributed systems that involve qualitative timing constraints. It is a conservative

extension of Milner's CCS [125] that combines the idea of multiple clocks with the as-

sumption of maximal progress. CSA includes operators for binding processes to di�erent

clocks capturing local time synchronizations. Moreover, a local version of the maximal

progress assumption is integrated which respects the scoping of clocks. Using a typical

class of examples drawn from hardware design, we motivate why these features are useful

for modeling and verifying distributed systems. Since our process algebras are extensions

of CCS and adapt a semantic theory based on the notion of bisimulation, our technical

developments extend constructions and proof methods presented in [125]. The main al-
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gebraic results for CCSprio and CSA include the following: (1) abstractness results of our

strong bisimulations and observational congruences with respect to the naive adaptations

of strong and weak bisimulation from [125], i.e. we show that our behavioral relations are

the largest congruences contained in the naive relations, (2) axiomatic characterizations

of the strong bisimulations, i.e. we provide sound and complete equational theories or ax-

iomatizations with respect to our strong bisimulations, (3) logical characterizations of the

behavioral relations in terms of Hennessy-Milner logic [125], which yields a foundation

for adopting model-checking techniques for system veri�cation, and (4) operational char-

acterizations of our behavioral relations as standard bisimulations on enriched transition

systems which enable one to apply existing partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138] for

their computation.

Finally, we discuss the common semantic grounds of our process algebras with priority

and time based on the notion of pre-emption, as well as their di�erences. Moreover, we

relate our work to existing approaches in speci�cation and programming languages that

are popular among engineers. This survey enables the interested reader to get �rst ideas

for adapting our results to various settings in practice.

Organization

The body of this dissertation consists of three parts. The �rst part, including Chapters 2{

5, re-investigates and advances existing semantic theories for priority and time in process

algebras and shows their utility for system modeling and veri�cation. Chapter 2 develops

the process algebra CCSch together with its bisimulation-based semantic framework. The

following chapter deals with the case study of the railway signaling system which has

appeared in [63] and a preliminary version of it in [61]. Chapter 4 describes an approach

for modeling real-time systems using dynamic priorities. It presents the traditional-style

real-time process algebra CCSrt and introduces the process algebra CCSdp with dynamic-

priority. Both frameworks are formally related in terms of bisimulation semantics and

in terms of modal logics. The utility of CCSdp for encoding real-time is demonstrated

in Chapter 5 by modeling and verifying several aspects of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol. An

extended abstract of Chapters 4 and 5 has been presented in [27].

The second part of the dissertation includes Chapters 6 and 7 dealing with distributed

priority and distributed time, respectively. In Chapter 6 the process algebra CCSprio and its

bisimulation-based semantic theory are developed. Generic examples point to the avor of

the new algebra, which has been published in [58, 59]. Chapter 7, an abstract of which can

be found in [57], presents the process algebra CSA, thereby applying our insights into local

pre-emption gained for CCSprio to distributed time. The algebraic theory for CSA follows

the lines of Chapter 6 and an example motivated from typical hardware designs emphasizes

the utility of our theory.

To close the dissertation, Chapter 8 discusses di�erences and similarities of the seman-

tic phenomena of global and local pre-emption regarding our approaches to priority and

time. Moreover, it touches the question how our semantic insights of pre-emption can be
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re-used when developing other well-founded semantic frameworks, and how they can be

applied in practice. In this vein, Chapter 8 also presents concepts of priority and time in

existing programming and speci�cation languages, and investigates their relation to our

process-algebraic approaches. Finally, we draw our conclusions and give directions for

future research in Chapter 9.

It is worth mentioning that the key chapters of this thesis, i.e. Chapters 2{7 can be

read independently, except that the contents of Chapter 3 relies on the algebra developed

in Chapter 2 and that Chapter 5 uses material from Chapter 4. For notational convenience,

sometimes symbols for domains and relations are overloaded in this dissertation. However,

no confusion should arise since every symbol has a �xed meaning within each chapter.





Chapter 2

A Traditional Process Algebra

with Priority

2.1 Introduction

Traditional process algebras focus on modeling the potential nondeterminism that concur-

rent processes may exhibit; approaches have also been suggested for introducing sensitivity

to other aspects of system behavior, including priority [10, 24, 43, 54, 79, 83, 100, 102,

133, 134, 154]. The concept of user-de�ned priorities enables the modeling of systems in

which some system transitions may take precedence over others, e.g. for modeling inter-

rupts or certain programming language constructs, such as prioritized choice [43], which

impose an order on choices. In this chapter, we investigate a variant of a process algebra

with priority which originates in a paper by Cleaveland and Hennessy [54] where Mil-

ner's CCS [125] is extended by a priority mechanism. In contrast to [54] our calculus,

henceforth referred to as CCSch (CCS with priority based on Cleaveland and Hennessy),

includes a multi-level priority-scheme but excludes the prioritization and deprioritization

operators. For CCSch we develop a semantic theory based on Park and Milner's notion of

bisimulation [125, 139]. Whereas the adaptation of strong bisimulation together with its

axiomatization from Cleaveland and Hennessy's approach is straightforward, the theory

for prioritized weak bisimulation and prioritized observational congruence, as investigated

in [133, 134], cannot be carried over one-to-one. This is due to the absence of the pri-

oritization and deprioritization operators in CCSch, which provides additional freedom for

abstracting away internal computation.

As a simple example motivating why priorities and this additional abstraction are useful,

consider the system depicted in Figure 2.1. It consists of two processes, A that ips

back and forth between two states and B that checks if A runs properly. Whenever B

receives a check message it requests status information from A via the interrupt port i

which in turn responds by action ok. Without being able to specify that a communication

on i is more important than one on back and forth, the process A is able to ignore a

possible communication on check forever. Hence, the process algebra CCS is unsuitable
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for reasoning about this simple system involving priorities.

back

forth

i

ok check
A B

Figure 2.1: A simple example system

In contrast to CCS, which is not designed for handling priorities, one expects from the

process algebra with priority considered in [54] and the corresponding bisimulation-based

semantic theory [133, 134] that it is adequate for reasoning about our example system.

Especially, from a notion of prioritized observational congruence one intuitively demands

that our system is equivalent to one which abstracts from all internal computation. Un-

fortunately, it turns out that the congruence presented in [133, 134] is too �ne in order

to ful�ll this expectation since it does not su�ciently abstract from internal computa-

tion. However, the version of prioritized observational congruence, which we obtain in this

chapter for the modi�ed calculus CCSch, does. Algebraically, we show that this priori-

tized observational congruence is the largest congruence contained in a naive adaptation of

weak bisimulation [125]. We also characterize our notion of prioritized weak bisimulation as

standard bisimulation on an alternative prioritized transition relation such that well-known

partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138] for its computation become applicable.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. The next section formally in-

troduces the syntax and semantics of the process algebra CCSch. Section 2.3 focuses on a

semantic theory based on strong bisimulation. In Section 2.4 prioritized weak bisimulation

and prioritized observational congruence are developed, their algebraic properties are in-

vestigated, and it is shown how prioritized weak bisimulation can be computed. Our theory

is applied to an illustrating example in Section 2.5, whereas the following section discusses

the advantages of our setting compared to the one introduced in [54]. Finally, Section 2.7

summarizes this chapter.

2.2 Syntax and Semantics of CCSch

The process algebra CCSch with priority, which we consider in this chapter, is based on

the calculus proposed by Cleaveland and Hennessy in [54], where CCS [125] has been

extended for capturing aspects of priority. More precisely, CCSch modi�es Cleaveland and

Hennessy's calculus by introducing a multi-level priority-scheme and a disabling operator,
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but disallowing the prioritization and deprioritization operators. Therefore, our process

algebra is basically CCS [125] where priorities, modeled by natural numbers, are part of

actions. We use the convention that smaller numbers mean higher priorities; so 0 is the

highest priority value. Intuitively, visible actions represent potential communications that

a process may be willing to engage in with its environment. Given a choice between a

communication on a high priority and one on a low priority, a process should choose the

former.

Formally, let f�k j k 2 Ng denote a family of pairwise-disjoint, countably in�nite sets of

labels or ports. One may think of �k containing the ports with priority k that processes

may synchronize over. Then the set of actions Ak with priority k may be de�ned by

Ak =df �k [�k [ f�kg, where �k =df f� j� 2 �kg and �k =2 �k [�k. The set of all ports �

and the set of all actions A are de�ned by
S
f�k j k 2 Ng and

S
fAk j k 2 Ng, respectively.

For better readability we write � :k if � 2 �k and � :k for �k. An action � :k 2 �k may

be thought of as representing the receipt of an input on port � that has priority k, while

� :k 2 �k constitutes the deposit of an output on �. The invisible actions � :k represent

internal computation steps with priority k. In what follows, we use � :k; � :k; : : : to range

over A and a :k; b :k; : : : to range over � [ �. We also extend � to all visible actions by

de�ning a :k =df a :k. Finally, if L � An f� :k j k 2 Ng then L =df fa :k j a :k 2 Lg. For the

sake of simplicity, we also write � 2 M , where M � A, if � :k 2 M for some k 2 N. Note

that our framework allows an in�nite number of priority levels, although there is a highest

priority. The syntax of CCSch is de�ned by the following BNF.

P ::= 0 j x j � :k:P j P + P j P jP

P [f ] j P n L j P [iP j �x:P

Here f is a �nite relabeling , i.e. a mapping on A which satis�es f(� :k) = � :k for all

k 2 N, f(a :k) = f(a :k) for all a :k 2 Anf� :k j k 2 Ng, and j f� :k j f(� :k) 6= � :kg j <1.

Moreover, a relabeling preserves priority values, i.e. for all a :k 2 A n f� :k j k 2 Ng we

have f(a :k) = b :k for some b :k 2 �k [ �k. If f(�i :ki) = �i :ki for 1 � i � n and

n 2 N, and f(� :k) = � :k for all � :k 6= �i :ki, where 1 � i � n, we sometimes write

[�1 :k1=�1 :k1; �2 :k2=�2 :k2; : : : ; �n :kn=�n :kn] for f . Further, L � A n f� :k j k 2 Ng is a

restriction set , and x is a variable taken from a countable set V. Sometimes it is convenient

to write C
def
= P for �C:P where the identi�er C is interpreted as variable. In addition to

the CCS operators, we include the disabling operator [i in our language which is closely

related to the corresponding operator in LOTOS [30]. We adopt the standard de�nitions

for sort of a term, free and bound variables, open and closed terms, guarded recursion, and

contexts (cf. [125]). The syntactic substitution of all free occurrences of variable x by Q

in term P is written as P [Q=x]. We refer to closed and guarded terms as processes and

use P;Q;R; : : : to range over the set P of processes. Finally, the binary relation � denotes

syntactic equality.

The semantics of a process P 2 P is given by a labeled transition system hP ;A;�!; P i,

where P is the set of states, A is the alphabet, �!� P �A� P is the transition relation
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Table 2.1: Potential initial action sets for CCSch

Ik(� : l:P ) =df f� : l j l = kg Ik(�x:P ) =df I
k(P [�x:P=x])

Ik(P +Q) =df I
k(P ) [ Ik(Q) Ik(P [iQ) =df I

k(P ) [ Ik(Q)

Ik(P jQ) =df I
k(P ) [ Ik(Q) [ f� :k j Ik(P ) \ Ik(Q) 6= ;g

Ik(P [f ]) =df ff(� : l) j� : l 2 Ik(P )g Ik(P n L) =df I
k(P ) n (L [ L)

formally de�ned to be the least relation satisfying the operational rules presented in Ta-

ble 2.2 in Plotkin-style notation [141], and P is the start state. We write P
�:k
�! P 0 instead of

hP; � :k; P 0i 2�! and say that P may engage in action � with priority k and thereafter be-

have like process P 0. Moreover, we let P
�:k
�! stand for 9P 0 2 P : P

�:k
�! P 0. The presentation

of the operational rules requires potential initial action sets which are de�ned similar to the

corresponding de�nition for CCS as the smallest sets satisfying the equations in Table 2.1.

It is important that the potential initial action sets are independently de�ned from the tran-

sition relation �!, so the transition relation is well-de�ned. Intuitively, Ik(P ) denotes the

set of all actions with priority k in which P can initially engage. This set is called potential

initial action set since, in general, only the inclusion f� :k jP
�:k
�!g � Ik(P ) holds; but not

conversely, e.g. f� :1 j (a :1:0+ � :0:0)
�:1
�!g = ; � fa :1g = I1(a :1:0+ � :0:0) since we have

not taken account of pre-emption, yet. For convenience, we abbreviate
S
fIl(P ) j l < kg by

I<k(P ) and
S
fIl(P ) j l 2 Ng by I(P ). Finally, we write � 2 I<k(P ) if � : l 2 I<k(P ) for some

l < k. Observe that I<0(P ) = ; for all processes P .

The rules in Table 2.2 capture the following operational behavior. The process � :k:P

may engage in action � with priority k. The summation operator + denotes nondetermin-

istic choice. The process P +Q may behave like process P (Q) if Q (P ) does not pre-empt

it by performing a higher prioritized internal transition. The restriction operator nL pro-

hibits the execution of actions in L [ L and, thus, permits the scoping of actions. P [f ]

behaves exactly as process P with the actions renamed with respect to f . The process P jQ

stands for the parallel composition of P and Q according to an interleaving semantics with

synchronized communication on complementary actions on some priority level k resulting

in the internal action � :k. However, if Q (P ) is capable of engaging in a higher prioritized

internal action or in a synchronization, then lower prioritized actions of P (Q) are pre-

empted. The process P [iQ behaves like P and, additionally, is capable of disabling P by

engaging in Q. The side conditions ensure that its pre-emptive behavior is consistent with

that of the summation and the parallel composition operators. In practice, Q is often an in-
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Table 2.2: Operational semantics for CCSch

Act
��

� :k:P
�:k
�! P

Rec
P [�x:P=x]

�:k
�! P 0

�x:P
�:k
�! P 0

Sum1
P

�:k
�! P 0

P +Q
�:k
�! P 0

� =2 I<k(Q) Sum2
Q

�:k
�! Q0

P +Q
�:k
�! Q0

� =2 I<k(P )

Com1
P

�:k
�! P 0

P jQ
�:k
�! P 0 jQ

� =2 I<k(P jQ) Com2
Q

�:k
�! Q0

P jQ
�:k
�! P jQ0

� =2 I<k(P jQ)

Com3
P

a:k
�! P 0 Q

a:k
�! Q0

P jQ
� :k
�! P 0 jQ0

� =2 I<k(P jQ)

Dis1
P

�:k
�! P 0

P [iQ
�:k
�! P 0 [iQ

� =2 I<k(Q) Dis2
Q

�:k
�! Q0

P [iQ
�:k
�! Q0

� =2 I<k(P )

Rel
P

�:k
�! P 0

P [f ]
f(�:k)
�! P 0[f ]

Res
P

�:k
�! P 0

P n L
�:k
�! P 0 n L

� :k =2 L [ L

terrupt handler . Finally, �x:P denotes a recursively de�ned process that is a distinguished

solution to the equation x = P . The side conditions of the operational rules guarantee

that high-priority internal actions have pre-emptive power over low-priority actions. The

reason that high-priority visible actions do not have priority over low-priority actions is

that visible actions only indicate the potential of a synchronization, i.e. the potential of

progress, whereas internal actions describe complete synchronizations, i.e. real progress, in

our model.

When de�ning a semantic theory for CCSch we also need the (real) initial action set

Ik(P ) of a process P which includes all actions with priority k in which P can indeed ini-

tially engage in, i.e. those potential initial actions which are not pre-empted. We formally

de�ne Ik(P ) by f� :k 2 Ik(P ) j � =2 I<k(P )g. For notational convenience we also introduce

sets I<k(P ) analogously to I<k(P ) and write � 2 I<k(P ) if � : l 2 I<k(P ) for some l < k.

Finally, we de�ne initial action sets ignoring internal actions by IIk(P ) =df I
k(P ) n f� :kg

and II<k(P ) =df I
<k(P ) n f� : l j l < kg. The following proposition states that these de�ni-

tions reect our intuition about initial actions and the notion of pre-emption. Especially,
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lower prioritized transitions are pre-empted exactly when the considered process can engage

in a higher prioritized internal transition.

Proposition 2.2.1 For all P 2 P and � :k 2 A we have:

1. � :k 2 I(P ) if and only if P
�:k
�!.

2. � =2 I<k(P ) if and only if 6 9l < k: P
� :l
�!.

Proof: The second statement is an immediate consequence of the �rst one for � � � and

the fact that � =2 I<k(P ) if and only if � =2 I<k(P ), which follows from the de�nition of

I<k(P ). Therefore, we concentrate on the proof of the �rst statement which is done by

induction on the structure of P . For convenience we introduce the abbreviation T k(P ) for

the set f� :k jP
�:k
�!g.

� P � 0: According to the de�nitions of Ik(0), Ik(0), and T k(0) these sets are all

empty.

� P � � : l:Q: Here, we obtain Ik(P ) = Ik(P ) = T k(P ) = f� : lg, if l = k, and

Ik(P ) = Ik(P ) = T k(P ) = ;, otherwise.

� P � Q1 +Q2:

� :k 2 Ik(P )

(def. of I�(�)) () � :k 2 Ik(P ) and � =2 I<k(P )

(def. of I�(�)) () (� :k 2 Ik(Q1) or � :k 2 Ik(Q2)) and

(� =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2))

() (� :k 2 Ik(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2)) or

(� :k 2 Ik(Q2) and � =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2))

(def. of I�(�)) () (� :k 2 Ik(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2)) or

(� :k 2 Ik(Q2) and � =2 I<k(Q1))

(ind. hyp.) () (� :k 2 T k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2)) or

(� :k 2 T k(Q2) and � =2 I<k(Q1))

(oper. semantics) () � :k 2 T k(P )
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� P � Q1 jQ2:

� :k 2 Ik(P )

(def. of I�(�)) () � :k 2 Ik(P ) and � =2 I<k(P )

(def. of I�(�)) () (� :k 2 Ik(Q1) or � :k 2 Ik(Q2) or

� :k 2 f� :k j Ik(Q1) \ Ik(Q2) 6= ;g) and

(� =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2) and

I<k(Q1) \ I<k(Q2) = ;)

() (� :k 2 Ik(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2)

and I<k(Q1) \ I<k(Q2) = ;) or

(� :k 2 Ik(Q2) and � =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2)

and I<k(Q1) \ I<k(Q2) = ;) or

(� :k 2 f� :k j Ik(Q1) \ Ik(Q2) 6= ;g and � =2 I<k(Q1)

and � =2 I<k(Q2) and I<k(Q1) \ I<k(Q2) = ;)

(def. of I�(�) and I�(�)) () (� :k 2 Ik(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q1 jQ2)) or

(� :k 2 Ik(Q2) and � =2 I<k(Q1 jQ2)) or

(� :k 2 f� :k j Ik(Q1) \ Ik(Q2) 6= ;g and

� =2 I<k(Q1 jQ2))

(ind. hyp.) () (� :k 2 T k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q1 jQ2)) or

(� :k 2 T k(Q2) and � =2 I<k(Q1 jQ2)) or

(� :k 2 f� :k j T k(Q1) \ T
k
(Q2) 6= ;g and

� =2 I<k(Q1 jQ2))

(oper. semantics) () � :k 2 T k(P )

The case P � Q1 [iQ2 is similar to the one for P � Q1+Q2. The remaining cases are easier

to prove and, therefore, are omitted. �

Summarizing, the framework of CCSch can briey be outlined by the \formula"

CCSch = CCS + disabling + priority + pre-emption.

Intuitively, a process P can engage in an � :k-transition to P 0 if it can do so according

to CCS semantics (including disabling) and, additionally, if P cannot engage in a higher

prioritized internal transition, i.e. the global constraint � =2 I<k(P ) regarding pre-emption

is satis�ed.

As a very simple example, which illustrates the utility of considering priority in process

algebras, we take a look at the system already introduced in Section 2.1, an alteration of
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ττ

ττ

τ τ

back

forth

ok ok

checkcheck

Figure 2.2: Semantics of Sys

an example presented in [54]. Since a two-level priority-scheme su�ces for its de�nition,

we write � for the \prioritized" action � :0 and � for the \unprioritized" action � :1. A

more complex example is presented in Section 2.5 and yet another one, which makes use

of both the multi-level priority-scheme and the additional disabling operator, can be found

in the next chapter. The system depicted in Figure 2.1 can be formalized in CCSch as

follows: Sys
def
=(A jB)nfig where A

def
= back:A0+ i:�:ok:i:A, A0 def= forth:A+ i:�:ok:i:A0, and

B
def
= check:i:i:B. Intuitively, i is an internal interrupt , and thus prioritized and restricted

(via nfig), which is invoked whenever check is executed. Hence, in such a state the process

A cannot engage in a transition labeled by back or forth according to our pre-emptive

operational semantics, but must accept the communication on the prioritized port i. In

pure CCS, this is not the case, i.e. Sys can ignore to respond to check by ok forever. The

di�erence of our example to a similar one in [54] arises from the additional unprioritized

internal action � preceding the actions ok. One can think of the � 's as representing some

internal activities determining the current status of the system. The semantics of Sys

is shown in Figure 2.2. In the sequel, we present a semantic theory for CCSch allowing

us to prove that Sys meets its intuitive speci�cation Spec which can be formalized as

follows: Spec
def
= back:Spec0 + check:ok:Spec where Spec0

def
= forth:Spec+ check:ok:Spec0.

Unfortunately, the semantic theory presented in [54] is inadequate for relating Sys and

Spec since it does not abstract away from any unprioritized internal transitions.

2.3 A Semantic Theory based on Strong Bisimulation

The semantic theory for CCSch, which we intend to develop, is based on Park and Milner's

notion of bisimulation [125, 139]. First, we adapt strong bisimulation [125] from CCS to

our setting as follows; we refer to this relation as prioritized strong bisimulation.

De�nition 2.3.1 (Prioritized Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is called a prioritized strong bisimulation if for every

hP;Qi 2 R and � :k 2 A the following condition holds.

P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�:k
�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :
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We write P ' Q if there exists a prioritized strong bisimulation R such that hP;Qi 2 R.

It is easy to see that ' is an equivalence and that it is the largest prioritized strong

bisimulation. The following result, which enables compositional reasoning, can be proved

straightforwardly using standard techniques [54, 167].

Theorem 2.3.2 Prioritized strong bisimulation ' is a congruence.

An axiomatization of ' for �nite processes, i.e. guarded and closed CCSch terms that do not

contain recursion, can be developed closely along the lines of [54]. Since axiomatizations

give rise to equational reasoning by manipulating terms, we also call processes process

terms, ranged over by t; u; : : : , in this context. We write ` t = u if process term t can be

rewritten to u using the axioms in Table 2.3. Regarding the axioms presented in [54] we

have modi�ed Axioms (E), (Res2), (Res3), (Rel3) and (P) to cover our new action structure

for multi-level priority-schemes. In the Expansion Axiom (E) the symbol
P

stands for the

indexed version of + , where the empty sum denotes the inaction process 0. We have

also added Axioms (D1), (D2), and (D3) dealing with the disabling operator. Axiom (D1)

allows us to push the disabling operator inside its �rst operand while inserting an outer

nondeterministic branch for the second operand. Axiom (D2) identi�es a situation in which

the disabling operator may be dropped. Finally, Axiom (D3) presents a distributive law

which enables us to push the disabling operator over nondeterministic choices. The next

theorem states that our equations characterize prioritized strong bisimulation for �nite

CCSch processes.

Theorem 2.3.3 (Soundness & Completeness)

For �nite CCSch process terms t and u we have: t ' u if and only if ` t = u.

The proof of this theorem is similar to the corresponding one presented in [54] and, there-

fore, is omitted. The completeness part is based on the fact that every �nite process term

can be rewritten into normal form, i.e. into a term of the form
P

i �i :ki:ti, where �i � �

implies kj � ki for all j, and the terms ti are in normal form, too. It is easy to see that the

additional Axioms (D1){(D3) are su�cient to obtain a normal form for processes contain-

ing disabling operators. The above axiomatization and Theorem 2.3.3 can be extended to

regular process terms, which describe a class of �nite-state processes, using the technique

introduced in [124].

Prioritized strong bisimulation can also be characterized logically. In fact, the Hennessy-

Milner logic presented in [125] can be carried over one-to-one. Moreover, prioritized strong

bisimulation can be related to modal logics by adapting the idea of characteristic formu-

las [157].

For the back-and-forth example considered in the previous section it can be shown by

equational reasoning that Sys ' Spec�, where Spec� is de�ned as Spec but with a � - and a

� -action preceding each action ok and a � -action trailing every ok. The reason for inserting

these internal actions is that two prioritized strong bisimular terms have to match each
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Table 2.3: Axiomatization of '

(A1) t+ u = u+ t (A2) t+ (u+ v) = (t+ u) + v

(A3) t+ t = t (A4) t+ 0 = t

(E) Let t =
P

i �i :ki:ti and u =
P

j �j : lj :uj : Then

t ju =
P

i �i :ki:(ti ju) +
P

j �j : lj :(t juj) +
P

�i :ki=�j : lj
� :ki:(ti juj)

(Res1) 0 n L = 0 (Rel1) 0[f ] = 0

(Res2) (� :k:t) n L = 0 (� :k 2 L [ L) (Rel2) (� :k:t)[f ] = f(� :k):(t[f ])

(Res3) (� :k:t) n L = � :k:(t n L) (� :k =2 L [ L) (Rel3) (t+ u)[f ] = t[f ] + u[f ]

(Res4) (t+ u) n L = (t n L) + (u n L)

(P) � :k:t+ � : l:u = � :k:t (k < l)

(D1) (� :k:t) [iu = � :k:(t [iu) + u (D2) 0 [it = t

(D3) (t+ u) [iv = (t [iv) + (u [iv)

other's transitions exactly, even those labeled by internal actions. Therefore, Sys and Spec

fail to be equivalent with respect to prioritized strong bisimulation.

2.4 A Semantic Theory based on Weak Bisimulation

As illustrated by the back-and-forth example, prioritized strong bisimulation is too �ne

for reasoning about systems in practice. In this section we remedy the above mentioned

shortcomings by developing a semantic congruence that abstracts from internal transitions

along the lines of [125, 134]. We start o� with the de�nition of a naive prioritized weak

bisimulation which is an adaptation of observational equivalence [125].

De�nition 2.4.1 (Naive Prioritized Weak Transition Relation)

1. d� :k =df � and da :k =df a :k

2.
�

=)�=df (f
� :k
�!j k 2 Ng)�

3.
�:k
=)�=df

�
=)� �

�:k
�! �

�
=)�
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Observe that this naive approach abstracts from priority levels when de�ning d� :k and
�

=)�. As one might expect this will cause some problems for the resulting notion of naive

prioritized weak bisimulation which is de�ned next.

De�nition 2.4.2 (Naive Prioritized Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is a naive prioritized weak bisimulation if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, and � :k 2 A the following condition holds.

P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

d�:k
=)� Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P ��Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some naive prioritized weak bisimulation R.

Naive prioritized weak bisimulation can easily be shown to be an equivalence. Unfortu-

nately, �� is not a congruence for CCSch with respect to parallel composition, disabling,

summation, and recursion. Whereas the compositionality defect for summation is similar

to the one for CCS [125] and the one with respect to recursion is due to the others, the

defect of disabling can partly be reduced to the one for parallel composition and the one

for summation. As an example concerned with the problem regarding parallel composition

consider the processes P
def
= a :1:0 + b :0:0 and Q

def
= a :1:0+ � :1:(a :1:0+ b :0:0). It is easy

to see that P ��Q. However, when composing these processes in parallel with the process

b :0:0 then Q j b :0:0
a:1
�! 0 j b :0:0 whereas P j b :0:0 6

a:1
=)�, i.e. P j b :0:0 6��Q j b :0:0.

2.4.1 Prioritized Weak Bisimulation

Despite the lack of compositionality, the above de�nition of �� reects an intuitive ap-

proach to abstracting from internal computation. For attacking the congruence problem it

is important to consider the following fact from universal algebra.

Proposition 2.4.3 (Largest Congruence)

Let R be an equivalence over an algebra <. Then the largest congruence R+ in R exists and

R+ = fhP;Qi j 8<-contexts C[X]: hC[P ]; C[Q]i 2 Rg, where a <-context C[X] is a term in

< with one free occurrence of the variable X.

Consequently, we know that �� contains a largest congruence �+
� for CCSch, and we

devote the rest of this section to characterizing this congruence. We �rst de�ne a new weak

transition relation which takes pre-emption into account.

De�nition 2.4.4 (Prioritized Weak Transition Relation)

For L � A n f� :k j k 2 Ng we de�ne the following.

1. d� :k =df �̂ :k =df � :k and da :k =df â :k =df a :k

2. P
�:k
�!
L
P 0 if P

�:k
�! P 0 and II<k(P ) � L
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3.
�:0
=)=df (

� :0
�!)�

4.
�:k
=)
L

=df (f
� :l
�!
L
j l � kg)�

5.
�:k
=)
L

=df

�:k
=)
L
�

�:k
�!
L
�

�:0
=)

Intuitively, we have made the transition relation sensitive to pre-emption by introducing

conditions involving initial action sets and by preserving priority values of internal actions.

In the remainder, we show that initial action sets are an adequate mean for measuring

pre-emption potentials. In this light, P
�:k
�!
L
P 0 states that P can evolve to P 0 by performing

action � with priority k if the pre-emptive power of P is at most L, i.e. if the environment

does not o�er any communication on ports in L. Moreover, we abbreviate P
a:0
=)
L
P 0 by

P
a:0
=) P 0 since the inclusion II<0(P ) � L trivially holds for all L. For convenience we also

de�ne P
�
�! P and P

�
�!
L
P for all P 2 P and L � A n f� :k j k 2 Ng.

De�nition 2.4.5 (Prioritized Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is a prioritized weak bisimulation if for every hP;Qi 2 R,

k 2 N, and � :k 2 A the following conditions hold.

1. � =2 I<k(P ) implies 9Q0: Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0; II<k(Q0) � L where L = II<k(P ); � =2 I<k(Q0),

and hP;Q0i 2 R.

2. P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�̂:k
=)
L
Q0; L=II<k(P ); and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P �Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some prioritized weak bisimulation R.

From this de�nition we may conclude that � is the largest prioritized weak bisimulation

and that � is an equivalence, which can be extended to open terms in the usual way. More

important, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 2.4.6 The equivalence � is a congruence with respect to pre�xing, paral-

lel composition, relabeling, and restriction. Moreover, � is characterized as the largest

congruence contained in ��, in the sub-algebra of CCSch induced by these operators and

recursion.

Note that still a compositionality problem with respect to summation exists, which is

dealt with later. One may wonder why the de�nition of prioritized weak bisimulation

cannot be simpli�ed in order to obtain a weak behavioral relation that is compositional for

parallel composition. First, the absence of Condition (1) in De�nition 2.4.5 would cause

compositionality defects as is best illustrated by the following example. The processes

P
def
= � :1:a :0:0 and Q

def
= a :0:0 would be considered as equivalent if Condition (1) would

be absent. However, the context C[X]
def
= X j (a :0:0 + b :1:0) is able to distinguish them.
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Second, the a :k-step of a weak a :k-transition may only be followed by a sequence of � :0-

transitions. Why may one not de�ne
�:k
=)
L

=df
�:k
=)
L
�
�:k
�!
L
�

�:k
=)
L
? In order to see this, consider

the processes P
def
= a :1:P 0 + b :0:0, where P 0 def= � :1:P 00 + b :0:0 and P 00 def= c :0:0 + b :0:0,

and Q
def
= a :1:P 00 + P . According to the above proposed weak transition relation P and Q

would be deemed equivalent since the a :1-transition of Q to P 00 can be matched by the

a :1-transition followed by the � :1-transition of P . However, the context C[X]
def
=(X jR) n

fa :1; b :0g, where R
def
= a :1:b :0:0, distinguishes P and Q. More precisely, the process C[P ]

never reaches a state where it can engage in the c :0-transition, whereas C[Q] does. The

former is due to the fact that the � :1-transition of P gets pre-empted in the context C[X].

In the remainder of this section we prove the �rst part of Proposition 2.4.6 which states

that � is compositional for pre�xing, parallel composition, relabeling, and restriction.

Many cases are standard. The only interesting non-standard case is the compositionality

of � with respect to parallel composition which we give in detail. The second part of the

proposition, which claims that � is characterized as the largest congruence contained in

�� in the sub-algebra of CCSch induced by the above mentioned operators and recursion,

follows by inspection of the proof of Proposition 2.4.19 presented below. First, let us

establish a convenient lemma.

Lemma 2.4.7 Let P; P 0; Q;Q0; R 2 P and k 2 N. Then

1. P
�:0
=) P 0 implies P jR

�:0
=) P 0 jR, and

2. � =2 I<k(P jR) and Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0, where L = II<k(P ), implies for L0 = II<k(P jR):

Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR.

Proof: The proof of Part (1) can be done straightforwardly by induction on the length

of the weak transition P
�:0
=) P 0. Part (2) is proved by induction on the length i of the

prioritized weak transition Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0. For i = 0 the validity of the statement is trivial.

Assume i > 0, i.e. Q
� :l
�!
L
Q00 �:k=)

L
Q0 for some Q00 2 P and l � k. This implies II<l(Q) � L =

II<k(P ) and � =2 I<l(Q). Because of � =2 I<k(P jR) we also have II<k(P ) \ II<k(R) = ;

and � =2 I<k(R). Thus and because of l � k, II<l(Q) \ II<l(R) � II<k(P ) \ II<k(R) = ;

and � =2 I<l(R), i.e. � =2 I<l(Q jR). Therefore, Q jR
� :l
�!
L0

Q00 jR for L0 = II<k(P jR) by the

operational semantics and since II<l(Q jR) = II<l(Q) [ II<l(R) � II<k(P ) [ II<k(R) =

II<k(P jR) due to l � k, as desired. Additionally, we may use the induction hypothesis to

conclude Q00 jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR. Hence, Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR by the de�nition of the prioritized weak

transition relation. �

Now, we are able to prove the compositionality of � with respect to parallel composition.

Proposition 2.4.8 P � Q implies P jR � Q jR for all processes R.
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Proof: According to De�nition 2.4.5 it is su�cient to prove that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP jR;Q jRi jP �Qg

is a prioritized weak bisimulation. Consider some arbitrary pair hP jR;Q jRi 2 R, i.e.

P �Q.

1. Let � =2 I<k(P jR) for some k 2 N. This implies � =2 I<k(P ), � =2 I<k(R), and

II<k(P ) \ II<k(R) = ;. Because of P �Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P

such that Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0, II<k(Q0) � L where L = II<k(P ), � =2 I<k(Q0), and P �Q0. We

conclude Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR for L0 = II<k(P jR) by Lemma 2.4.7(2), and � =2 I<k(Q0 jR)

since � =2 I<k(Q0), � =2 I<k(R), and II<k(Q0) \ II<k(R) = ; due to II<k(Q0) �

II<k(P ). Moreover, hP jR;Q0 jRi 2 R by the de�nition of R. Hence, Condition (1)

of De�nition 2.4.5 is satis�ed.

2. Let P jR
�:k
�! V for some V 2 P and � :k 2 A, i.e. � =2 I<k(P jR) which means

� =2 I<k(P ), � =2 I<k(R), and II<k(P )\II<k(R) = ;. We have to show the existence

of some W 2 P such that Q jR
�̂:k
=)
L
W where L = II<k(P jR) and hV;W i 2 R.

Consider the following case distinction according to the operational rules for parallel

composition.

(a) P
�:k
�! P 0 and V � P 0 jR.

Since P �Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�̂:k
=)
L
Q0

and P 0�Q0 where L = II<k(P ). Thus, Q
�:k
=)
L
Q00 �̂:k�!

L
Q000 �:0

=) Q0 for some

Q00; Q000 2 P . Especially, � =2 I<k(Q00) if Q00 6� Q000. Hence for L0 =

II<k(P jR), (i) Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q00 jR by Lemma 2.4.7(2), (ii) Q00 jR
�̂:k
�!
L0

Q000 jR

which is trivial for � � � and Q00 � Q000 and, otherwise, follows from

II<k(Q00) � L = II<k(P ) implies II<k(Q00) \ II<k(R) = ;, i.e. � =2

I<k(Q00 jR), and since II<k(Q00 jR) = II<k(Q00)[II<k(R) � II<k(P )[

II<k(R) = II<k(P jR), and (iii) Q000 jR
�:0
=) Q0 jR by Lemma 2.4.7(1).

Thus, Q jR
�̂:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR by the de�nition of the prioritized weak transition

relation and hP 0 jR;Q0 jRi 2 R by the de�nition of R.

(b) R
�:k
�! R0 and V � P jR0.

Since P �Q and � =2 I<k(P ) there exists some Q0 2 P such that

Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0, II<k(Q0) � L where L = II<k(P ), � =2 I<k(Q0), and P �Q0.

We conclude Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR for L0 = II<k(P jR) by Lemma 2.4.7(2)

and � =2 I<k(Q0 jR). Hence, Q0 jR
�:k
�! Q0 jR0 by CCSch semantics and

II<k(Q0 jR) = II<k(Q0) [ II<k(R) � II<k(P ) [ II<k(R) = II<k(P jR).

Consequently, Q jR
�̂:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR0 by the de�nition of the prioritized weak

transition relation and hP jR0; Q0 jR0i 2 R by the de�nition of R.
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(c) P
a:k
�! P 0, R

a:k
�! R0, and V � P 0 jR0.

Because of P �Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P satisfying

Q
a:k
=)
L
Q0 and P 0�Q0 where L = II<k(P ). According to the de�ni-

tion of the prioritized weak transition relation Q
�:k
=)
L
Q00 a:k�!

L
Q000 �:0

=) Q0

for some Q00; Q000 2 P. Note that this implies � =2 I<k(Q00). Thus,

we have for L0 = II<k(P jR), (i) Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q00 jR by Lemma 2.4.7(2),

(ii) Q00 jR
a:k
�!
L0

Q000 jR0 since II<k(Q00) � L = II<k(P ) implies II<k(Q00)\

II<k(R) = ;, i.e. � =2 I<k(Q00 jR), and since II<k(Q00 jR) = II<k(Q00)[

II<k(R) � II<k(P ) [ II<k(R) = II<k(P jR), and (iii) Q000 jR0 �:0
=)

Q0 jR0 according to Lemma 2.4.7(1). Hence, Q jR
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 jR0 by the def-

inition of the prioritized weak transition relation and hP 0 jR0; Q0 jR0i 2

R by the de�nition of R.

Therefore, also Condition (2) of De�nition 2.4.5 is established, and the proof is done.

�

In order to show that � is compositional with respect to recursion in the considered sub-

algebra of CCSch, we need to de�ne a notion of prioritized weak bisimulation up to � (cf.

[149]).

De�nition 2.4.9 (Prioritized Weak Bisimulation up to �)

A relation R � P �P is a prioritized weak bisimulation up to � if for every hP;Qi 2 R,

k 2 N, and � :k 2 A the following conditions and their symmetric counterparts hold.

1. � =2 I<k(P ) implies 9Q0: Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0; II<k(Q0) � L where L = II<k(P ); � =2 I<k(Q0),

and P R� Q0.

2. P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�̂:k
=)
L
Q0; L=II<k(P ); and P 0 R� Q0.

This notion satis�es the property that, ifR is a prioritized weak bisimulation up to � , then

R � �. Using the de�nition of prioritized weak bisimulation up to � the compositionality

proof of � with respect to recursion follows the standard lines [125].

We now return to our back-and-forth example as introduced in Section 2.2 and show

that the system Sys meets its speci�cation Spec by proving Sys� Spec. This can be

veri�ed using Table 2.4 which presents a relation whose symmetric closure is a prioritized

weak bisimulation containing hSys; Speci. Note that the validation of Condition (1) of

De�nition 2.4.5 for this relation is drastically simpli�ed by the fact that the semantics of

both processes, Sys and Spec, do not contain any visible prioritized actions.
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Table 2.4: A relation whose symmetric closure is a prioritized weak bisimulation

f h Sys ; Spec i ;

h (A0 jB) n fig ; Spec0 i ;

h (A j i:i:B) n fig ; ok:Spec i ;

h (�:ok:i:A j i:B) n fig ; ok:Spec i ;

h (ok:i:A j i:B) n fig ; ok:Spec i ;

h (i:A j i:B) n fig ; Spec i ;

h (A0 j i:i:B) n fig ; ok:Spec0 i ;

h (�:ok:i:A0 j i:B) n fig ; ok:Spec i ;

h (ok:i:A0 j i:B) n fig ; ok:Spec0 i ;

h (i:A0 j i:B) n fig ; Spec0 i g

2.4.2 Prioritized Observational Congruence

In contrast to [134], the summation �x presented in [125] is not su�cient in order to achieve

a congruence based on prioritized weak bisimulation. To see why, let D
def
= � :0:E and

E
def
= � :1:D. Now de�ne P

def
= � :1:D and Q

def
= � :0:E. By De�nition 2.4.5 we may observe

P �Q, but P + a :1:0 6� Q + a :1:0 since the former can perform an a :1-action whereas

the latter cannot. It turns out that we have to require that observationally congruent

processes must possess the same initial action sets; a requirement which is stronger than

Condition (1) of De�nition 2.4.5.

De�nition 2.4.10 (Prioritized Observational Congruence)

We de�ne P �lQ if for all � :k 2 A the following conditions and their symmetric counter-

parts hold.

1. I(P ) � I(Q)

2. P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�:k
=)
L
Q0; where L = II<k(P ); and P 0�Q0 .

The following theorem states the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.4.11 The relation �l is the largest congruence contained in ��, i.e. �l = �+
�.

The congruence property of �l can be established by standard techniques [125]. The

proof of the compositionality of �l with respect to parallel composition is omitted here

since it follows by inspection of the proof of Proposition 2.4.8. The only di�erence is that

an internal transition is always matched by at least one internal computation step. The
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much stricter initial action set condition in the de�nition of �l follows easily by using the

de�nition of initial action sets. In the following, we present the compositionality result of

�l with respect to summation and disabling.

Proposition 2.4.12 P �lQ implies P +R �l Q+R for all processes R.

Proof: Let P;Q;R 2 P such that P �lQ. Hence, I(P ) = I(Q) from which one may

easily conclude I(P +R) = I(Q+R). Moreover, let P + R
�:k
�! V for some V 2 P and

� :k 2 A. Now, consider the following case distinction according to the operational rules

for summation.

1. P
�:k
�! P 0, V � P 0, and � =2 I<k(R). Especially, we know that � =2 I<k(P ) which

implies � =2 I<k(Q) since I(P ) = I(Q).

Because of P �lQ we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that

Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0 and P 0�Q0 where L = II<k(P ). We distinguish the following

cases: (i) Q
�:k
�! Q00 �:0

=) Q0 for some Q00 2 P and II<k(Q) � L, and

(ii) Q
� :l
�! Q00 �:k=)

L
Q0 for some Q00 2 P , l � k, and II<l(Q) � L. In the

former case, we obtain Q + R
�:k
�! Q00 �:0

=) Q0 since � =2 I<k(R). Hence,

Q+R
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 for L0 = II<k(P +R) because of the de�nition of the prioritized

weak transition relation and the fact that I(P +R) = I(Q+R). In the

latter case, we conclude Q + R
� :l
�!
L0

Q00 since � =2 I<k(R) and l � k implies

� =2 I<l(R). Further, Q00
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 because L � L0. Hence, Q+R
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 by the

de�nition of the prioritized weak transition relation. Summarizing, in both

cases we obtain Q+R
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 for L0 = II<k(P +R) and P 0�Q0, as desired.

2. R
�:k
�! R0, V � R0, and � =2 I<k(P ).

Because of I(P ) = I(Q) we have � =2 I<k(Q), too. Therefore, Q+R
�:k
�! R0.

Hence, Q + R
�:k
=)
L0

R0 for L0 = II<k(P +R) since I(P +R) = I(Q+R).

Finally, also R0�R0 holds because � is reexive.

Due to symmetry the proof is done. �

For proving the compositionality of �l with respect to the disabling operator we need some

auxiliary properties analogous to those presented in Lemma 2.4.7 for parallel composition.

Lemma 2.4.13 Let P; P 0; Q;Q0; R 2 P. Moreover,

1. let P
�:0
=) P 0. Then P [iR

�:0
=) P 0 [iR holds.
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2. let k 2 N, � =2 I<k(P [iR), R�l S, and Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0 for L = II<k(P ). Then Q [iS

�:k
=)
L0

Q0 [iS

holds for L0 = II<k(P [iR).

The proof of Part (1) is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.4.7(1), and the proof of Part (2)

follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.4.7(2) under the consideration that I(R) = I(S)

since R�l S.

Proposition 2.4.14 Let R�l S. Then

1. P �Q implies P [iR � Q [iS, and

2. P �lQ implies P [iR �l Q [iS.

Proof: In order to establish the �rst part it is su�cient to prove that the symmetric

relation

R =df fhP [iR;Q [iSi jP �Q; R�l Sg [ �

is a prioritized weak bisimulation. Therefore, let hP [iR;Q [iSi 2 R be arbitrary, i.e. P �Q

and R�l S. Observe that I<k(P [iR) = I<k(P )[I<k(R) = I<k(P )[I<k(S). Condition (1)

of De�nition 2.4.5 can be established along the lines of the corresponding proof part of

Proposition 2.4.8 by using Lemma 2.4.13(2) instead of Lemma 2.4.7(2). Now, let P [iR
�:k
�!

V for some V 2 P and � :k 2 A. We distinguish the following two cases according to the

operational semantics for disabling.

1. P
�:k
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P , V � P 0 [iR, and � =2 I<k(R).

The argumentation in this case is analogous to the one for establishing

Condition (2) of De�nition 2.4.5 in the proof of Proposition 2.4.8, if one

replaces the use of Lemma 2.4.7(1) by Lemma 2.4.13(1) and the use of

Lemma 2.4.7(2) by Lemma 2.4.13(2).

2. R
�:k
�! R0 for some R0 2 P, V � R0, and � =2 I<k(P ).

Since P �Q there exists some Q0 2 P such that Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0, II<k(Q0) � L

where L = II<k(P ), � =2 I<k(Q0), and P �Q0. Applying Lemma 2.4.13(2)

we obtain Q [iS
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 [iS where L0 = II<k(P [iR). Moreover, since R�l S

we know of the existence of some S0 2 P such that S
�:k
=)
L
S0 for L = II<k(R)

and R0�S0. Since � =2 I<k(Q0) we obtain Q0 [iS
�:k
=)
L0

S0 similar to the rea-

soning in the proof of Proposition 2.4.12 since L � L0 according to the

de�nition of the initial action sets. Thus, Q [iS
�:k
=)
L0

S0 by the de�nition of

the prioritized weak transition relation and hR0; S0i 2 R by the de�nition

of R.
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Hence, Condition (2) of De�nition 2.4.5 holds, and the proof of the �rst part of Proposi-

tion 2.4.14 is done. The second part follows pretty much the reasoning above and, therefore,

is omitted. �

In order to show that �l is compositional with respect to recursion, we need to de�ne

a notion of prioritized observational congruence up to �l in order to adapt the standard

proof technique [125, 149].

De�nition 2.4.15 (Prioritized Observational Congruence up to �l)

A relation R � P � P is a prioritized observational congruence up to �l if for every

hP;Qi 2 R and � :k 2 A the following conditions hold.

1. I(P ) = I(Q)

2. P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�:k
=)
L
Q0; L = II<k(P ); and P 0R�Q0.

3. Q
�:k
�! Q0 implies 9P 0: P

�:k
=)
L
P 0; L = II<k(Q); and P 0�RQ0.

As desired, a prioritized observational congruence up to �l is a sub-relation of prioritized

observational congruence.

The remainder of this section is concerned with the proof of the \largest" part of the

above theorem. Our proof is an instance of the following result from universal algebra

which can easily be established by using Proposition 2.4.3 (cf. [133]).

Proposition 2.4.16 Let R1 and R2 be equivalences over an algebra < such that R+
1 �

R2 � R1. Then R
+
1 = R+

2 holds.

For our purposes, we choose R1 = �� and R2 = �. First, we establish that R+
2 = �l

along the lines of a similar proof in [59]. In the sequel we use S(P ) to denote the sort of

the process P , i.e. the set of all visible actions occurring as labels of the transition system

corresponding to P . The following property of the sort of CCSch processes is of importance.

Lemma 2.4.17 (Finite Sorts) For P 2 P its sort S(P ) is �nite.

The validity of the lemma is a consequence of the fact that the summation operator is

binary and that relabelings f satisfy the property j f� :k j f(� :k) 6� � :kg j < 1. The

lemma is used in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4.18 The relation �l is the largest congruence contained in �.

Proof: Since the relation �l is a congruence, which is contained in � because �l can

be shown to be a prioritized weak bisimulation, we know that �l � �+ holds. For

the other inclusion, consider the equivalence �l
a =df fhP;Qi jCPQ[P ]�CPQ[Q]g where

CPQ[X]
def
= X +

P
k�min c :k:0. Here, min stands for the maximal priority value, i.e. the
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minimal priority, of actions in S(P ) [ S(Q). The actions c :k are supposed to be \fresh"

ones, i.e. they are not in the sort of the processes P and Q under consideration. Note that

those actions exist by Lemma 2.4.17. Obviously, �+ � �l
a according to Proposition 2.4.3.

For the proof of the remaining inclusion �l
a � �l, let P;Q 2 P such that P �l

aQ. We have

to show that P and Q are prioritized observational congruent.

1. Assume � :k =2 I<k(P ) for k � min. Hence, CPQ[P ]
c:k
�! 0. Since CPQ[P ] � CPQ[Q]

and c :k =2 S(Q) necessarily CPQ[Q]
c:k
=)
L
0 holds, where L = II<k(P ) [ fc : l j l < kg.

This requires � =2 I<k(Q) and II<k(Q) � II<k(P ). Hence, I<k(Q) � I<k(P ).

2. Let P
�:k
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and some � :k 2 A, i.e. CPQ[P ]

�:k
�! P 0. Since

CPQ[P ] � CPQ[Q] there exists some Q
0 2 P satisfying CPQ[Q]

�̂:k
=)
L0

Q0, L0 = II<k(P )[

fc : l j l < kg and P 0 � Q0. We know that Q0 6� CPQ[Q] because P
0 � Q0 and P 0 is

not capable of performing a prioritized weak c :0-transition. Therefore, the matching

step is necessary, even if � � � . Thus, Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0 and P 0 � Q0 for L = II<k(P ).

Since also the symmetric properties hold, all conditions of De�nition 2.4.10 are satis�ed,

and we obtain P �l Q, as desired. �

In order to apply Proposition 2.4.16, we further have to show that R+
1 � R2 � R1,

i.e. �+
� � � � ��. The inclusion � � �� follows immediately from the de�nition of

the naive prioritized weak and the prioritized weak transition relation. In order to apply

Proposition 2.4.16, we have to establish �+
� � �. This inclusion turns out to be di�cult

to show directly. Therefore, we de�ne an auxiliary equivalence

�a =df fhP;Qi jCPQ[P ]��CPQ[Q]g

which lies in between. Using the abbreviation S =df S(P ) [ S(Q), let CPQ[X]
def
= X jHPQ

and

HPQ
def
= c :0:0+

X
L � S;

b :k 2 S [ f� :k jk � ming

� :0:

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;b:k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+

b :k:HPQ

1CCCA

where min is de�ned as in the proof above. For notational convenience we de�ne b :k =df � :k

if b :k � � :k. Note that HPQ is well-de�ned by Lemma 2.4.17. Moreover, DL is de�ned

as
P

�:k2L � :k:0, and the actions c :0; dL;b:k :0; e :k for all L � S and b :k 2 S, and their

complements, are supposed to be \fresh" actions (cf. Lemma 2.4.17). The context CPQ[X]

is inspired by one in [133]. By Proposition 2.4.3 we may conclude �+
� � �a. The other

necessary inclusion is established by the following proposition whose proof can be found in

Appendix A due to its length.
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Figure 2.3: Situation in the proof of Theorem 2.4.11

Proposition 2.4.19 The inclusion �a � � holds.

The above proposition completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.11 as illustrated by Figure 2.3.

Here, an arrow from relation R1 to relation R2 means that R1 � R2. More precisely, we

have already established all premises of Proposition 2.4.16. Thus, R+
1 = R+

2 , i.e. �
+
� = �+.

Moreover, we have shown in Theorem 2.4.18 that �+ = �l. Hence, �l = �+
�, as desired.

We close this section by returning to our illustrating back-and-forth example. Because

of the facts that Sys� Spec, that both processes only possess visible initial actions, and that

their initial action sets are identical, we can conclude Sys�l Spec from De�nition 2.4.10,

as intuitively expected. In contrast, the prioritized observational congruence developed

in [133, 134] does not relate our system and its speci�cation due to the presence of the

unprioritized internal action � in Sys. It is this additional freedom of abstracting from

internal transitions which makes our calculus and its semantic theory more useful in practice

than the one reported in [54, 133, 134].

2.4.3 Operational Characterization

The aim of this section is to show how prioritized weak bisimulation can be e�ciently

computed by adapting partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138] developed with respect

to standard bisimulation [125]. Therefore, we provide an operational characterization of

prioritized weak bisimulation as standard bisimulation by introducing an alternative pri-

oritized weak transition relation. It uses the notation
�:<k
=) for the relation (f

� :l
�!j l < kg)�

whenever k > 0.

De�nition 2.4.20 (Alternative Prioritized Weak Transition Relation)

For P; P 0 2 P and � :0; � :k 2 A, where k > 0, we de�ne

1.
�̂:0
=)�=df

�̂:0
=) and
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2. P
�̂:k
=)� P

0 if 9P 00 2 P : � =2 I<k(P 00), P
�:<k
=) P 00, and P 00 �̂:k=)

L
P 0 where L =df II

<k(P 00).

Observe that the alternative prioritized weak transition relation is not any longer param-

eterized by initial action sets. The importance of the new weak transition relation results

from the coincidence of � with the relation �� which is de�ned as standard bisimulation

over the alternative prioritized weak transition relation.

De�nition 2.4.21 (Alternative Prioritized Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is called an alternative prioritized weak bisimulation if

for all hP;Qi 2 R and � :k 2 A the following condition holds:

P
�̂:k
=)� P

0 implies 9Q0: Q
�̂:k
=)� Q

0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P ��Q if hP;Qi 2 R for an alternative prioritized weak bisimulation R.

Note that in the above de�nition, Condition (1) of De�nition 2.4.5 is already encoded in

the requirement for P
�:k
=)� P . As desired, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 2.4.22 (Operational Characterization)

Prioritized and alternative prioritized weak bisimulation coincide, i.e. � = ��.

Using the alternative prioritized weak transition relation and Theorem 2.4.22 we may ap-

ply standard algorithms for partition re�nement [103, 138] in order to compute � . The

computation of the alternative prioritized weak transition relation can be done e�ciently

using dynamic programming techniques. The following proposition is central for the proof

of Theorem 2.4.22.

Proposition 2.4.23 Let P;Q;Q0 2 P and k > 0 satisfy � =2 I<k(P ) and � =2 I<k(Q0),

P �Q, and Q
�:<k
=) Q0. Then we have P �Q0 and II<k(P ) = II<k(Q0). Moreover, Q

�:k
=)
L
Q0

where L = II<k(P ). Finally, the same statements hold if � is replaced by ��.

Proof: We prove the proposition by induction on the length i of the weak transition

Q
�:<k
=) Q0. For the induction base let i = 0, i.e. Q � Q0. Hence, P �Q0 since P �Q.

Moreover, let a : l 2 II<k(P ) which implies l < k and P
a:l
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P by the

de�nition of initial action sets and by Proposition 2.2.1(1). Because of P �Q we know of

the existence of some Q00 2 P such that Q
a:l
=)
L
Q00 where L = II<l(P ) and P 0�Q00. This

implies Q
a:l
�!
L

�:0
=) Q00 by the de�nition of the prioritized weak transition relation since

� =2 I<l(Q). Hence, a : l 2 II<k(Q) because of l < k. Due to symmetry we may also

conclude II<k(Q) � II<k(P ). Thus, II<k(P ) = II<k(Q), as desired.

For the induction step let Q
� :l
�! Q00 �:<k=) Q0 for some Q00 2 P and l < k. Since P �Q

we have P
�:l
=)
L
P 0 for some P 0�Q00 where L = II<l(Q). However, � =2 I<k(P ), i.e. the weak
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transition is trivial. Hence, P � P 0 and, therefore, P �Q00. Now, we have established the

premises in order to apply the induction hypothesis which allows us to �nish the induction

step straightforwardly.

The statement Q
�:k
=)
L
Q0 where L = II<k(P ) is a consequence of the already established

properties since � =2 I<k(P ) implies � =2 I<l(P ), and II<l(P ) � II<k(P ) for all l < k.

Finally, the above statements can be proved in the same fashion if one replaces � by �� ,

due to the de�nition of the alternative prioritized weak transition relation. �

The next lemma turns out to be useful for the proof of Theorem 2.4.22.

Lemma 2.4.24 Let P; P 0; Q 2 P such that P �Q and P
�:0
=) P 0. Then there exists some

Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�:0
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0.

The proof of this lemma can be done straightforwardly by induction on the length of the

weak transition P
�:0
=) P 0. Now, we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.4.22.

Proof: For proving �� = � we establish both inclusions.

� For the inclusion \� " it is su�cient to establish that the symmetric relation �� is

a prioritized weak bisimulation. Let P;Q 2 P such that P ��Q.

1. Moreover, let � =2 I<k(P ) for some k 2 N satisfying k > 0. Then P
�:k
=)� P

according to the de�nition of the alternative prioritized weak transition relation.

Since P ��Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�:k
=)� Q

0 and

P 0��Q
0. Hence, Q

�:<k
=) Q00 �:k=)

L
Q0 for some Q00 2 P where L = II<k(Q00) and

� =2 I<k(Q00). By Proposition 2.4.23 for �� we obtain Q
�:k
=)
L
Q00, L = II<k(Q00) =

II<k(P ), and P ��Q
00. Thus, Condition (1) of De�nition 2.4.5 is established.

Note that this condition trivially holds for k = 0.

2. Now, let P
�:k
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � :k 2 A such that k > 0. Hence,

� =2 I<k(P ) and P
�̂:k
=)
L0

P 0 where L0 = II<k(P ). Thus, P
�̂:k
=)� P 0 according

to the de�nition of the alternative prioritized weak transition relation. Since

P ��Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�̂:k
=)� Q0 and

P 0��Q
0. Therefore, Q

�:<k
=) Q00 �̂:k=)

L
Q0 for some Q00 2 P satisfying L = II<k(Q00)

and � =2 I<k(Q00). Using Proposition 2.4.23 for �� we obtain P ��Q
00, L =

II<k(Q00) = II<k(P ), and Q
�:k
=)
L
Q00. Consequently, Condition (2) of De�ni-

tion 2.4.5 is established. The case k = 0 follows analogous to the corresponding

proofs within the framework of CCS [125] since the considered de�nitions of the

weak transition relations coincide.

Hence, �� � � by De�nition 2.4.5.
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� For the reverse inclusion \� " it is, according to De�nition 2.4.21, su�cient to prove

that the symmetric relation � is an alternative prioritized weak bisimulation. There-

fore, let P;Q 2 P satisfying P �Q and P
�̂:k
=)� P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � :k 2 A

such that k > 0. Hence, P
�:<k
=) P 00 �̂:k=)

L
P 0 for some P 00 2 P where � =2 I<k(P 00) and

L = II<k(P 00). Thus, there exist r; s 2 N, Pi; Pr+j 2 P , li < k, and lr+j � k for

0 � i < r and 0 � j � s such that P0 � P , Pr � P 00, Pi
� :li
�!
L
Pi+1 for all 0 � i < r + s,

and Pr+s
�̂:k
�!
L

�:0
=) P 0. Note that lr = k because � =2 I<k(Pr) and lr � k.

Since P �Q we may successively conclude the existence of Q0; Qi 2 P and Li �

A n f� :k j k 2 Ng such that Qi
�:li
=)
Li

Qi+1, where Li = II<li(Pi), and Pi�Qi for all

0 � i < r + s, as well as Qr+s
�̂:k
=)
L

�:0
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0 by Lemma 2.4.24. Because of

the premise II<li(Pi) � L we obtain Li � L.

Further, let bQ denote the �rst process on the path of internal transitions starting from

Qr whose outgoing internal transition has priority k, if such a process exist. Thus,

Q
�:<k
=) bQ �̂:k

=)
L
Q0 and � =2 I<k( bQ) by the choice of bQ and since Li � L = II<k(P 00).

Consider the case that no such bQ exists. Hence, � � � and P 00 � P 0 since priority k

is attached to � and lr = k. Because of P 00 � Pr �Qr we may conclude the existence

of another Q0 2 P such that Qr
�:k
=)
L
Q0, II<k(Q0) � L where L = II<k(P 00) as above,

� =2 I<k(Q0), and P 0 � P 00�Q0. Now, one can �nd a process bQ on the path of

internal transitions from Qr to Q0 with the desired properties as mentioned in the

previous paragraph; note that Q0 itself is a potential candidate for bQ.
Summarizing, we have found processes bQ and Q0 such that Q

�:<k
=) Qr

�:<k
=) bQ �̂:k

=)
L
Q0

where L = II<k(P 00), � =2 I<k( bQ), P 00 � Pr �Qr, and P 0�Q0. By Proposition 2.4.23

for � we obtain II<k(P 00) = II<k( bQ). Hence, Q �̂:k
=)� Q

0 and P 0�Q0, as desired.

For k = 0 the proof is analogous to the corresponding one within the framework of

CCS [125] and uses Lemma 2.4.24.

By De�nition 2.4.21 we obtain � � ��, which �nishes the proof of Theorem 2.4.22. �

As a consequence of the operational characterization, the Hennessy-Milner logic presented

in [125] for CCS can straightforwardly be adapted for logically characterizing � by replac-

ing the usual transition relation by the alternative prioritized weak transition relation in

the de�nition of the logic's semantics.

2.5 Example

In this section we provide a more complex example showing the utility of our theory for

prioritized observational congruence. We apply this congruence to formally reason about

the relationship between a speci�cation and an implementation of a system modeling a
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4-counter. The example is based on one presented in [134] and shows the bene�ts of our

semantic theory compared to the theory developed in [134]. For our purposes it is su�cient

to consider a two-level priority-scheme. Hence, we write again � for the prioritized action

� :0 and � for the unprioritized action � :1.

The 4-counter is designed to output timeout immediately after four consecutive inputs

of the kind tick. Its speci�cation is formally given by the process

Spec
def
= tick:tick:tick:tick:timeout:Spec :

Suppose we are asked to implement Spec using a 2-count alarm-clock

Alarm-Clock
def
= tick:tick:alarm:Alarm-Clock

and a 2-time repeater

Repeater
def
= b:b:event:Repeater

which cyclically awaits two interrupts on b before signaling event. A natural way to im-

plement the speci�cation is to compose the 2-count alarm-clock and the 2-time repeater

by connecting the alarm port of the alarm-clock with the b port of the repeater. More-

over, we relabel the interrupt signal event of the repeater to timeout. Hence, the re-

sulting system Sys is de�ned by Sys
def
=(A jB) n fbg where A

def
= Alarm-Clock[b=alarm] and

B
def
= Repeater[timeout=event].

A1 B1

S

i

tick timeout

a

b

Figure 2.4: Architecture of the 4-counter

Unfortunately, the implementation Sys does not satisfy the speci�cation Spec with

respect to any reasonable behavioral relation since Sys can engage in a sequence of �ve

consecutive tick transitions whereas Spec obviously cannot. In other words, Sys and

Spec are not even trace equivalent . The same argument also holds for frameworks which

do not allow one to model priority at all, as e.g. for CCS [125]. The reason for this

inequivalence is that the availability of the action timeout in process B does not preclude

process A to perform a tick. However, prioritizing the action timeout in the above

de�nitions does not help since visible prioritized transitions do not pre-empt unprioritized

transitions. One possible solution to this problem is to introduce a server process S through
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which interactions between the environment and the system are passed; for the sake of

uniformity not only timeout but also tick actions. Hence, we consider the following

modi�ed system Sys1
def
=(A1 jB1 jS) n fa; b; ig where A1

def
= a:a:b:A1, B1

def
= b:b:i:B1, and

S
def
= tick:a:S + i:timeout:S. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Table 2.5: A relation whose symmetric closure is a prioritized weak bisimulation

f h Sys1 ; Spec i ;

h (A1 jB1 j a:S) n fa; b; ig ; tick:tick:tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (a:b:A1 jB1 jS) n fa; b; ig ; tick:tick:tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (a:b:A1 jB1 j a:S) n fa; b; ig ; tick:tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (b:A1 jB1 jS) n fa; b; ig ; tick:tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (A1 j b:i:B1 jS) n fa; b; ig ; tick:tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (A1 j b:i:B1 j a:S) n fa; b; ig ; tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (a:b:A1 j b:i:B1 jS) n fa; b; ig ; tick:timeout:Spec i ;

h (a:b:A1 j b:i:B1 j a:S) n fa; b; ig ; timeout:Spec i ;

h (b:A1 j b:i:B1 jS) n fa; b; ig ; timeout:Spec i ;

h (A1 j i:B1 jS) n fa; b; ig ; timeout:Spec i ;

h (A1 j i:B1 j timeout:S) n fa; b; ig ; timeout:Spec i g

Now, we are able to show that Sys1 and Spec are related with respect to prioritized

weak bisimulation. This can be veri�ed using Table 2.5 which presents a relation whose

symmetric closure is a prioritized weak bisimulation containing hSys1; Speci. Note that the

validation of Condition (1) of De�nition 2.4.5 is easy since the semantics of both processes,

Sys1 and Spec, do not contain any visible prioritized actions. Finally, Sys1 and Spec

do possess the same initial actions, namely the action tick, such that we may conclude

Sys1�l Spec by De�nition 2.4.10, too.

2.6 Discussion and Related Work

In this section we compare the advantages of our algebraic framework by considering de�ni-

tions of prioritized weak bisimulation and of prioritized observational congruence proposed

in [134]. Moreover, we discuss related work on approaches to priority which are based on

global pre-emption.
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2.6.1 Discussion

In this chapter we have shown that our notions of prioritized weak equivalence and priori-

tized observational congruence are suitable from an algebraic point of view, especially since

�l is the largest congruence contained in ��. However, there may also be other interesting

congruences which, on the one hand, do not abstract that much from internal transitions

but, on the other hand, can be computed more e�ciently. One particularly interesting

candidate for such a behavioral relation is a slight variant of the prioritized observational

congruence developed for Cleaveland and Hennessy's calculus with priority [54, 134]. This

calculus is mainly distinguished from CCSch by its �xed two-level priority-scheme and the

presence of prioritization and deprioritization operators which allow one to change prior-

ity values of actions. In particular, [134] introduces a �ner weak transition relation than

ours since a weak unprioritized �-transition consists of an �-transition that is preceded

and trailed by prioritized internal transitions corresponding to � :0-transitions in our cal-

culus. Hence, the approach in [134] just abstracts from internal actions with priority 0.

The reason for this restriction is that, otherwise, prioritized weak bisimulation would not

be compositional with respect to the prioritization and deprioritization operators. How-

ever, this �ner transition relation can obviously be computed more e�ciently than our

alternative prioritized weak transition relation since initial action set containments do not

play such a dominant role. In contrast, our prioritized weak transition relation allows an

� :k-transition to be preceded by any sequence of � : l-transitions (satisfying a condition on

initial action sets), where l � k, and only to be trailed by � :0-transitions.

From our point of view, operators changing priority values of actions are not desirable

when dealing with priority in order to describe interrupts or certain programming language

constructs such as prioritized choice. Those priorities are chosen by the programmer and are

�xed once and for all, i.e. they are static. Contradicting this, the prioritization and deprior-

itization operators allow one to change priority values dynamically within contexts. As seen

above, leaving out these operators results in a coarser observational congruence that is more

practicable since it abstracts from more internal computation. As an example con�rming

this statement re-consider the 4-counter. In fact, Sys and Spec are related by the prioritized

observational congruence developed in this chapter, as seen in the previous section, but not

by the observational congruence suggested in [134]. The reason for the latter is that the

processes Sys0
def
=(A1 jB1 j a:S) n fa; b; ig and Spec0

def
= tick:tick:tick:timeout:Spec must

necessarily be prioritized weak bisimular. However, Sys0 cannot match the tick-transition

of Spec0 since the former process can neither initially engage in a tick-transition nor in a

� -transition, but only in an unprioritized � -transition which leads to a tick-transition.

A very important insight obtained in this chapter is that the generalization of the

calculus presented in [54] to a multi-level priority-scheme has no consequences on the de-

velopment of a suitable notion of prioritized observational congruence. The additional

freedom gained in our calculus for abstracting away internal transitions is solely due to the

absence of prioritization and deprioritization operators.
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2.6.2 Other Related Work

Baeten, Bergstra, and Klop were the �rst researchers who introduced priorities into pro-

cess algebras [10] by conservatively extending the Algebra of Communicating Processes

(ACP) [17]; a process algebra which is equipped with an axiomatic semantics. Their work

is inspired by the insight that it is essential to incorporate an interrupt mechanism in

process-algebraic frameworks in order to enhance their expressive power as speci�cation

and veri�cation formalisms for concurrent systems. Therefore, a piece of syntax together

with semantics de�ning equations is introduced. Based on a given partial order < on ac-

tions a unary operator � is de�ned. Intuitively, �(P ) is the context of P in which action a

has precedence over action b whenever b < a, i.e. non-deterministic choices between actions

a and b are resolved within �(P ). Technically, the axiomatic semantics of the new language,

given in terms of a rewrite system, is shown to possess nice algebraic properties such as

conuence and termination. The utility of the theory is demonstrated by simple examples

dealing with interrupts, timeouts, and aspects of real-time behavior. The approach in [10]

di�ers from the work presented in this thesis in that the partial order expressing priorities

is �xed with respect to the system under consideration, i.e. the same priority relation holds

at all states of the system. For example, if a < b at some state of the system, then a > b

cannot be valid at another state. Moreover it should be mentioned that the version of ACP

used in [10] does not include a designated internal action, cf. action � in CCS; a fact which

simpli�es the development of an algebraic theory.

Gerber and Lee have developed a real-time process algebra, called Calculus of Com-

municating Shared Resources (CCSR) [82], that explicitly takes the availability of system

resources into account. Semantically, synchronizations between processes are modeled in

an interleaving fashion using instant transitions, whereas the access of resources is truly

concurrent and consumes time. In CCSR a priority structure may be de�ned over resources

which indicates their urgency. It can be used in order to ensure that deadlines are met. The

underlying concept of priority is taken from CCSch, i.e. priorities are static and pre-emption

is global. In [83] a resource-based prioritized (strong) bisimulation for CCSR together with

a congruence result and axiomatizations with respect to several classes of processes [36]

have been given.

Prasad has also extended his Calculus of Broadcasting Systems (CBS) [144] for dealing

with a notion of static priority [145]. He refers to the priority calculus as PCBS. For PCBS

nice semantic theories based on Milner's strong and weak bisimulation [125] have been

developed along with congruence proofs. Remarkably, these theories do not su�er from the

technical subtleties which have been encountered for CCSch, although the concept of pre-

emption is basically the same. The reason is that PCBS is concerned with a very di�erent

but much simpler model for communication. In PCBS communication is based on the

principle of broadcasting such as used for public address systems. Moreover, priority values

are only attached to output actions which cannot be restricted or hidden like in traditional

process algebras. Finally, it should be mentioned that PCBS contains an operator, called

translate, which allows for prioritization and deprioritization of actions.
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2.7 Summary

We have presented a CCS-based calculus with priority, called CCSch, which is distinguished

from Cleaveland and Hennessy's calculus presented in [54, 134] by allowing a multi-level

priority-scheme as well as the disabling operator known from LOTOS and disallowing the

prioritization and deprioritization operators. We have developed a semantic theory for

CCSch based on Park and Milner's notion of bisimulation. Whereas the usual de�nition

of strong bisimulation is a congruence for CCSch, the naive adaptation of observational

congruence is not. Consequently, we have devoted our attention to characterizing the

largest congruence, referred to as prioritized observational congruence, contained in the

naive weak bisimulation. We have compared prioritized observational congruence with a

similar congruence as inspired by [134]. It turns out that the latter behavioral relation

can be computed more e�ciently but does not abstract as much from internal transitions

as prioritized observational congruence does and as much as is necessary for dealing with

realistic applications.





Chapter 3

Case Study: A Railway Signaling

System

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a real-world case study which shows the bene�ts of priority for

modeling and verifying concurrent systems. Our example is based on a case study by Glenn

Bruns [39] that deals with the design of a safety-critical part of a network used in British

Rail's Solid State Interlocking (SSI) [69], a system which controls railway signals and points.

Bruns has modeled and veri�ed a high-level design of the system that has abstracted from

low-level implementation details. He has used plain CCS [125] for modeling the system,

a temporal logic [109, 118] for specifying properties of the system, and the Edinburgh

Concurrency Workbench [64] for verifying that these properties hold for the model.

We investigate an elaboration of Bruns' case study using the process algebra CCSch

with priority developed in the previous chapter, which allows a more intuitive modeling of

the signaling system. We also augment Bruns' model in two ways based on key concepts

of the SSI system described in the original design document [69]. First we add an error-

recovery scheme that is invoked when a link fails, and second we insert a backup line in

order to make the system fault-tolerant. Since in both cases interrupt mechanisms come

into play, the use of a process algebra with priority is mandatory and, moreover, leads

to elegant models. We also show that, by eliminating invalid interleavings, priorities can

dramatically cut the number of states and transitions in our systems. This is particularly

signi�cant since the large complexity of practical problems often prevents their automatic

analysis. We verify our models by showing that several safety properties hold using the

Concurrency Workbench of North-Carolina [65, 153], CWB-NC. This veri�cation tool is a re-

implementation of the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench that o�ers similar functionality,

but is faster and more memory-e�cient and gives diagnostic information when a veri�cation

routine returns false.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 gives an introduction

to the railway signaling system in question. In the following section we adapt Bruns' model
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of the considered network used in a safety-critical railway signaling system. Further, we

extend the model by an error-recovery scheme in Section 3.4 and a fault-tolerant network

link in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 discusses our veri�cation results whereas the last section

contains a summary of this chapter.

3.2 A Railway Signaling System

Our example is embedded in British Rail's Solid State Interlocking (SSI) system [39, 69],

which adjusts and controls signals and points along rail routes. Its aim is to prevent situ-

ations that may lead to a collision or derailment of trains. Therefore, a formal veri�cation

of the design of the SSI and its environment is of particular importance.

TFM TFM

SSI

point signal

high-speed link

Figure 3.1: The SSI environment { overview

Figure 3.1 shows the basic design of the interlocking system. It consists of three di�erent

components: the SSI, several trackside functional modules (TFM), and a high-speed link

which connects the TFMs with the SSI. The SSI is the main logical unit of the system. It

is connected to a control panel to which a signal operator can input commands. The SSI

checks the validity of those commands and sends them to the TFMs along the track via the

high-speed link. A TFM connects a signal or a point to the network. Its task is to listen to

the network in order to receive messages for adjusting its signal or point and to send status

information about the signal or point to the SSI.

The pattern of communication between the SSI and the TFMs is as follows. The SSI

cyclically sends a message to each TFM. The message includes the TFM's address and the

status for the corresponding signal or point (e.g. signal on/o�). After sending a message

the SSI waits a short time for the addressed TFM to respond with the current state of its

signal or point. This polling scheme reects the safety-critical design of the system since it

leads to a quick detection of failures. For example, if the addressed TFM does not respond

then either the TFM or the connection between the SSI and the TFM is down. Moreover, if

the corresponding signal or point has autonomously changed its state, it is forced to return

to its proper state. The disadvantage of this polling scheme is its communication overhead,

which necessitates an expensive high-speed network. This expense is even worse if the

distance between some TFMs and the SSI is very large. Therefore, the question arises as to
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whether distant high-speed links can be connected via a low-grade link without violating

safety properties. Our case study concentrates on this aspect of the SSI system since the

use of a high-speed link is known to satisfy the requirements on the error-free delivery of

commands and timely detection of failures [39].

high-speed link

signal

point

low-grade link
TFM

TFM

TPCSPC

SSI

TFM

point

high-speed link

Figure 3.2: The slow-scan system { overview

The integration of a low-grade link (LGL) is illustrated in Figure 3.2. It is connected

to the SSI-side high-speed link via a SSI-side protocol converter (SPC) and to the TFM-side

high-speed link via a TFM-side protocol converter (TPC). Intuitively, the SPC is expected to

behave like the TFMs on the other side of the LGL, i.e. to accept commands for those TFMs

and to respond to the SSI with their current states, but the SPC occasionally sends these

commands along the LGL and receives new status information about those TFMs. On the

other side, the TPC should mimic a SSI. We refer to the part of the system which consists of

SPC, LGL, and TPC as the slow-scan system. In order not to violate safety conditions of the

overall system, the slow-scan system is expected to satisfy properties of the following kind.

If the low-grade link fails, then the TPC (SPC) will detect the problem and stop sending

messages to the TPC-side TFMs (SSI). The TFMs are also expected to change signals to red

and to lock points in their current setting if they stop receiving messages.

3.3 The Slow-Scan Model

In the following, we formally model the slow-scan system in three steps. First, we present

the system as in [39] and discuss the advantages of priorities for modeling. In the second

step, we augment our model with an error-recovery scheme and re-model the low-grade link

in a full-duplex fashion. Finally, we show how the required fault-tolerance of the system [69]

can be reected in our design.

Figure 3.3 shows the channels between the three parallel components of the slow-scan

system; it also includes an additional clock. Since the correct behavior of our system

depends on timing constraints, which cannot be modeled in our process algebra directly,

we use an explicit clock in our model to signal the progression of time to the SPC and

TPC via the channels mcs and mct, respectively. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 contain the model

of the slow-scan system as it is accepted by the CWB-NC, where the symbol � introduces

comments. The CCSch front-end for the CWB-NC has been generated by the Process Algebra
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Figure 3.3: The LGL model

Table 3.1: The slow-scan model (Part I)

* priority value 0: fail_overfull, det, mcs, mct

* priority value 1: ---

* priority value 2: out (c2, s2), fail_wire, comm_in, comm_out, stat_in, stat_out

* priority value 3: in (c1, s1)

* priority value 4: outu (c2u, s2u), tick

* Slow-scan system

proc SS = (SPC | LGL | TPC | Clock)\{c1:3,c2:2,c2u:4,s1:3,s2:2,s2u:4,

mcs:0,mct:0}

* SSI-side protocol converter (SPC)

proc SPC = SPC0

proc SPC0 = comm_in:2.'stat_out:2.SPC0 + 'c1:3.SPC0 + s2:2.SPC0 + s2u:4.SPC0 +

mcs:0.'c1:3.SPC1

proc SPC1 = comm_in:2.'stat_out:2.SPC1 + 'c1:3.SPC1 + s2:2.SPC0 + s2u:4.SPC1 +

mcs:0.'c1:3.SPC2

proc SPC2 = comm_in:2.'stat_out:2.SPC2 + 'c1:3.SPC2 + s2:2.SPC0 + s2u:4.SPC2 +

mcs:0.#'det:0.SPCF

proc SPCF = comm_in:2.SPCF + s2:2.SPCF + s2u:4.SPCF + mcs:0.SPCF

Compiler [62], PAC, which is a generic tool for integrating new interfaces as front-ends of the

CWB-NC, and uses the following syntactical notations for expressions: proc x = P for the

process algebra term �x:P , and 'a:k for the action a :k. Details about the implementation

in PAC as well as the CWB-NC can be found in [153]. In the following, we sometimes wish

to have visible (i.e. non-�) actions pre-empt actions of lower priority. This happens when

the pre-emptive action is signaling some information about events that have just occurred;

in this case, the high-priority action plays the role of an \atomic proposition." To give

such an action pre-emptive power within the calculus CCSch, we insert a � :k loop at the
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Table 3.2: The slow-scan model (Part II)

* Track-side protocol converter (TPC)

proc TPC = TPC0

proc TPC0 = 'comm_out:2.stat_in:2.TPC0 + 's1:3.TPC0 + c2:2.TPC0 + c2u:4.TPC0 +

mct:0.'s1:3.TPC1

proc TPC1 = 'comm_out:2.stat_in:2.TPC1 + 's1:3.TPC1 + c2:2.TPC0 + c2u:4.TPC1 +

mct:0.'s1:3.TPC2

proc TPC2 = 'comm_out:2.stat_in:2.TPC2 + 's1:3.TPC2 + c2:2.TPC0 + c2u:4.TPC2 +

mct:0.#'det:0.TPCF

proc TPCF = stat_in:2.TPCF + c2:2.TPCF + c2u:4.TPCF + mct:0.TPCF

* Low grade link (LGL)

proc LGL = Comm[c1:3/in:3,c2:2/out:2,c2u:4/outu:4] |

Comm[s1:3/in:3,s2:2/out:2,s2u:4/outu:4]

proc Comm = Comm0

proc Comm0 = in:3.Comm1 + 'outu:4.Comm0 + 'fail_wire:2.CommF

proc Comm1 = in:3.#'fail_overfull:0.CommF + 'out:2.Comm0 + 'fail_wire:2.CommF

proc CommF = in:3.CommF + 'outu:4.CommF

* Clock

proc Clock = 'tick:4.'mcs:0.'mct:0.Clock

source states of transitions labeled by a :k. These loops have the e�ect of pre-empting

all actions of priority lower than k. However, they do not interfere with the veri�cation

of the slow-scan model in Section 3.6 since our properties of interest are not sensitive to

divergence. For convenience, we use the notation #a :k:P as short hand for the process

�x:(a :k:P + � :k:x).

The low-grade link is modeled by two parallel unidirectional links. Since we are con-

cerned with the design of a system we choose a poor capacity (or bandwidth) link, capacity

one for each direction, and we abstract from message headers and contents. Moreover, the

SPC and TPC should be able to deliver a message to and get a message from the medium

at any time. If no capacity in a link is left, a new message overwrites a message which is

already in the medium, and an overfull error occurs. Therefore, in each direction a link

behaves as an input-enabled one-place bu�er. Additionally, it o�ers the action 'outu to

its environment if the bu�er is empty. With respect to its reliability, we assume that a

link can fail because of a broken wire (action 'fail wire) or if its bu�ering capacity is
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exceeded (action 'fail overfull). If an error has occurred, the medium enters the error

state CommF in which it only accepts but never delivers any messages.

The states of the SPC are parameterized by a time mark. In each state the SPC can

accept a message from the SSI (action comm in) and respond with the appropriate status

information of the requested TFM (action 'stat out). At least once every clock cycle

(action 'mcs) the SPC sends a message over the LGL to the TPC (action 'c1) and increases

its internal time-counter by changing its state from SPC0 to SPC1 or from SPC1 to SPC2.

If the SPC receives a message (action s2) from the TPC within two time units, it resets its

internal time-counter to 0 by changing its state to SPC0. Otherwise, the SPC times out

(action 'det) and enters the failure state SPCF. In this state the SPC never sends messages

to the SSI or TPC again, but it remains input-enabled.

Up to now, we have not discussed how priorities can be used in modeling the system.

However, one has probably already noticed that various parts of the model would be coun-

terintuitive without priorities. For example, if a link has no capacity for an additional

message, it should favor outputting a message over accepting a new one, as the latter im-

mediately leads to the failure of the link. Similarly, a link should favor accepting a new

message instead of signaling that the bu�er is empty. If the clock gives a new time pulse by

performing the action 'tick, it should immediately inform the SPC and TPC by performing

the (interrupt) actions 'mcs and 'mct. In other words, no action should interfere between

the actions 'tick and 'mcs and the actions 'mcs and 'mct. Moreover, the actions 'det

and 'fail overfull are signaling failures which have already occurred, i.e. they should

not be delayed. Finally, the failure of the LGL is always possible, i.e. no action of the LGL

should be able to pre-empt the action 'fail wire.

Based on these observations, we give the actions 'fail overfull and 'det { which

can be viewed as atomic propositions { overall pre-emptive power in our model, i.e. they

are translated to #'fail overfull:0 and to #'det:0, respectively. The actions 'mcs and

'mct are also assigned the highest priority. Thus, they cannot be prevented by any action

in the system, and the atomicity of the above mentioned action sequences is guaranteed.

Moreover, in the LGL, 'out should have a higher priority than in, and in a higher one

than 'outu. The action 'tick is assigned to the lowest priority value, reecting our

design decision to adopt the maximal progress assumption of real-time process algebra (cf.

Chapters 4 and 7). This assumption states that time may only proceed if the system cannot

engage in a communication. Finally, 'fail wire is assigned the highest priority value with

respect to the actions of the LGL. These observations lead to the priority-scheme of actions

for the slow-scan model presented at the top of Table 3.1.

3.4 The Recovery Model

The slow-scan model represents a substantial abstraction from reality since it is not capable

of recovering from a failure. Therefore, we augment the slow-scan model by an error-

recovery scheme and change the design of the medium to a more realistic full-duplex version.
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Table 3.3: The recovery model (Part I)

* Low grade link (LGL)

proc LGL = Comm00[c1:3/in:3,s1:3/in':3,c2:2/out:2,s2:2/out':2,

c2u:4/outu:4,s2u:4/outu':4,ok:1/online:1]

proc Comm00 = in:3.Comm10 + 'outu:4.Comm00 + in':3.Comm01 + 'outu':4.Comm00 +

'fail_wire:2.CommF + 'online:1.Comm00

proc Comm10 = in:3.#'fail_overfull:0.CommF + 'out:2.Comm00 + in':3.Comm11 +

'outu':4.Comm10 + 'fail_wire:2.CommF + 'online:1.Comm10

proc Comm01 = in:3.Comm11 + 'outu:4.Comm01 + in':3.#'fail_overfull:0.CommF +

'out':2.Comm00 + 'fail_wire:2.CommF + 'online:1.Comm01

proc Comm11 = in:3.#'fail_overfull:0.CommF + 'out:2.Comm01 +

in':3.#'fail_overfull:0.CommF + 'out':2.Comm10 +

'fail_wire:2.CommF + 'online:1.Comm11

proc CommF = in:3.CommF + 'outu:4.CommF + in':3.CommF + 'outu':4.CommF +

'repaired:2.Comm00

Full-duplex media have the property that if one direction fails then the other should

also be considered as unreliable. In the remainder of this section, the action names of both

directions of the link will only di�er by a trailing prime. As long as the full-duplex medium

which is modeled in Table 3.3 provides service, i.e. it is in one of the states Comm00, Comm10,

Comm01, or Comm11, an 'online ('ok) is signaled to the environment. In contrast to the

slow-scan model, a broken medium can be repaired in the recovery model. This is modeled

by the action 'repaired, which is enabled in the failure state CommF and allows the LGL

to reset to its initial state Comm00. The recovery of the system as modeled in Table 3.4

works as follows. If the SPC (TPC) is in its failure state SPCF (TPCF) and detects that

the medium has been repaired by receiving the action ok (online), it sends one interrupt

(action 'reset) to the clock and another (action 'init) to the TPC (SPC). The invoked

interrupt handler of the clock resets the clock. The handler of the TPC (SPC) agrees to that

request by sending an acknowledgment (action 'ack init) back to the SPC (TPC), signaling

its re-initialization (action 'recovered), and resetting itself to its initial state. Since we

are dealing with abstract models, we leave it open to an implementation as to how to send

interrupt signals between SPC, TPC, and the clock; e.g. one could use the already-repaired

line.

If a link has been repaired, the system should reset itself immediately. Therefore,

all actions involving the recovery scheme are interrupt actions. However, they should

not be able to interfere with the atomicity of the clock signals (actions 'mcs and 'mct).

Therefore, the actions ok, online, init and ack init are assigned to priority value one.
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Table 3.4: The recovery model (Part II)

* priority value 0: fail_overfull, det, recovered, mcs, mct

* priority value 1: online (ok), init, ack_init, reset

* priority value 2: out (c2, s2), fail_wire, repaired,

* comm_in, comm_out, stat_in, stat_out

* priority value 3: in (c1, s1)

* priority value 4: outu (c2u, s2u), tick

* Slow-scan system

proc SS = (SPC | LGL | TPC | Clock)\{c1:3,c2:2,c2u:4,s1:3,s2:2,s2u:4,mcs:0,

mct:0,ok:1,init:1,ack_init:1,reset:1}

* SSI-side (SPC) and track-side (TPC) protocol converters

proc SPC = SPC0 [> (init:1.'ack_init:1.#'recovered:0.SPC + ack_init:1.SPC)

...

proc SPCF = comm_in:2.SPCF + s2:2.SPCF + s2u:4.SPCF + mcs:0.SPCF +

ok:1.'reset:1.'init:1.nil

proc TPC = TPC0 [> (init:1.'ack_init:1.#'recovered:0.TPC + ack_init:1.TPC)

...

proc TPCF = stat_in:2.TPCF + c2:2.TPCF + c2u:4.TPCF + mct:0.TPCF +

ok:1.'reset:1.'init:1.nil

* Clock

proc Clock = Clock0 [> reset:1.Clock

proc Clock0 = 'tick:4.'mcs:0.'mct:0.Clock0

The action 'repaired should never be pre-empted by any communication in which the

bu�er is involved, so it gets priority value two. Finally, the action 'recovered is handled

as \atomic proposition."

3.5 The Fault-Tolerant Model

We now turn our attention to modeling fault-tolerance, which is an essential requirement

of the SSI [69]. We have already modeled an error-recovery scheme for the medium, which

ensures fault-tolerance on a software level. In practice, the hardware of the system is also

replicated in order to guarantee better safety-critical behavior [69].
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Figure 3.4: The fault-tolerant model

Table 3.5: The fault-tolerant model (Part I)

* priority value 0: fail_overfull, det, recovered, mcs, mct

* priority value 1: online (ok, ok'), init, ack_init, switch, ack_switch, reset

* priority value 2: out (c2, s2), out' (c2', s2'), fail_wire, repaired,

* comm_in, comm_out, stat_in, stat_out

* priority value 3: in (c1, s1), in' (c1', s1')

* priority value 4: outu (c2u, s2u), outu' (c2u', s2u'), tick

* Slow-scan system

proc SS = (SPC | LGL | TPC | Clock)\{c1:3,c2:2,c2u:4,s1:3,s2:2,s2u:4,c1':3,c2':2,

c2u':4,s1':3,s2':2,s2u':4,mcs:0,mct:0,ok:1,

ok':1,init:1,ack_init:1,reset:1,switch:1,

ack_switch:1}

Therefore, we explicitly duplicate the data path in our design. The new situation is

depicted in Figure 3.4, where the LGL now contains a spare link whose corresponding actions

are annotated by a prime. Our fault-tolerant model, where the \prime" states of the SPC

and TPC indicate that the system works on the second line, behaves as follows. If a failure

of the currently used line is detected by the SPC (TPC), i.e. it is in its failure state, and the

other line is \up," then the SPC (TPC) signals its wish to switch the line to the TPC (SPC)

by performing the action 'switch. The interrupt handlers react to that request (action

'ack switch) in the same fashion as in the recovery model. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 summarize

the necessary changes to our model.

Ideally, we assume the switch to be atomic in the design of the slow-scan system, i.e.

SPC and TPC switch to the new link at the same time. Using priority, this can be modeled

by giving the actions switch and ack switch the same priority as the interrupt actions

init, ack init, and ok.
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Table 3.6: The fault-tolerant model (Part II)

* SSI-side protocol converter (SPC) ... (changes to TPC analogous)

proc SPC = SPC0 [> (init:1.'ack_init:1.#'recovered:0.SPC +

ack_init:1.SPC +

switch:1.'ack_switch:1.#'recovered:0.SPC' +

ack_switch:1.SPC')

...

proc SPCF = comm_in:2.SPCF + s2:2.SPCF + s2u:4.SPCF + mcs:0.SPCF +

ok:1.'reset:0.'init:1.nil + ok':1.'reset:0.'switch:1.nil

proc SPC' = SPC0' [> (init:1.'ack_init:1.#'recovered:0.SPC' +

ack_init:1.SPC' +

switch:1.'ack_switch:1.#'recovered:0.SPC +

ack_switch:1.SPC)

proc SPC0' = comm_in:2.'stat_out:2.SPC0' + 'c1':3.SPC0' + s2':2.SPC0' +

s2u':4.SPC0' + mcs:0.'c1':3.SPC1'

...

proc SPCF' = comm_in:2.SPCF' + s2':2.SPCF' + s2u':4.SPCF' + mcs:0.SPCF' +

ok':1.'reset:0.'init:1.nil + ok:1.'reset:0.'switch:1.nil

* Low grade link (LGL)

proc LGL = Comm00[c1:3/in:3,s1:3/in':3,c2:2/out:2,s2:2/out':2,

c2u:4/outu:4,s2u:4/outu':4,ok:1/online:1] |

Comm00[c1':3/in:3,s1':3/in':3,c2':2/out:2,s2':2/out':2,

c2u':4/outu:4,s2u':4/outu':4,ok':1/online:1]

3.6 Verifying the Railway Signaling System

In this section, we specify and verify requirements of the slow-scan, recovery, and fault-

tolerant models. We use the well-known modal �-calculus [109] as our speci�cation language

and determine the validity of our properties by model checking [25, 26]. For the veri�cation,

we use the CWB-NC on a SUN SPARC 20 workstation with 512 MByte of main memory.

3.6.1 State Spaces of the Models

We have run the CWB-NC on a SUN SPARC 20 workstation to construct the state spaces

of our models. We refer to the slow-scan model as bruns.ccsch, to the recovery model

as recovery.ccsch, and to the fault-tolerant model as ftolerant.ccsch. In addition,

we call the slow-scan model where the bu�er has been replaced by the full-duplex version
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basic.ccsch. The CCS models corresponding to bruns.ccsch and basic.ccsch, which

are obtained by leaving out all priority values, are called bruns.ccs and basic.ccs, re-

spectively. For each model, Table 3.7 provides the number of states and transitions of

the corresponding transition systems which have been automatically constructed by the

CWB-NC in less than a minute in average. Whereas the number of states decreases by over

70% when using the calculus with priority, the reduction of transitions by approximately

85% is even more impressive. These large reductions result from the fact that we are not

able to model the atomicity of action sequences and interrupts in plain CCS [125], thereby

demonstrating the utility of priority for the veri�cation of concurrent systems.

Table 3.7: Transition system sizes

Model Name states trans.

bruns.ccs 3527 17122

bruns.ccsch 899 2567

basic.ccs 1114 4721

basic.ccsch 312 801

recovery.ccsch 1100 2801

ftolerant.ccsch 11905 33760

3.6.2 Properties of Interest

Since the slow-scan system is embedded in a safety-critical system, we want to verify that

our designs satisfy the following required properties.

� After a low-grade link fails, either the slow-scan system will eventually detect the error

or the link is repaired. Moreover, this property holds after every re-initialization of

the system.

� The slow-scan system is always capable of continuing to tick. If this property holds,

then the system is deadlock-free, too.

� A failure of the slow-scan system is possible. This property should also be valid after

every re-initialization of the system.

� A failure is detected only if a failure has actually occurred. Also this property should

hold after every re-initialization of the system.

� After a low-grade link fails, the slow-scan system will eventually stop responding to

the SSI and TFMs if the low-grade link does not recover from the error.
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� If a failure is detected and the broken line is repaired, then the system will be re-

initialized.

All properties { except for the last one { are adapted from [39]. However, since the recovery

and the fault-tolerant model are able to recover from an error, the properties of [39] should

also hold after every re-initialization of these models.

3.6.3 Specifying the Properties

For specifying our requirements we use a temporal logic, the modal �-calculus [109]. Its

syntax is de�ned by the following BNF, which uses a set of variables V with X 2 V.

� ::= tt j X j :� j � ^ � j h� :ki� j �X:�

Formulas are also required to satisfy the following additional constraint: in �X:�, every

occurrence of X in � must be inside an even number of negations. We also de�ne the follow-

ing dual operators: � =df :tt, �1 _ �2 =df :(:�1 ^ :�2), [� :k]� =df :h� :ki(:�), and

�X:� =df :�X:(:�[:X=X]), where [:X=X] denotes the substitution of all free occurrences

of X by :X. Moreover, we introduce the following abbreviations, where L � A: hLi� =dfW
fh� :ki� j� :k 2 Lg, h�i� =df hAi�, h�Li� =df hA n Li�, [L]1� =df �X:(� ^ [L]X),

and hLi�� =df �X:(� _ hLiX). Finally, we let F denote the set of all �-calculus formulas.

The semantics f[�]g of a �-calculus formula � is de�ned with respect to an environment

� : V �! 2P , that maps variables to sets of processes. Intuitively, f[�]g(�) is the set of

all processes that satisfy � under the environment �. Formally, the semantic mapping

f[�]g : (F � E) �! 2S , where E denotes the set of all environments, is inductively de�ned

over the structure of formulas as shown in Table 3.8. If � is a closed formula, its semantics

is independent of the environment. In this case, we simply write f[�]g instead of f[�]g(�).

We say that the process P satis�es property � if P 2 f[�]g.

Intuitively, the formula tt is satis�ed by every process. The Boolean operators are

interpreted as usual. The formula h� :ki� is satis�ed by those processes that have an � :k{

successor for which � holds. Finally, �X:� stands for the least solution of the equation

X = �. On the basis of these intuitions, one can deduce that a process P 2 P satis�es

[� :k]� if all its � :k-derivatives satisfy �, and it satis�es [L]1� if along every process

reachable from P via a sequence of transitions labeled with actions in L, the formula �

holds. Similarly, hLi�� holds for a process if some sequence of transitions with labels drawn

from L leads to a process satisfying �.

We now formally specify the requirements of the slow-scan system as presented above

in the modal �-calculus. We take particular care in implementing eventuality since we want

to consider only execution paths in which the clock continues to tick. Indeed, our models

contain execution paths where the clock stops to tick (cf. livelocks). Those paths are called

unfair since they are arti�cial and do not occur in practice [81]. Therefore, we �lter them

out using a notion of fair eventuality [39]:

even(�) =df �X: (�Y: (� _ ([tick]X ^ [�tick]Y ))) :
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Table 3.8: Semantics of the modal �-calculus

f[tt]g(�) =df P

f[:�]g(�) =df P n f[�]g(�)

f[�1 ^ �2]g(�) =df f[�1]g(�) \ f[�2]g(�)

f[h� :ki�]g(�) =df fP 2 P j 9P 0 2 P : P
�:k
�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[�]g(�)g

f[�X:�]g(�) =df
T
fP 0 � P j f[�]g(�[P 0=X]) � P 0g

Note that the variablesX and Y are mutually nested in alternating �xed points. Therefore,

the alternation depth of any formula even(�) is two if � is a closed formula with alternation

depth not larger than two. Moreover, we need a meta-formula which expresses that the

argument formula holds again if the low-grade system has recovered:

again(�) =df [�]
1[recovered]� :

Now, we can formalize the desired properties of the slow-scan model and the fault-tolerant

model, where Fail =df ffail wire; fail overfullg.

� After the low-grade link fails (for the �rst time), the slow-scan system will eventually

detect the error or the link is repaired:

failures-responded =df [�Fail]
1[Fail]even(hdetitt _ hrepaireditt) :

The formula failures-responded holds after every re-initialization of the system again:

failures-responded-again =df again(failures-responded ) :

Since the formula failures-responded is trivially true if the underlying model cannot

perform the action 'tick or if it cannot fail, we are also interested in the next two

properties.

� The slow-scan model is always capable of continuing to tick:

can-tick =df [�]
1h�i�htickitt :
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� A failure of the slow-scan system is possible:

failures-possible =df h�recoveredi
�hFailitt :

The formula failures-possible holds after every re-initialization of the system again:

failures-possible-again =df again(failures-possible) :

� A failure is detected only if it has actually occurred since the last re-initialization of

the system:

no-false-alarms =df [�Fail; recovered]
1([det]� _ hfail overfullitt) :

The body of the formula reects that fail overfull indicates the occurrence of

a failure, i.e. it may be enabled at the same time as det. Moreover, the formula

no-false-alarms should hold after every re-initialization of the system:

no-false-alarms-again =df again(no-false-alarms) :

� The auxiliary property \the system never responds," which is used below, can be

encoded as follows:

silent =df [�]
1[comm out; stat out]� :

After a low-grade link fails, the slow-scan system will eventually be silent if the low-

grade link does not recover from the error:

eventually-silent =df [�]
1[det]even(silent _ hrecovereditt) :

� If a failure is detected and the broken line is repaired, then the system will be re-

initialized:

react-on-repair =df [�]
1[det]([�recovered]1[repaired]even(hrecovereditt)) :

3.6.4 Veri�cation Results

The model checker implemented in the CWB-NC is based on [25, 26]; it is a local model

checker for a fragment of the modal �-calculus. The formulas we intend to verify can be

rewritten into semantical equivalent ones which satisfy the syntactic restriction required

in [26]. The time and space complexity of the model checker is linear in the size of the

formula, in its alternation depth, and in the size of the considered transition system.

In contrast to [39], we were able to verify all properties automatically and without

using any abstractions by hand. Each formula took no longer than ten minutes to check.
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Using a local model checker often gains no veri�cation speed-up. This is because most

of the formulas are valid safety properties, and the local model checker has to investigate

all states of the models anyway. However, our model checker has quickly detected invalid

formulas.

In the prioritized models all properties hold as expected. The formula no-false-alarms

does not hold for the models in plain CCS. This is due to the fact that the atomicity of

actions cannot be expressed without priorities. Indeed, there exist interleavings in the CCS

models where one observes a 'det before a failure has occurred. Surprisingly, we have found

the formula failures-responded invalid in the model bruns.ccs whereas in [39] it is reported

to hold. The reason for this is that we have left out the actions c1' (s1') which occur

directly before a 'det in Bruns' model. Although that reects our intuition that a 'det

should be signaled as soon as an error is detected, Bruns' modeling does not allow both

SPC and TPC to detect the overfull-failure of the medium before the action 'fail overfull

has occurred.

3.7 Summary

We have demonstrated the importance of priority for modeling and verifying concurrent

systems by means of a practically relevant case study of the slow-scan part of a railway

signaling system. Priorities allow us to favor one communication over another and to make

action sequences atomic. While the former helps to model systems more realistically, the

latter drastically cuts the number of states and transitions. Our models explicitly reect

safety-critical parts of the slow-scan system, namely an error-recovery scheme and a fault-

tolerant medium, which are required in the design document [69]. Finally, we have used

the CWB-NC for checking several required properties of our design.





Chapter 4

Dynamic-Priority for Modeling

Real-Time

4.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the problem of modeling and verifying concurrent systems where

real-time plays an important role for their functional behavior. On the one hand, real-time

is often used to implement abstract synchronization constraints in distributed environ-

ments. As an example of a synchronization constraint, consider a communication protocol

where the next protocol phase may be entered only if some or all components agree. On the

other hand, electric phenomena in digital circuits, e.g. signal glitches, that may lead to mal-

function, can be avoided using deskew delays. Thus, for accurately modeling such systems

in process algebras it is necessary to capture their real-time aspects, thereby motivating

the need for implementing real-time process algebras [128, 173] e�ciently.

Traditional implementations of real-time process algebras typically cause state spaces to

explode, the reason for this being that time is considered as part of the state, i.e. a new state

is generated for every clock tick. We tackle this problem by using dynamic-priority to model

real-time. We introduce a new process algebra, called CCSdp (CCS with dynamic-priority),

which essentially extends CCS [125] by assigning priorities to actions. Unlike the process

algebra CCSch presented in Chapter 2 and { up to our knowledge { all other existing process-

algebraic approaches to priority, actions in our algebra do not have �xed or static priorities;

but priority values may change as systems evolve. It is in this sense that we refer to CCSdp

as a process algebra with dynamic-priority. In contrast to traditional real-time algebras,

e.g. a variation of Temporal CCS [128] incorporating the well-known maximal progress

assumption, which we call CCSrt (CCS with real-time), the CCSdp semantics interprets

delays preceding actions as priority values attached to these actions. In other words, the

longer the delay preceding an action, the lower is its priority. The semantics of CCSdp

avoids the unfolding of delay values into sequences of elementary steps, each consuming

one time unit, thereby providing a formal foundation for e�ciently modeling real-time.

The soundness and completeness of our approach is proved by establishing a one-to-one
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correspondence between the CCSdp and the CCSrt semantics in terms of bisimulation [125,

139] and temporal logics [109, 160]. Hereby, we relate the concept of maximal progress in

CCSrt to the concept of pre-emption in CCSdp, the latter of which is adopted from CCSch. It

is important to note that our approach does not abstract away any real-time information.

Thus, all quantitative timing constraints explicit in CCSrt semantics can still be analyzed

within CCSdp semantics. In Chapter 5 the utility of our technique is shown by a case study,

modeling and verifying several aspects of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section presents our

process-algebraic framework for developing the temporal process algebra CCSrt and the

process algebra CCSdp with dynamic-priority. Section 4.3 formally de�nes the semantics

of CCSrt whereas Section 4.4 describes the semantics of CCSdp. A one-to-one relationship

between CCSdp and CCSrt semantics is established in Section 4.5. The following section

discusses the utility of our approach for system modeling and veri�cation and compares it

to related work. Finally, Section 4.7 contains a summary of this chapter.

4.2 Process-Algebraic Framework

In this section we introduce the process-algebraic framework for CCSrt and CCSdp, both

having the same syntax but di�erent semantics. Whereas CCSrt is an extension of CCS [125]

in order to capture discrete, quantitative timing aspects with respect to a single, global

clock, CCSdp extends CCS by a concept of dynamic-priority . The syntax of CCSrt and

CCSdp di�ers from CCS by associating delay and priority values with actions, respectively,

and by including the disabling operator known from LOTOS [30]. Formally, let � be a

countably in�nite set of actions or ports, not containing the so-called silent or internal

action � . With every a 2 � we associate a complementary action a. Intuitively, an action

a 2 � may be thought of as representing the receipt of an input on port a, while a constitutes

the deposit of an output on a. We de�ne � =df fa j a 2 �g and take A to denote the set of

all actions �[� [ f�g. In what follows, we let a; b; : : : range over �[� and �; �; : : : over

A. Complementation is lifted to actions in � [ �, also called visible actions, by de�ning

a =df a.

In our syntax actions are associated with delay values, or priority values, taken from

the natural numbers. More precisely, the notation � :k, where � 2 A and k 2 N, speci�es

that action � is ready for execution after a minimum delay of k time units or, respectively,

that action � possesses (at most) priority k. In the priority interpretation, smaller numbers

encode higher priority values. In contrast to CCSch, action labels and priority values are

separated in CCSdp, i.e. priority is not part of an action. The syntax of our language is

de�ned by the following BNF.

P ::= 0 j x j � :k:P j P + P j P [iP j

P jP j P [f ] j P n L j �x:P

where k 2 N, the mapping f : A ! A is a relabeling , L � Anf�g is a restriction set , and x

is a variable taken from some countable domain V . A relabeling f satis�es the properties
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f(�) = � and f(a) = f(a). If f(�i) = �i for 1 � i � n and n 2 N, and f(�) = � for

all � 6= �i, where 1 � i � n, we also write [�1=�1; �2=�2; : : : ; �n=�n] for f . Moreover, we

adopt the usual de�nitions for free and bound variables, open and closed terms, and guarded

recursion, and refer to the closed guarded terms as processes. The syntactic substitution

of all free occurrences of variable x by Q in term P is symbolized by P [Q=x]. Finally, we

let P , ranged over by P;Q;R; : : : , denote the set of all processes.

4.3 Real-Time Semantics

We �rst introduce a real-time semantics for our language, referred to as CCSrt semantics,

which explicitly represents timing behavior. The semantics of a process is de�ned by a

labeled transition system which contains explicit clock transitions { each representing a

delay of one time unit { as well as action transitions. With respect to clock transitions,

the operational semantics is set up such that processes willing to communicate with some

process running in parallel are able to wait until the communication partner is ready.

However, as soon as it is available the communication has to take place, i.e. further idling

is prohibited. This assumption is usually referred to as maximal progress assumption [173]

or synchrony hypothesis [21].

Formally, the labeled transition system corresponding to a process P 2 P is a fourtuple

hP ;A[ f1g; 7�!; P i where P is the set of states, A [ f1g the alphabet satisfying 1 =2 A,

7�! the transition relation, and P represents the start state. The transition relation 7�! �

P � (A[ f1g) �P is de�ned in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 using operational rules in Plotkin-style

notation [141]. For the sake of simplicity, let us use  as representative of A [ f1g, and

write P

7�! P 0 instead of hP; ; P 0i 2 7�!. We say that P may engage in transition  and

thereafter behave like process P 0. If  2 A we speak of an action transition, otherwise of

a clock transition. Sometimes it is convenient to write P

7�! for 9P 0 2 P : P


7�! P 0. In

order to ensure maximal progress our operational semantics is set up in a way such that

P 6
1
7�! whenever P

�
7�!, i.e. clock transitions are prevented as long as P can engage in

internal computation.

Intuitively, the process � :k:P , where k > 0 may engage in a clock transition and then

behave like � : (k � 1):P . The process � :0:P performs an � transition to become process P .

Moreover, if � 6= � , it may also idle by executing a clock transition to itself. The summation

operator + denotes nondeterministic choice, i.e. the process P +Q may either behave like

P or Q with respect to action transitions. Time has to proceed equally on both sides of

summation, i.e. P+Q can engage in a clock transition and, thus, delay the nondeterministic

choice if and only if both P and Q can engage in a clock transition. The process P [iQ,

involving the disabling operator [i, has the same semantics for clock transitions. For action

transitions it behaves as P and, additionally, it is capable of disabling P by engaging in Q.

The restriction operator nL prohibits the execution of actions in L [ L and thus permits

the scoping of actions. P [f ] behaves exactly like P where actions are renamed by the

relabeling f . The process P jQ stands for the parallel composition of P and Q according
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Table 4.1: Operational semantics for CCSrt (Part I)

Act
��

� :0:P
�
7�! P

tNil
��

0
1
7�! 0

Sum1
P

�
7�! P 0

P +Q
�
7�! P 0

tAct1
��

� :k:P
1
7�! � : (k � 1):P

k > 0

Sum2
Q

�
7�! Q0

P +Q
�
7�! Q0

tAct2
��

a :0:P
1
7�! a :0:P

Dis1
P

�
7�! P 0

P [iQ
�
7�! P 0 [iQ

tSum
P

1
7�! P 0 Q

1
7�! Q0

P +Q
1
7�! P 0 +Q0

Dis2
Q

�
7�! Q0

P [iQ
�
7�! Q0

tDis
P

1
7�! P 0 Q

1
7�! Q0

P [iQ
1
7�! P 0 [iQ0

Rel
P

�
7�! P 0

P [f ]
f(�)
7�! P 0[f ]

tRel
P

1
7�! P 0

P [f ]
1
7�! P 0[f ]

Res
P

�
7�! P 0

P n L
�
7�! P 0 n L

� =2 L [ L tRes
P

1
7�! P 0

P n L
1
7�! P 0 n L

Rec
P [�x:P=x]

�
7�! P 0

�x:P
�
7�! P 0

tRec
P [�x:P=x]

1
7�! P 0

�x:P
1
7�! P 0

Table 4.2: Operational semantics for CCSrt (Part II)

Com1
P

�
7�! P 0

P jQ
�
7�! P 0jQ

Com3
P

a
7�! P 0 Q

a
7�! Q0

P jQ
�
7�! P 0jQ0

Com2
Q

�
7�! Q0

P jQ
�
7�! P jQ0

tCom
P

1
7�! P 0 Q

1
7�! Q0

P jQ
1
7�! P 0jQ0

P jQ 6
�
7�!
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to an interleaving semantics with synchronized communication on complementary actions

resulting in the internal action � . Similar to summation and disabling, P and Q have to

synchronize on clock transitions according to Rule (tCom). Its side condition implements

maximal progress by ensuring that there is no pending communication between P and Q.

Although this condition is negative, our semantics is still well-de�ned [29]. Finally, �x:P

denotes a recursively de�ned process that is a distinguished solution of the equation x = P .

The semantics satis�es the following properties [128], where � denotes syntactic equality.

Proposition 4.3.1 For all P; P 0; P 00 2 P the following holds.

1. P 6
�
7�! implies P

1
7�! ( idling).

2. P
�
7�! implies P 6

1
7�! (maximal progress).

3. P
1
7�! P 0 and P

1
7�! P 00 implies P 0 � P 00 ( time determinacy).

The validity of Part (1) is a consequence of the idling capability of the processes 0 and

� :k:P for k > 0 or � 6� � . Properties (2) and (3) can easily be checked by induction on

the structure of P and induction on the maximum of the depths of the derivation trees of

P
1
7�! P 0 and P

1
7�! P 00, respectively. For CCSrt a semantic theory based on the notion of

bisimulation [125] has been developed [128]. For the purposes of this chapter, we restrict

ourselves to strong temporal bisimulation which is de�ned as follows.

De�nition 4.3.2 (Temporal Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is called temporal bisimulation if for every hP;Qi 2 R

and  2 A [ f1g the following holds: P

7�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q


7�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P �rt Q if there exists a temporal bisimulation R such that hP;Qi 2 R.

The behavioral relation �rt, which can be shown to be the largest temporal bisimulation

and an equivalence relation, enjoys several pleasant properties, the most important being

the congruence property, which gives rise to compositional reasoning (cf. [76]). Note that

temporal bisimulation requires equivalent processes to match exactly each others behavior,

including their timing behavior. In the literature preorders have been developed which

relax this requirement by introducing \faster-than" relations [129].

Unfortunately, CCSrt semantics unfolds every delay value into a sequence of elementary

time units, thereby creating many additional states. For example, the process a :k:0 has

k + 2 states, namely 0 and a : l:0 where 0 � l � k (see also Figure 4.1 on Page 65). It

would be much more e�cient if we could represent a :k:0 by a single transition labeled by

a :k leading to state 0. This idea of compacting the state space of real-time systems can be

implemented by viewing k as a priority value assigned to action a. In other words, one may

consider the delay value k as the time-stamp of action a. The following sections elaborate

on this idea.
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4.4 Dynamic-Priority Semantics

In order to formalize our intuition, we present a new semantics for our language that

uses a notion of priority taken from [54], generalized to a multi-level priority-scheme. We

refer to our process algebra as CCSdp when interpreted with respect to the new semantics

which, in contrast to the priority approach mentioned above, dynamically adjusts priorities

along transitions. However, the notion of pre-emption incorporated in CCSdp follows the

lines in Chapter 2. Note that this notion of pre-emption naturally mimics the maximal

progress assumption employed in CCSrt semantics which is made precise in the next section.

Formally, the CCSdp semantics of a process P 2 P is given by a labeled transition system

hP ;A� N ;�!; P i. The presentation of the operational rules for the transition relation

�! requires two auxiliary de�nitions.

First, we introduce potential initial action sets, taking account of the actions and their

priority values in which a given process can initially engage in. These sets are de�ned

similar as for CCSch (cf. Table 2.1) but where the equation concerning relabeling is replaced

by Ik(P [f ]) =df ff(�) : l j� : l 2 Ik(P )g, since relabelings in CCSdp ignore priority values.

Finally, we adopt the de�nitions of (real) initial action sets Ik(P ) of a process P and

the notations I<k(P ), I<k(P ), � 2 I<k(P ), � 2 I<k(P ), IIk(P ), and II<k(P ). Hence,

Proposition 2.2.1 and all remarks made in Chapter 2 concerning initial action sets are also

valid within the CCSdp framework.

Table 4.3: Priority adjustment function

[0]k =df 0 [x]k =df x

[� : l:P ]k =df � : (l � k):P if l > k [� : l:P ]k =df � :0:P if l � k

[P +Q]k =df [P ]
k + [Q]k [P [iQ]k =df [P ]

k [i[Q]k

[P jQ]k =df [P ]
k j [Q]k [�x:P ]k =df [P [�x:P=x]]

k

[P [f ]]k =df [P ]
k[f ] [P n L]k =df [P ]

k n L

As second auxiliary de�nition for presenting the transition relation, we introduce a

priority adjustment function as shown in Table 4.3. Intuitively, our semantics is set up in

a way such that if one parallel component of a process engages in a transition with priority

k, then the priority values of all initial actions at every other parallel component have to be

decreased by k, i.e. those actions become equally \more important." Thus, the semantics of
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parallel composition deploys a kind of fairness assumption, and priorities have a dynamic

character. More precisely, the priority adjustment function applied to a process P 2 P and

a natural number k 2 N, denoted as [P ]k, returns a process term which is \identical" to P

except that the priority values of the initial, top-level actions are decreased by k. Note that

a priority value cannot become less than 0. The phrase \identical" does not mean syntactic

equality but syntactic equality up to unfolding of recursion. Formally, let
:
= stand for the

smallest congruence which contains � and satis�es the axiom �x:P
:
= P [�x:P=x]. Our

semantics is compatible with
:
= in the sense that P

:
= Q and P

�:k
�! P 0 implies Q

�:k
�! Q0

for some Q0 2 P satisfying P 0 :
= Q0. This compatibility is used in the remainder of this

chapter without explicit mentioning. Sometimes we also write P
�:k
�! P 0 if Q

�:k
�! Q0 for

some Q
:
= P and Q0 := P 0.

Table 4.4: Operational semantics for CCSdp

Act1
��

a :k:P
a:l
�! P

l � k Act2
��

� :k:P
� :k
�! P

Sum1
P

�:k
�! P 0

P +Q
�:k
�! P 0

� =2 I<k(Q) Sum2
Q

�:k
�! Q0

P +Q
�:k
�! Q0

� =2 I<k(P )

Dis1
P

�:k
�! P 0

P [iQ
�:k
�! P 0 [i[Q]k

� =2 I<k(Q) Dis2
Q

�:k
�! Q0

P [iQ
�:k
�! Q0

� =2 I<k(P )

Com1
P

�:k
�! P 0

P jQ
�:k
�! P 0j[Q]k

� =2 I<k(P jQ) Rel
P

�:k
�! P 0

P [f ]
f(�):k
�! P 0[f ]

Com2
Q

�:k
�! Q0

P jQ
�:k
�! [P ]kjQ0

� =2 I<k(P jQ) Res
P

�:k
�! P 0

P n L
�:k
�! P 0 n L

� =2 L [ L

Com3
P

a:k
�! P 0 Q

a:k
�! Q0

P jQ
� :k
�! P 0jQ0

� =2 I<k(P jQ) Rec
P [�x:P=x]

�:k
�! P 0

�x:P
�:k
�! P 0

The operational rules in Table 4.4 capture the following intuition. The process a :k:P

may engage in action a with priority value l � k yielding process P . The side condition

l � k reects that k does not specify an exact priority but the maximal priority of the

initial transition of a :k:P . It may also be interpreted as lower-bound \timing constraint."

Due to the notion of pre-emption incorporated in CCSdp, � :k:P may not perform the initial
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� -transition with a lower priority than k. The process P+Q may behave like P (Q) if Q (P )

does not pre-empt the considered transition by being able to engage in a higher prioritized

internal transition. Thus, our notion of pre-emption reects implicit upper-bound \timing

constraints." The process P jQ denotes the parallel composition of P and Q according to

an interleaving semantics with synchronized communication on complementary actions of

P and Q having the same priority value k which results in the internal action � attached

with priority value k (cf. Rule (Com3)). The interleaving Rules (Com1) and (Com2) in-

corporate the dynamic behavior of priority values as explained in the previous paragraph.

Their side conditions implement pre-emption. The operational semantics for disabling ,

restriction, relabeling , and recursion is straightforward and, thus, does not require extra

explanation. The following proposition shows that the notion of pre-emption encoded in

the side conditions of the operational rules coincides with the one of classic approaches

to priority as presented in Chapter 2. It can be proved by induction on the structure of

processes.

Proposition 4.4.1 Let P 2 P, � 2 A, and k 2 N such that P
�:k
�!. Then � =2 I<k(P ).

As for CCSrt, we may adapt a notion of strong bisimulation, called prioritized bisimulation.

De�nition 4.4.2 (Prioritized Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P �P is called prioritized bisimulation if for every hP;Qi 2 R,

� 2 A, and k 2 N the following holds: P
�:k
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�:k
�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P �dp Q if there exists a prioritized bisimulation R such that hP;Qi 2 R.

It is easy to see that �dp is the largest prioritized bisimulation and that it contains
:
= ; a

fact that we use silently.

We close this section with some remarks on the integration of our language in auto-

mated veri�cation tools. For both process algebras, CCSdp and CCSrt, front-ends for the

CWB-NC [65, 153] have been created by using PAC [62]. Whereas the implementation of CCSrt

has been straightforward, we have needed some more e�ort regarding CCSdp. The reason is

that Rule (Act1) of CCSdp semantics gives rise to potentially in�nite-branching transition

systems since priority value l in its side condition ranges over all natural numbers greater

or equal than k. However, for practical purposes this problem can be eliminated. One

possibility is to provide an upper bound upper reecting the maximal priority value of any

action occurring in the considered process. The validity of this solution stems from the fact

that a higher priority value than upper has no e�ect on the semantics since priority values

cannot be adjusted to a value below zero. This idea can be re�ned in the following way.

Instead of choosing a value upper with respect to the overall process, we determine this

value with respect to the particular system state in which the system under consideration is

currently in. Our implementation of the CCSdp semantics follows the latter idea. Thus, the

number of transitions of a process according to CCSdp semantics is always less than or equal

to the number of transitions with respect to CCSrt semantics. Finally, we want to point
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a:k.0
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a:(k-1).0
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1

1

1

real-time semantics

1

Figure 4.1: Relating CCSdp and CCSrt semantics

out that these solutions a�ect the compositionality of the implemented CCSdp semantics

in the following sense. If a system is combined with another one having a greater upper

priority value, additional system behavior is possible. However, already computed parts of

the semantics need not to be re-computed.

4.5 Relating CCSdp and CCSrt Semantics

In this section we show that CCSdp and CCSrt semantics are closely related. The under-

lying intuition is best illustrated by a simple example dealing with the pre�xing operator.

Figure 4.1 depicts the dynamic-priority and real-time semantics of the process a :k:0. Both

transition systems intuitively reect that the process a :k:0 must at least delay k time

units before it may engage in an a-transition. According to CCSrt semantics this process

consecutively engages in k clock transitions passing the states a : (k � i):0, for 0 � i � k,

before it may either continue idling in state a :0:0 or perform an a-transition to the inaction

process 0. Thus, time is explicitly part of states and made visible by clock transitions each

representing a step consuming one time unit. In contrast, the dynamic-priority semantics

encodes the delay of at least k time units in the transitions rather than in the states. Hence,

it possesses only the two states a :k:0 and 0 connected via transitions labeled by a : l for

l � k. Although at �rst sight it seems that the price for saving intermediate states is to

be forced to deal with in�nite-branching, an upper bound of l can be given as discussed in
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the previous section. In our example this upper bound is k itself, since a delay by more

than k time units only results in idling and does not enable new or disable existing system

behavior. Therefore, the dynamic-priority transition system of a :k:0 would just consist of

the two states a :k:0 and 0 and a symbolic transition labeled by a :k, whereas the real-time

transition system has k + 2 states and k + 2 transitions. This simple example already

suggests that CCSdp semantics yields much more compact models than CCSrt semantics.

The remainder of this section aims at proving a one-to-one correspondence between the two

semantics such that CCSdp semantics can indeed be understood as an e�cient encoding of

CCSrt semantics. To this end, one also needs to make sure that the notion of pre-emption

employed in CCSdp corresponds to the notion of maximal progress adopted in CCSrt.

Before making the relationship between both semantics precise, we �rst state an im-

portant lemma whose last part presents the connection between clock transitions and the

priority adjustment function.

Lemma 4.5.1 For all P; P 0 2 P and all k; l 2 N the following holds.

1. [P ]0
:
= P and [[P ]l]k

:
= [P ]k+l.

2. Ik([P ]l) = Ik+l(P ).

3. P
1
7�!kP 0 if and only if P 0 := [P ]k and � =2 I<k(P ).

Proof: Let P; P 0 2 P and k; l 2 N.

� Part (1) follows immediately from the de�nitions of the adjustment function and of

the congruence
:
=.

� Part (2) is proved by induction on the structure of P .

1. P � 0:

I<k([0]l) = I<k(0) = ; = I<k+l(0) by the de�nitions of the adjustment

function and of potential initial action sets.

2. P � � :m:Q:

I<k([� :m:Q]l)

(def. of [�]�) =

(
I<k(� : (m � l):Q) if m > l

I<k(� :0:Q) otherwise

(def. of I�(�)) =

(
f�g if k > (m� l) or (m � l and k > 0)

; otherwise
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=

(
f�g if (k + l) > m

; otherwise

(def. of I�(�)) = I<k+l(� :m:Q)

3. P � Q1jQ2:

I<k([Q1jQ2]
l)

(def. of [�]�) = I<k([Q1]
lj[Q2]

l)

(def. of I�(�)) = I<k([Q1]
l) [ I<k([Q2]

l) [ f� j I<k([Q1]
l) \ I<k([Q2]l) 6= ;g

(ind. hyp.) = I<k+l(Q1) [ I<k+l(Q2) [ f� j I<k+l(Q1) \ I<k+l(Q2) 6= ;g

(def. of I�(�)) = I<k+l(Q1jQ2)

The other cases are easier to establish than the ones above and, therefore, are omitted.

� We prove Part (3) by induction on k. The case k = 0 is trivial. Therefore, we directly

consider the statement for k = 1 which can be proved as follows.

For the \only if"{direction one may observe that P
1
7�! P 0 implies P 6

�
7�!

by Proposition 4.3.1(2), i.e. � =2 I<1(P ), by Proposition 2.2.1(2). Thus, it

remains to establish that P 0 := [P ]1, for which we use structural induction

on P .

1. P � � :k:Q:

� :k:Q
1
7�! P 0 implies k > 0 or (k = 0 and � 6� �) by CCSrt

semantics. In the former case we have P 0 � � : (k � 1):Q
:
=

[� :k:Q]1 by the de�nition of the adjustment function. In the

latter case we obtain P 0 � � :0:Q
:
= [� :k:Q]1, as desired.

2. P � Q1jQ2:

Q1jQ2
1
7�! P 0 implies Q1

1
7�! Q0

1, Q2
1
7�! Q0

2, and P 0 � Q0
1jQ

0
2

for some Q0
1; Q

0
2 2 P. By induction hypothesis we may con-

clude Q0
1

:
= [Q1]

1 and Q0
2

:
= [Q2]

1. Hence, P 0 � Q0
1jQ

0
2

:
=

[Q1]
1j[Q2]

1 � [Q1jQ2]
1 by the de�nition of the adjustment func-

tion.

The other cases follow by similar reasoning. For the \if"{direction let

� =2 I<1(P ), i.e. P 6
�
7�! by Proposition 2.2.1(2). Hence, P

1
7�! P 0 for some

P 0 2 P according to Proposition 4.3.1(1). Moreover, we have P 0 := [P ]1 by

the \only if"{direction of this proof part.
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For the induction step let k > 1. Then, we have P
1
7�! k+1P 0 if and only if P

1
7�!

P 00 1
7�!kP 0 for some P 00 2 P . By induction hypothesis and Part (3) for k = 1 this is

exactly the case if and only if P 0 :
= [P 00]k, � =2 I<k(P 00), P 00 :

= [P ]1, and � =2 I<1(P ),

i.e. P 0 := [P ]k+1 and � =2 I<k+1(P ) by Lemmata 4.5.1(1) and 4.5.1(2), respectively.

�

Now, we are able to state and prove our main results relating CCSdp and CCSrt semantics.

Given an arbitrary process in our language there exists a one-to-one semantic correspon-

dence between the associated transition systems according to CCSdp and to CCSrt semantics

in the following sense.

Proposition 4.5.2 (One-to-one Correspondence)

Let P; P 0 2 P, � 2 A, and k 2 N. Then the following one-to-one correspondence holds:

P
�:k
�! P 0 if and only if 9P 00 2 P : P

1
7�!kP 00 �

7�! P 0.

Proof: Let P; P 0 2 P and k 2 N. According to Lemma 4.5.1(3) it is su�cient to show

that [P ]k
�
7�! P 0 and � =2 I<k(P ) if and only if P

�:k
�! P 0. The proof is done by induction

on the structure of P .

1. P � 0:

Here, our statement trivially holds by the de�nition of potential initial

action sets and since 0 cannot engage in any transition.

2. P � � : l:P 0:

According to CCSrt semantics [� : l:P 0]k
�
7�! P 0 is valid if [� : l:P 0]k

:
= � :0:P 0,

which is exactly the case if k � l. Since � =2 I<k(P ) we know k = l if � � � .

Hence, � : l:P 0 �:k
�! P 0 by CCSdp semantics.

Reversely, � : l:P 0 �:k
�! P 0 implies k � l, if � 6� � , and k = l, otherwise,

according to CCSdp semantics. Thus, [� : l:P 0]k � � :0:P 0 and � :0:P 0 �
7�!

P 0 by the de�nitions of the adjustment function and of CCSrt semantics.

Finally, � =2 I<k(� : l:P 0) since � � � implies k = l.

3. P � Q1 +Q2:

Due to CCSrt semantics, the de�nitions of the adjustment function and of

potential initial action sets, and Proposition 4.4.1, we obtain [Q1 +Q2]
k �

[Q1]
k + [Q2]

k �
7�! P 0 and � =2 I<k(Q1 +Q2) if and only if ([Q1]

k �
7�! P 0

or [Q2]
k �
7�! P 0) and � =2 I<k(Q1) [ I<k(Q2). By induction hypothesis and

Proposition 4.4.1 this is exactly the case if (Q1
�:k
�! P 0 and � =2 I<k(Q2)) or

(Q2
�:k
�! P 0 and � =2 I<k(Q1)), which holds if and only if Q1 + Q2

�:k
�! P 0

according to CCSdp semantics.
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4. P � Q1jQ2:

Let [Q1jQ2]
k � [Q1]

kj[Q2]
k �
7�! P 0 (already exploiting the de�nition of the

adjustment function) and � =2 I<k(Q1jQ2). According to the semantics for

parallel composition we may split this case into the following three sub-

cases.

(a) [Q1]
k �
7�! Q0 for some Q0 2 P and P 0 � Q0j[Q2]

k. Since � =2 I<k(Q1jQ2)

implies � =2 I<k(Q1) by the de�nition of potential initial action sets we

may apply the induction hypothesis to conclude Q1
�:k
�! Q0. This

is exactly the case if Q1jQ2
�:k
�! Q0j[Q2]

k � P 0 according to CCSdp

semantics and the fact that � =2 I<k(Q1jQ2).

(b) [Q2]
k �
7�! Q0 for some Q0 2 P and P 0 � [Q1]

kjQ0. This case can be

shown in a symmetric fashion to the previous one.

(c) � � � , [Q1]
k a
7�! Q0

1, and [Q2]
k a
7�! Q0

2 for some a 2 A n f�g

and Q0
1; Q

0
2 2 P such that P 0 � Q0

1jQ
0
2. Because of the premise

� =2 I<k(Q1jQ2) we also know � =2 I<k(Q1) and � =2 I<k(Q2). Thus,

the induction hypothesis implies Q1
a:k
�! Q0

1 and Q2
a:k
�! Q0

2, and also

� =2 I<k(Q1jQ2). According to CCSdp semantics this is equivalent to

Q1jQ2
� :k
�! Q0

1jQ
0
2 � P 0, as desired.

The remaining cases can be established easier and, therefore, are omitted. �

This proposition explicitly reects our intuition about the meaning of a natural number

attached to an action in both calculi. Whereas in CCSrt we interpret � :k as the action �

which is enabled after a delay of (at least) k time units, the value k indicates the urgency

of � in CCSdp.

4.5.1 Bisimulation Correspondence

Proposition 4.5.2 is the key to prove the next theorem, which states that the two behavioral

relations, prioritized and temporal bisimulation, coincide.

Theorem 4.5.3 (Bisimulation Correspondence)

Let P;Q 2 P. Then P �dp Q if and only if P �rt Q.

Proof: We �rst prove the \if"{direction by showing that �rt is a prioritized bisimulation.

Let P;Q 2 P , � 2 A, and k 2 N satisfying P
�:k
�! P 0 . By Proposition 4.5.2 we may

conclude the existence of some P 00 2 P such that P
1
7�! kP 00 �

7�! P 0. Since P �rt Q

there exist some Q0; Q00 2 P satisfying Q
1
7�! kQ00 �

7�! Q0, P 00 �rt Q00, and P 0 �rt Q0,

which can formally be derived by a straightforward induction on k and the de�nition of

�rt. Proposition 4.5.2 now implies Q
�:k
�! Q0, as desired. For the \only if"{direction it is

su�cient to show that

Rt =df fh[P ]
k; [Q]ki jP �dp Q; � =2 I<k(P ); � =2 I<k(Q); and k 2 Ng
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is a temporal bisimulation. Note that hP;Qi 2 Rt by choosing k = 0 (cf. Lemma 4.5.1(1)

and the fact that I<0(�) = ;). Let h[P ]k; [Q]ki 2 Rt for some arbitrary k 2 N, i.e. P �dp Q,

� =2 I<k(P ), and � =2 I<k(Q).

First, consider [P ]k
�
7�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P. Because of � =2 I<k(P ) we conclude

P
1
7�! k [P ]k

�
7�! P 0 by Lemma 4.5.1(3). Hence, P

�:k
�! P 0 according to Proposition 4.5.2.

Since P �dp Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�:k
�! Q0 and P 0 �dp Q

0.

Now, we use Proposition 4.5.2 and Lemma 4.5.1(3) again to obtain [Q]k
�
7�! Q0. Moreover,

h[P 0]0; [Q0]0i 2 Rt can be derived from P 0 �dp Q
0, as desired.

Second, let [P ]k
1
7�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P. Hence, [P ]k 6

�
7�! by Proposition 4.3.1(2),

i.e. � =2 I<1([P ]k) = I<k+1(P ) by Proposition 2.2.1(2) and Lemma 4.5.1(3), and P 0 :
=

[P ]k+1 by Lemmata 4.5.1(1) and 4.5.1(3). Due to the �rst case we know [Q]k 6
�
7�!, i.e.

� =2 I<1([Q]k) = I<k+1(Q) according to Proposition 2.2.1(2) and Lemma 4.5.1(3). Now,

Lemma 4.5.1(3) is applicable, and [Q]k
1
7�! [[Q]k]1

:
= [Q]k+1 holds by Lemma 4.5.1(1).

Moreover, h[P ]k+1; [Q]k+1i 2 Rt by the de�nition of Rt, which �nishes the proof. �

As a consequence of this result, prioritized and temporal bisimulation possess the same

properties. Especially, we may conclude that prioritized bisimulation is a congruence for

our algebra.

4.5.2 Logical Correspondence

CCSdp and CCSrt semantics can be logically related, too. We formally establish this corre-

spondence using a variant of the modal �-calculus [109] as temporal logic. More precisely,

we adapt the variant presented in Section 3.6.3 for CCSrt and CCSdp by replacing the se-

mantics of the operators h� :ki. For convenience, we write f[�]gdp(�) for the CCSdp version

of the �-calculus semantics and f[�]grt(�) for the CCSrt version of the �-calculus semantics

of the formula � with respect to the environment �. We de�ne

f[h� :ki�]gdp(�) =df fP 2 P j 9P 0 2 P: P
�:k
�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[�]gdp(�)g

as well as

f[h� :ki�]grt(�) =df fP 2 P j 9P 0; P 00 2 P: P
1
7�!kP 00 �

7�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[�]grt(�)g :

Intuitively, the formula h� :ki� is satis�ed by those processes that may engage in an �{

transition with delay/priority value k to some process for which � holds. The next theorem

shows that processes satisfy the same formulas, independently if those are interpreted with

respect to CCSdp or CCSrt semantics.

Theorem 4.5.4 (Logical Coincidence)

Let P 2 P, � 2 F , and let � be an arbitrary environment. Then f[�]gdp(�) = f[�]grt(�).

Proof: The proof is done by induction on the structure of the formula �.
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� � � tt: This case is trivial since f[tt]gdp(�) = P = f[tt]grt(�).

� � � :	:

f[:	]gdp(�)

(def. of f[�]gdp) = P n f[	]gdp(�)

(ind. hyp.) = P n f[	]grt(�)

(def. of f[�]grt) = f[:	]grt(�)

� � � 	1 ^	2:

f[	1 ^	2]gdp(�)

(def. of f[�]gdp) = f[	1]gdp(�) \ f[	2]gdp(�)

(ind. hyp.) = f[	1]grt(�) \ f[	2]grt(�)

(def. of f[�]grt) = f[	1 ^	2]grt(�)

� � � h� :ki	:

f[h� :ki	]gdp(�)

(def. of f[�]gdp) = fP 2 P j 9P 0 2 P ; k 2 N: P
�:k
�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[	]gdp(�)g

(ind. hyp.) = fP 2 P j 9P 0 2 P ; k 2 N: P
�:k
�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[	]grt(�)g

(Prop. 4.5.2) = fP 2 P j 9P 0; P 00 2 P : P
1
7�!kP 00 �

7�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[	]grt(�)g

(def. of f[�]grt) = f[h� :ki	]grt(�)

� � � �X:	:

f[�X:	]gdp(�)

(def. of f[�]gdp) =
T
fP 0 � P j f[	]gdp(�[P 0=X]) � P 0g

(ind. hyp.) =
T
fP 0 � P j f[	]grt(�[P 0=X]) � P 0g

(def. of f[�]grt) = f[�X:	]grt(�)

�

Hence, properties of processes interpreted with respect to CCSdp semantics hold also in the

CCSrt interpretation, and vice versa. It is worth noting that by leaving out the �xed point

operators �X we obtain versions of the so called Hennessy-Milner logic [125]. As for CCS

and strong bisimulation, a logical characterization of temporal bisimulation can be provided

along the lines of [125]. Unfortunately, the new logic for our dynamic-priority approach

cannot be shown to characterize prioritized bisimulation by using standard techniques. The

problem is caused by the potential in�nite-branching transition systems (cf. [125]) which

may arise according to Rule (Act1). However, in practice �nite-branching can be enforced,

as discussed in Section 4.4, such that the mentioned problem vanishes. Since the logical

characterizations of our bisimulations are not of importance here, we do not consider them

further.
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4.6 Discussion and Related Work

One may wonder why the CCSdp semantics does not only consider actions with minimal

delay or priority values as labels of transition systems. In particular, we could have avoided

the side condition of Rule (Act1) yielding potentially in�nite-branching transition systems

by allowing communication on di�erent priority levels. The reason that we have not fol-

lowed this approach is that it imposes an unsound abstraction [68, 104] with respect to

CCSrt semantics. For instance, consider the process P
def
=(a :1:b :0:0 j (b :1:0+ c :2:0)) n fbg.

According to the modi�ed CCSdp semantics, P can engage in an a-transition with pri-

ority value 1 to the process (b :0:0 j (b :0:0 + c :1:0)) n fbg. Hence, after an a-transition,

a c-transition is always pre-empted since a communication on b with priority value 0 is

possible. According to the original CCSdp semantics however, P may also engage into an

a-transition with priority value 2 yielding (b :0:0 j (b :0:0+ c :0:0)) n fbg. Thus, there exists

a path starting with an a-transition, after which the action c may be observed. Hence,

cutting o� this additional path changes the behavior of P and, therefore, the modi�ed

CCSdp semantics is incorrect with respect to original CCSdp and CCSrt semantics (cf. The-

orem 4.5.3).

Regarding related work, the closest related approach has been made by Je�rey [101]

who has established a formal relationship between a quantitative real-time process alge-

bra and a process algebra with static-priority which is very similar to our algebra CCSch

presented in Chapter 2. Je�rey also translates real-time to priority based on the idea of

time-stamping. In contrast to CCSrt semantics, a process modeled in Je�rey's framework

may either immediately engage in an action transition or idle forever. However, this se-

mantics does not reect our intuition about the behavior of reactive systems, i.e. a process

should wait until a desired communication partner becomes available, instead of engaging

in a \livelock." It is only because of this counter-intuitive assumption, that Je�rey does

not need to choose a dynamic-priority framework.

In [37] a variant of CCSR [38], referred to as CCSR92, has been introduced which

does not only allow for modeling static-priority but also for dynamic-priority. Since CCSR

focuses on specifying and verifying real-time concurrent system, the ability to capture

scheduling behavior is central. Thus, a notion of dynamic-priority, such as in priority-

inheritance and earliest-deadline-�rst scheduling algorithms, is crucial. Dynamic priorities

are given as a function of the history of the system under consideration, in a way that pri-

ority values can also be calculated from the system's history. Accordingly, the operational

semantics of CCSR92 is re-de�ned to include the history context. The authors show that

dynamic priorities do in general not lead to a compositional semantics and give a su�cient

condition that ensures compositionality.

Finally, we want to note that the concept of priority is not only related to real-time

but also to probability [46, 90, 152, 166], which has been made precise in [154], and to

stochastic process algebras [18, 161]. However, the former relationship requires a static-

priority approach rather than a dynamic one.
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4.7 Summary

We have introduced the process algebra CCSdp with dynamic-priority whose semantics

corresponds one-to-one with the discrete, quantitative real-time semantics of CCSrt. Thus,

a semantic theory of CCSdp based on the notion of bisimulation, including axiomatic and

logical characterizations, can be adapted from CCSrt. However, the CCSdp semantics yields

signi�cantly more compact models. The state space of models is usually by several factors

smaller, depending on the delay values speci�ed in the system under consideration, and the

number of transitions is at least not worse for CCSdp semantics than for CCSrt semantics.

Hence, CCSdp semantics provides a mean for e�ciently implementing traditional real-time

process algebras. Moreover, our approach does not abstract away any aspects of real-

time, i.e. all quantitative timing constraints can still be veri�ed within CCSdp semantics.

The compactness of models can be drastically improved further if one is not interested

in compositionality and in verifying properties involving quantitative time. In this case a

CCSdp model can be collapsed by abstracting away from all priority values of the labels

and, subsequently, by minimizing it according to standard bisimulation [125]. Finally, it

should be mentioned that CCSrt and CCSdp have been implemented as front-ends of the

CWB-NC [65].





Chapter 5

Case Study: The SCSI-2

Bus-Protocol

5.1 Introduction

This chapter demonstrates the utility of the process algebra CCSdp with dynamic-priority,

developed in Chapter 4, for system veri�cation by a case study dealing with the bus-

protocol of the Small Computer System Interface, or SCSI for short, a protocol used in

many of today's computers. The protocol's model is derived from the o�cial standard [3]

as issued by the American National Standard Institute (ANSI), where real-time delays are

recommended for implementing synchronization constraints as well as for ensuring correct

behavior in the presence of signal glitches. Accurate modeling of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol

thus requires considering real-time. To this end, we model our protocol in the syntax

common to both CCSrt and CCSdp. We then generate the state spaces according to both

semantics. We show that the size of our model is almost an order of magnitude smaller in

the CCSdp semantics than in the CCSrt semantics. The modeling of the protocol has been

carried out in the CWB-NC [65, 153], a tool for analyzing and verifying concurrent systems.

In order to verify and to prove the accuracy of our model, we extract several mandatory

properties from the ANSI document and validate them for our model. We use the version

of the modal �-calculus de�ned in the previous chapter as our speci�cation language, and

automatically check the formalized properties by using the local model checker [25, 26]

integrated in the CWB-NC.

The body of this chapter is organized as follows. A general introduction to the SCSI bus

and its protocol is given in the next section. Section 5.3 presents central design decisions as

well as modeling assumptions. Sections 5.4{5.6 contain the models of the bus signals, the

data bus, and the bus phases for connection establishment and information transfer. In the

following section several desired properties of the bus-protocol are stated, speci�ed in the

modal �-calculus, and veri�ed by using model checking. Finally, Section 5.8 summarizes

this chapter.
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5.2 The SCSI-2 Bus-Protocol

The SCSI bus is designed to provide an e�cient peer-to-peer I/O connection for peripheral

devices such as disks, tapes, printers, processors, etc. It usually connects several of these

devices with one host adapter which often resides on a computer's motherboard. In contrast

to the host adapter, peripherals are not attached directly to the bus but via controllers, also

called logical units (LUNs). Thus, LUNs provide the physical and logical interface between

the bus and the peripherals. Conceptually, up to seven LUNs can be connected to one bus,

and one LUN can support up to seven peripherals. However, in practice most peripherals

contain their own SCSI controller (cf. Figure 5.1).

Host

adapter

ID0 (Motherboard)
Device

Con-

troller
Computer

ID1

Device

Con-

ID7

troller

Figure 5.1: Typical SCSI con�guration

The SCSI-2 bus-protocol implements the logical mechanism regulating how peripherals

and the host adapter communicate with each other on the bus. Communication on the SCSI

bus is point-to-point, i.e. at any time either none or exactly two LUNs may communicate

with each other. In order to allow easy addressing each LUN is assigned a �xed SCSI id in

form of a number ranging from one to seven. Id 0 is reserved for the host adapter which

is also, conceptually, a LUN. Communication on the bus is organized by the use of eight

signal lines whereas the actual information, like messages, commands, data, and status

information, are transferred over a data bus.

DATA, STATUS,
BUS FREE ARBITRATION SELECTION MESSAGE

MESSAGE
COMMAND,

Figure 5.2: Usual progression of the SCSI-2 bus-phases

The SCSI-2 bus-protocol is organized in eight distinct phases: Bus Free, Arbitration,

Selection, Reselection, Command, Data, Status, and Message phase. At any given time,

the SCSI bus is exactly in one phase. The usual progression of phases is shown in Figure 5.2.

During the Bus Free phase no device is in possession of the bus, i.e. LUNs may request

access. If more than one device competes for the bus in order to initiate a communication,

the one with the highest SCSI id is granted access. In the Arbitration phase, every LUN

that has posed a request determines if it has won the competition. All LUNs which lose
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may compete for the bus again later, whereas the winner, also referred to as initiator ,

proceeds to the Selection phase. In this phase the initiator tries to connect to the desired

destination, called target . When the link between initiator and target has been established,

the so-called information transfer phases, including the Command, the Data, the Status, and

the Message phases are entered. In the Command phase the target may request a command

from the initiator. During a Message phase information is exchanged between the initiator

and the target concerning the bus-protocol itself. Finally, the Status phase is used to

transfer status information to the initiator upon completion of a command executed by the

target. The key idea for accelerating communication on the bus, which has signi�cantly

contributed to the success of SCSI, is that the target can free the bus whenever it receives

a time-intensive command from the initiator. As soon as the execution of such a command

is �nished, the target competes for the bus in order to transmit the result to the former

initiator. As a simple example, one may think of the initiator as the host adapter, of the

target as a hard disk, and of the command as the request to read a certain block from

that hard disk. Since accessing hard disks takes some time, the bus can be used for other

purposes until the requested block is found and its data is ready for transmission to the

host adapter.

5.3 Modeling the SCSI-2 Bus-Protocol

In this section we model the SCSI-2 bus-protocol in our language. The syntax we use

here is the one implemented in the CWB-NC in which CCSdp and CCSrt have been integrated

as front-ends. It slightly departs from the syntax introduced in Section 4.2 by using the

conventions already presented in Section 3.3. Moreover, we use the notation �(obs) :k

which, for the purposes of this section, may be interpreted as � :k. Actions obs come into

play in the next section where they serve as \probes" for veri�cation purposes.

Before we present the actual modeling of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol, we comment on some

assumptions we imposed. First, we restrict ourselves to modeling two LUNs, called LUN0

and LUN1, having id 0 and id 1, respectively. This is su�cient for dealing with the aspects

of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol we are interested in. Note that even in the situation of two

LUNs there exists competition for the bus. Moreover, we abstract from timeout procedures

and from the contents of most messages, commands, and data. These abstractions are

justi�ed since they do not a�ect the conceptual parts of the bus-protocol's behavior. For

example, the sole purpose of a timeout is to determine if a target is alive or not. The

contents of information sent over the bus, except from messages presenting the completion

of some transmission, are only relevant for the device-speci�c part of LUNs but not for the

bus-protocol itself. Additionally, the bus signals BSY (busy) and SEL (select) are wired-or

signals in reality. However, we need not model this \or"-behavior, since our model only

deals with two LUNs, and just one LUN at a time can assert the BSY or SEL signal. Finally, all

quantitative timing information occurring in the model is measured relative to a time unit

of 5 ns, including arbitration delays (480 time units), bus clear delays (160 time units), bus
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settle delays (80 time units), deskew delays (9 time units), and cable skew delays (9 time

units).

The underlying structure of the bus-protocol is explicitly reected in our model. Each

LUN connected to the bus is modeled as a separate parallel component containing models

of the di�erent bus phases as discussed in the previous section. The logical behavior of the

bus control is implemented by bus signals. Each signal physically consists of a wire which

we model as a separate process similar to a global Boolean variable. Note that signal delays

are not modeled in the wires but in the operations used for transmitting information over

the SCSI bus. Since we abstract away the content of most information, we do not need to

model each bit of the data bus. Hence, arbitration is modeled via a global variable which

stores the highest id of all LUNs requesting access to the bus. Accordingly, the structure

of our model, called SCSIBus, consists of the parallel composition of both LUNs, and the

BusSignals, including the regular signals and the data path. Formally,

proc SCSIBus = (LUN0 | BusSignals | LUN1) \ Restriction

where Restriction contains all actions that are internal to the protocol, i.e. those con-

cerned with setting/releasing signals, requesting signal status, and placing/reading mes-

sages, commands, and data on/from the data bus.

5.4 Modeling the Bus Signals and the Data Bus

Conceptually, each bus signal is modeled as a Boolean variable which is either true (signal

on) or false (signal o�). Thus, the processes representing the signals BSY (busy), SEL

(select), C/D (command/data), I/O (input/output), MSG (message), ATN (attention), REQ

(request), and ACK (acknowledgment) are generically created by relabeling the actions of

the process Off (see Table 5.1). Using the ports set and rel one can set or release the

signal, i.e. switch the state to On or Off, respectively. Actions 'off ('on) indicate that the

signal is currently in state Off (On). Note that the atomicity of actions in process algebras

guarantees that conicts, arising by setting several signals simultaneously, are avoided.

In the following, we abstract away the contents of most messages. Only the distinguished

messages disconnect and complete are explicitly considered since they require to exit the

information transfer phases and to switch to the initial state of the LUN. Accordingly, we

may model the data bus, as seen in Table 5.1, as a variable which can store and read out

information (actions placeXXX and readXXX, respectively). The labels obsXXX are used to

record the events of placing and reading messages on the bus.

For modeling arbitration we introduce the process Arbitrator which models a variable

that stores the value of the highest id of all LUNs which compete for the bus. The situa-

tion in which no LUN wants to access the bus is captured by a special \unde�ned" state.

Accordingly, the process Arbitrator possesses three states as shown in Table 5.1, called

Undef, Id0 and Id1, respectively. One may set the variable to state Idk via port setidk

whenever the current state of Arbitrator is either Undef or Idj for j � k. In other words,
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Table 5.1: Model of the bus signals, the data bus, and the arbitration variable

proc BusSignals = DataBus

| Arbitrator

| Off[setBSY/set,relBSY/rel,isBSY/on,noBSY/off]

| Off[setSEL/set,relSEL/rel,isSEL/on,noSEL/off]

| ...

proc Off = 'off:0.Off + set:0.On + rel:0.Off

proc On = 'on:0.On + set:0.On + rel:0.Off

proc DataBus = DataBus' [> release(obsrelease):0.DataBus

proc DataBus' = placemsgIn(obsplace):0.'readmsgIn(obsread):0.DataBus'

+ placemsgOut(obsplace):0.'readmsgOut(obsread):0.DataBus'

+ placefinished(obsplace):0.'readfinished(obsread):0.DataBus'

+ placedata(obsplace):0.'readdata(obsread):0.DataBus'

+ placecmd(obsplace):0.'readcmd(obsread):0.DataBus'

+ placestatus(obsplace):0.'readstatus(obsread):0.DataBus'

+ sentdisconnect(obssentdisconnect):0.

'readdisconnect(obsreaddisconnect):0.DataBus'

+ sentcomplete(obssentcomplete):0.

'readcomplete(obsreadcomplete):0.DataBus'

+ writetarget0(obswritet0):0.'readtarget0(obsreadt0):0.DataBus'

+ writetarget1(obswritet1):0.'readtarget1(obsreadt1):0.DataBus'

proc Arbitrator = Undef [> clear:0.Arbitrator

proc Undef = setid0:0.Id0 + setid1:0.Id1 + 'noid0:0.Undef + 'noid1:0.Undef

proc Id0 = setid0:0.Id0 + setid1:0.Id0 + 'isid0:0.Id0 + 'noid1:0.Id0

proc Id1 = setid0:0.Id1 + setid1:0.Id1 + 'noid0:0.Id1 + 'isid1:0.Id1

the variable always maintains its maximum value. However, it may be reset to its initial

state Undef via port clear. In reality, the LUNs that want to compete for access put their

id on the data bus. Before acquiring the bus the LUN has to check if a higher id than its

own is asserted. Modeling this technique one-to-one implies to implement the n bit wide

data bus, where n is the number of LUNs attached to the bus. This induces a semantic

complexity of 2n states, compared to n+ 1 states used by our technique.

5.5 Modeling the Bus Phases for Connection Establishment

In this section we focus on modeling the logical characteristics of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol

(see Section 6 of [3]) for the initial bus phases handling connection establishment.
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Table 5.2: Bus Free, Arbitration, and Selection phase

proc LUN0 = t(start0):9.'relIO:0.(BusFree0 + GetSelected0)

+ t(start0):9.'setIO(obs_setIO):0.(BusFree0 + GetSelected0)

+ t:9.LUN0

+ GetSelected0

proc BusFree0 = t(busfree):80.'setBSY(obs_setBSY):80.'setid0:0.Arbitrate0

+ isSEL(obs_isSEL):0.LUN0

+ isBSY(obs_isBSY):0.LUN0

proc Arbitrate0 = noid1(obs_winner_id0):480.'setSEL(obs_setSEL):0.Selection0

+ isid1(obs_winner_id1):480.LUN0

proc Selection0 = 'writetarget1:240.'setATN:9.'relBSY(obs_relBSY):18.

isBSY:80.'relSEL(obs_relSEL):9.t(begin_ITP):0.

(noIO:0.Initiator0 + isIO:0.Target0)

proc GetSelected0 = isATN:0.( isSEL:0.noBSY:0.readtarget0:0.'setBSY(obs_setBSY):0.

'release:0.'clear:0.noSEL:0.

(noIO:0.Target0 + isIO:0.Initiator0)

+ noSEL:0.LUN0

)

proc Initiator0 = H0 [> noBSY(obs_noBSY):0.'relATN:0.LUN0

proc H0 = t:9.'setATN(obs_setATN):9.H0

+ isREQ(obs_isREQ):9.

( noMSG:0.( noCD:0.(noIO:0.DataOutI0 + isIO:0.DataInI0)

+ isCD:0.(noIO:0.CommandI0 + isIO:0.StatusI0)

)

+ isMSG:0.isCD:0.(noIO:0.MsgOutI0 + isIO:0.MsgInI0)

)

proc Target0 = (noIO:0.MsgOutT0 + isIO:0.'relATN:0.MsgInT0) [>

noBSY:0.'relATN:0.LUN0

In the Bus Free phase, no device is in possession of the bus; hence it is available for

arbitration. The SCSI bus is de�ned to be in the Bus Free phase as soon as the signals SEL

and BSY have been o� for at least a bus settle delay. Accordingly, the process BusFree0 of

LUN0 detects the Bus Free phase when the actions isBSY and isSEL are absent for 80 time
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units (cf. Table 5.2). If one of the actions isBSY or isSEL is observed, the bus is occupied

and LUN0 returns to the start state. If the bus is free, the logical unit asserts the BSY signal

(action 'setBSY) and sets the arbitration variable accordingly (action 'setid0) before it

performs an arbitration delay and switches to the Arbitration phase.

In the Arbitration phase a LUN, which competes for access to the bus, looks up if it

has won the arbitration by checking if no device with a higher id has asserted its id on the

bus. Before the winner proceeds to the Selection phase, it asserts the SEL signal. All LUNs

that have lost arbitration return to their initial states. The models of the Arbitration

phase as well as of the Selection phase are presented in Table 5.2.

The Selection phase is distinguished from the Reselection phase by the de-asserted

I/O signal. In the Selection phase the winning LUN, the initiator, tries to connect to

the desired destination, the target, which is in case of Selection01 the logical unit LUN1.

Therefore, it writes the id of the target on the data bus (action 'writetarget) and asserts

the ATN signal to force each device to check if it is the desired target. The initiator then

waits for some deskew delays and releases the BSY signal. After a short delay it looks for a

response from the target. If the BSY signal is asserted, the target has responded and taken

over control of the bus-protocol. In this case the initiator releases the SEL signal (action

'relSEL) and then behaves as Initiator0, or as Target0 in case of a Reselection phase.

If the ATN signal is asserted, each device looks up if the bus-protocol is in the Selection

or Reselection phase (cf. process GetSelected0). Therefore, it checks if the SEL signal

is asserted (action isSEL) and waits until the initiator releases the BSY signal (action

'relBSY). Then it asserts the BSY signal (action 'setBSY), releases the data bus (action

'release), and re-initializes the arbitration variable (action 'clear) before behaving as

Target0, or Initiator0 in case of the Reselection phase.

After the Arbitration and (Re)Selection phases the target { being the master of

the bus-protocol { proceeds to the MessageOut or MessageIn phase depending on if it has

been selected as target or if it wants to re-connect to a former initiator, as indicated by

the status of the IO signal (cf. Table 5.2). The initiator { the slave of the bus{protocol {

continuously checks the status of the signals MSG, C/D, and I/O in order to determine the

next phase selected by the target. Moreover, it may indicate its wish to proceed to the

MessageOut phase by asserting the ATN signal. Finally, upon detection of the de-assertion

of the BSY signal, caused by the target's expected or unexpected release of the SCSI bus,

the initiator de-asserts the ATN signal and returns to its initial state.

5.6 Modeling the Information Transfer Phases

The processes Target0 and Initiator0 initiate the Information Transfer Phases (ITP)

which include the Command, Data, Status, and Message phases. In those phases, informa-

tion is exchanged between the initiator and the target. The Data and the Message phases

are further divided in DataIn, DataOut, MessageIn, and MessageOut phases according to

the direction of information ow. The \In" phases are concerned with transferring in-
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Table 5.3: Command phase

proc CommandI0 = isREQ:0.( 'placecmd:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.CommandI0

+ 'placefinished:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.Initiator0'

)

proc CommandT0 = 'relMSG:0.'setCD:0.'relIO(begin_Command):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

CommandT0'

proc CommandT0' = 'setREQ:0.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

( readcmd:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.CommandT0'

+ readfinished:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.t(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT0 + MsgInT0 + DataOutT0 + DataInT0 + StatusT0)

)

formation from the target to the initiator whereas the \Out" phases are concerned with

transferring information in the other direction. The information transfer takes place using

a byte-wise handshaking mechanism. In the following, we explain the Command phase and

its modeling in detail (cf. Table 5.3).

The Command phase is entered if the target, the master of the bus-protocol, intends

to request a command from the initiator. The target indicates the Command phase by de-

asserting the MSG and I/O signals and asserting the C/D signal. After waiting for a deskew

delay the target requests a command from the initiator by setting the REQ signal (action

'setREQ). In the meantime, the initiator detects that the target has switched to the Command

phase by observing the status of the MSG, C/D, and I/O signals (cf. process H0 in Table 5.2).

Upon detection of the asserted REQ signal (action isREQ) the initiator places the �rst byte

of the command on the data bus (action 'placecmd), waits for a deskew delay, and asserts

the ACK signal (action 'setACK). After the target detects the asserted ACK signal (action

isACK) it reads the command from the data bus (action readcmd) and releases the REQ signal

(action 'relREQ). At this point the handshake procedure for receiving (the �rst byte of)

the command is completed. Now, the initiator may release the data bus (action 'release)

and the ACK signal (action 'relACK). Alternatively, since a command may consist of more

than one byte, the bus may remain in the Command phase, and the handshake mechanism

may be repeated, until the message �nished (action readfinished) has been transferred.

Note that in practice the length of a command can always be determined from its �rst

byte.

The Data phases are intended for transferring data between the target and the initiator.

The Status phase is usually entered in order to transmit status information to the initiator,
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Table 5.4: Data and Status phases

proc DataInI0 = isREQ:0.( readdata:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.DataInI0

+ readfinished:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.H0

)

proc DataInT0 = 'relMSG:0.'relCD:0.'setIO(begin_DataIn):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

DataInT0'

proc DataInT0' = 'placedata:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

DataInT0'

+ 'placefinished:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT0 + MsgInT0 + StatusT0)

proc DataOutI0 = isREQ:0.

( 'placedata:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.'relACK:0.DataOutI0

+ 'placefinished:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.'relACK:0.H0

)

proc DataOutT0 = 'relMSG:0.'relCD:0.'relIO(begin_DataOut):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

DataOutT0'

proc DataOutT0' = 'setREQ:0.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

( readdata:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

DataOutT0'

+ readfinished:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT0 + MsgInT0 + StatusT0)

)

proc StatusI0 = readstatus:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.H0

proc StatusT0 = 'relMSG:0.'setCD:0.'setIO(begin_Status):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

'placestatus:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.(MsgOutT0 + MsgInT0)

which is always one byte long, after the target has �nished executing a command. These

phases are modeled as shown in Table 5.4.

During a MessageIn or MessageOut phase (see Table 5.5) information is exchanged

between initiator and target which concern the bus-protocol itself. It is important that

forcing a MessageOut phase is the only way for the initiator to attract the attention of
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Table 5.5: Message phases

proc MsgInI0 = isREQ:0.( readmsgIn:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.MsgInI0

+ readfinished:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.H0

+ readcomplete:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.nil

+ readdisconnect:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.nil

)

proc MsgInT0 = 'setMSG:0.'setCD:0.'setIO(begin_MsgIn):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

MsgInT0'

proc MsgInT0' = 'placemsgIn:0.'setREQ(obs_setREQ):9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

'release:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

MsgInT0'

+ 'placefinished:0.'setREQ(obs_setREQ):9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

'release:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT0 + DataOutT0 + DataInT0 + CommandT0 + StatusT0)

+ 'sentcomplete:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.t(end_ITP):0.

'relBSY(obs_relBSY):0.nil

+ 'sentdisconnect:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.t(end_ITP):0.

'relBSY(obs_relBSY):0.nil

proc MsgOutI0 = isREQ:0.

( 'placemsgOut:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.MsgOutI0

+ 'placefinished:0.'relATN:9.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.H0

)

proc MsgOutT0 = isATN:0.'setMSG:0.'setCD:0.'relIO(begin_MsgOut):0.

t(begin_Phase):0.MsgOutT0'

proc MsgOutT0' = 'setREQ:0.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

( readmsgOut:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(obs_noACK):0.MsgOutT0'

+ readfinished:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

( t(end_Phase):0.

(MsgInT0 + DataOutT0 + DataInT0 + CommandT0 + StatusT0)

+ t:0.MsgOutT0'

)

)
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the target which is in charge of the bus-protocol. This may be the case if the initiator

wants to send another command to the target. In order to do so, the initiator sets the

ATN signal by performing the action 'setATN. After exiting the current phase the target

detects the assertion of the ATN signal (cf. the maximal progress property of CCSrt and the

concept of pre-emption in CCSdp) and switches to the MessageOut phase by asserting the

MSG and C/D signals and de-asserting the I/O signal. The target then requests the message

by setting the REQ signal such that the usual handshake procedure takes place (cf. Command

phase). It is worth mentioning that we consider two messages, complete and disconnect,

explicitly since those messages require a special reaction from the initiator, namely to exit

the information transfer phases.

The validity of each information byte received over the bus is checked with the help of

a parity bit. If some corrupted information is received, a special message is put on the bus

that requests the re-transmission of the information. This \software" solution is replaced

by a \hardware" solution in the case of information corrupted during critical MessageOut

phases. More precisely, if corrupted information has been received by the target, it does not

exit the MsgOut phase, thereby indicating to the initiator to re-sent the last information.

A parity error may always occur which we model by a nondeterministic choice right after

receiving the message finished. In case of a parity error we switch to state MsgOutT0'.

Otherwise, we leave the MessageOut phase, which is observed by action end Phase.

5.7 Verifying the SCSI-2 Bus-Protocol

In this section we construct the state space of the model of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol,

specify several safety and liveness properties which our model is expected to satisfy in

a variant of the modal �-calculus [109], and verify them by employing the local model-

checker [25, 26] integrated in the CWB-NC. The one-to-one correspondence between CCSdp

and CCSrt semantics ensures that the properties, veri�ed for the CCSdp model, hold with

respect to the CCSrt model, too.

5.7.1 State Spaces of the Model

We have run the CWB-NC on a SUN SPARC 20 workstation to construct the state spaces

of our model. Whereas the model has 62 400 states and 65 624 transitions according to

CCSrt semantics, it possesses only 8 391 states and 14 356 transitions with respect to CCSdp

semantics. This drastic saving in state space emphasizes the utility of using dynamic

priorities for modeling discrete, quantitative real-time.

5.7.2 Properties of Interest

The following desired requirements of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol have been extracted from

the o�cial ANSI document [3].
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� Property 1: All bus phases are always reachable. This implies that the model is free

of deadlocks.

� Property 2: Whenever a bus phase is entered, it is eventually exited.

� Property 3: The signals REQ and ACK do not change between two information transfer

phases.

� Property 4: The signal BSY is on and the signal SEL o� during information transfer

phases.

� Property 5: Whenever a device sends a message on the bus, the message is eventually

received by the intended LUN.

� Property 6: Whenever the initiator sets the ATN signal, the bus eventually enters the

MessageOut phase.

Note that none of these properties contains real-time constraints. In fact, the properties

describe the functional behavior of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol rather than real-time issues

concerned with hard deadlines or response times.

5.7.3 Specifying the Properties

Since our properties of interest concerning the bus-protocol do not involve timing con-

straints, we abstract from delay/priority values in the semantics of �-calculus formulas.

In this vein, we replace the modal operators h� :ki introduced in Section 4.5.2 by h�i,

and de�ne f[h�i�]grt(�) =df fP 2 P j 9P 0; P 00 2 P: P
1
7�!�P 00 �

7�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[�]grt(�)g

as well as f[h�i�]gdp(�) =df fP 2 P j 9P 0 2 P; k 2 N: P
�:k
�! P 0 and P 0 2 f[�]gdp(�)g. An

adaptation of Theorem 4.5.4 can easily be shown to hold for the modi�ed temporal logics,

too. Therefore, we can verify our properties of the SCSI-2 bus-protocol within the more

compact CCSdp model and conclude that those are also valid for the CCSrt model.

For convenience, we use analogous notational conventions for our logic as the ones

presented in Section 3.6.3. Moreover, we introduce the following meta-formulas, where

�; � 2 A, L � A, and � is a �-calculus formula.

between(�; �;�) =df �X:[�](�Y:(� ^ [�]X ^ [��]Y )) ^ [��]X

fair-follows(�; �; L;�) =df �X:[�](�Y:�Z:(� ^ [�]X ^ [L]Y ^ [�(f�g [ L)]Z)) ^ [��]X

The meta-formula between(�; �;�) can be interpreted as follows. On every path it is always

the case that after �, the formula � is true at every state until the action � is seen. Note

that action � need not occur after � since � only releases the requirement that � be true

at every state. The meta-formula fair-follows(�; �; L;�) encodes that on every path it is

always the case that after action � is seen, either � is always true until � is seen or � is
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always true, and an action from L occurs in�nitely often on the path. Note that on unfair

paths, i.e. paths on which actions from L do occur in�nitely often, action � has to appear

eventually. Without this notion of fairness [81], which we use to encode e.g. that messages

transferred over the SCSI bus have �nite length, some properties cannot be validated.

Unfortunately, our process algebras CCSdp and CCSrt turn any visible action a or a

into the internal action � when communicating on port a. However, in order to prove any

interesting property except deadlock, we have to observe certain actions of the system,

e.g. those modeling the assertion and de-assertion of bus signals. Therefore, we attach

to some actions a (either the input or the output action belonging to channel a) and the

internal action � a visible action or probe o, thus leading to a complex action a(o), a(o),

or �(o), respectively. Whenever a transition labeled by a(o) (a(o)) synchronizes with a

transition labeled by a (a), the resulting � is annotated by o, i.e. �(o) is produced. Hence,

a communication on port a is immediately observed by probe o, as intended. Our model

includes the probes begin Phase and end Phase marking the beginning and end of each

information transfer phase, respectively, the probes begin ph signaling the beginning of

some particular phase ph, the probes obs place and obs read observing the writing and

reading of information on/from the data bus, respectively, and the probes obs setSIG and

obs relSIG indicating the assertion and de-assertion of some signal SIG, respectively. Now

we can formalize the desired properties in the modal �-calculus as follows.

� Property 1: This property ensures that the model does not possess undesired livelocks.

For each bus phase ph we have to consider the following formula.

[�]1h�i�(hbegin phitt) :

� Property 2: We have to check for every path that probe begin Phase is eventually

followed by probe end Phase before another begin Phase is observed.

fair-follows(begin Phase; end Phase; fobs setATNg; h�itt) :

The implicit fairness constraint ensures that the initiator does not forever ignore the

target's wish to enter a new phase by continuously asserting the ATN signal.

� Property 3: We have to encode that on all paths the probes obs setREQ, obs relREQ,

obs setACK, and obs relACK do not occur in between end Phase and begin Phase

by the formula

between( end Phase; begin Phase;

[obs setREQ; obs relREQ; obs setACK; obs relACK]� ) :

� Property 4: This formalization can be done along the lines of the one of Property 3.

between( begin Phase; end Phase;

[obs setBSY; obs relBSY; obs setSEL; obs relSEL]� ) :
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� Property 5: Here, one has to encode that obs place is always followed by obs read in

our model. The incorporated fairness constraint corresponds to the one in Property 2.

fair follows(obs place; obs read; fobs setATNg; [obs place]�) :

� Property 6: We have to formalize that every probe obs setATN is always eventually

followed by a probe begin MsgOut.

fair follows(obs setATN; begin MsgOut; ;; [obs setATN]�) :

Note that this property does not require any fairness assumptions.

5.7.4 Veri�cation Results

We have been able to validate each property in our model within at most two minutes

when running the CWB-NC on a SUN SPARC 20 workstation. The model checker we have

used is a local model checker for a fragment of the modal �-calculus [26]. In Sections 3.6.3

and 3.6.4 we have already commented on this particular model checker and its advantages.

Especially, applying a local model checker in contrast to a global one remarkably speeds-

up the task of veri�cation during the initial modeling attempts. In fact, the modeling of

the SCSI-2 bus-protocol has been done in several stages, after each of which the above

mentioned properties have been checked. At early modeling stages the model checker has

invalidated most properties immediately. The encountered errors have ranged from missed

fairness constraints to wrong timing information. However, the diagnostic information in

form of failure traces provided by the model checker simpli�es the task of �nding bugs in

models.

During the process of veri�cation, we have also realized that the timing constraints of

the bus-protocol are not only imposed for avoiding wire glitches but also in order to imple-

ment necessary synchronization constraints during the initial bus-phases. Without these

synchronization constraints, two LUNs may gain access to the bus for arbitration, which

leads to a deadlock. This emphasizes the necessity of dealing with real-time constraints in

reactive systems.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter we have used the process algebras CCSdp and CCSrt to formally model

and reason about the SCSI-2 bus-protocol. The size of our model is almost an order of

magnitude smaller when constructed with CCSdp instead of CCSrt semantics and could be

handled easily by the CWB-NC, in which both process algebras have been implemented as

front-ends. This emphasizes the utility of our dynamic-priority approach for implementing

real-time and justi�es the e�ort we have made in Chapter 4. In addition, we have speci�ed

several desired properties of the bus-protocol in the modal �-calculus and validated them

by using model checking.



Chapter 6

A Process Algebra with

Distributed Priority

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we develop an algebraic theory of action priority which is suitable for mod-

eling and reasoning about distributed systems. As for the process algebra CCSch presented

in Chapter 2 and other existing approaches to priority, our aim is to model systems in

which some transitions may have precedence over others. Our point of departure is that

the priority-scheme should be localized within individual sites in the system; high priori-

tized internal transitions should only be able to pre-empt lower prioritized transitions being

performed at the \same location." This constraint reects an essential intuition about dis-

tributed systems, namely, that the execution of a process on one processor should not a�ect

the behavior of a process on another processor unless the designer explicitly builds in an

interaction (e.g. synchronization) between them. Technically, we begin with a theory of

priority that includes a notion of global precedence, similar to the one introduced in Chap-

ter 2, and show how its semantics may be altered to localize capabilities for pre-emption

by using locations [131]. We then de�ne a semantic theory for this language, referred to

as CCSprio, based on Milner and Park's notion of bisimulation [125, 139]: we present a

strong congruence, axiomatize it for �nite processes, and derive an observational congru-

ence along the lines of [125]. Moreover, we discuss how some design decisions adopted

from Chapter 2 may be lifted, thus leading to more \general" versions of CCSprio, and show

that Camilleri and Winskel's process algebra with priority [43] is a sub-algebra in a speci�c

\generalization" of CCSprio.

Our semantic framework for CCSprio is based on traditional CCS [125]; in particu-

lar, we \reduce" concurrency to nondeterminism using interleaving . Other semantic the-

ories of concurrency [171] treat parallelism as a primitive notion; such \truly concurrent"

frameworks include causal approaches | e.g. partial order semantics [73, 74, 168], event

structures [137], proved transitions [32], and Mazurkiewicz traces [122] | and location

semantics [33, 80, 131, 132]. As these theories make concurrency explicit, they may be
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seen as natural bases for modeling distributed systems. However, in making concurrency

generally observable, the frameworks become technically more complex than traditional

interleaving-based ones. Our aim in this chapter is to examine the extent to which one

aspect of distribution | namely, priority localization | may be formalized within an in-

terleaved theory of concurrency. Consequently, we start with an interleaving semantics

and introduce only as much sensitivity to \distribution" as our local view of pre-emption

requires.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we present a

generic example illustrating the need for local pre-emption in modeling distributed systems.

Sections 6.3{6.5 present our calculus and derive the technical results discussed above, while

Section 6.6 contains an example showing the application of our theory. The following section

discusses some alternatives to our formulation, one of which is formally related to a calculus

with priority developed by Camilleri and Winskel [43]. Section 6.8 focuses on related work,

and the last section presents our summary. Appendix C contains the proof of an important

technical result, which has been left out in this chapter due to its length.

6.2 Motivating Example

The example depicted in Figure 6.1 motivates the need for considering a local notion of pre-

emption when dealing with priority in distributed systems. The system consists of two sites

(computers), Site1 and Site2, that are connected via the network Network. Each site runs

an application, Application1 and Application2, respectively, which may send or receive

information from the application at the other site via its (interrupt-)handler, Handler1 or

Handler2. A handler delivers the message to the network or receives a message for its site

from the network and noti�es the application by sending an interrupt.

Application1

Handler2Handler1

Site1 Site2

Network

Application2

Figure 6.1: A distributed system

We have the following intuitive requirements that the semantics of a design language

should satisfy in order to reect the behavior of the system correctly. First, an interrupt

of a handler should pre-empt the normal work of the application at its site, i.e. the appli-

cation should immediately respond to an interrupt request. Second, both sites should be
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able to perform internal computation that are local to their site without interference from

the other site. In particular, internal activities of Handler1 should not pre-empt those

of Handler2, and vice versa. While traditional process-algebraic treatments of priority,

e.g. the approaches considered so far and those reported in [54, 134], satisfy the �rst re-

quirement, they typically violate the second, since they allow an action of Application1 to

pre-empt an action of Application2 if the former has higher priority, even though they are

performed on di�erent sites. In general, one would expect priorities at di�erent sites to be

incomparable. The semantics given in Chapter 2 and in [54, 134], however, do not permit

this distinction to be made; the net e�ect is that some computations that one would expect

to �nd in a distributed system are improperly suppressed. We propose to remedy this

shortcoming regarding distributed systems by introducing a notion of local pre-emption.

6.3 Syntax and Semantics of CCSprio

In this section we de�ne the syntax and semantics of our calculus CCSprio, which is based

on CCS [125].

6.3.1 Syntax of CCSprio

The syntax of CCSprio di�ers from CCS in that the action set exhibits a priority-scheme,

i.e. priorities are assigned to actions. It is important to note that an action may have

di�erent priorities in di�erent states of the system under consideration. This property of

priorities is called globally dynamic in [154]. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves

to a two-level priority-scheme. In Section 6.7, we discuss how our results presented in

this chapter can be adapted to multi-level priority-schemes. Intuitively, actions represent

potential synchronizations that a process may be willing to engage in with its environment.

Given a choice between a synchronization on a high priority action and one on a low priority

action, a process should choose the former.

Formally, let � be a countably in�nite set of action labels, not including the internal

or silent action � . For every input action a 2 �, there exists a complementary action a,

the corresponding output action. Let � =df fa j a 2 �g, and let A = � [ � [ f�g, where

� =2 � [ �, denote the set of all unprioritized actions. Intuitively, an action constitutes

a willingness to perform a synchronization on the port associated with the action name.

Thus a process that wishes to perform action a is willing to receive a message on port a,

whereas a process that wishes to engage in a may send a message via port a. The action �

represents either an internal action of a process or the synchronization of two processes on

some port in order to communicate with each other. We use a; b; : : : to range over � [ �

and �; �; : : : to range over A.

In order to de�ne prioritized actions, let � be a countably in�nite set of prioritized

action labels disjoint from �. Then A =df �[�[f�g is the set of prioritized actions, where

� =2 A [ � [ � is the prioritized internal or silent action. We use A =df A [ A to denote

the set of all actions. Intuitively, prioritized actions represent communication potentials
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over \important" channels. Therefore, communications involving prioritized actions should

be preferred over communications involving unprioritized actions. In the remainder of the

chapter, we let a; b; : : : range over � [ �, �; �; : : : over A, and  over A. Additionally, we

extend by de�ning  =df , and if L � A n f�; �g then L =df f j  2 Lg. A mapping f

on A is a �nite relabeling if f preserves priorities (i.e. f(�) � � and f(�) � �), is such

that the set f j f() 6= g is �nite, and satis�es the following: f(a) = f(a), f(a) = f(a),

f(�) = � , and f(�) = � . The syntax of our calculus may now be de�ned by the BNF

P ::= 0 j x j :P j P + P j P jP j P [f ] j P n L j �x:P

where f is a �nite relabeling, L � An f�; �g is a restriction set , and x is a process variable

taken from a countable set V of variables. We use the standard de�nitions for sort of a

process, free and bound variables, open and closed terms, guarded recursion, and contexts.

In the remainder, the syntactic substitution of x by Q in term P is written as P [Q=x].

We refer to closed and guarded terms as processes and denote syntactic equality by �.

Moreover, we let P;Q;R; : : : range over the set P of processes. Finally, sometimes it is

convenient to write C
def
= P for the process �C:P , where the identi�er C is interpreted as

variable.

6.3.2 Locations

We now introduce the notion of location, which will be used in the next section in the

operational semantics for CCSprio as a basis for deciding when one transition pre-empts

another. Intuitively, a location represents the \address(es)" of subterm(s) inside a larger

term; when a system performs an action, our semantics will also note the location of

the subterm(s) that \generate(s)" this action. Observe that because of the potential for

synchronization more than one subterm may be involved in an action. Our account of

locations closely follows that of [131].

Formally, let Aaddr =df fL;R; l; rg be the address alphabet , and let � be a special symbol

not in Aaddr. Then Addr =df f�s j s 2 A�
addrg represents the set of (process) addresses

ranged over by v; w. We abuse notation by omitting � from addresses on occasion. If �s1
and �s2 are addresses then we write �s1 � �s2 = �s1s2 to represent address concatenation

(where s1s2 represents the usual concatenation of elements in A�
addr). Further, if V � Addr

and � 2 Aaddr then we write V � � for fv � � j v 2 V g. Intuitively, an element of Addr

represents the address of a subterm, with � denoting the current term, l (r) representing

the left (right) subterm of + , and L (R) the left (right) subterm of j . For example, in the

process (a:0 j b:0) + c:0 the address of a:0 is �Ll, of b:0 is �Rl, and of c:0 is �r.

As mentioned in the introduction, we want to adopt the view that processes on di�erent

sides of the parallel composition operator are logically { not necessarily physically { exe-

cuted on di�erent processors. Thus, priorities on di�erent sides of the parallel composition

operator are distributed and, therefore, should be incomparable. However, priorities on

di�erent sides of the summation operator, which models nondeterministic choice, should

be comparable since argument processes of summation are logically scheduled on the same
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processor. We formalize this intuition in the following comparability relation on addresses

which is adapted from [89].

De�nition 6.3.1 (Comparability Relation)

The comparability relation ./ on addresses is the smallest reexive and symmetric subset

of Addr �Addr such that for all v; w 2 Addr:

1. hv � l; w � ri 2 ./, and

2. hv; wi 2 ./ implies hv � �; w � �i 2 ./ for � 2 Aaddr.

In the sequel we write v ./ w instead of hv; wi 2 ./. If v 2 Addr then we use [v] to denote

the set fw 2 Addr j v ./ wg. Note that the comparability relation is not transitive, e.g. we

have Ll ./ r and r ./ Rl but Ll 6./ Rl, since L 6./ R. Considering our example (a:0 j b:0)+c:0

above, the addresses of a:0 and c:0, and the addresses of b:0 and c:0, are comparable since

they are on di�erent sides of the summation operator. In contrast, the addresses of a:0 and

b:0 are incomparable since they are on di�erent sides of the parallel composition operator.

We may now de�ne the set of (transition) locations, Loc, as Loc =df Addr [ (Addr �

Addr). Intuitively, a transition location records the addresses of the components in a

term that participate in the execution of a given action. In our algebra, transitions are

performed by single processes or pairs of processes (in the case of a synchronization). We

de�ne hv; wi � � =df hv � �; w � �i and [hv; wi] =df [v][ [w] where v; w 2 Addr and � 2 Aaddr.

We use m;n; o; : : : to range over Loc in what follows.

6.3.3 Semantics of CCSprio

The (operational) semantics of a CCSprio process P 2 P is given by a labeled transition

system hP ;Loc�A;�!; P i. The transition relation �!� P� (Loc�A)�P is de�ned in

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 using Plotkin-style operational rules [141]. We write P m;��!P 0 instead

of hP; hm; i; P 0i 2�! and say that P may engage in action  o�ered from location m and

thereafter behave like process P 0. We also write P �!P 0 if there exists a location m 2 Loc

such that P m;��!P 0.

The presentation of the operational rules requires distributed prioritized initial action

sets, which are de�ned as the least sets satisfying the rules in Table 6.1. Intuitively, Im(P )

denotes the set of all distributed prioritized initial actions of P from location m. Note that

these sets are either empty or contain exactly one initial action. Im(P ) = ; means that

eitherm is not a location of P or P is incapable of performing a prioritized action at location

m. Additionally, let us denote the set
S
fIm(P ) jm 2 Mg of all distributed prioritized

initial actions of process P from locations M � Loc by IM (P ) and the set ILoc(P ) of

all distributed prioritized initial actions of process P by I(P ). We also de�ne analogous

sets restricted to visible actions: IIM (P ) =df IM (P ) n f�g and II(P ) =df I(P ) n f�g,

respectively. The initial action sets satisfy the following properties with respect to the

summation operator, which will be useful in the remainder.
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Table 6.1: Distributed prioritized initial action sets for CCSprio

Im(�x:P ) =df Im(P [�x:P=x]) I�(�:P ) =df f�g

Im�l(P +Q) =df Im(P ) In�r(P +Q) =df In(Q)

Im(P [f ]) =df ff(�) j� 2 Im(P )g Im(P n L) =df Im(P ) n (L [ L)

Im�L(P jQ) =df Im(P ) In�R(P jQ) =df In(Q)

Ihm�L;n�Ri(P jQ) =df f� j Im(P ) \ In(Q) 6= ;g

Lemma 6.3.2 Let P;Q 2 P and m;n 2 Loc. Then the following properties hold for all

R 2 P and o 2 Loc.

1. II[n](Q) � II[m](P ) implies II[n�l](Q+R) � II [m�l](P +R)

2. II(Q) � II(P ) implies II [o�r](Q+R) � II[o�r](P +R)

3. II(Q) � II(P ) implies II(Q+R) � II(P +R).

The proof of this lemma is straightforward by using the de�nition of II [�](�) together with

De�nition 6.3.1, and the de�nition of II(�). With respect to parallel composition we obtain

an analogous lemma.

Lemma 6.3.3 Let P;Q;R 2 P and m;n; o 2 Loc. Then the following properties hold.

1. II [n](Q) � II[m](P ) implies II[n�L](Q jR) � II[m�L](P jR)

2. II[o�R](Q jR) = II [o�R](P jR)

3. II [n](Q) � II[m](P ) implies II[hn�L;o�Ri](Q jR) � II [hm�L;o�Ri](P jR)

4. II(Q) � II(P ) implies II(Q jR) � II(P jR)

The proof can be done in a similar fashion to the proof of Lemma 6.3.2. For the semantics

of CCSprio observe that the initial action sets are de�ned independently from the transition

relation �!. Therefore, �! is well-de�ned (cf. [167]). The side conditions of the opera-

tional semantic rules guarantee that a process does not perform an unprioritized action if
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Table 6.2: Operational semantics for CCSprio (Part I)

Act
��

�:P �;���!P
Act

��

�:P �;���!P

Sum1
P m;���!P 0

P +Q m�l;����!P 0
Sum1

P m;���!P 0

P +Q m�l;����!P 0
� =2 I(Q)

Sum2
Q n;���!Q0

P +Q n�r;����!Q0
Sum2

Q n;���!Q0

P +Q n�r;����!Q0
� =2 I(P )

Rel
P m;���!P 0

P [f ] m;f(�)����!P 0[f ]
Rel

P m;���!P 0

P [f ] m;f(�)����!P 0[f ]

Res
P m;���!P 0

P n L m;���!P 0 n L
� =2 L [ L Res

P m;���!P 0

P n L m;���!P 0 n L
� =2 L [ L

Rec
P [�x:P=x] m;���!P 0

�x:P m;���!P 0
Rec

P [�x:P=x] m;���!P 0

�x:P m;���!P 0

Table 6.3: Operational semantics for CCSprio (Part II)

Com1
P m;���!P 0

P jQ m�L;����!P 0jQ
Com1

P m;���!P 0

P jQ m�L;����!P 0jQ
II [m](P ) \ II(Q) = ;

Com2
Q n;���!Q0

P jQ n�R;����!P jQ0
Com2

Q n;���!Q0

P jQ n�R;����!P jQ0
II [n](Q) \ II(P ) = ;

Com3
P m;a��!P 0 Q n;a��!Q0

P jQ hm�L;n�Ri;��������!P 0jQ0
Com3

P m;a��!P 0 Q n;a��!Q0

P jQ hm�L;n�Ri;��������!P 0jQ0

II [m](P ) \ II(Q) = ;^

II[n](Q) \ II(P ) = ;

it can engage in a prioritized synchronization or internal computation, i.e. a � -transition,

from a comparable location. In contrast to the global notion of pre-emption de�ned in

Chapter 2 and in [54, 133], the local notion here is much weaker since II [m](P ) � II(P )

holds for all m 2 Loc and P 2 P . In other words, local pre-emption does not pre-empt as

many unprioritized transitions as global pre-emption does.
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The semantics of CCSprio for prioritized transitions is the same as the usual CCS seman-

tics. The di�erence arises by the side conditions of the rules for summation and parallel

composition with respect to unprioritized transitions. The process :P may engage in

action  and then behaves like P . The summation operator + denotes nondeterministic

choice. The process P + Q may behave like process P (Q) if Q (P ) does not pre-empt

unprioritized actions by being able to perform a � -transition. Note that priorities arising

from di�erent sides of the summation operator are comparable. The restriction operator

nL prohibits the execution of actions in L [ L. Thus, it permits the scoping of actions.

P [f ] behaves exactly as the process P with actions renamed according to the relabeling

f . The process P jQ stands for the interleaved parallel composition of P and Q with syn-

chronized communication on complementary actions resulting in the internal action � or � .

Since locations on di�erent sides of a parallel operator are incomparable, � 's arising from

a location of P (Q) cannot pre-empt the execution of a transition, even an unprioritized

one, of Q (P ). Only if P (Q) engages in a prioritized synchronization with Q (P ) can

unprioritized actions from a comparable location of P (Q) be pre-empted. For example,

the initial a-transition gets pre-empted in the process (a:0+b:0) j b:0 but not in the process

(a:0 j b:0) j b:0. Also observe that, as in the algebra CCSch, actions a and a cannot synchro-

nize. Thus, one may view the sets of prioritized and unprioritized action labels as being

disjoint. Finally, �x:P denotes a recursively de�ned process that behaves as a distinguished

solution of the equation x = P .

6.4 A Semantic Theory based on Strong Bisimulation

In this section we present an equivalence relation for CCSprio processes that is based on

bisimulation [139]. Our aim is to characterize the largest congruence contained in the

\naive" adaptation of strong bisimulation [125] to our framework obtained by ignoring

location information.

De�nition 6.4.1 (Naive Distributed Prioritized Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P �P is called naive distributed prioritized strong bisimulation

if for every hP;Qi 2 R and  2 A the following condition holds.

P �!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q �!Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P ' Q if there exists a naive distributed prioritized strong bisimulation R such

that hP;Qi 2 R.

It is straightforward to establish that ' is the largest naive distributed prioritized strong

bisimulation and that ' is an equivalence. Unfortunately, ' is not a congruence, which

is a necessary requirement for an equivalence to be suitable for compositional reasoning.

The lack of compositionality is demonstrated by the following example, which embodies

the traditional view that \parallelism = nondeterminism." We have a:b:0+b:a:0 ' a:0 j b:0

but (a:b:0+b:a:0) j b:0 6' (a:0 j b:0) j b:0, since the latter process can perform an a-transition
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while the corresponding a-transition of the former is pre-empted because the right process

in the summation can engage in a prioritized communication. The above observation is not

surprising since the distribution of processes inuences the pre-emption of transitions and,

consequently, the bisimulation. However, we know by Proposition 2.4.3 that ' includes a

largest congruence '+ for CCSprio.

6.4.1 Distributed Prioritized Strong Bisimulation

In the remainder, we develop a characterization of '+ . To do so we need to take the local

pre-emption of processes into account.

De�nition 6.4.2 (Distributed Prioritized Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation if for

every hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 A, and m 2 Loc the following conditions hold.

1. P ��!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q ��!Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

2. P m;���!P 0 implies 9Q0; n:Q n;���!Q0 ;II [n](Q) � II[m](P ) ; and hP
0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P 'lQ if there exists a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation R such that

hP;Qi 2 R.

The di�erence between this de�nition and that of ' is the additional requirement concern-

ing the initial action sets, parameterized with the appropriate locations, in the condition

for unprioritized transitions. Intuitively, the distributed prioritized initial action set of a

process with respect to some location is a measure of the pre-emptive power of the process

relative to that location. Thus, the second condition of De�nition 6.4.2 states that an un-

prioritized action � from some location m of the process P must be matched by the same

action from some location n of Q and that the pre-emptive power of Q relative to n is at

most as strong as the pre-emptive power of P relative to m. The following straightforward,

technical lemma is useful in the remainder of this chapter.

Lemma 6.4.3 For P;Q 2 P such that P 'lQ we have I(P ) = I(Q) and II(P ) = II(Q).

Now we can prove the desired congruence result.

Proposition 6.4.4 The relation 'l is a congruence, i.e. for all CCSprio contexts C[X] we

have: P 'lQ implies C[P ]'lC[Q].

Proof: Most cases of the proof are straightforward (cf. [125]). Therefore, we restrict

ourselves to the more interesting cases, namely the compositionality of 'l with respect to

summation and parallel composition. Therefore, let P;Q;R 2 P such that P 'lQ.
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1. We �rst show P +R 'l Q+R. According to De�nition 6.4.2 it is su�cient to prove

that

R =df fhP +R;Q+Ri jP 'lQg [ 'l

is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. Let P + R p;���!V for some V 2 P

and p 2 Loc. We have to show the existence of some W 2 P and q 2 Loc such

that Q+R q;���!W and hV;W i 2 R. Therefore, consider the following case distinction

according to the operational rules for summation.

� Case 1: Let V � P 0 and p � m � l. Here, we conclude

P +R m�l;����!P 0

(Rule (Sum1)) implies P m;���!P 0 and � =2 I(R)

(P 'lQ) implies 9Q0; n:Q n;���!Q0 ; P 0'lQ0 ;

II[n](Q) � II[m](P ) ; and � =2 I(R)

(Rule (Sum1), def. of R , implies 9Q0; n:Q+R n�l;����!Q0 ; hP 0; Q0i 2 R ; and

Lemma 6.3.2(1)) II [n�l](Q+R) � II [m�l](P +R) :

Now, we �nish this proof part by choosing W � Q0 and q � n � l.

� Case 2: Let V � R0 and p � o � r. In this case, we observe

P +R o�r;���!R0

(Rule (Sum2)) implies R o;���!R0 and � =2 I(P )

(Lemma 6.4.3) implies R o;���!R0 ; � =2 I(Q) ; and R0'lR0

(Rule (Sum2), def. of R , implies Q+R o�r;���!R0 ; hR0; R0i 2 R ; and

Lemmata 6.3.2(1) and 6.4.3) II [o�r](Q+R) = II [o�r](P +R) :

By choosing W � R0 and q � o � r, the proof of this case is done.

The above argument is su�cient to prove the second condition of De�nition 6.4.2.

The proof of the �rst condition is standard since the semantics of the summation

operator coincides with the one of CCS for prioritized actions.

2. We have to establish P jR 'l Q jR. According to De�nition 6.4.2 it is su�cient to

prove that

R =df fhP jR;Q jRi jP '
lQg

is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. Therefore, let P jR p;���!V for some

V 2 P and p 2 Loc. We show the existence of some W 2 P and q 2 Loc such that

Q jR q;���!W , II[q](Q jR) � II[p](P jR), and hV;W i 2 R. Consider the following case

distinction according to the operational rules for parallel composition.
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� Case 1: Let V � P 0 jR and p � m � L. We conclude

P jR m�L;����!P 0 jR

(Rule (Com1)) implies P m;���!P 0 and II[m](P ) \ II(R) = ;

(P 'lQ) implies 9Q0; n:Q n;���!Q0 ; P 0'lQ0 ;

II [n](Q) � II [m](P ) ; and

II[m](P ) \ II(R) = ;

implies 9Q0; n:Q n;���!Q0 ; P 0'lQ0 ;

II [n](Q) � II [m](P ) ; and

II[n](Q) \ II(R) = ;

(Rule (Com1), implies 9Q0 jR;n:Q jR n�L;����!Q0 jR ;

def. of R , hP 0 jR;Q0 jRi 2 R ; and

Lemma 6.3.3(1)) II [n�L](Q jR) � II [m�L](P jR) :

By choosing W � Q0 jR and q � n � L, we are done.

� Case 2: Let V � P jR0 and p � o � R. Here, we observe

P jR o�R;����!P jR0

(Rule (Com2)) implies R o;���!R0 and II[o](R) \ II(P ) = ;

(Lemma 6.4.3) implies R o;���!R0 and II[o](R) \ II(Q) = ;

(Rule (Com2), implies Q jR o�R;����!Q jR0 ;

def. of R , hP jR0; Q jR0i 2 R ; and

Lemma 6.3.3(2)) II[o�R](P jR) = II [o�R](Q jR) :

Our claim follows by choosing W � Q jR0 and q � o �R.

� Case 3: Let V � P 0 jR0 and p � hm � L; o �Ri. In this case, we establish

P jR hm�L;o�Ri;��������!P 0 jR0

(Rule (Com3)) implies 9a 2 � [ �: P m;a��!P 0 ; II [m](P ) \ II(R) = ; ;

R o;a�!R0 ; and II[o](R) \ II(P ) = ;

(P 'lQ) implies 9Q0; n; a:Q n;a��!Q0 ; P 0'lQ0 ;

II[n](Q) � II[m](P ) ;

II[m](P ) \ II(R) = ; ; R o;a�!R0 ; and

II[o](R) \ II(P ) = ;

(Lemma 6.4.3) implies 9Q0; n; a:Q n;a��!Q0 ; P 0'lQ0 ;

II[n](Q) � II[m](P ) ;

II[n](Q) \ II(R) = ; ; R o;a�!R0 ; and

II[o](R) \ II(Q) = ;

(Rule (Com3), implies 9Q0 jR0; n:Q jR hn�L;o�Ri;�������!Q0 jR0 ;

def. of R , hP 0 jR0; Q0 jR0i 2 R ; and

Lemma 6.3.3(3)) II [hn�L;o�Ri](Q jR) � II [hm�L;o�Ri](P jR) :

By de�ning W � Q0 jR0 and q � hn � L; o �Ri, we have �nished the proof ac-

cording to the de�nition of R.
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The �rst condition of De�nition 6.4.2 can be proved as usual since the semantic rules

for parallel composition coincide with those of CCS with respect to prioritized actions.

In order to prove the compositionality of 'l with respect to recursion one has to adapt

a de�nition of distributed prioritized strong bisimulation up to from [125]. Then the proof

follows the lines of the corresponding proof in [125]. �

The following theorem is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.4.5 Distributed prioritized strong bisimulation 'l is the largest congruence

contained in naive distributed prioritized strong bisimulation ', i.e. '+= 'l.

In the proof of this theorem we use S(P ) to denote the unprioritized sort of P and S(P ) for

its prioritized sort, i.e. the set of all unprioritized and prioritized visible actions occurring

as labels in the transition system corresponding to P , respectively. The next property of

CCSprio processes is important for the proof of Theorem 6.4.5 as well as for the proofs of

other important theorems presented in the sequel.

Lemma 6.4.6 (Finite Sorts)

For all P 2 P the sorts S(P ) � � [ � and S(P ) � � [ � are �nite.

The validity of this lemma is an immediate consequence of the facts that the summation

operator is binary and that relabelings f satisfy the condition jf j f() 6� g j <1. Now,

we turn to the proof of Theorem 6.4.5.

Proof: By Proposition 2.4.3 the largest congruence '+ in ' exists and is characterized

by P '+Q if and only if 8CCSprio contextsC[X]: C[P ] ' C[Q].

It is straightforward to show that 'l �'; one need only prove that 'l is a naive

distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. The proof is standard and is omitted. Also,

since 'l is a congruence we know that 'l � '+. In order to prove the inclusion '+ �

'l it su�ces to show that R =df fhP;Qi jCPQ[P ] ' CPQ[Q]g is a distributed priori-

tized strong bisimulation for some CCSprio context CPQ[X]. For our purposes we de�ne

CPQ[X]
def
= X jHPQ for P;Q 2 P where

HPQ
def
=

X
L�S(P )[S(Q)

� :(dL:HPQ +DL)

and DL =df
P

c2L c:0. Note that
P

is the extension of the associative binary operator +

to �nitely many operands and that HPQ is well-de�ned by Lemma 6.4.6. We assume that

dL; dL =2 S(P ) [ S(Q). Such dL's exist because the prioritized sort of a process is �nite

according to Lemma 6.4.6. Note that the context CPQ[X] is inspired by the one presented

in Section 2.4.2.

Now, let P;Q 2 P satisfying CPQ[P ] ' CPQ[Q] and P m;���!P 0. Therefore, CPQ[P ] can

engage in the transitions illustrated in the left hand side of Figure 6.2 where L = fc j c 2
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CPQ[P ] � P jHPQ ' Q jHPQ � CPQ[Q]

?

�

?

�

P j dL:HPQ +DL ' Q j dL:HPQ +DL

?

m � L;�

?

n � L;�

P 0 j dL:HPQ +DL ' Q0 j dL:HPQ +DL

?

dL

?

dL

CPQ[P
0] � P 0 jHPQ ' Q0 jHPQ � CPQ[Q

0]

Figure 6.2: Largest congruence proof { illustration

(S(P )[S(Q))nII [m](P )g. Since CPQ[P ] ' CPQ[Q], the process CPQ[Q] has to match each

step.

In order to be able to match the �rst step, CPQ[Q] has to choose exactly the same

branch of HPQ yielding to the process dL:HPQ +DL, because only this process is able to

execute the distinguished action dL. For matching the second step, the process Q must be

able to perform an �-transition from some location n 2 Loc. According to our semantics

for parallel composition, the condition II [n](Q)\II(dL:HPQ +DL) = ; has to be satis�ed.

Because of the choice of L, this implies II[n](Q) � II[m](P ). The match of the third step,

observing action dL, is straightforward. Thus, Figure 6.2 shows the existence of some

Q0 2 P satisfying CPQ[P
0] ' CPQ[Q

0]. Since S(P 0) � S(P ) and S(Q0) � S(Q) it follows

that CP 0Q0 [P 0] ' CP 0Q0 [Q0] by the construction of our context, as desired.

The case where P performs a prioritized transition needs no special attention since the

condition of De�nition 6.4.1 and Condition (1) of De�nition 6.4.2 are identical in this case.

Summarizing, we have shown that all conditions of De�nition 6.4.2 are satis�ed, and we

may conclude that R is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. Hence, P 'lQ, which

completes the proof. �
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Table 6.4: Axiomatization of 'l (Axioms E)

(A1) t+ u = u+ t (iA1) t� u = u� t

(A2) t+ (u+ v) = (t+ u) + v (iA2) t� (u� v) = (t� u)� v

(A3) t+ t = t (iA3) t� t = t

(A4) t+ 0 = t (iA4) t� 0 = t

(P) � :t+ �:u = � :t

(E) t �
L

i

P
j ij:tij and u �

L
k

P
l �kl:ukl implies t ju =L

i

P
j(ij:(tij ju) +

P
k

P
lf�:(tij jukl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag

+
P

k

P
lf� :(tij jukl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag) �L

k

P
l(�kl:(t j ukl) +

P
i

P
jf�:(tij j ukl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag

+
P

i

P
jf� :(tij j ukl) j ij � �kl; ij ; �kl 2 Ag)

(Res1) 0 n L = 0

(Res2) (:t) n L = 0 ( 2 L [ L)

(Res3) (:t) n L = :(t n L) ( =2 L [ L)

(Res4) (t+ u) n L = (t n L) + (u n L)

(iRes4) (t� u) n L = (t n L)� (u n L)

(Rel1) 0[f ] = 0 (Rel3) (t+ u)[f ] = t[f ] + u[f ]

(Rel2) (:t)[f ] = f():(t[f ]) (iRel3) (t� u)[f ] = t[f ]� u[f ]

6.4.2 Axiomatic Characterization

In this section we give an axiomatization of 'l for �nite processes, i.e. processes that do

not contain recursion. Since axioms provide a means for rewriting terms into semantically

equivalent ones, we prefer to speak of processes as process terms, ranged over by t; u; v; : : : ,

in this section. In order to develop the axiomatization, we add a new binary summation

operator � to the process algebra CCSprio. This operator is called distributed summation

and needed for giving an Expansion Axiom (cf. Axiom (E) in Table 6.4). Its operational

semantics is the following.

dSum1
t m;���! t0

t� u m�L;����! t0
dSum1

t m;���! t0

t� u m�L;����! t0

dSum2
u n;���!u0

t� u n�R;����!u0
dSum2

u n;���!u0

t� u n�R;����!u0
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It can easily be checked that distributed prioritized strong bisimulation is also compositional

with respect to �.

Table 6.5: Axioms E (continued)

(D1) (t� t0) + (u� u0) = ((t� t0) + u0)� ((u� u0) + t0)

(`I tvi t
0 ; `I uvi u

0)

(D2) (t� u) + �:v = (t+ �:v)� (u+ �:v)

(Ic1) t� �:u = t+ �:u (\t)

(Ic2) (�:t+ u) = (�:t+ u)� �:t

(S1) (t+ �:u)� (t0 + �:u0) = (t+ �:u+ �:u0)� (t0 + �:u0)

(S2) (t+ �:v) � (u+ �:v) = (t+ �:v) � u (`I tvi u)

(S3) t� u = t+ u (`I t=i u)

Table 6.6: Axiomatization of vi (Axioms I)

(iC1) �:tvi �:u (iC2) 0vi �:t � 2 A n f�g

(iC3) �:tvi 0

Now, we turn to the axiom system for distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. We

write `E t = u if term t can be rewritten to u using the axioms in Tables 6.4 and 6.5.

Axioms (Ic1), (D1), (S2), and (S3) involve side conditions. Regarding Axiom (Ic1), we in-

troduce the unary predicate \ over process terms of the form
P

j2J j:tj for some nonempty

index set J together with the following proof rules: (i) \�:t and (ii) \t and \u implies

\(t+ u). Intuitively, \(
P

j2J j :tj) if and only if j 2 A for all j 2 J . The relation vi is the

pre-congruence on �nite process terms generated from the axioms presented in Table 6.6

using the laws of inequational reasoning. Its meaning is precised by Lemma 6.4.7 below.

We write `I tvi u if t can be related to u by Axioms (iC1), (iC2), and (iC3), and notate

`I t=i u if `I tvi u and `I uvi t. The axioms in Table 6.4 are basically those given in [54]

and augmented with the corresponding axioms for the distributed summation operator.

Moreover, the Expansion Axiom has been adapted for our algebra (cf. Axiom (E) where
P

is the indexed version of +, and
L

is the indexed version of � ). The axioms in Table 6.5
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are new and show how we may \restructure" locations. They deal with the distributivity

of the summation operators (Axioms (D1) and (D2)), the interchangeability of the sum-

mation operators (Axioms (Ic1) and (Ic2)), and the saturation of locations (Axioms (S1),

(S2), and (S3)), respectively.

The following lemma presents a semantic interpretation of `I tvi u that is essential for

the soundness and completeness proof of our axiomatization. It uses the notation `A t = u

meaning that t can be rewritten to u by using Axioms (A1){(A4) only. Hence, `A t = u

implies `E t = u.

Lemma 6.4.7 (Semantic Interpretation of vi)

1. Let `I tvi u. Then, II(t) � II(u), and � 2 I(t) if and only if � 2 I(u).

2. Let t �
Pm

i=1 i:ti and u �
Pn

j=1 �j :uj be �nite process terms such that II(t) � II(u),

and � 2 I(t) if and only if � 2 I(u). Then there exist process terms t0 and u0 such

that `A t0 = t, `A u0 = u, and `I t0vi u
0. The same holds if we replace \�" by \="

and \vi" by \=i."

Proof: The proof of Part (1) is done in a straightforward manner by inducting upon the

length of the proof `I tvi u.

We prove Part (2) by induction on the cardinality of I(t). As the base case suppose

I(t) is empty. Then it is easy to show the existence of process terms t0 and u0 such that

`A t0 = t, `A u0 = u, and `I t0vi u
0 by just using Axioms (iC2) and (iC3) for establishing

the latter. For the induction step, we have jI(t)j > 0, and let � 2 I(t) as well. Since

II(t) � II(u), and � 2 I(t) if and only if � 2 I(u), we have � 2 I(u). Let lt and lu be the

number of summands in t and u that are pre�xed by �. Formally, if Lt =df fj j �j � �g

and Lu =df fi j i � �g, then lt =df jLtj � 1 and lu =df jLuj � 1. Let t1 and u1 be the

process terms obtained by re-ordering the summands of the process terms t and u such that

the summands pre�xed by � precede those that do not. Formally, let t1 � t11 + t12 where

t11 �
P

i2Lt
i:ti and t12 �

P
i=2Lt

i:ti. Similarly, let u
1 � u11 + u12 where u

1
1 �
P

j2Lu
�j :uj

and u12 �
P

j =2Lu
�j :uj . We may apply the induction hypothesis to t12 and u12 to obtain

process terms t02 and u02 such that `A t02 = t12, `A u02 = u12, and `I t02vi u
0
2.

We de�ne process terms t01 and u01 such that they have an equal number of summands

and such that they are derivable from t11 and u11, respectively, just by using Axioms (A1){

(A3). Their structures depend on the relative values of lt and lu.

� If lt = lu then take t01 � t11 and u01 � u11.

� If lt > lu then take t01 � t11 and u01 � u11 + (
Plt�lu

j=1 �k:uk), where k 2 Lu.

� If lt < lu then take u01 � u11 and t01 � t11 + (
Plu�lt

i=1 k:tk), where k 2 Lt.

It is easy to show that `I t01vi u
0
1. Thus if we take t0 � t01 + t02 and u0 � u01 + u02, then

`A t = t0, `A u = u0, and `I t0vi u
0. This concludes the proof of the induction step. By
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inspection of the above proof it is clear that the same statement holds if we replace \�"

by \=" and \vi" by \=i" which completes the proof of the lemma. �

The following theorem states the soundness of our axiom system for arbitrary, not only for

�nite, process terms.

Theorem 6.4.8 (Soundness) For process terms t; u satisfying `E t = u we have t'l u.

Proof: Formally, the soundness of the axioms can be shown by constructing a distributed

prioritized strong bisimulation R � P �P for each axiom t = u such that ht; ui 2 R. This

is obvious for all axioms beside Axioms (D1), (Ic1), (S2), and (S3). Those axioms are only

true if the appropriate side condition is satis�ed. However, their soundness can easily be

established by using the semantic interpretation of the syntactic side conditions given in

Lemma 6.4.7(1) and the meaning of \, respectively. �

In order to prove our axiomatization complete, we introduce a notion of normal form of

process terms that is based on the following de�nition.

De�nition 6.4.9 (Summation Form)

A process term t is in summation form if it has the form t �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij :tij where

m;ni 2 N and the process terms tij are in summation form, too. Per de�nition, 0 is in

summation form.

Intuitively, t is distributed throughout m incomparable locations which themselves consist

of ni comparable locations, 1 � i � m. The following proposition states that every �nite

process term can be rewritten into summation form.

Proposition 6.4.10 For every �nite process term t there exists a process term v in sum-

mation form such that `E v = t.

The proof of Proposition 6.4.10 uses the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4.11 Let t �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij :tij. Then `E t = t � t and `I tvi t for t �Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 tij, and tij � ij:tij if ij 2 A, and tij � 0 if ij 2 A.

In the following we often write (A)� to denote that we apply the axiom named A multiple

times.

Proof: Let t �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij :tij. The proof is done by induction onm. For the induction

base let m = 0. Then t � 0 and t � 0. Thus, `E t = t � t by Axiom (iA3), and `I tvi t

since reexivity is part of inequational reasoning. For the induction step let t � t1 � t2
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where t1 �
Pn1

j=1 1j :t1j and t2 �
Lm+1

i=2

Pni
j=1 ij :tij. In the following lines we establish

`E t1 = t1 � t1.

`E t1
(def. t1) =

Pn1
j=1 1j :t1j

((Ic2)�, (iA1)�, (iA2)�) = (
Pn1

j=1 1j :t1j)�

(
L
f1j :t1j j 1 � j � n1 ^ 1j 2 Ag)

((Ic1)� , def. t1) = t1 � (
P
f1j :t1j j 1 � j � n1 ^ 1j 2 Ag)

((A4)�) = t1 � (
P
f1j :t1j j 1 � j � n1 ^ 1j 2 Ag+P
f0 j 1 � j � n1 ^ 1j 2 Ag)

(def. t
1
, (A1)�, (A2)�) = t1 � t1

Moreover, it is easy to verify that `I t1vi t1 by Axioms (iC1){(iC3).

By induction hypothesis `E t2 = t2 � t2 and `I t2vi t2. Now, we complete the proof

of the induction step by combining the result of the previous paragraph and the induction

hypothesis using equational and inequational reasoning, respectively: `E t = t1 � t2 =

(t1 � t1)� (t2 � t2) = (t1 � t2)� (t1 � t2) = t� t and `I t = t1 � t2vi t1 � t2 = t. �

In the remainder we use the notion of the depth of a �nite process term in summation form,

which is de�ned to be the maximum number of nested pre�xes in the considered process

term, as usual. Now, we are able to prove Proposition 6.4.10.

Proof: The proof is done by induction on the structure of the �nite process term t.

1. t � 0: Per de�nition, 0 is in summation form.

2. t � :t0: By induction hypothesis there exists v0 2 P in summation form such that

`E v0 = t0. Thus, we conclude `E t = :v0 where :v0 is in summation form according

to De�nition 6.4.9.

3. t � t0 + t00: Applying the induction hypothesis twice, we know of the existence of

process terms v0 �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij :v

0
ij and v

00 �
Lr

k=1

Psk
l=1 �kl:v

00
kl in summation form

such that `E v0 = t0 and `E v00 = t00. By using Lemma 6.4.11 and by the transitivity

of equational reasoning we obtain `E t = (v0 � v0) + (v00 � v00) where `I v0vi v
0 and

`I v00vi v
00. Therefore, we apply Axiom (D1) to obtain `E t = ((v0�v0)+v00)�((v00�

v00) + v0) and Lemma 6.4.11 again to conclude `E t = (v0 + v00) � (v00 + v0). Now,

we use Axiom (Ic1) and replace all �-operators in v00 and v0 by +-operators since all

initial actions in v00 and v0 are prioritized ones. We denote the so obtained process

terms from v00 and v0 by v̂00 and v̂0, respectively. Finally, we apply Axiom (D2) (and

Axioms (iA1) and (iA2)) multiple times to push v̂0 in every distributed summand

of v0 and v̂00 in every distributed summand of v00. The resulting process term is in

summation form.

4. t � t0 � t00: By induction hypothesis there exist process terms v0 and v00 in summation

form such that `E v0 = t0 and `E v00 = t00. Thus, we conclude `E v0� v00 = t0� t00 = t

where v0 � v00 is obviously in summation form, as desired.
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5. t � t0 j t00: By induction hypothesis there exist process terms v0 �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij:v

0
ij

and v00 �
Lr

k=1

Psk
l=1 �kl:v

00
kl in summation form such that `E v0 = t0 and `E v00 = t00.

We prove this case by induction on the sum of the depths of v0 and v00. If the sum of

the depths is 0, then both process terms v0 and v00 can be rewritten to 0 by applying

Axiom (iA3). Thus, `E t = t0 j t00 = v0 j v00 = 0 j0. Now, we may conclude `E 0 j 0 = 0

by using Axiom (E) and Axioms (A3) and (iA3). Since 0 is in summation form the

induction base is done. For the induction step let the sum of the depths of v0 and v00

be greater than 0. Here, we obtain

`E t = t0 j t00 = v0 j v00

=
L

i

P
j(ij :(v

0
ij j v

00) +
P

k

P
lf�:(v

0
ij j v

00
kl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag

+
P

k

P
lf� :(v

0
ij j v

00
kl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag) �L

k

P
l(�kl:(v

0 j v00kl) +
P

i

P
jf�:(v

0
ij j v

00
kl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag

+
P

i

P
jf� :(v

0
ij j v

00
kl) j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag)

by applying Axiom (E). Since the sums of the depths of v0ij and v00, v0ij and v00kl, and

v0 and v00kl are strictly less than the sum of the depths of v0 and v00, respectively, there

exist process terms wij , w
kl
ij , and wkl in summation form such that `E wij = v0ij j v

00,

`E wkl
ij = v0ij j v

00
kl, and `E wkl = v0 j v00kl. Hence,

`E t =
L

i

P
j(ij :wij +

P
k

P
lf�:w

kl
ij j ij � �kl; ij ; �kl 2 Ag

+
P

k

P
lf� :w

kl
ij j ij � �kl; ij ; �kl 2 Ag) �L

k

P
l(�kl:wkl +

P
i

P
jf�:w

kl
ij j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag

+
P

i

P
jf� :w

kl
ij j ij � �kl; ij; �kl 2 Ag)

where the latter process term is in summation form as desired. This completes the

proof of the inner induction step and the proof of the case of parallel composition.

6. t � t0[f ]: By induction hypothesis there exists a process term v0 �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij:v

0
ij

in summation form such that `E v0 = t0. Thus, we may conclude `E t = v0[f ].

In order to prove that v0[f ] can be rewritten into summation form, we need to use

induction on the depth of the process term v0. If the depth is 0 then `E v0 = 0 is

obtained by Axiom (iA3). Applying Axiom (Rel1) �nishes the proof of the induction

base. For the induction step let the depth of v0 be greater than 0, i.e. ni > 0 for some

1 � i � m. We conclude as follows.

`E t

(see above) = (
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij :v

0
ij)[f ]

((iRel3)�) =
Lm

i=1((
Pni

j=1 ij :v
0
ij)[f ])

((Rel3)�) =
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1((ij :v

0
ij)[f ])

((Rel2)�) =
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 f(ij):(v

0
ij [f ])

(ind. hyp.) =
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 f(ij):vij

where vij is in summation form for 1 � i � m and 1 � j � ni, and `E vij = v0ij [f ]. In

the third step we apply Axiom (Rel1) instead of Axiom (Rel3) whenever ni = 0, i.e.
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Pni
j=1((ij :tij)[f ]) � 0. Since the process term

Lm
i=1

Pni
j=1 f(ij):vij is in summation

form we have �nished this case.

7. t � t0 n L: This case follows pretty much the same lines of the previous paragraph but

uses Axioms (Res1){(Res4) and (iRes4) instead of Axioms (Rel1){(Rel3) and (iRel3)

and, additionally, Axiom (iA4) whenever Axiom (Res2) has been applied.

�

Based on summation forms we de�ne normal forms as follows.

De�nition 6.4.12 (Normal Form)

Let t �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 ij:tij be in summation form. We de�ne 

i�
=df fij j 1 � j �nig \ A.

The process term t is said to be in normal form if the following properties hold.

1. ; � L � I(t) implies 9i: 
i�
= L.

2. 
i�
= 

k�
implies i = k.

3. ij 2 A implies 81 � l � ni: il 6� � .

4. ij � kl � � implies 9j0: tij0 � tkl and ij0 � �.

Intuitively, Conditions (1) and (2) state that a term t in normal form contains exactly

one distributed (or \outer") summand for each possible pre-emption potential, i.e. for each

subset of the distributed prioritized initial actions of t. Condition (3) reects our notion

of pre-emption: an outer summand does not contain unprioritized initial actions when it

also includes a prioritized internal action. The last condition requires outer summands to

be \saturated" in a certain sense with respect to prioritized actions (cf. Axiom (S1)). The

following proposition plays a key role in the completeness proof of our axiomatization for

�nite process terms.

Proposition 6.4.13 If t is a �nite process term, then there exists a normal form w such

that `E w = t.

Proof: Let t be a �nite process term. By Proposition 6.4.10 we know of the existence

of a process term v �
Lm

i=1 vi�, where vi� �
Pni

j=1 ij :vij , in summation form such that

`E v = t. Therefore, it remains to establish that v can be equationally rewritten into a

process term w in normal form such that `E w = v. This is done by induction on the

depth of v. If the depth of v is 0, then we apply Axiom (iA3) in order to obtain `E v = 0

where 0 is obviously in normal form. For the induction step let the depth of v be greater

than 0. Now, we proceed according to the following steps.
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1. We use Lemma 6.4.11 to rewrite v to v�v, where v �
Lm

i=1

Pni
j=1 vij, and vij � ij:vij ,

if ij 2 A, and vij � 0, otherwise. We switch the distributed summation operators in

v into usual summation operators using Axiom (Ic1), and Axioms (A2), (iA2), (A4),

and (iA4), if needed. By Axioms (iA1){(iA3) we duplicate summands of v and re-

group them such that for each ; 6= L � I(v) there exists a distributed summand of

the form
L

j2J �j :vj satisfying L = f�j j j 2 Jg. Using Axiom (Ic1) each of the above

mentioned distributed summands is rewritten into a summand
P

j2J �j :vj . Finally,

we apply Axiom (iA4) once obtaining the distributed summand 0 which ful�lls the

required condition for L = ;. This concludes the establishment of Property (1).

2. Whenever i 6= k and 
i�
= 

k�
, where 1 � i; k � m, merge the terms vi� and vk�

into one by applying the following steps. Use Axioms (iA1) and (iA2) to restructure

the distributed summands of v such that the terms vi� and vk� are standing side by

side. According to Lemma 6.4.7(2) there exist process terms v0i� and v0k� such that

`A v0i� = vi�, `A v0k� = vk�, and `E v0i�=i v
0
k�. Thus, we may rewrite vi� � vk� to

v0i�� v0k� and apply Axiom (S3) to substitute v0i�� v0k� by v
0
i�+ v0k�. Repeat the above

procedure as often as possible. Hence, Property (2) is established.

3. We use Axiom (P) in order to obtain Property (3).

4. As long as Property (4) is not satis�ed, i.e. there exists ij 2 
k�

for some 1 � k � m

and i 6= k but there is no 1 � l � nk such that kl:vkl � ij :vij, then apply Axiom (S1),

and possibly Axioms (A1), (A2), (iA1), and (iA2), to add the term ij :vij to vk� as

an additional summand. Thus, Property (4) is achieved.

This concludes the proof of the induction step and of the proposition. �

Rewriting a process term in its normal form requires restructuring its locations. After this

is done, standard techniques used in CCS (cf. [125]) can be applied in order to show our

axiomatization complete.

Theorem 6.4.14 (Completeness for Finite Process Terms)

For �nite process terms t; u satisfying t'l u we have `E t = u.

Proof: Let t and u be �nite process terms such that t'l u. By Proposition 6.4.13 we may

assume w.l.o.g. that t and u are in normal form, i.e. t �
Lm

i=1 ti� where ti� �
Pni

j=1 ij:tij ,

and u �
Lr

k=1 uk� where uk� �
Psk

l=1 �kl:ukl, and Properties (1){(4) of De�nition 6.4.12

are satis�ed. We reason by induction on the maximum of the depths of t and u.

� Induction base: If the maximum depth is 0 then t and u are of the form
Lm

i=1 0

and
Lr

k=1 0, respectively. Both process terms can be rewritten to 0 by applying

Axiom (iA3), and since `E 0 = 0 by equational reasoning, we are done.
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� Induction step: Here, we use the following additional properties.

(I) We assume w.l.o.g. that tij � ukl for some 1 � i � m, 1 � j � ni, 1 � k � r, and

1 � l � sk whenever tij '
l ukl. The reason for being able to assume this is that

the maximum of the depths of the process terms tij and ukl is smaller than that

of t and u. Hence the induction hypothesis is applicable, i.e. `E tij = ukl and

we may substitute tij for ukl since substitution is part of equational reasoning.

(II) Moreover, we may assume w.l.o.g. that t satis�es the following property.

ij :tij � kl:tkl; ij 2 A; and i 6= k implies 
i�
6� 

k�
:

Otherwise, we use Lemma 6.4.7(2) that allows us to substitute ti� and tk� by

process terms t0i� and t0k�, respectively, satisfying `A t0i� = ti�, `A t0k� = tk�, and

`I t
0
i�vi t

0
k�. Now, we apply Axioms (S2), (A1), (A2), (iA1), and (iA2) to achieve

the above mentioned property. Note that this transformation does not destroy

the normal forms of t and u, and Property (I). Similarly, we may assume that u

ful�lls Property (II).

Proof goal: In the main part of the induction step we show the existence of a bijection

� : f1; : : : ;mg �! f1; : : : ; rg such that 81 � i � m: `E ti� = u�(i)�. Thus,

`E t = u follows by possibly using Axioms (iA1) and (iA2) to re-order and re-group

distributed summands.

Main part of the induction step: Since t'l u we have I(t) = I(u). By Properties (1)

and (2) of De�nition 6.4.12 we may conclude that m = r. Moreover, the mapping

� : f1; : : : ;mg �! f1; : : : ; rg de�ned by �(i) =df k where 
i�
= �k� is a bijection.

It remains to show that `E ti� = u�(i)� for some arbitrary 1 � i � m. Let k =df �(i),

i.e. 
i�
= �k�. We show that every summand of ti� is syntactically identical to a

summand of uk�. For every 1 � j � ni we have ti�
ij�! tij because of Property (3) of

De�nition 6.4.12.

{ Case 1: Let ij � � 2 A for some j 2 f1; : : : ; nig. We may derive t ��! tij accord-

ing to our operational rules and the de�nition of t. Since t'l u there exists num-

bers k0 and l0, where 1 � k0 � r and 1 � l0 � sk0 , such that u ��!uk0l0 , � � �k0l0 ,

and tij 'l uk0l0 . By Property (I) we have tij � uk0l0 and, thus, ij :tij � �k0l0 :uk0l0 .

Moreover, the summand �k0l0 :uk0l0 syntactically equals with a summand �kl:ukl
for some 1 � l � sk by Property (4) of De�nition 6.4.12 since �k0l0 2 �k� = 

i�
.

{ Case 2: Let ij � � 2 A for some j 2 f1; : : : ; nig. By the de�nition of t

and the operational rules we also have t ��! tij. Note that we do not include the

location of the action � 2 A in the label since the corresponding distributed

prioritized initial action set is already determined by the index i. Because of

t'l u we know of the existence of numbers k0 and l, where 1 � k0 � r and

1 � l � sk0 , such that u ��!uk0l, � � �k0l, �k0� � 
i�
, and tij 'l uk0l. Observe that
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the inclusion �k0� � 
i�
is equivalent to our condition of distributed prioritized

initial action set inclusion (cf. Condition (ii) of De�nition 6.4.2) by Property (3)

of normal forms. Because of Property (I) we may conclude that tij � uk0l and,

thus, ij :tij � �k0l:uk0l. It remains to establish k0 = k. Since t'l u we know of

the existence of numbers i0 and j0, where 1 � i0 � m and 1 � j0 � ni0 , such that

t ��! ti0j0 , � � i0j0 , i0� � �k0�, and ti0j0 '
l uk0l. Hence, ti0j0 � uk0l by Property (I)

and, thus, i0j0 :ti0j0 � �k0l:uk0l. Together with ij:tij � �k0l:uk0l we conclude

i0j0 :ti0j0 � ij:tij . Moreover, we have established 
i0�
� �k0� � 

i�
. This implies

i = i0 by Property (II), whence �k0� = 
i�
= �k�. Now, we may conclude k = k0

by Property (2) of normal forms, as desired.

Similarly, every summand of uk� is syntactically equal to a summand of ti�. Hence,

`E ti� = uk� by using Axiom (A3) to eliminate duplicate summands and Axioms (A1)

and (A2) to re-order and re-group summands as necessary.

This completes the induction step and, hence, the proof of the theorem. �

6.4.3 Operational Characterization

The following de�nition introduces an equivalence '� which characterizes 'l as standard

strong bisimulation. It uses the notation P
�
�!
L
P 0 for P; P 0 2 P , � 2 A, and L � A n f�g

whenever 9m 2 Loc: P m;���!P 0 and II [m](P ) � L. Note that these enriched transitions

take local pre-emption potential into account, thereby avoiding the explicit annotation of

transitions with locations.

De�nition 6.4.15 (Alternative Distributed Prioritized Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is an alternative distributed prioritized strong bisimu-

lation if for every hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 A, and L � A n f�g the following conditions

hold.

1. P ��!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q ��!Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

2. P
�
�!
L
P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
�!
L
Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P '�Q if there exists an alternative distributed prioritized strong bisimulation R

such that hP;Qi 2 R.

Now, we can state the central result of this section.

Theorem 6.4.16 (Operational Characterization) The coincidence 'l = '� holds.

Proof: First, we prove the inclusion \�." Let P;Q 2 P such that P 'lQ. In order

to establish P '�Q it is by De�nition 6.4.15 su�cient to show that 'l is an alternative

distributed prioritized strong bisimulation.
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1. Let P ��!P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A. Because of P 'lQ we know of the existence

of some Q0 2 P such that Q ��!Q0 and P 0'lQ0, as desired.

2. Let P
�
�!
L
P 0 for some P 0 2 P, � 2 A, and L � A n f�g. By the de�nition of

�
�!
L

we obtain P m;���!P 0 and II[m](P ) � L for some m 2 Loc. Because of P 'lQ

we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P and some n 2 Loc such that Q n;���!Q0,

II[n](Q) � II[m](P ), and P 0'lQ0. Hence, II [n](Q) � L due to the transitivity of �

and Q
�
�!
L
Q0 by the de�nition of

�
�!
L
.

The other necessary inclusion \�" is established by proving that '� is a distributed pri-

oritized strong bisimulation (cf. De�nition 6.4.2). Let P;Q 2 P such that P '�Q.

1. The case P ��!P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A is again straightforward since Part (1)

of De�nition 6.4.2 and Part (1) of De�nition 6.4.15 coincide.

2. Let P m;���!P 0 for some P 0 2 P , � 2 A, and m 2 Loc. By the de�nition of
�
�!
L

we may

conclude P
�
�!
L
P 0 for L = II[m](P ). Since P '�Q we know of the existence of some

Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�!
L
Q0 and P 0'�Q

0. Thus, Q n;���!Q0 and II[n](Q) � L for some

n 2 Loc. Finally, we obtain II[n](Q) � II[m](P ) by the de�nition of L, as desired.

Summarizing, we have shown that both relations, 'l and '�, coincide. �

On the basis of the above characterizations we may compute 'l for �nite-state processes

using the following general technique. First build transition systems for the processes in

question that have transitions of the form speci�ed above; then apply a standard bisim-

ulation algorithm. Thus, to determine if P 'lQ we would build transition systems for P

and Q having transitions ��! and
�
�!
L

and then use some well-known partition-re�nement

algorithm [103, 138] to see if P and Q wind up in the same equivalence class.

Regarding e�ciency, we begin by noting that the time complexity of the most e�cient

algorithm by Paige and Tarjan [138] is linear in the size of the transition relations of the

considered processes and logarithmic in the size of their state spaces. Also, our enriched

transition relation for unprioritized actions is parameterized by a subset of the prioritized

visible alphabet of interest, i.e. the union of the �nite sorts of the considered processes,

leading to a potential exponential blow-up in the number of transitions. This is unlikely

to be an issue in practice, however, since most actions used in a system de�nition are

internal and only a few of them remain visible for an external observer. It should be noted

that the local view of pre-emption does not allow us to eliminate the prioritized action

set parameter of our transition relation, as has been done in Chapter 2 with respect to a

priority framework dealing with global pre-emption.

6.4.4 Logical Characterization

In this section we provide a logical characterization of 'l by adapting the well-known

Hennessy-Milner logic [125], which is a variant of the modal �-calculus as presented in
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Sections 3.6.3 and 4.5.2 but without �xed point operators, to the (strong) enriched tran-

sition relation presented in the previous section. The syntax of our logic is de�ned by the

following BNF where � 2 A, � 2 A, and L � A n f�g.

� ::= tt j :� j � ^� j h�i� j h�;Li�

The set of all formulas, ranged over by �;	; : : : , is denoted by F . We de�ne the satisfaction

relation j= � P�F between processes and formulas inductively on the structure of formulas

as depicted in Table 6.7. Intuitively, every process satis�es tt. A process P satis�es the

formula � ^ 	 whenever it satis�es both formula, � and 	. Moreover, h�i� is satis�ed

by every process which may engage in an �-transition to some process that satis�es �.

Similarly, P satis�es h�;Li� if P possesses an �-transition with parameter L to a process

satisfying �.

Table 6.7: Semantics of the new variant of the Hennessy-Milner logic

P j= tt

P j=:� if not P j=�

P j=� ^	 if P j=� and P j=	

P j=h�i� if 9P 0 2 P: P ��!P 0 and P 0 j=�

P j=h�;Li� if 9P 0 2 P: P
�
�!
L
P 0 and P 0 j=�

Theorem 6.4.17 (Logical Characterization of 'l)

Let P;Q 2 P. Then P 'lQ if and only if f� 2 F jP j=�g = f� 2 F jQ j=�g.

Most proof parts of this theorem are similar to the corresponding ones presented in [125].

First, we de�ne yet another characterization of distributed prioritized strong bisimulation.

De�nition 6.4.18 Let 'l
0 = P � P and P 'l

i+1Q for some i 2 N if the following prop-

erties and their symmetric counterparts hold for all � 2 A, � 2 A, and L � A n f�g.

1. P ��!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q ��!Q0 and P 0'l
iQ

0.

2. P
�
�!
L
P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
�!
L
Q0 and P 0'l

iQ
0.
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The proof of the next proposition follows the lines in [125]. Note that for all processes

in P their corresponding transition systems are �nite-branching (cf. [125]) because CCSprio

processes are guarded and the summation operators are binary.

Proposition 6.4.19 Let P;Q 2 P. Then we have P 'lQ if and only if P 'l
iQ for all

i 2 N.

Now we are able to prove Theorem 6.4.17. By Proposition 6.4.19 it is su�cient to establish

the following two lemmata.

Lemma 6.4.20 Let P;Q 2 P, i 2 N, and � 2 F such that P 'l
iQ and P j=�. Then

Q j=� holds.

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on i where the induction step is divided into

several cases according to the structure of �. The only non-standard case is � � h�;Li	

for � 2 A and L � A n f�g. By de�nition of j= we conclude the existence of a process

P 0 2 P such that P
�
�!
L
P 0 and P 0 j=	. Since P 'l

iQ we also know of the existence of

some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�!
L
Q0, and P 0'l

i�1Q
0. By induction hypothesis, Q0 j=	 holds.

Therefore, Q j=h�;Li	, as desired. �

Lemma 6.4.21 Let P;Q 2 P and i 2 N such that P 6'l
iQ. Then there exists a formula

� 2 F satisfying P j=� but Q 6j=�.

Proof: We prove this lemma by induction on i. The induction base is trivial since the

premise P 6'l
0Q does not hold. Now, let i > 0 and P 6'l

iQ. We have to �nd a formula

� 2 P such that P j=� and Q 6j=�. Since P 6'l
iQ we either have P ��!P 0 for some � 2 A

and P 0 2 P , or P
�
�!
L
P 0 for some � 2 A, L � A n f�g, and P 0 2 P . The necessary

argumentation for completing the �rst case follows the standard lines. In the second case

we know that whenever Q
�
�!
L
Q0 then P 0 6'l

i�1Q
0. Let fQ0 jQ

�
�!
L
Q0g = fQj j j 2 Jg for

some index set J . By induction hypothesis we conclude the existence of formulas 	j, for

j 2 J , such that P 0 j=	j and Qj 6j=	j. Now, de�ne � =df h�;Li
V
j2J 	j. It is easy to see

that P j=�. Since no �-derivative of Q parameterized by L satis�es
V
j2I 	j, we also have

Q 6j=�, as desired. �

6.5 A Semantic Theory based on Weak Bisimulation

The behavioral congruence developed in the previous section is too strong for verifying

systems in practice, as it requires that two equivalent terms match each other's transitions

exactly, even those labeled by internal actions. In this section we remedy this problem

by developing a semantic congruence that abstracts away from internal transitions. Our

approach follows the lines of [125, 134]. We start o� with the de�nition of a naive distributed

prioritized weak bisimulation which is an adaptation of observational equivalence [125].
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De�nition 6.5.1 (Naive Distributed Prioritized Weak Transition Relation)

1. ̂ =df �, if  2 f� ; �g, and ̂ =df , otherwise

2.
�

=)�=df (
��! [

S
f m;���! jm 2 Locg)�

3.
m;
=)�=df

�
=)� �

m;��!�
�

=)�

In the following we write P


=)� P 0 for 9m 2 Loc: P
m;
=)� P 0.

De�nition 6.5.2 (Naive Distributed Prioritized Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P �P is a naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation if for

every hP;Qi 2 R and  2 A the following condition holds.

P �!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q
̂

=)� Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P ��Q if there exists a naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation R such

that hP;Qi 2 R.

It is fairly easy to see that �� is not a congruence for CCSprio. One compositionality defect

arises with respect to parallel composition and is similar to the one mentioned for naive

distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. Another defect, which is carried over from CCS,

is concerned with the summation operators. Nevertheless, the naive adaptation of weak

bisimulation reects an intuitive approach to abstracting away from internal computation.

6.5.1 Distributed Prioritized Weak Bisimulation

We devote the main part of Section 6.5 to characterizing the largest congruence contained

in the naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation which exists due to Proposition 2.4.3.

To do so, we �rst rede�ne the weak transition relation as follows.

De�nition 6.5.3 (Distributed Prioritized Weak Transition Relation)

For L;M � A n f�g we de�ne the following notations.

1. �̂ =df �, â =df a, �̂ =df �, and â =df a

2. P
m;�
�!
L
P 0 if and only if P m;���!P 0 and II [m](P ) � L

3.
�

=)=df (
��! [

S
f
m;�
�!
;
jm 2 Locg)�

4.
�
=)=df

�
=) � ��!�

�
=)

5.
�

=)
L

=df (
��! [

S
f
m;�
�!
L
jm 2 Locg)�

6. P
m;�
=)
L;M

P 0 if and only if 9P 00; P 000: P
�

=)
L
P 00

m;�
�!
L
P 000 �

=) P 0 and II(P 00) �M .
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Intuitively, these de�nitions are designed to reect constraints that a process environment

must satisfy in order for the given transition to be enabled. Thus, P
m;�
�!
L
P 0 means that P

can engage in action � at location m to P 0 provided that the environment does not o�er a

prioritized communication involving actions in L. If the environment were to o�er such a

communication, the result would be a � at a comparable location to m in P , which would

pre-empt the �. In a similar vein, P
�

=) P 0 holds if P can evolve to P 0 via a nonpre-

emptable sequence of internal transitions, regardless of the environment's behavior. These

internal transitions should therefore involve either � , which can never be pre-empted, or

� , in which case no prioritized actions should be enabled at the same location. Likewise,

P
�

=)
L
P 0 means that, so long as the environment does not o�er to synchronize with P

using the prioritized actions in L, the process P may engage in a sequence of internal

computation steps and become P 0. Finally, the M -parameter in
m;�
=)
L;M

provides a measure of

the pre-emptive impact that a process can have on its environment. From the de�nition,

P
m;�
=)
L;M

P 0 is true if P can engage in some internal computation followed by �, so long as the

environment refrains from synchronizations in L, and then some nonpre-emptable internal

computation to arrive at P 0. In addition, the state at which � is enabled should only

o�er prioritized communications in M . To understand the role played by M , consider the

processes P � (a:0+ b:0) j c:0 and Q � a:0+ c:0. If one were to de�ne
m;�
=)
L

in the obvious

manner, one would conclude that P
lL;a
=)
fbg

P 0 � 0 j c:0. Since Q o�ers a communication a and

no interaction b, one might then be tempted to infer that P jQ hlL;lRi;������!P 0 jQ0 � (0 j c:0) j0.

However, the operational semantics disallows this; as P and Q can synchronize on c, Q's

a-transition becomes pre-empted, even though P 's a-transition is not (because its location

is incomparable with P 's c-transition). On the other hand, P
lL;a
=)

fbg;fcg
P 0 alerts us to P 's

pre-emptive capability on c.

Note that the de�nition of P
�

=)
L
P 0 corresponds with our intuition that internal actions,

and therefore their locations, are unobservable. Moreover, an environment of P is not

inuenced by internal actions performed by P since priorities arising from di�erent sides

of the parallel composition operator are incomparable. Therefore, the parameter M is

unnecessary in the de�nition of the relation
�

=)
L
. Finally, for notational convenience we

interpret
m;�
=)
L;M

as
�

=)
L
, and we write P

�
�! P and P

�
�!
L
P for any P 2 P , m 2 Loc, and

L;M � A n f�g.

De�nition 6.5.4 (Distributed Prioritized Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 A, and m 2 Loc the following conditions hold.

1. 9Q0; Q00: Q
�

=) Q00 �
=) Q0; II(Q00) � II(P ); and hP;Q0i 2 R.

2. P ��!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q
�̂
=) Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

3. P m;���!P 0 implies 9Q0; n:Q
n;�̂
=)
L;M

Q0; L = II[m](P ); M = II(P ); and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.
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We write P �Q if there exists a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation R such that

hP;Qi 2 R.

From this de�nition we may directly conclude that � is the largest distributed prioritized

weak bisimulation and that � is an equivalence relation. Condition (1) of De�nition 6.5.4

guarantees that distributed prioritized weak bisimulation is compositional with respect to

parallel composition. Its necessity is best illustrated by the following example. The pro-

cesses P
def
= � :a:0 and Q

def
= a:0 would be considered equivalent if Condition (1) were absent.

However, the context C[X]
def
= X j(a:0+b:0) can distinguish them. The following proposition

is the CCSprio equivalent of Proposition 2.4.6 stated within the CCSch framework.

Proposition 6.5.5 The equivalence relation � is a congruence with respect to pre�x-

ing, parallel composition, relabeling, and restriction. Moreover, � is characterized as the

largest congruence contained in �� , in the sub-algebra of CCSprio induced by these opera-

tors and recursion.

In the remainder of this section we prove the �rst part of Proposition 6.5.5 which states

that � is compositional for the operators pre�xing, parallel composition, relabeling, and

restriction. Many cases are standard. The only interesting non-standard case of the proof

is the compositionality of � with respect to parallel composition which we give in full

detail. The second part of the proposition, which claims that � is characterized as the

largest congruence contained in �� , in the sub-algebra of CCSprio induced by the above

mentioned operators and recursion, follows by the results of this section and an inspection

of the proof of Proposition 6.5.14 presented below. We �rst state a lemma which helps us

to reduce the notational complexity in the remainder.

Lemma 6.5.6 Let P; P 0; Q 2 P, and L � A. Then

1. P
�

=) P 0 implies P jQ
�

=) P 0 jQ,

2. Q
�

=) Q0 implies P jQ
�

=) P jQ0,

3. P
�

=)
L
P 0 and L \ II(Q) = ; implies P jQ

�
=)
L
P 0 jQ, and

4. Q
�

=)
L
Q0 and L \ II(P ) = ; implies P jQ

�
=)
L
P jQ0.

Proof: Let P; P 0; Q 2 P and L � A.

1. The proof is done by induction on the length i of the transition P
�

=) P 0. The

induction base, i.e. i = 0 is trivial. Therefore, we directly consider the induction

step, i.e. i > 0, where we distinguish the following cases according to the de�nition

of
�

=).
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� Case 1:

P ��!P 00 �
=) P 0 for some P 00 2 P where the transition P 00 �

=)
L
P 0 has

length i � 1. Thus, P jQ ��!P 00 jQ
�

=)
L
P 0 jQ by Rule (Com1) and the

induction hypothesis.

� Case 2:

P
m;�
�!
;
P 00 �

=) P 0 for some P 00 2 P and some m 2 Loc, i.e. P m;���!P 00,

II [m](P ) � ;, and the transition P 00 �
=)
L
P 0 has length i � 1. Thus,

II [m](P ) \ II(Q) � ; \ II(Q) = ;. By Rule (Com1) and the de�ni-

tion of distributed prioritized initial action sets together with the de�-

nition of the comparability relation we obtain P jQ m�L;����!P 00 jQ and

II[m�L](P jQ) = II[m](P ) � ;. Applying the induction hypothesis,

P jQ
m�L;�
�!
;

P 00 jQ
�

=) P 0 jQ holds.

Hence, P jQ
�

=) P 0 jQ by the de�nition of
�

=), as desired.

2. The proof of this statement is analogous to the previous one and uses Rules (Com2)

and (Com2) instead of Rules (Com1) and (Com1), respectively.

3. Let P
�

=)
L
P 0 and L \ II(Q) = ;. We proceed by induction on the length i of the

transition
�

=)
L
. If i = 0 then P � P 0 and the statement is trivial. For the induction

step let i > 0. We have to distinguish the following cases according to the de�nition

of
�

=)
L
.

� Case 1:

P ��!P 00 �
=)
L
P 0 for some P 00 2 P where the transition P 00 �

=)
L
P 0 has length

i�1. Hence, P jQ ��!P 00 jQ
�

=)
L
P 0 jQ by Rule (Com1) and the induction

hypothesis.

� Case 2:

P
m;�
�!
L
P 00 �

=)
L
P 0 for some P 00 2 P and some m 2 Loc, i.e. P m;���!P 00,

II[m](P ) � L, and the transition P 00 �
=)
L
P 0 has length i � 1. Hence,

II [m](P ) \ II(Q) � L\ II(Q) = ; due to our premise. By Rule (Com1)

and the de�nition of distributed prioritized initial action sets plus the

de�nition of the comparability relation we obtain P jQ m�L;����!P 00 jQ and

II[m�L](P jQ) = II[m](P ) � L. Thus, P jQ
m�L;�
�!
L

P 00 jQ
�

=)
L
P 0 jQ can be

derived by additionally using the induction hypothesis.

In both cases we obtain P jQ
�

=)
L
P 0 jQ by the de�nition of

�
=)
L
, as desired.

4. The proof can be done symmetrically to the previous one by using Rules (Com2)

and (Com2) instead of Rules (Com1) and (Com1), respectively. �
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Now we can prove the compositionality of distributed prioritized weak bisimulation with

respect to parallel composition.

Proposition 6.5.7 P � Q implies P jR � Q jR for all processes R.

Proof: According to De�nition 6.5.4 it is su�cient to prove that

R =df fhP jR;Q jRi jP �Qg

is a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation. Let P jR p;���!V for some V 2 P and p 2 Loc.

We have to show the existence of some W 2 P and q 2 Loc such that Q jR
q;�̂
=)
L;M

W and

hV;W i 2 R where L = II[p](P jR) and M = II(P jR). Consider the following case

distinction according to the operational rules for parallel composition.

1. Let P m;���!P 0 and II [m](P ) \ II(R) = ;, i.e. V � P 0 jR and p � m � L. Since P �Q

there exist a process Q0 2 P and a location n 2 Loc satisfying Q
n;�̂
=)
L0;M0 Q

0, L0 =

II[m](P ), M
0 = II(P ), and P 0�Q0. According to the de�nition of the distributed

prioritized weak transition relation we have the following for some Q00; Q000 2 P.

(a) Q
�

=)
L0

Q00,

(b) Q00
n;�̂
�!
L0

Q000 and II(Q00) � M 0, i.e. Q00 � Q000, if � � � , and Q00 n;���!Q000 and

II [n](Q
00) � L0, otherwise, and

(c) Q000 �
=) Q0.

Now, we may derive Q jR
n�L;�̂
=)
L;M

Q0 jR as follows.

(a) Q jR
�

=)
L0

Q00 jR by Lemma 6.5.6(3) since L0 \ II(R) = II [m](P ) \ II(R) = ;.

(b) Q00 jR
n�L;�̂
�!
L

Q000 jR by Rule (Com1) for L = II[m�L](P jR) due to the following

facts, where we assume � 6� � since the other case is trivial.

� II[n](Q
00) \ II(R) � II[m](P ) \ II(R) = ; by premise, and

� II [n�L](Q
00 jR) � II [m�L](P jR) by Lemma 6.3.3(1).

Moreover, II(Q00 jR) �M by Lemma 6.3.3(4).

(c) Q000 jR
�

=) Q0 jR by Lemma 6.5.6(1).

By choosing W � Q0 jR and q � n � L, and since hP 0 jR;Q0 jRi 2 R we are done.

2. Let R o;���!R0 and II [o](R) \ II(P ) = ;, i.e. V � P jR0 and p � o � R. Since P �Q

there exist processes Q0; Q00 2 P such that Q
�

=) Q00 �
=) Q0, II(Q00) � II(P ), and

P �Q0. Hence,

(a) Q jR
�

=) Q00 jR by Lemma 6.5.6(1).
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(b) Q00 jR
o�R;�
�!
L

Q00 jR0 by Rule (Com2) because of the following.

� II [o](R) \ II(Q
00) � II [o](R) \ II(P ) = ; since II(Q00) � II(P ), and

� II[o�R](Q
00 jR) � L by Lemma 6.3.3(2) and the de�nition of L.

Also, II(Q00 jR) �M according to Lemma 6.3.3(4) and the de�nition of M .

(c) Q00 jR0 �
=) Q0 jR0 by Lemma 6.5.6(1).

According to the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak transition relation, we

have shown that Q jR
o�R;�̂
=)
L;M

Q0 jR0. By choosing W � Q0 jR0 and q � o � R we have

�nished this case, because also hP jR0; Q0 jR0i 2 R holds due to the de�nition of R.

3. Let P m;a��!P 0, R o;a�!R0, II [m](P ) \ II(R) = ;, and II [o](R) \ II(P ) = ; for some

a 2 A n f�g, i.e. V � P 0 jR0 and p � hm � L; o �Ri. Since P �Q there exist Q0 2 P

and n 2 Loc satisfying Q
n;a
=)
L0;M0 Q

0, L0 = II[m](P ), M
0 = II(P ), and P 0�Q0. According

to the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak transition relation, we have the

following situation for some Q00; Q000 2 P .

(a) Q
�

=)
L0

Q00,

(b) Q00
n;a
�!
L0

Q000, i.e. Q00 n;a��!Q000, II[n](Q
00) � L0, and II(Q00) �M 0, and

(c) Q000 �
=) Q0.

Now, we may derive Q jR
q;�
=)
L;M

Q0 jR0, where q � hn � L; o �Ri, as follows.

(a) Q jR
�

=)
L0

Q00 jR by Lemma 6.5.6(3) since L0 \ II(R) = II[m](P ) \ II(R) = ;.

(b) Q00 jR
q;�
�!
L
Q000 jR0 by Rule (Com3) due to the following facts.

� II [n](Q
00) \ II(R) � II[m](P ) \ II(R) = ; by premise,

� II[o](R) \ II(Q
00) � II [o](R) \M 0 = II[o](R) \ II(P ) = ; by premise,

� II [hn�L;o�Ri](Q
00 jR) � II [hm�L;o�Ri](P jR) by Lemma 6.3.3(3), and

� II(Q00 jR) � II(P jR) by Lemma 6.3.3(4).

(c) Q000 jR0 �
=) Q0 jR0 by Lemma 6.5.6(1).

Hence, Q jR
�

=)
L
Q0 jR0 by our notational conventions. We �nish by choosing W �

Q0 jR0 and by observing that hP 0 jR0; Q0 jR0i 2 R according to the de�nition of R.

For establishing the �rst condition of De�nition 6.5.4 we argue as follows. Since P �Q

there exist Q0; Q00 2 P such that Q
�

=) Q00 �
=) Q0, II(Q00) � II(P ), and P �Q0. Hence,

Q jR
�

=) Q00 jR
�

=) Q0 jR by Lemma 6.5.6(1). Moreover, we have hP jR;Q0 jRi 2 R

according to the de�nition of R and II(Q00 jR) = II(Q00) [ II(R) � II(P ) [ II(R) =

II(P jR).
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The second condition of De�nition 6.5.4 is standard since the semantics for the parallel

composition operator with respect to prioritized transitions coincides with the correspond-

ing CCS semantics. �

In order to show that � is compositional with respect to recursion, we need to de�ne a

notion of distributed prioritized weak bisimulation up to � (cf. [149]).

De�nition 6.5.8 (Distributed Prioritized Weak Bisimulation up to �)

A relation R � P � P is a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation up to � if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 A, and m 2 Loc the following conditions and their symmetric

counterparts hold.

1. 9P 0; P 00: P
�

=) P 00 �
=) P 0; II(P 00) � II(Q); and P 0 R� Q.

2. P ��!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q
�̂
=) Q0 and P 0 R� Q0.

3. P m;���!P 0 implies 9Q0; n:Q
n;�̂
=)
L;M

Q0; L = II[m](P ); M = II(P ); and P 0R�Q0.

This notion satis�es the property that, if R is a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation up

to �, then R � �. Using the above de�nition the proof can be done in a similar fashion

as in [125]. However, the following lemma turns out to be important. Its proof explains

from a technical point of view why the M -parameter in the de�nition of the distributed

prioritized weak transition relation is needed.

Lemma 6.5.9 Let P; P 0; Q;Q0; R; S 2 P and m;n 2 Loc such that P jQ hm�L;n�Ri;��������!P 0 jQ0,

P �R, and Q�S. Then there exist R0; S0 2 P and o 2 Loc such that R jS
o;�
=)
L;M

R0 jS0 where

L = II[hm�L;n�Ri](P jQ) and M = II(P jQ).

Proof: Let P �R and Q�S. Moreover, let P jQ hm�L;n�Ri;��������!P 0 jQ0 for some P 0; Q0 2 P

and m;n 2 Loc. By the only applicable Rule (Com3) we obtain P m;a��!P 0, Q n;a��!Q0 for

some a 2 A n f�g, II[m](P ) \ II(Q) = ;, and II [n](Q) \ II(P ) = ;. Now, consider the

following.

� Since P �R we know of the existence of some R;R
0
2 P such that R

�
=) R

0 �
=) R,

II(R
0
) � II(P ), and P �R.

� Due to P �R there exist some R0 2 P and some m0 2 Loc such that R
m0;a
=)
L0;M0R

0 where

L0 = II[m](P ) and M 0 = II(P ), i.e. R
�

=)
L0

R00
m0;a
�!
L0

R000 �
=) R0 for some R00; R000 2 P

such that II(R00) �M 0.

� Because of Q�S there exist S0 2 P and n0 2 Loc such that S
n0;a
=)

L00;M00 S
0, where L00 =

II [n](Q) and M 00 = II(Q), i.e. S
�

=)
L00

S00
n0;a
�!
L00

S000
�

=) S0 for some S00; S000 2 P such that

II(S00) �M 00.
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Therefore, we obtain for L = II[hm�L;n�Ri](P jQ) and M = II(P jQ) the following; note

that L0 � L and L00 � L since L = II[hm�L;n�Ri](P jQ) = II[m](P ) [ II[n](Q) = L0 [ L00.

1. R jS
�

=) R
0
jS by Lemma 6.5.6(1).

2. R
0
jS

�
=)
L00

R
0
jS00 by Lemma 6.5.6(4) since L00\II(R

0
) � II[n](Q)\II(P ) = ;. Moreover,

R
0
jS

�
=)
L
R
0
jS00 since L00 � L.

3. R
0
jS00

�
=) R jS00 by Lemma 6.5.6(1).

4. R jS00
�

=)
L0

R00 jS00 by Lemma 6.5.6(3) since L0\II(S00) � II[m](P )\II(Q) = ;. Because

of L0 � L also R jS00
�

=)
L
R00 jS00 holds.

5. R00 jS00
o;�
�!
L
R000 jS000, where o =df hm

0 � L; n0 � Ri, since

� II [m0](R
00) \ II(S00) � II [m](P ) \ II(Q) = ;,

� II [n0](S
00) \ II(R00) � II[n](Q) \ II(P ) = ;, and

� II [hm0�L;n0�Ri](R
00 jS00) = II[m0](R

00) [ II [n0](S
00) � L0 [ L00 = L.

Moreover, II(R00 jS00) = II(R00) [ II(S00) �M 0 [M 00 =M .

6. R000 jS000
�

=) R0 jS000 by Lemma 6.5.6(1).

7. R0 jS000
�

=) R0 jS0 by Lemma 6.5.6(2).

Hence, R jS
o;�
=)
L;M

R0 jS0 according to the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak tran-

sition relation. �

6.5.2 Distributed Prioritized Observational Congruence

Analogously to Chapter 2, the summation �x presented in [125] is not su�cient in order

to achieve a congruence relation. For an illustrating example the reader might adapt the

one given at the beginning of Section 2.4.2. As for prioritized observational congruence we

have to require that distributed prioritized observationally congruent processes possess the

same distributed prioritized initial actions.

De�nition 6.5.10 (Distributed Prioritized Observational Congruence)

We de�ne P �lQ if for all � 2 A, � 2 A, and m 2 Loc the following conditions and their

symmetric counterparts hold.

1. I(P ) � I(Q)

2. P ��!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q
�
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0.
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3. P m;���!P 0 implies 9Q0; n:Q
n;�
=)
L;M

Q0; L = II [m](P ); M = II(P ); and P 0�Q0.

Now, we can state the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.5.11 Distributed prioritized observational congruence �l is the largest con-

gruence contained in naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation ��. Therefore, �
+
� =

�l holds.

The proof of the congruence property can be done by using standard techniques [125]. Most

cases are straightforward. Also the compositionality proof of �l with respect to parallel

composition is omitted here since it follows by inspection of the proof of Proposition 6.5.5.

The only di�erence is that a � - or � -transition is always matched by a distributed prioritized

weak � - or � -transition, respectively. The much stricter initial action set condition in the

de�nition of �l follows easily by using the de�nition of initial action sets. Additionally,

we want to remark that the case dealing with the distributed summation operator � is

similar to the one for the summation operator in CCS. In the following, we present the

compositionality result of �l with respect to summation.

Proposition 6.5.12 P �lQ implies P +R �l Q+R for all processes R.

Proof: Let P;Q 2 P satisfying P �lQ . According to De�nition 6.5.4 it is su�cient to

prove that P +R p;���!V implies that

9W; q:Q+R
q;�
=)
L;M

W; L = II[p](P +R); M = II(P +R); and V � W

holds, since Property (1) of De�nition 6.5.10 follows directly by De�nition 6.5.10 for P �lQ

and De�nition 6.3.1, and Property (2) is analogous to the one of observational congruence

in CCS.

It remains to show the existence of some W 2 P and q 2 Loc such that Q + R
q;�
=)
L;M

W

and V �W . Therefore, consider the following case distinction according to the operational

rules for summation.

1. Let P m;���!P 0 and � =2 I(R), i.e. p � m � l and V � P 0. Since P �l Q we know

9Q0; n:Q
n;�
=)
L0;M0 Q

0; L0 = II[m](P ); M
0 = II(P ); and P 0 � Q0 :

According to the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak transition relation we

distinguish the following cases where Q00 2 P and k 2 Loc.

(a) Q
n;�
�!
L0

Q00 �
=) Q0. Therefore, we have II[n](Q) � L0.

(b) Q
k;�
�!
L0

Q00
n;�
=)
L0;M0Q

0. Here, we have II[k](Q) � L0.

(c) Q ��!Q00
n;�
=)
L0;M0 Q

0.
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Now, let us de�ne L =df II [m�l](P +R) and M =df II(P +R). The �rst case implies

that

Q+R
n�l;�
�!
L

Q00 �
=) Q0

by Rule (Sum1), the premise II[n](Q) � L0, and Lemma 6.3.2(1). Also, II(Q+R) �

II(P +R) holds by the fact I(P ) = I(Q) and Lemma 6.3.3(4). Hence, Q+R
n�l;�
=)
L;M

Q0

and P 0 � Q0. We conclude this case by choosing W � Q0 and q � n � l. The second

case is similar to the �rst one, whereas the last case implies by Rule (Sum1) that

Q+R ��!Q00
n;�
=)
L0;M0 Q

0 :

Because of L0 � L and M 0 � M , we obtain Q+ R
n;�
=)
L;M

Q0 and P 0 � Q0. By choosing

W � Q0 and q � n we are done.

2. Let R o;���!R0 and � =2 I(P ), i.e. V � R0 and p � o � r. Since P �l Q and, therefore,

I(P ) = I(Q) by De�nition 6.5.10, we have

(a) Q+R o�r;���!R0 (because � =2 I(P ) = I(Q)),

(b) II [o�r](Q+R) � II[o�r](P +R) (by Lemma 6.3.2(2)), and

(c) II(Q+R) � II(P +R) (by Lemma 6.3.2(3)).

Because of the symmetry of � and the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak

transition relation R0 � R0 and Q + R
o�r;�
=)
L;M

R0, where L = II [o�r](P +R) and M =

II(P +R). By choosing W � R0 and q � o � r, the proof is �nished.

�

In order to show that �l is compositional with respect to recursion, one needs to adapt a

notion of distributed prioritized observational congruence up to �l whose de�nition is as

expected (cf. [149]) and, thus, omitted.

The remainder of this section is concerned with the more challenging proof of the

\largest" part of Theorem 6.5.11. The proof follows the same technique as the one employed

for establishing Theorem 2.4.11. It is an instance of Proposition 2.4.16, a basic result from

universal algebra. For the purposes of this chapter we choose R1 = �� and R2 = �. First,

we establish R+
2 = �l.

Proposition 6.5.13 Distributed prioritized observational congruence �l is the largest

congruence contained in distributed prioritized weak bisimulation �, i.e. �+ = �l.

Proof: Since the relation �l is a congruence, which is obviously contained in �, it

is su�cient to show that for all CCSprio contexts C[X] and processes P;Q 2 P satisfying

C[P ]�C[Q] the relationship P �l Q holds. Moreover, we may restrict ourselves to a subset

of CCSprio contexts according to Proposition 2.4.3. For this proof, we choose the family of

contexts CPQ[X]
def
=(c:0+d:0)+X where c =2 S(P )[S(Q) and d =2 S(P )[S(Q). Note that

such actions c and d exist by Lemma 6.4.6. Now, let P;Q 2 P such that CPQ[P ]�CPQ[Q].
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� Assume � =2 I(P ) and, therefore, CPQ[P ]
rl;d��!0. Since CPQ[P ] � CPQ[Q] and d =2

S(Q) we necessarily have CPQ[Q]
rl;d
=)
L;M

0 and 0 � 0 where L =M = II(P )[ fcg. This

requires � =2 I(Q) and II(Q) � II(P ). Hence, I(Q) � I(P ) holds.

� Let P m;���!P 0 for some P 0 2 P and some m 2 Loc, i.e. CPQ[P ]
mr;����!P 0. Since

CPQ[P ] � CPQ[Q] there exist Q
0 2 P and o 2 Loc satisfying CPQ[Q]

o;�̂
=)
L0;M0Q

0, L0 =

II[m](P ) [ fcg, M
0 = II(P ) [ fcg, and P 0 � Q0. We know that Q0 6� CPQ[Q] be-

cause P 0 � Q0 and P 0 is not capable of performing a distributed prioritized weak

c-transition. Therefore, the matching step is necessary, even if � � � . Thus, Q
n;�
=)
L;M

Q0

and P 0 � Q0 for some n 2 Loc where n � o or o � n�r, L = II[m](P ), andM = II(P ).

� Finally, let P ��!P 0 for some P 0 2 P . Then CPQ[P ]
��!P 0. A simpler argumentation

than the one above leads to the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
=) Q0 and

P 0 � Q0.

Since also the symmetric properties hold, all conditions of De�nition 6.5.10 are satis�ed,

and we obtain P �l Q, as desired. �

Further, we have to show that R+
1 � R2 � R1 i.e. �+

� � � � ��. The inclusion � � ��

follows immediately from the de�nition of the naive and the distributed prioritized weak

transition relation. In order to establish �+
� � � we de�ne the auxiliary equivalence

�a =df fhP;Qi jCPQ[P ]��CPQ[Q]g

which lies in between. Here, using S =df S(P ) [ S(Q) and S =df S(P ) [ S(Q), we let

CPQ[X]
def
= X jHPQ and

HPQ
def
= c:0+DS +

X
L;M � S ;

b 2 S

� :(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM ) :

Note that HPQ is well-de�ned by Lemma 6.4.6. Moreover, the processes DL and DM are

de�ned as in the proof of Theorem 6.4.5, and the actions c; dL;M;b; e; f and their comple-

ments are supposed to be \fresh" actions (cf. Lemma 6.4.6). By Proposition 2.4.3 we may

conclude that �+
� � �a. The other necessary inclusion is established by the following

proposition. Due to its length the proof is omitted here and can be found in Appendix C.

Proposition 6.5.14 The inclusion �a � � holds.

This proposition completes the establishment of the premises of Proposition 2.4.16. Thus,

R+
1 = R+

2 , i.e. �
+
� = �+. Also, we have shown in Proposition 6.5.13 that �+ = �l. Hence,

�+
� = �l, and Theorem 6.5.11 is proved.
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6.5.3 Operational and Logical Characterizations

We now characterize distributed prioritized weak bisimulation as standard bisimulation

over an appropriately de�ned transition system. Our objectives are to be able to apply

the generic algorithm presented in Section 6.4.3 for computing distributed prioritized weak

bisimulation and to adapt the logic of Section 6.4.4 to this relation. To begin with, we

introduce a family of relations =)
M

on processes, where M � A n f�g, by de�ning P =)
M

P 0

if 9P 00: P
�

=) P 00 �
=) P 0 and II(P 00) � M . Moreover, we make the distributed prioritized

weak transition relation independent of locations by writing P
�̂
=)
L;M

P 0 whenever there exists

some m 2 Loc such that P
m;�̂
=)
L;M

P 0.

De�nition 6.5.15 (Alternative Distributed Prioritized Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is an alternative distributed prioritized weak bisimulation

if for every hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 A, and L;M � A n f�g the following conditions hold.

1. P =)
M

P 0 implies 9Q0: Q=)
M

Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

2. P
�̂
=) P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�̂
=) Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

3. P
�̂
=)
L;M

P 0 implies 9Q0: Q
�̂
=)
L;M

Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P ��Q if there exists an alternative distributed prioritized weak bisimulation R

such that hP;Qi 2 R.

As desired, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 6.5.16 (Operational Characterization) The coincidence � = �� holds.

In order to prove the above theorem we need the following two properties of distributed

prioritized weak bisimulation.

Lemma 6.5.17 Let P; P 0; Q 2 P such that P �Q and P
�

=) P 0. Then there exists some

Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�

=) Q0 and P 0�Q0.

The next lemma is a pendant to the previous one dealing with unprioritized �-transitions.

Lemma 6.5.18 Let P; P 0; Q 2 P and L � A n f�g such that P �Q and P
�

=)
L
P 0. Then

there exists some Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�

=)
L
Q0 and P 0�Q0.

Both lemmata can easily be established by induction on the length of the transition from

process P to P 0. Now, we are able to prove Theorem 6.5.16.

Proof: We �rst prove the inclusion� � �� by showing that � is an alternative distributed

prioritized weak bisimulation. Let P;Q 2 P be such that P �Q.
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1. Let P =)
M

P 0 for some P 0 2 P andM � Anf�g, i.e. P
�

=) P 00 �
=) P 0 and II(P 00) �M

for some P 00 2 P . Because of P �Q we know by Lemma 6.5.17 of the existence of

some Q00 2 P such that Q
�

=) Q00 and P 00�Q00. By Condition (1) of De�nition 6.5.4

we obtain processes Q
0
; Q

00
2 P such that Q00 �

=) Q
0 �
=) Q

00
, II(Q

0
) � II(P 00), and

P 00�Q
00
. Because of the latter, there also exists some Q0 2 P such that Q

00 �
=) Q0

and P 0�Q0 according to Lemma 6.5.17. Summarizing, we have Q
�

=) Q00 �
=)

Q
0 �
=) Q

00 �
=) Q0, II(Q

0
) � II(P 00) � M , and P 0�Q0. Thus, we have established

the existence of some Q0 2 P satisfying Q=)
M

Q0 and P 0�Q0, as desired.

2. Let P
�̂
=) P 0 for some P 0 2 P and some � 2 A, i.e. there exist some P 00; P 000 2 P

such that P
�

=) P 00 �̂�!P 000 �
=) P 0 by the de�nition of the distributed prioritized

weak transition relation. In the following, we assume � 6� � since the other case

follows similar lines but is easier. Because of P �Q and Lemma 6.5.17 we conclude

the existence of some Q00 2 P satisfying Q
�

=) Q00 and P 00�Q00. The latter implies

Q00 �̂
=) Q000 and P 000�Q000 for some Q000 2 P . Finally, P 000�Q000 and Lemma 6.5.17

implies the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q000 �
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0. Summarizing,

we conclude Q
�̂
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0 for some Q0 2 P .

3. Let P
�̂
=)
L;M

P 0 for some P 0 2 P , � 2 A, and L;M � A n f�g. Hence by de�nition,

P
m;�̂
=)
L;M

P 0 for some m 2 Loc. We consider here the more challenging case, where

� 6� � , i.e. P
�

=)
L
P 00 m;�̂��!P 000 �

=) P 0, II[m](P
00) � L, and II(P 00) � M for some

P 00; P 000 2 P according to the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak transition

relation. A similar reasoning as in the previous case, using Lemma 6.5.18 instead of

Lemma 6.5.17, leads to the existence of some Q0; Q00; Q000 2 P and n 2 Loc such that

Q
�

=)
L
Q00

n;�̂
=)
L0;M0Q

000 �
=) Q0, where L0 = II[m](P

00) � L, M 0 = II(P 00) � M , P 00�Q00,

P 000�Q000, and P 0�Q0. Thus, we obtain Q
n;�̂
=)
L;M

Q0, i.e. Q
�̂
=)
L;M

Q0, and P 0�Q0 by the

de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak transition relation, as desired.

Hence, � is an alternative distributed prioritized weak bisimulation, i.e. � � �� by De�-

nition 6.5.15. For proving the reverse inclusion �� � �, let P;Q 2 P be such that P ��Q.

In the following we show that �� is a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation.

1. Because of P =)
M

P for M = II(P ) and the premise P ��Q we may conclude the

existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q=)
M

Q0 and P ��Q
0. Thus, Condition (1) of

De�nition 6.5.4 holds by the de�nition of =)
M
.

2. Let P ��!P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A. By the de�nition of the distributed prioritized

weak transition relation P
�̂
=) P 0 also holds. Because of the premise P ��Q we

know of the existence of some Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�̂
=) Q0 and P 0��Q

0. Hence,

Condition (2) of De�nition 6.5.4 is established.
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3. Let P m;���!P 0 for some P 0 2 P , � 2 A, and m 2 Loc. This implies P
�̂

=)
L;M

P 0, where

L = II [m](P ) and M = II(P ), according to the de�nitions in this section. By the

premise P ��Q there exists some Q0 2 P such that Q
�̂
=)
L;M

Q0 and P 0��Q
0. Therefore,

Q
n;�̂
=)
L;M

Q0 for some n 2 Loc and P 0��Q
0, i.e. Condition (3) of De�nition 6.5.4 is

satis�ed, as desired.

Finally, we conclude by De�nition 6.5.4 that �� is a distributed prioritized weak bisimu-

lation, i.e. �� � � holds. �

We �nish o� this section with a remark on the logical characterization of �. De�ning

a suitable logic can be done by replacing the h�;Li operators of the logic presented in

Section 6.4.4 by new operators hh�;L;M ii for M � A n f�g where a process P 2 P satis�es

the formula hh�;L;M ii� if there exists a process P 0 2 P such that P
�̂
=)
L;M

P 0 and P 0 j=�. The

operators h�i have also to be exchanged with operators hh�ii where P j=hh�ii� if there exists

a process P 0 2 P such that P
�̂
=) P 0 and P 0 j=�. Finally, the logic has to be extended

by new unary operators *M for M � A n f�g in order to match the �rst requirement

of De�nition 6.5.4 where P j= *M � if 9P 0: P =)
M

P 0 and P 0 j=�. Using these de�nitions a

characterization of � can be done along the lines of [125]. Note that all processes in P give

rise to �nite-branching transition systems with respect to the distributed prioritized weak

transition relation since processes are guarded, and the summation operators are binary.

6.6 Example

In this section we demonstrate the utility of CCSprio for the veri�cation of distributed

systems using an example involving an architecture scheme found in many of today's com-

puters.

τ

τ

dmadma

Appl

Bench1 Bench2

dma dma

fetch1 fetch2

Figure 6.3: Example system and its semantics

Our example system consists of an application that manipulates data from two mem-

ory benches (cf. Figure 6.3, left-hand side). In order to improve the e�ciency in the

computer system each bench, Bench1 and Bench2, is connected to a direct-memory-access
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(DMA) controller. To overcome the low speed of most memory modules, the applica-

tion Appl works alternately with each memory bench. We model Appl in CCSprio by

Appl
def
= fetch1:fetch2:Appl. Each memory bench Bench1 and Bench2 is continuously

able to serve the application or to allow the external DMA controller to access the mem-

ory via the channel dma. However, if a memory bench has to decide between both ac-

tivities, then it chooses the former since the progress of the application is considered

more important. Consequently, we de�ne Bench1
def
= fetch1:Bench1 + dma:Bench1 and

Bench2
def
= fetch2:Bench2+ dma:Bench2. The overall system Sys is given by

Sys
def
=(Appl j Bench1 j Bench2) n ffetch1; fetch2g :

Since the application uses the memory cells alternately, the DMA is expected to be allowed

to access the free memory bench. Therefore, the speci�cation simply is Spec
def
= dma:Spec.

The CCSprio semantics of Sys is given in Figure 6.3, right hand side, where we abstract

away the locations. It is easy to see that the symmetric closure of

fhSpec; Sysi; hSpec; (fetch2:Appl j Bench1 j Bench2) n ffetch1; fetch2gig

is a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation. Note that Condition (1) of De�nition 6.5.4

is trivially satis�ed since Spec and Sys do not contain any prioritized visible actions.

Therefore, we obtain Spec�Sys as expected. However, in the traditional approach to

priority involving global pre-emption presented in Chapter 2, the dma-loops in the labeled

transition system of Sys would be missing, and Sys would not be observationally equivalent

to Spec.

6.7 Extensions of CCSprio

Up to now we have restricted the number of priority levels in CCSprio to two and commu-

nication to complementary actions having the same priority. In this section we study the

implications for our theory of the removal of these restrictions which lead to a new version

of CCSprio, called CCS
prio
pp . We also compare CCSpriopp in detail with the calculus of Camilleri

and Winskel [43, 102], here referred to as CCScw. The main result of this section shows

that CCScw can be embedded as a sub-calculus of CCSpriopp .

6.7.1 General Remarks

Allowing communication between unprioritized actions and complementary prioritized ac-

tions raises the question of whether the resulting internal action should be � or � . When

dealing with local pre-emption this decision has no important consequences for sequential

communicating processes, i.e. those in standard concurrent form [125]; however, it is of

obvious importance for processes like (a:0 j a:0) + b:0 in which one has to decide if the b-

transition is enabled. One reasonable view is that a communication should be pre-empted
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Table 6.8: Modi�ed operational rules

Com1
P m;���!P 0

P jQ m�L;����!P 0jQ
II [m](P ) \ (II(Q) [ II(Q)) = ;

Com3a
P m;a��!P 0 Q n;a��!Q0

P jQ hm�L;n�Ri;��������!P 0jQ0

II [m](P ) \ (II(Q) [ II(Q)) = ; ^

II [n](Q) \ (II(P ) [ II(P )) = ;

Com3b
P m;a��!P 0 Q n;a��!Q0

P jQ hm�L;n�Ri;��������!P 0jQ0
II [n](Q) \ (II(P ) [ II(P )) = ;

whenever one communication partner is pre-empted, i.e. cannot engage in a communica-

tion. This implies that the minimal priority of the complementary actions ought to be

assigned to the internal action. To reect this in our operational semantics, we could re-

place Rules (Com1), (Com2), and (Com3) for parallel composition by the ones presented in

Table 6.8 plus their symmetric versions. The side conditions involve sets II(P ) that include

all unprioritized visible actions that P can initially engage in.

It turns out that the largest congruence results concerning our behavioral relations can

be carried over to the new calculus; however, the new semantics has algebraic shortcom-

ings, since parallel composition is not associative, as illustrated by the following example.

Consider the process (b:0+ a:0) j(a:0+ c:0) j c:0. When computing the semantics in a left-

associative manner, the initial b-transition is pre-empted according to Rule (Com1) since a

may potentially communicate with a. However, when �rst composing the second and third

parallel components, the a-transition is pre-empted, and consequently the b-transition is en-

abled by Rule (Com1). The reason for this problem is that we pre-empt transitions because

the considered process can potentially engage in a higher prioritized communication from

a comparable location. However, this potential communication cannot take place if the

communication partner is itself pre-empted. The same problem also arises when extending

CCSprio to multiple priority levels, even if communication is only allowed on complementary

actions of the same priority. This can be illustrated using a slight adaptation of the previ-

ous example, where priorities are given by natural numbers, with lower numbers denoting

higher priority values: (b :2:0 + a :1:0) j(a :1:0+ c :0:0) j c :0:0.

One can imagine two approaches to �xing the problems with the �rst (and second) al-

teration to our theory. One is to change the operational semantics; in particular, we could

weaken the side conditions so that an unprioritized transition is only pre-empted when a pri-

oritized action from a comparable location can actually engage in a communication. To do

so we can adopt a conservative view of pre-emption by replacing the complementary initial

action sets in the side conditions of parallel composition by ones that only include actions
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having the highest priority value. Hence, only actual communication partners are consid-

ered. One may observe that in this setting additional transitions should be pre-empted

whenever actions are restricted. For instance, in the process P
def
=(b:0+a:0) j(a:0+ c:0) the

b-transition is not pre-empted since a does not have the highest priority in the right parallel

component. However, when plugging P in the context C[X]
def
= X n fc; cg, which restricts

the c-transition, the communication on port a may in fact take place and, consequently, the

b-transition should be pre-empted. This additional potential of pre-emption needs to be

taken care of by the side conditions of the operational rules for restriction. Unfortunately,

it turns out that these are hard to formalize in a compact fashion. It is also not clear to us

how to establish the statements of our main theorems for the resulting semantic theory.

The second solution follows an approach developed in [43] for a di�erent setting and

involves the use of a syntax restriction on processes prohibiting output actions, i.e. actions

in �, from occurring as initial actions of processes that are in the scope of +. Hence, all

potential communication partners are also actual ones, and our side conditions for parallel

composition are su�cient to encode the desired notion of pre-emption. It is important

to mention that the proposed syntax restriction still allows one to specify many practi-

cally relevant examples within the calculus. Indeed, a similar restriction may be found in

the programming language occam. In the next section we follow this second solution for

extending CCSprio.

6.7.2 Extending CCSprio

In this section we relax the mentioned design decisions of CCSprio and obtain a new version

of this algebra, referred to as CCSpriopp . More precisely, we allow a multi-level priority-scheme

and communication between complementary actions with potentially di�erent priorities. As

seen in the previous section, both of these relaxations yield a semantics for which parallel

composition is not associative. However, we have also argued that this problem vanishes

if the syntax is restricted such that output actions never get pre-empted. We adapt the

syntax restriction proposed by Camilleri and Winskel [43], stating that initial actions in

the scope of a comparable summation operator are input actions. It is easy to see that

this restriction has the desired semantic e�ect. Therefore, input and output actions are

explicitly distinguished in CCS
prio
pp , where the internal action � is also treated as input

action. In the following, we let a; b; : : : range over the set � of input ports and a; b; : : : over

the set � of output ports. Moreover, we let  stand for the silent action � or an input action

and let � range over A =df � [ � [ f�g. Since the priority values of output actions need

never be compared with other priority values in the restricted syntax, we do not associate

output actions with priority values at all. Only input actions are attached with priority

values taken from a set N , with typical elements k; l; : : : , associated with a strict and total

order < over N , where smaller values denote higher priorities. For the purposes of this

section, one can think of N as the natural numbers together with the usual interpretation
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of <. The syntax of CCSpriopp is formally de�ned by the following BNF for P .

I ::= 0 j x j  :k:I j I + I j I � I j I j I j I[f ] j I n L j �x:I

P ::= 0 j x j  :k:P j a:P j I j P � P j P jP j P [f ] j P n L j �x:P

where f is an injective, �nite relabeling, L � � [ � is a restriction set, and x is a variable

taken from a countable domain V. A relabeling satis�es the properties f(�) � �, f(�) � �,

f(�) = � , and f(a) = f(a). Thus, additionally to the requirements of a �nite relabeling in

CCS, relabelings in CCS
prio
pp may only map input ports to input ports and output ports to

output ports. Since actions attached with di�erent priority values do not represent di�erent

ports, relabelings and restriction sets do not deal with priority values. Especially, the

priority value of a relabeled transition remains the same, i.e. there is no implicit mechanism

for prioritization or deprioritization [54]. In the remainder, we let Pprio
pp denote the set of

all CCSpriopp processes, ranged over by P;Q;R; : : : , i.e. the set of closed and guarded terms

in our language.

Table 6.9: Initial output action sets for CCSpriopp

II(�x:P ) =df II(P [�x:P=x]) II(a:P ) =df fag

II(P jQ) =df II(P ) [ II(Q) II(P �Q) =df II(P ) [ II(Q)

II(P [f ]) =df ff(a) j a 2 II(P )g II(P n L) =df II(P ) n (L [ L)

The semantics of CCSpriopp processes are again labeled transition systems whose transition

relations are speci�ed by operational rules. As expected, the distinction of input and

output actions is also reected in the rules. Since output transitions cannot get pre-

empted they do also not need an associated priority value, and output transitions do

not need to take account of locations. We �rst present two auxiliary sets used when

presenting the operational rules, namely (i) initial output action sets II(P ) of a process

P and (ii) initial input action sets Ikm(P ) of P with respect to a priority value k 2 N

and a location m 2 Loc, which are de�ned to be the smallest sets satisfying the equations

presented in Tables 6.9 and 6.10, respectively. For technical convenience we remove the

complement of output actions in the de�nition of II(�), and we use the abbreviations

I<kM (P ) =df
S
fIlm(P ) jm 2 M; l < kg, II<kM (P ) =df I

<k
M (P ) n f�g, I(P ) =df

S
fIlm(P ) jm 2

Loc; l 2 Ng, and II(P ) =df I(P ) n f�g. Observe that for the de�nition of the initial

input action sets, the resulting internal action of a communication is only attached with

the priority value and the location of the input transition, and not with a pair of priority

values and locations as is the case for CCSprio.
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Table 6.10: Initial input action sets for CCSpriopp

Ikm(�x:P ) =df I
k
m(P [�x:P=x]) Ik�( : l:P ) =df f j k = lg

Ikm�l(P +Q) =df I
k
m(P ) Ikm�L(P �Q) =df I

k
m(P )

Ikn�r(P +Q) =df I
k
n(Q) Ikn�R(P �Q) =df I

k
n(Q)

Ikm(P [f ]) =df ff() j  2 Ikm(P )g Ikm�L(P jQ) =df I
k
m(P ) [ f� j I

k
m(P ) \ II(Q) 6= ;g

Ikm(P n L) =df I
k
m(P ) n (L [ L) Ikn�R(P jQ) =df I

k
n(Q) [ f� j I

k
n(Q) \ II(P ) 6= ;g

Table 6.11: Operational semantics for CCSpriopp wrt. output transitions

Act
��

a:P a�!P
iSum1

P a�!P 0

P �Q a�!P 0
iSum2

Q a�!Q0

P �Q a�!Q0

Rec
P [�x:P=x] a�!P 0

�x:P a�!P 0
Rel

P a�!P 0

P [f ] f(a)��!P 0[f ]
Res

P a�!P 0

P n L a�!P 0 n L
a =2 L [ L

Com1
P a�!P 0

P jQ a�!P 0 jQ
Com2

Q a�!Q0

P jQ a�!P jQ0

The operational rules for the CCS
prio
pp semantics are formally stated in Table 6.11 for

output transitions and in Table 6.12 for input transitions. As expected, the rules for out-

put transitions coincide with the ones for plain CCS [125] whereas the rules for input

transitions take local pre-emption into account, thereby using location and priority value

information in their side conditions. It is worth having a closer look at their side condi-

tions of Rules (Sum1) and (Sum2) which di�er in principle from the corresponding rules

of CCSprio. They guarantee that an initial  : l-transition of a process P is also pre-empted

whenever there exists a higher prioritized initial  :k-transition of P , i.e. if k < l. This

additional kind of pre-emption reects that output transitions can communicate with a

complementary input transition regardless of its priority value, i.e. if more than one com-

munication partner o�ering the matching input transition is available from comparable
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Table 6.12: Operational semantics for CCSpriopp wrt. input transitions

Act
��

 :k:P �;:k���!P
Rec

P [�x:P=x] m;:k���!P 0

�x:P m;:k���!P 0

Sum1
P m;:k���!P 0

P +Q m�l;:k����!P 0
�;  =2 I<k(Q) Com1

P m;:k���!P 0

P jQ m�L;:k����!P 0 jQ
II<k[m](P ) \ II(Q) = ;

Sum2
Q n;:k���!Q0

P +Q n�r;:k����!Q0
�;  =2 I<k(P ) Com2

Q n;:k���!Q0

P jQ n�R;:k����!P jQ0
II<k[n] (Q) \ II(P ) = ;

iSum1
P m;:k���!P 0

P �Q m�L;:k����!P 0
Com3

P m;a:k���!P 0 Q a�!Q0

P jQ m�L;� :k����!P 0 jQ0
II<k[m](P ) \ II(Q) = ;

iSum2
Q n;:k���!Q0

P �Q n�R;:k����!Q0
Com4

P a�!P 0 Q n;a:k���!Q0

P jQ n�R;� :k����!P 0 jQ0
II<k[n] (Q) \ II(P ) = ;

Rel
P m;:k���!P 0

P [f ] m;f():k�����!P 0[f ]
Res

P m;:k���!P 0

P n L m;:k���!P 0 n L
 =2 L [ L

locations, the one attached with the highest priority is taken. This kind of pre-emption

requires us to restrict relabelings to injective ones as has been pointed out in [43].

The behavioral relations de�ned for CCSprio can be adapted to CCS
prio
pp in a straightfor-

ward fashion, as we demonstrate by the notion of distributed prioritized strong bisimulation.

De�nition 6.7.1 (Distributed Prioritized Strong Bisimulation for CCSpriopp )

A symmetric relation R � P�P is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCSpriopp

if for every hP;Qi 2 R, a 2 �,  2 �[ f�g, k 2 N , and m 2 Loc, the following conditions

hold.

1. P a�!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q a�!Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R, and

2. P m;:k���!P 0 implies 9Q0; l; n:Q n;:l��!Q0; II<l[n](Q) � II<k[m](P ); and hP
0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P 'pp Q if hP;Qi 2 R for a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation R for

CCS
prio
pp .

Regarding distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCSpriopp we obtain the following

compositionality result.
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Proposition 6.7.2 The relation 'pp is compositional with respect to all CCSpriopp operators

except summation.

The proof can easily be done by using standard techniques and, therefore, is omitted here.

The reason for the compositionality lack with respect to summation is illustrated by the

following example: a :0:0 'pp a :1:0 holds, but a :0:0 + � :0:0 6'pp a :1:0 + � :0:0 since the

former process can engage in a transition labeled by a whereas the latter cannot. The next

de�nition repairs this defect of 'pp.

De�nition 6.7.3 (Distributed Prioritized Strong Congruence for CCSpriopp )

Two processes P;Q 2 Pprio
pp are prioritized strong congruent for CCSpriopp , in signs P '+

ppQ,

if for every a 2 �,  2 � [ f�g, k 2 N , and m 2 Loc the following conditions and their

symmetric counterparts hold.

1. P a�!P 0 implies 9Q0: Q a�!Q0 and P 0 'pp Q
0, and

2. P m;:k���!P 0 implies 9Q0; l; n:Q n;:l��!Q0; II<l[n](Q) � II<k[m](P ); l � k; and P 0 'pp Q
0.

In contrast to the de�nition of distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCSpriopp , De�-

nition 6.7.3 requires an initial -transition of P with priority k to be matched by an initial

-transition of Q with some higher priority l < k, and vice versa.

Theorem 6.7.4 The relation '+
pp is the largest congruence contained in 'pp.

This theorem can be proved in the usual fashion. It is worth noting that '+
pp is also the

largest congruence contained in the naive adaptation of standard strong bisimulation [125].

The proof of the \largest" part can be done by applying the same proof technique as

used for CCSprio to show that distributed prioritized observational congruence is the largest

congruence contained in naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation.

6.7.3 The Camilleri{Winskel Calculus CCScw

In this section we briey review the formal framework of Camilleri and Winskel's approach

to priority [43], here referred to as CCScw. This process algebra with priority is inspired by

occam's priority mechanism (cf. [13]). It is also based on Milner's CCS, but in contrast to

the approaches considered so far it does not assign priority values to actions. Instead, there

exists a special summation operator +i in CCScw, called prioritized choice, which favors its

left over its right argument. The syntax of CCScw terms is given by the following BNF for

P .

I ::= 0 j x j :I j I +i I j I + I j I j I j I[f ] j I n L j �x:I

P ::= 0 j x j �:P j I j P + P j P jP j P [f ] j P n L j �x:P

where the action , the injective, �nite relabeling f , and the restriction set L satisfy the

same restrictions as in the previous section. Again, closed and guarded terms determine
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the set Pcw, ranged over by P;Q;R; : : : , of CCScw processes. Further, we introduce initial

output and input action sets as displayed in Tables 6.13 and 6.14, respectively, and write

IIcw(P ) for Icw(P ) n f�g. The de�nition of initial input action sets slightly di�ers from the

one presented in [43] in that we do not take care of any kind of pre-emption. In [43] some

pre-emption is considered in the case of prioritized choice but not in the case of parallel

composition. Since for the de�nition of the semantics it does not matter if some potential

input actions are pre-empted, our de�nition su�ces and, in contrast to [43], is uniform.

Table 6.13: Initial output action sets for CCScw

II
cw
(a:P ) =df fag II

cw
(�x:P ) =df II

cw
(P [�x:P=x])

II
cw
(P jQ) =df II

cw
(P ) [ II

cw
(Q) II

cw
(P +Q) =df II

cw
(P ) [ II

cw
(Q)

II
cw
(P [f ]) =df ff(a) j a 2 II

cw
(P )g II

cw
(P n L) =df II

cw
(P ) n (L [ L)

Table 6.14: Initial input action sets for CCScw

Icw(:P ) =df fg Icw(�x:P ) =df I
cw(P [�x:P=x])

Icw(P +iQ) =df I
cw(P ) [ Icw(Q) Icw(P +Q) =df I

cw(P ) [ Icw(Q)

Icw(P [f ]) =df ff() j  2 Icw(P )g Icw(P n L) =df I
cw(P ) n (L [ L)

Icw(P jQ) =df I
cw(P ) [ Icw(Q) [ f� j Icw(P ) \ II

cw
(Q) 6= ;g

The semantics of a CCScw process is given by a labeled transition system whose transi-

tion relation gives rise to transitions of the form `cw
M P

�
�! P 0, where M � �. Intuitively,

process P can engage in an �-transition to P 0 whenever the environment does not o�er

communications on ports in M . Despite notational di�erences, this is the same underlying

principle as for some transition relations de�ned in the previous chapters which are also

parameterized by initial action sets. Note that � 2 � implies M = ; as can be proved by

induction on the depth of the derivation of a transition `cw
M P

�
�! P 0. The CCScw tran-

sition relation is formally de�ned in Table 6.15, where f(M) stands for ff(m) jm 2 Mg.
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Recall that the initial actions of P in P +iQ are given preference over the initial actions of

Q. Also in this approach a prioritized � , i.e. an internal action in which the left argument

of +i can initially engage in, has pre-emptive power over unprioritized actions, i.e. actions

in which the right argument of +i can initially engage in. Thus, the prioritized choice

operator +i of [43] corresponds to the summation operator + in our framework. In [43] the

operator + stands for nondeterministic choice where priorities arising from the left and the

right argument are incomparable. This operator is matched by the distributed summation

operator � in CCS
prio
pp . We further investigate the correspondence of these operators in the

next section.

Table 6.15: Operational semantics for CCScw

Act
��

`cw
; �:P

�
�! P

Res
`cw
M P

�
�! P 0

`cw
Mn(L[L)

P n L
�
�! P 0 n L

� =2 L [ L

Sum1
`cw
M P

�
�! P 0

`cw
M P +iQ

�
�! P 0

Sum2
`cw
N Q

�
�! Q0

`cw
N[IIcw(P ) P +iQ

�
�! Q0

�; � =2 Icw(P )

iSum1
`cw
M P

�
�! P 0

`cw
M P +Q

�
�! P 0

Com1
`cw
M P

�
�! P 0

`cw
M P jQ

�
�! P 0 jQ

M \ II
cw
(Q) = ;

iSum2
`cw
N Q

�
�! Q0

`cw
N P +Q

�
�! Q0

Com2
`cw
N Q

�
�! Q0

`cw
N P jQ

�
�! P jQ0

N \ II
cw
(P ) = ;

Rel
`cw
M P

�
�! P 0

`cw
f(M) P [f ]

f(�)
�! P 0[f ]

Com3
`cw
M P

a
�! P 0 `cw

; Q
a
�! Q0

`cw
M P jQ

�
�! P 0 jQ0

M \ II
cw
(Q) = ;

Rec
`cw
M P [�x:P=x]

�
�! P 0

`cw
M �x:P

�
�! P 0

Com4
`cw
; P

a
�! P 0 `cw

N Q
a
�! Q0

`cw
N P jQ

�
�! P 0 jQ0

N \ II
cw
(P ) = ;

Camilleri and Winskel have also developed a bisimulation-based semantic theory for

CCScw. Their notion of strong bisimulation for CCScw, as de�ned below, is shown to be a

congruence [43]. However, this relation is not algebraically compared with a naive version

of standard strong bisimulation as we have done with respect to distributed prioritized

strong bisimulation for CCSprio.
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De�nition 6.7.5 (Distributed Prioritized Strong Bisimulation for CCScw)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCScw

if for every hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, and M � � the following condition holds:

`cw
M P

�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0; N: `cw

N Q
�
�! Q0; N �M; and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P 'cwQ if hP;Qi 2 R for a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation R for

CCScw.

6.7.4 Embedding CCScw in CCSprio
pp

In this section we provide an embedding of CCScw in CCS
prio
pp such that CCScw can be

considered as a sub-calculus in CCS
prio
pp . Formally, for translating a CCScw term into a

CCSprio term we choose a strict and total order hN ; <i representing priority values together

with a \more important" relation. For notational convenience we overload the symbols

Pcw and Pprio
pp in this section, which sometimes are used for the sets of all CCScw and

CCS
prio
pp terms, and not only for the sets of all CCScw and CCS

prio
pp processes, respectively.

Recall that the only way of expressing priorities in CCScw is by using the operator +i which

gives initial actions of its left argument process priority over initial actions of the right

argument process. Thus, a priority can be encoded as a bit string that points to these

left and right argument processes of +i. Hence, we de�ne N =df f0; 1g
�, ranged over by

k; l; : : : , for the purposes of this section. If k = k1k2 : : : km and l = l1l2 : : : ln 2 N for some

m;n 2 N then k < l if (i) 9i: ki � li, where � is the order on 0 and 1 satisfying 1 � 0, and

(ii) 8j <N i: kj = lj. In other words, < is the lexicographic extension of � on the domain

f0; 1g.

Table 6.16: Translation function

�k(0) =df 0 �k(P +Q) =df �
k(P )� �k(Q) �k(P n L) =df �

k(P ) n L

�k(x) =df x �k(P +iQ) =df �
k0(P ) + �k1(Q) �k(P [f ]) =df �

k(P )[f ]

�k(:P ) =df  :k:�
�(P ) �k(P jQ) =df �

k(P ) j �k(Q) �k(�x:P ) =df �x:�
k(P )

�k(a:P ) =df a:�
�(P )

We now introduce the translation function �(�) : Pcw �! Pprio
pp by �(P ) =df �

�(P ), which

maps CCScw terms to CCSpriopp terms. The functions �k(P ), for k 2 N , are inductively de�ned
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over the structure of CCScw processes as shown in Table 6.16. One might observe that the

\computation" of a translation initially \starts" with the priority value � as argument of

the translation function. However, this initial value does not play an important role for

'pp, i.e. if one is not interested in compositionality with respect to summation.

Lemma 6.7.6 Let k 2 N and P 2 Pcw. Then �k(P ) 'pp �(P ).

Proof: The proof of this lemma can be done by induction on the structure of P . For the

base case P � 0 the statement is trivial, for P � Q1+iQ2 it is easy to establish by using

the induction hypothesis since the involved operators are dynamic, and the remaining cases

follow immediately by applying the induction hypothesis and Proposition 6.7.2. �

It is also important to note that the translation function is not surjective, e.g. consider the

process (a :0:0+ b :2:0) + c :1:0 on which no CCScw process is mapped. This example also

shows that the notion of compositionality in CCScw is restricted with respect to CCS
prio
pp ,

since a comparable summation can only be extended by summands which have a higher or

a lower priority than the already considered summands.

Before we present and proof our main result of this section which states that the trans-

lation function provides an embedding of CCScw in CCSpriopp , we establish a lemma concerned

with the initial action sets.

Lemma 6.7.7 For all P 2 Pcw and k 2 N we have II
cw
(P ) = II(�k(P )) and Icw(P ) =

I(�k(P )).

Proof: The proof of II
cw
(P ) = II(�k(P )) can be done by a simple induction on the

structure of P which involves the application of the de�nitions of the initial output actions

sets for CCScw and CCS
prio
pp as well as the de�nition of the translation function �k(�). For

proving Icw(P ) = I(�k(P )) it is su�cient to show that

 2 Icw(P ) if and only if 9m 2 Loc; l 2 N :  2 Iklm(�
k(P ))

which can also be done by induction on the structure of P by using the de�nitions of

the initial input actions sets for CCScw and CCS
prio
pp , and the de�nition of the translation

function �k(�). �

The following proposition makes the semantic relationship between a CCScw term P and

its embedding �(P ) precise.

Proposition 6.7.8 (Correspondence of Transitions)

1. Let P; P 0 2 Pcw, a 2 �. Then `cw
; P

a
�! P 0 implies 9P

0
2 Pprio

pp : �(P ) a�!P
0
and

P
0
'pp �(P

0),

2. Let P 2 Pcw, P
0
2 Pprio

pp , and a 2 � such that �(P ) a�!P
0
. Then 9P 0 2 Pcw: `cw

;

P
a
�! P 0 and P

0
'pp �(P

0).
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3. Let P; P 0 2 Pcw,  2 � [ f�g, and M � �. Then `cw
M P


�! P 0 implies 9k 2 N ;m 2

Loc; P
0
2 Pprio

pp : �(P ) m;:k���!P
0
, P

0
'pp �(P

0), and M = II<k[m](�(P )).

4. Let P 2 Pcw, m 2 Loc,  2 � [ f�g, k 2 N , and P
0
2 Pprio

pp such that �(P ) m;:k���!P
0
.

Then 9P 0 2 Pcw: `cw
M P


�! P 0 and P

0
'pp �(P

0) where M = II<k[m](�(P )).

Proof: Let P 2 Pcw. For each statement a generalized version is proved by induction on

the structure of P . The induction bases, i.e. P � 0, are trivial since �l(P ) � 0, for l 2 N ,

and 0 does not possess any transitions according to CCS
prio
pp and CCScw semantics.

1. Let P 0 2 Pcw and a 2 � such that `cw
; P

a
�! P 0. We show the more general statement

�l(P ) a�!P
0
for some P

0
'pp �(P

0) and all l 2 N .

� P � �:Q: Hence, � � a, P 0 � Q, and �l(P ) � a:�(P 0). Thus, �l(P ) a�! �(P 0) by

the operational rules for CCSpriopp . By choosing P
0
� �(P 0) we are done.

� P � Q1+iQ2: Because of the syntactic restriction in CCScw this case cannot

occur.

� P � Q1 + Q2: According to the operational rules for CCScw we have w.l.o.g.

`cw
; Q1

a
�! P 0. By induction hypothesis we know that �l(Q1) a�!P

0
for some

P
0
'pp �(P

0). Hence, �l(P ) � �l(Q1 +Q2) � �l(Q1)� �l(Q2) a�!P
0
according to

the de�nition of �l(�) and the operational rules for CCSpriopp .

� P � Q1 jQ2: By the operational rules for CCScw we may conclude w.l.o.g. `cw
;

Q1
a
�! Q0

1 and P
0 � Q0

1 jQ2. By induction hypothesis we obtain �
l(Q1) a�!Q

0
1 for

some Q
0
1 'pp �(Q0

1). Thus, �l(P ) � �l(Q1 jQ2) � �l(Q1) j �l(Q2) a�!Q
0
1 j �

l(Q2)

according to the de�nition of �(�) and the operational rules for CCSpriopp . Finally,

we have Q
0
1 j �

l(Q2) 'pp �(Q0
1) j �(Q2) � �(Q0

1 jQ2) � �(P 0) by Lemma 6.7.6,

Proposition 6.7.2, and the de�nition of the translation function.

The remaining cases are easier to establish and, therefore, are omitted.

2. In order to prove the second statement, it needs to be generalized in the following

fashion.

Let P 2 Pcw, P
0
2 Pprio

pp , a 2 �, and l 2 N such that �l(P ) a�!P
0
. Then

9P 0 2 Pcw: `cw
; P

a
�! P 0 and P

0
'pp �(P

0).

The proof is not di�cult and can be done using a similar argumentation as above.

3. For proving this statement by induction over the structure of P we have to generalize

its conclusion as follows: 8l 2 N 9k 2 N ;m 2 Loc; P
0
2 Pprio

pp :

�l(P ) m;:lk����!P
0
; P

0
'pp �(P

0); and M = II<lk[m] (�
l(P )) :

Therefore, let P 0 2 Pcw,  2 � [ f�g, and M � � such that `cw
M P


�! P 0, and let

l 2 N .
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� P � �:Q: Hence, � � , P 0 � Q, M = ;, and �l(P ) �  : l:�(P 0) accord-

ing to CCScw semantics and the de�nition of the translation function. Thus,

�l(P ) �;:l��! �(P 0) by the operational rules for CCSpriopp and, moreover, II<l[�](�
l(P )) =

II<l[�]( : l:�(P
0)) = ; =M according to the de�nition of CCSpriopp initial input action

sets.

� P � Q1+iQ2: According to the operational semantics of CCS
cw we distinguish

the following two cases.

(a) `cw
M Q1


�! P 0: By induction hypothesis we know of the existence of some

k 2 N , m 2 Loc, and P
0
2 Pprio

pp such that �l0(Q1)
m;:l0k����!P

0
, P

0
'pp

�(P 0), and M = II<l0k[m] (�
l0(Q1)). Hence, �l(P ) � �l(Q1+iQ2) � �l0(Q1) +

�l1(Q2)
m�l;:l0k�����!P

0
and II<l0k[m�l] (�

l(P )) = II<l0k[m] (�
l0(Q1)) [ II<l0k(�l1(Q2)) =

II<l0k[m] (�
l0(Q1)) =M according to the de�nition of CCSpriopp initial input action

sets and the de�nition of the translation function.

(b) `cw
N Q2


�! P 0, where M = N [ IIcw(Q1), and �;  =2 Icw(Q1): By induction

hypothesis we know of the existence of some k 2 N , m 2 Loc, and P
0
2 Pprio

pp

such that �l1(Q2)
m;:l1k����!P

0
, P

0
'pp �(P

0), and N = II<l1k[m] (�
l1(Q2)). Hence,

�l(P ) � �l(Q1+iQ2) � �l0(Q1) + �l1(Q2)
m�r;:l1k�����!P

0
since �;  =2 Icw(Q1) =

I(�l0(Q1)) according to Lemma 6.7.7. Also, II
<l1k
[m�r](�

l(P )) = II<l1k(�l0(Q1))[

II<l1k[m] (�
l1(Q2)) = II(�l0(Q1)) [ N = IIcw(Q1) [ N = M by the de�nition of

CCS
prio
pp initial input action sets and by Lemma 6.7.7, as desired.

� P � Q1 +Q2: According to the operational rules for CCS
cw we assume w.l.o.g.

that `cw
M Q1


�! P 0. By induction hypothesis we know of the existence of some

k 2 N , m 2 Loc, and P
0
2 Pprio

pp such that �l(Q1)
m;:lk����!P

0
, P

0
'pp �(P

0), and

M = II<lk[m] (�
l(Q1)). Hence, �

l(P ) � �l(Q1 +Q2) � �l(Q1)��l(Q2)
m�L;:lk�����!P

0
ac-

cording to the translation function and the CCSpriopp operational rules. Moreover,

II<lk[m�L](�
l(P )) = II<lk[m�L](�

l(Q1 +Q2)) = II<lk[m�L](�
l(Q1)� �l(Q2)) = II<lk[m] (�

l(Q1)) =

M by the de�nition of CCSpriopp initial input action sets and the de�nition of the

translation function.

� P � Q1 jQ2: According to the de�nition of the operational rules for CCScw we

distinguish the following cases.

(a) `cw
M Q1


�! Q0

1, M \ II
cw
(Q2) = ;, and P 0 � Q0

1 jQ2: By induction hy-

pothesis we know of the existence of some k 2 N , m 2 Loc, and Q
0
1 2 P

prio
pp

such that �l(Q1)
m;:lk����!Q

0
1, Q

0
1 'pp �(Q

0
1), and M = II<lk[m] (�

l(Q1)). Accord-

ing to Lemma 6.7.7 we have M \ II(Q2) = M \ II
cw
(Q2) = ;. Hence by

the operational rules for CCSpriopp and the de�nition of CCSpriopp initial input

action sets, �l(P ) � �l(Q1 jQ2) � �l(Q1) j �l(Q2)
m�L;:lk�����!Q

0
1 j �

l(Q2) and

II<lk[m�L](�
l(P )) = II<lk[m�L](�

l(Q1) j �l(Q2)) = II<lk[m] (�
l(Q1)) = M . Additionally,

we have Q
0
1 j �

l(Q2) 'pp �(Q
0
1) j �(Q2) � �(Q0

1 jQ2) � �(P 0) by Lemma 6.7.6

and the de�nition of �(�).
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(b) `cw
M Q2


�! Q0

2, M\II
cw
(Q1) = ;, and P 0 � Q1 jQ

0
2: This case is analogous

to the previous one.

(c) `cw
M Q1

a
�! Q0

1, `
cw
; Q2

a
�! Q0

2 for some a 2 �,  � � , M \ II
cw
(Q2) = ;,

and P 0 � Q0
1 jQ

0
2: By induction hypothesis we know of the existence of

some k 2 N , m 2 Loc, and Q
0
1 2 Pprio

pp such that �l(Q1)
m;a:lk����!Q

0
1, Q

0
1 'pp

�(Q0
1), and M = II<lk[m] (�

l(Q1)). By the proof of Part (1) of this proposi-

tion we also know that �l(Q2) a�!Q
0
2 for some Q

0
2 'pp �(Q

0
2). According to

Lemma 6.7.7 we have M \ II(Q2) = M \ II
cw
(Q2) = ;. Thus, we may

conclude by the operational rules for CCS
prio
pp that �l(P ) � �l(Q1 jQ2) �

�l(Q1) j �
l(Q2)

m�L;� :lk�����!Q
0
1 jQ

0
2. We also have Q

0
1 jQ

0
2 'pp �(Q0

1) j �(Q
0
2) �

�(Q0
1 jQ

0
2) � �(P 0) according to Proposition 6.7.2 and the de�nition of the

translation function. Finally, II<lk[m�L](�
l(P )) = II<lk[m] (�

l(Q1)) = M by the

de�nition of CCSpriopp initial input action sets, as desired.

(d) `cw
M Q2

a
�! Q0

2, `
cw
; Q1

a
�! Q0

1 for some a 2 �,  � � , M \ II
cw
(Q1) = ;,

and P 0 � Q0
1 jQ

0
2: This case can be proved similar to the previous one by

using the generalized statement in the proof of Part (2) instead of the one

in Part (1) of this proposition.

The remaining cases are omitted since they are easier to establish than the presented

ones.

4. Also the forth statement needs to be generalized.

Let P 2 Pcw, m 2 Loc,  2 � [ f�g, k; l 2 N , and P
0
2 Pprio

pp such that

�l(P ) m;:lk����!P
0
. Then 9P 0 2 Pcw: `cw

M P

�! P 0 and P

0
'pp �(P 0) where

M = II<lk[m] (�
l(P )).

The generalized statement can be proved by similar argumentation as in the previous

case and the necessary case distinctions are analogous to the ones in the proof of the

second statement.

The properties of interest follow from the generalized versions by choosing l = �. �

The above proposition provides the foundation for our main theorem which states that

CCScw processes are distributed prioritized strong bisimular for CCScw exactly when their

translations are distributed prioritized strong bisimular for CCSpriopp .

Theorem 6.7.9 (Semantic Correspondence)

For P;Q 2 Pcw we have: P 'cwQ if and only if �(P ) 'pp �(Q).

Proof: For the \if"-direction we prove in the following that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP;Qi j �(P ) 'pp �(Q)g is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCScw.

Therefore, let hP;Qi 2 R be arbitrary, i.e. �(P ) 'pp �(Q).
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1. Let `cw
; P

a
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 Pcw and some a 2 �. According to Proposi-

tion 6.7.8(1) �(P ) a�!P
0
holds for some P

0
2 Pprio

pp satisfying P
0
'pp �(P 0). Since

�(P ) 'pp �(Q) we know of the existence of some Q
0
2 Pcw such that �(Q) a�!Q

0
and

P
0
'pp Q

0
. Applying Proposition 6.7.8(2) we obtain `cw

; Q
a
�! Q0 for some Q0 2 Pcw

satisfying Q
0
'pp �(Q

0). Hence, hP 0; Q0i 2 R since �(P 0) 'pp P
0
'pp Q

0
'pp �(Q

0), as

desired.

2. Let  2 � [ f�g, M � �, and P 0 2 Pcw such that `cw
M P


�! P 0. By Proposi-

tion 6.7.8(3) we know of the existence of k 2 N , m 2 Loc, and P
0
2 Pprio

pp such

that �(P ) m;:k���!P
0
'pp �(P

0) and M = II<k[m](�(P )). Since �(P ) 'pp �(Q) there exist

Q
0
2 Pprio

pp , n 2 Loc, and l 2 N satisfying �(Q) n;:l��!Q
0
, N =df II

<l
[n](�(Q)) � M ,

and P
0
'pp Q

0
. Moreover, we obtain by Proposition 6.7.8(4) some Q0 2 Pcw

such that Q
0
'pp �(Q0) and `cw

N Q

�! Q0. Finally, we have hP 0; Q0i 2 R since

�(P 0) 'pp P
0
'pp Q

0
'pp �(Q

0).

Hence, �(P ) 'pp �(Q) implies P 'cwQ according to De�nition 6.7.5. For the \only if"-

direction we prove that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP ;Qi j 9P
0; Q0 2 Pcw: P 'pp �(P

0); Q 'pp �(Q
0); and P 0'cwQ

0g

is a distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCSpriopp . Therefore, let hP ;Qi 2 R be

arbitrary, i.e. 9P 0; Q0 2 Pcw: P 'pp �(P
0), Q 'pp �(Q

0), and P 0'cwQ
0.

1. Let P a�!P
0
for some P

0
2 Pprio

pp and some a 2 �. Since P 'pp �(P 0) we know of

the existence of some P
00
2 Pprio

pp such that �(P 0) a�!P
00
and P

0
'pp P

00
. According

to Proposition 6.7.8(2) there exists some P 00 2 Pcw satisfying P
00
'pp �(P 00) and

`cw
; P 0 a

�! P 00. Because of P 0'cwQ
0 there also exists some Q00 2 Pcw such that

`cw
; Q0 a

�! Q00 and P 00'cwQ
00. Hence by Proposition 6.7.8(1), �(Q0) a�!Q

00
for some

Q
00
'pp �(Q

00). Now, we use the fact that Q 'pp �(Q
0) to conclude the existence of

some Q
0
2 Pprio

pp such that Q a�!Q
0
and Q

0
'pp Q

00
. Finally, hP

0
; Q

0
i 2 R according to

the de�nition of R.

2. Let P m;:k���!P
0
for some P

0
2 Pprio

pp , m 2 Loc,  2 � [ f�g, and k 2 N . Since

P 'pp �(P 0) we know of the existence of some m0 2 Loc, k0 2 N , and P
00
2 Pprio

pp

such that �(P 0) m0;:k0����!P
00
, II<k

0

[m0](�(P
0)) � II<k[m](P ), and P

0
'pp P

00
. According

to Proposition 6.7.8(4) there exists some P 00 2 Pcw satisfying P
00
'pp �(P 00) and

`cw
M P 0 

�! P 00 where M = II<k
0

[m0](�(P
0)). Because of P 0'cwQ

0 there also exists

some Q00 2 Pcw and N � M such that `cw
N Q0 

�! Q00 and P 00'cwQ
00. Hence by

Proposition 6.7.8(3), �(Q0) n0;:l0���!Q
00
for some n0 2 Loc, l0 2 N , and Q

00
'pp �(Q00)

such that N = II<l
0

[n0](�(Q
0)). Due to Q 'pp �(Q

0) we conclude the existence of some

n 2 Loc, l 2 N , and Q
0
2 Pprio

pp such that Q n;:l��!Q
0
, II<l[n](Q) � II<l

0

[n0](�(Q
0)), and
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Q
0
'pp Q

00
. Adding the small steps together, we �nally obtain II<l[n](Q) � II<k[m](P ), and

hP
0
; Q

0
i 2 R according to the de�nition of R.

Thus, P 'cwQ implies �(P ) 'pp �(Q) by De�nition 6.7.1 which completes the proof. �

As a consequence, distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for CCSpriopp is also composi-

tional with respect to summation for the sub-calculus of CCSpriopp induced by CCScw. This

points again to our richer language which allows us to place a process P 2 Pprio
pp in a

summation context that possesses initial input actions having priority values which lie in

between that range of priority values, that is limited by the priority values of the initial

input actions of P .

6.8 Discussion and Related Work

Several proposals have been made for extending traditional process algebras with priority.

They di�er in the aspects of computation, such as interrupts [10], programming constructs

like the PRIALT construct of occam [43, 102], and constructs of Ada [79], or real-time [83],

that they aim to capture.

An extension of CCS [125] with priority, CCSch, has been proposed in Chapter 2, where

priorities are also assigned to actions in a globally dynamic way, i.e. in one state of a system

action � may have priority over action � while the situation may be reversed in another

state of the system. For CCSch a semantic theory has been developed in an analogous

fashion to [125] which includes congruences based on strong and weak bisimulation. Our

process algebra CCSprio is based on the approach in Chapter 2, where we adopt all de-

sign decisions except the notion of global pre-emption and restrict ourselves to a two-level

priority-scheme. Therefore, CCSprio has the following characteristics. Only transitions la-

beled by complementary actions with the same priority may engage in a synchronization.

As in Chapter 2 we consider actions with di�erent priorities as di�erent channels which is

su�cient for most cases occurring in practice. The strong relation of CCSprio to CCSch can

be made precise by the following fact. If we leave out the distributed summation operator

and globalize pre-emption in our framework by de�ning [m] =df Loc for all m 2 Loc, our

operational semantics and our behavioral relations reduce to the corresponding notions

presented in Chapter 2, when ignoring the disabling operator in CCSch.

For a comparison with other work one should note that existing approaches that assign

priorities to actions are provided with a semantics dealing with global pre-emption. In

contrast, we consider a notion of local pre-emption. This idea is also presented in [89],

where a CSP-based calculus [94] is extended with priority. However, this process algebra

su�ers from a complicated semantics, especially for the hiding operator, and the authors

only conjecture that their strong bisimulation is a congruence. They also do not provide an

axiomatization for their equivalence and do not present a theory for observational congru-

ence. Other approaches to introducing priority in CSP have been proposed by Fidge [79]

and Lowe [116] who are both concerned with a semantic theory based on failures.
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As shown in the previous section, having a notion of local pre-emption enables one to

avoid some problems arising in the assignment of priority values to synchronizations in-

volving actions at di�erent priority levels. In traditional approaches, which assign priorities

to actions [83, 89], several proposals for adjustment functions, e.g. taking the maximum,

minimum, or the sum of priority values, have been made. Unfortunately, in settings in-

volving global pre-emption each solution is only intuitive for certain (classes of) examples

and works only for certain frameworks without violating the congruence property of the

considered behavioral relation.

In the previous section we have proved that Camilleri and Winskel's calculus [43, 102],

CCScw, where priorities arising from di�erent sides of the parallel composition operator are

also considered to be incomparable, is a sub-calculus of CCSpriopp . For CCScw a prioritized

parallel composition operator ji is introduced in [102] which favors its left argument over

its right one. It can be used in descriptions of simple scheduling algorithms. We say

\simple" because most scheduling algorithms deal with priority values that may change

as the system evolves (cf. Chapter 4). This dynamic behavior cannot be described in

the framework of [102], which considers static priorities only. In contrast, we concentrate

on modeling interrupts and prioritized choice and show that this requires the concept of

local pre-emption when dealing with distributed systems. However, scheduling is a global

task and, therefore, it is based on a notion of global pre-emption. We feel that describing

interrupts and scheduling algorithms should be done using two di�erent priority concepts.

More precisely, each action should be assigned two priority values, the �rst interpreted

as global priority value for scheduling purposes and the second as local priority value for

modeling interrupts where the �rst priority value has more weight than the second one.

After stressing similarities and di�erences of CCSprio to the process algebra CCScw pre-

sented in [43, 102] with respect to design decisions we focus on the algebraic results estab-

lished in these frameworks. In [43, 102] the pre-emption potential is directly encoded in the

transition relation. By plugging in this transition relation into the de�nition of standard

strong bisimulation one obtains a congruence relation immediately. In contrast, we start

o� de�ning naive distributed prioritized strong bisimulation using the naive transition re-

lation and consider the pre-emption potential subsequently (by introducing the distributed

prioritized initial action set condition). Then we show that the so obtained congruence is

the largest congruence in the naive distributed prioritized strong bisimulation. Similarly,

a naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation is de�ned in [102] by using the above

mentioned transition relation, which already reects some pre-emption potential. More

precisely, this transition relation corresponds to our distributed prioritized weak transition

relation where we drop the parameter M . Thus, our naive distributed prioritized weak

transition relation is more abstract than the one in [102]. In both approaches, the cited

and the presented one, the obtained distributed prioritized observational congruence is

shown to be the largest congruence in the naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation.

However, our result is tighter since our naive distributed prioritized weak bisimulation is

coarser.
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We turn to some remarks about our notion of distributed prioritized strong and weak

bisimulation. Since our semantic theory reects local pre-emption, locations are implicitly

occurring in our semantic equivalences. However, in contrast to [33, 132] we do not consider

locations explicitly. Our objective is not to observe locations but to observe local pre-

emption which is necessary for causal reasoning in process algebras with \distributed"

priority.

Priorities have also been investigated in other concurrent frameworks, most notably in

Petri Nets [148, 168]. In this setting priorities are either expressed explicitly by priority

relations over transitions [24] or implicitly via inhibitor arcs [100]. In the latter work

priorities are modeled via the absence of tokens, i.e. a transition can �re if some predecessor

places do not contain any tokens. In contrast to Petri Nets, the focus of process algebras

lies in examining properties of behavioral relations with respect to the operators included

in the considered algebra. Thus, it is di�cult to compare priority approaches of both areas,

Petri Nets and process algebras, from a semantic point of view.

Finally, priorities can implicitly arise when studying causality for mobile processes (see

e.g. [74]). In these approaches priorities cut o� superuous paths that only present new

temporal but not causal dependencies of systems. Hence, this kind of priority is equipped

with a global nature of pre-emption. In contrast, the local view of pre-emption in CCSprio

is used for restricting the causal, not the temporal, behavior of distributed systems.

6.9 Summary

We have presented a process algebra, CCSprio, that is capable of modeling interrupts and

other prioritized behavior in distributed systems. The key idea for CCSprio is to take

into account the distribution of the considered system in order to de�ne a notion of local

pre-emption. We have developed a bisimulation-based semantic theory for this algebra,

including identi�cations of the largest congruence contained in naive adaptations of strong

and weak bisimulation [125], respectively. Using enriched transition systems our behavioral

relations have been characterized operationally, such that standard partition-re�nement

algorithms [103, 138] for their computation become applicable, as well as logically, based

on alterations of the Hennessy-Milner logic [125]. Moreover, the algebraic utility of CCSprio

has been shown by way of an example, involving a typical pattern that can be found in

many distributed systems. In order to gain a better understanding of the relationship of our

approach to Camilleri and Winskel's algebra CCScw [43, 102] we have removed two design

decisions of CCSprio that have been adopted from Chapter 2. The obtained \generalized"

version of CCSprio, called CCS
prio
pp , has been proved to contain CCScw as a sub-algebra.



Chapter 7

A Process Algebra with Multiple

Clocks

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present a temporal process algebra, called CSA (Calculus for Synchrony

and Asynchrony), which is aimed at modeling distributed, timed systems that contain a

number of independent clocks. Technically, CSA extends Hennessy and Regan's TPL [92]

with operators from Andersen and Mendler's PMC [5] for managing multiple clocks. In

doing so we replace the global notion of maximal progress found in TPL with a local one

that is more appropriate for distributed systems. This combination of features yields a

convenient formalism for modeling distributed timed systems; it also introduces semantic

subtleties the solutions to which constitute the body of this chapter.

In CSA there is an important shift of concern underlying the use of multiple clocks [5]

for modeling time in distributed systems. Traditional real-time process algebras, e.g. the

algebra CCSrt presented in Chapter 4, attempt to give a precise and complete description

of the quantitative system behavior, by measuring the distance or the duration of actions

in terms of arithmetic values, for instance natural numbers (discrete time) or real numbers

(dense time). In contrast, the notion of time underlying the concept of multiple clocks,

in particular in connection with maximal progress, is a qualitative one. In this respect

CSA follows the philosophy advocated by Nicollin and Sifakis [136] and others, as well as

synchronous languages such as ESTEREL [20, 21] (cf. Section 8.2). Clocks capture the

qualitative nature of timing constraints, in which it is not the absolute occurrence time

or duration of actions that is constrained but their relative ordering and sequencing with

respect to clocks. In other words, the primary purpose of clocks is to synchronize and to

reduce nondeterminism, not in fact to be counted and to be arithmetized by numbers.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section an example motivates the

utility of multiple clocks and maximal progress for modeling temporal distributed systems.

Section 7.3 de�nes the syntax and semantics of CSA, while Section 7.4 applies our language

to the motivating example. In the following section strong bisimulation [125] is adapted
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to our language, and its theory, including axiomatic, operational, and logical characteri-

zations, is developed. The corresponding observational theory is presented in Section 7.6.

In Section 7.7 we use our calculus to reason about the example system while the following

section is concerned with introducing a clock-hiding operator to CSA. Section 7.9 discusses

our approach and related work whereas the �nal section summarizes this chapter.

7.2 Motivating Example

One standard hardware architecture consists of a number of cooperating synchronous sys-

tems which are distributed over di�erent modules, e.g. chips or boards. Typically, each

module possesses its own central clock to update all of its registers in a synchronous fash-

ion. The clocks of di�erent modules are independent, so that the modules change their

states asynchronously with respect to each other. The modules communicate with the

help of synchronizing registers or bu�ers, which store the output value of a module un-

til it is read by another one. Such architectures are also called globally-asynchronous,

locally-synchronous [44]. They not only arise through physical distribution, e.g. in com-

puter networks where di�erent sites cannot be synchronized by the same clock, but are also

typical for heterogeneous real-time applications. A concrete example is the Br�uel & Kj�r

2145 Vehicle Signal Analyzer reported in [6], a portable real-time measurement equipment,

which consists of several asynchronously clocked processors each of which performs some

dedicated signal processing function.
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Figure 7.1: A globally-asynchronous, locally-synchronous system

A generic example for a globally-asynchronous, locally-synchronous system is depicted

in Figure 7.1, where solid lines represent communication channels and dashed lines sym-

bolize channels of clocks. Both modules, Module1 and Module2, have their own local clocks

�1 and �2, respectively, and their own function blocks, registers, and bu�ers. In every

clock cycle, the function block E computes a new value from the current values of the state

registers R1 and R2, obtained through channels a and b, and outputs it on channel c to be

propagated further through S to register R1 via channel d and to the environment via chan-
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nel e. External input enters the computation through channel in. Register R2 stores the

most recent input value from the environment and, thus, ensures that E never has to wait

for the environment. Component S and busy bu�er B are explained later. Module2 operates

in a similar fashion, with its external input being fed by the output of Module1. Assuming

that the clocks �1 and �2 are independent and continually tick away, this example provides

a simpli�ed but typical instance of a globally-asynchronous, locally-synchronous system.

The example clearly suggests how we can bene�t from a concept of multiple clocks

to model real-world distributed systems. The question of what is an adequate notion of

clock leads us to the second characteristic of our process algebra: the maximal progress

assumption. Let us take a more detailed look at the workings of Module1. The fundamental,

in fact the de�ning, feature of clock �1 is that it must tick only after the previous clock cycle

has been completed, i.e. after the function block E has �nished its internal computation

and the new value has arrived at register R1. Otherwise, the value stored into R1 upon the

tick of �1 is unde�ned. If Module1 has more than one register reading d they may all take

di�erent values, and an inconsistent state may arise. The maximal progress assumption

guarantees that a clock tick is delayed until all internal computations or communications

have come to an end. In the example we assume that the ongoing internal computations

of E, which may implement a complex function or subprogram, are indicated to Module1

by communications on channel busyE.

To take account of distribution, the maximal progress property must be \localized" and

imposed on every module independently. For instance, clock �1 of Module1 must be able

to tick as soon as the previous cycle of �1 has been completed, regardless of the state of

Module2, which operates asynchronously with respect to Module1. In contrast, the tra-

ditional global version of maximal progress would imply that all clocks have to wait for

all computations to complete, whence the system would be globally synchronous. This

global maximal progress assumption cannot be implemented within a distributed architec-

ture since one site cannot recognize whether internal computation local to another site has

been completed. Since a process algebra ideally should be a formal basis for an imple-

mentable programming language, our local version of the maximal progress assumption is

more adequate for distributed systems.

The example applies at various levels of abstraction. At the gate level the registers

correspond to ipops and the function blocks to combinational circuits. At the system level

we may talk about memory and processors and the clocks become abstract synchronization

signals. Further, at the algorithm level Module1 and Module2 may be software modules.

We can think of function blocks as procedures and statements, and of registers as state

variables.

The combined concept of multiple clocks and local maximal progress is quite powerful.

It supports horizontal and vertical forms of synchronous decomposition that correspond

to temporal abstractions with synchronized and nested scales of time. The horizontal

form arises if we compose Module1 and Module2 in parallel with identical clocks �1 =

�2. Then, maximal progress automatically ensures that both systems operate in perfect
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synchrony on a single global state space de�ned by registers R1 to R4. The vertical form

arises when we implement, say, the function E of Module1 as a whole synchronous system

in itself, with its own local clock � (see Section 7.4). Then, maximal progress ensures that

the outer clock �1 waits for the inner computation in E to complete, which may involve

an arbitrary number of � cycles. The localization of maximal progress means, on the

other hand, that the inner clock � is independent of �1, so that the local computations

in E may overlap with the local computations in function blocks that are external, i.e.

parallel, to E. In software the vertical re�nement would correspond to a procedure call,

which spins o� a subcomputation with its own local state space and clock, which upon

completion returns control to the outer sequencing. Both kinds of decompositions are very

useful when designing distributed systems, as they correspond to temporal abstractions

with synchronized and nested scales of time. Examples are the micro and macro time of

Statecharts [91, 143], the zero-delay, �-delay, and real-time levels of VHDL [108], and the

synchrony hypothesis of ESTEREL [20, 21] (see also Section 8.2).

7.3 Syntax and Semantics of CSA

In this section we de�ne the syntax and semantics of our language CSA, which is inspired

by the process algebras TPL [92] and PMC [5], that both descend from ATP [136]. The

syntax of CSA is essentially the same as in PMC; it extends Milner's CCS [125] with a

timeout operator and a clock ignore operator . As for CCSrt (cf. Chapter 4), the semantical

framework of CSA is based on a notion of labeled transition system that involves two kinds

of transitions, action transitions and clock transitions, modeling two di�erent mechanisms

of synchronization and communication in distributed systems. Action transitions, like

in CCS, are local handshake communications in which two processes synchronize to take

a joint state change together. A clock represents the progress of time, which manifests

itself in a recurrent global synchronization event, the clock transition, in which all process

components that are in the regime, or in the scope, of this clock are forced to take part.

In CSA action and clock transitions are not orthogonal concepts that can be speci�ed

independently from each other, but are connected in line with the following intuitions:

� A clock records the progress of time, with two successive clock events marking an

interval of time.

� The passage of time is determined by internal computation that is within the regime

of the clock.

This yields the very speci�c semantic connection between actions and clocks, known as

the maximal progress assumption [92, 173] or as the synchrony hypothesis [21]. Maximal

progress usually is read as the condition that \communications must occur whenever they

are possible," i.e. a process cannot be intercepted by a clock as long as it is able to perform

internal computation. Thus, progress of time is determined by the completion of internal

computation.
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The last feature of CSA is clock scoping . Since we are dealing with distributed systems

and multiple clocks, it is natural to localize the maximal progress assumption with respect

to clocks and to limit the scope of clocks. A communication that reaches outside the scope

is an external computation that must be considered asynchronous with respect to the clock.

It has no �xed relation to the clock, and may �nish either before or after the local clock

tick. Di�erent clocks, which represent di�erent local views of time, may have disjoint,

overlapping, or nested scopes, and amount to di�erent abstractions of time.

Note that clocks in our setting are abstract in the sense that we do not prejudice any

particular way to interpret them. We are free to think of a clock as the ticking of a global

real-time watch measuring o� absolute process time in constant or non-constant intervals,

as the system clock of a synchronous processor, as a recurrent external interrupt, or as the

completion signal of a distributed synchronization protocol. Thus, clocks can be used as

a general and exible means for bundling asynchronous behavior into sequenced intervals,

and to give local meaning to the notions of \before," \after," and \state."

7.3.1 Syntax of CSA

Formally, the syntax of CSA is based on the one of PMC [5]. Let � be a countably in�nite

set of labels or ports, not including the so-called silent or internal action � . With every

a 2 � we associate a complementary action a. Intuitively, an action a 2 � may be thought

of as representing the receipt of an input on port a, while a constitutes the deposit of

an output on a. We de�ne � =df fa j a 2 �g and take A to denote the set of all actions

� [ � [ f�g, where � =2 � [ �. Complementation is lifted to � by de�ning a =df a. As in

CCS [125] an action a communicates with its complement a to produce the internal action

� . We let a; b; : : : range over � [ � and �; �; : : : over A. Besides the set A of actions,

CSA is parameterized in a countable set T = f�; �0; �; : : :g of clocks. There is no further

structure on this set. Also, we do not distinguish between a clock symbol, the actual clock

event, and the imaginary clock mechanism that produces these events. The syntax of our

language is de�ned by the following BNF

P ::= 0 j x j �:P j P + P j P jP j P [f ] j P n L j P "� j bP c�(P ) j �x:P

where x is a variable taken from a countable set of variables V, f : A ! A is a �nite

relabeling , and L � A n f�g is a restriction set . For notational convenience, we de�ne

L =df fa j a 2 Lg. A �nite relabeling satis�es the properties f(�) = � , f(a) = f(a), and

jf� j f(�) 6= �g j <1. Similar to the previous chapters we write [�1=�1; �2=�2; : : : ; �n=�n]

for the relabeling f de�ned by f(�i) = �i for 1 � i � n and f(�) = � for all � 6� �i, 1 �

i � n.. Moreover,"� is called the (static) ignore operator and b�c�(�) the timeout operator .

Further, we use the standard de�nitions for the sort of a term P , S(P ) � � [ �, static

and dynamic operators, free and bound variables, open and closed terms, and contexts.

A variable is called guarded in a term if each occurrence of the variable is in the scope

of a pre�x or of the second argument of a timeout (see below). Syntactic substitution of

variable x by Q in term P is written as P [Q=x] in the remainder. We refer to closed and
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guarded terms as processes. Let P be the set of all processes, ranged over by P;Q;R; : : : ,

and let us denote syntactic equality by �. In order to avoid too many parentheses we

re�ne the binding conventions of CCS. Our operators have decreasing binding strength in

the order restriction and relabeling and ignore, pre�xing and timeout , parallel composition,

summation, and recursion. We extend the timeout operator to sequences of clocks by

bP c =df P and bP c�1(Q1) � � � �n(Qn) =df bbP c�1(Q1) � � � �n�1(Qn�1)c�n(Qn). Moreover,

we often further abbreviate sequences �1 : : : �n of clocks by ~� and sequences Q1 : : : Qn of

processes by ~Q. In this vein, bP c~�( ~Q) is a shorthand for bP c�1(Q1) � � � �n(Qn). Finally,

we abuse notation and write � 2 ~� if � = �i for 1 � i � n and ~� � T for some T � T if

�i 2 T for all 1 � i � n.

7.3.2 Semantics of CSA

The operational semantics of a CSA process P 2 P is given by a labeled transition system

hP ;A [ T ;�!; P i where P is the set of states, A[T the alphabet, �!� P� (A[T )�P

the transition relation, and P the start state. We refer to transitions with labels in A

as action transitions, and to those with labels in T as clock transitions. The transition

relation is de�ned in Table 7.3 using operational rules [141]. For the sake of simplicity,

let us use  for a representative of A [ T , and write P

�! P 0 instead of hP; ; P 0i 2�!.

We say that P may engage in action or clock tick  and thereafter behave like process P 0.

Sometimes it is convenient to write P

�! for 9P 0 2 P : P


�! P 0.

Table 7.1: Initial action sets for CSA

I(�:P ) =df f�g I(�x:P ) =df I(P [�x:P=x])

I(P +Q) =df I(P ) [ I(Q) I(P jQ) =df I(P ) [ I(Q) [ f� j I(P ) \ I(Q) 6= ;g

I(P [f ]) =df ff(�) j� 2 I(P )g I(P n L) =df I(P ) n (L [ L)

I(bP c�0(Q)) =df I(P ) I(P "�0) =df I(P )

To ensure maximal progress the operational rules involve side conditions on initial

action sets. Beside the usual de�nition of I(P ) for the initial action set of a process P

as the smallest set satisfying the equations in Table 7.1, we de�ne the set I�(P ) � I(P )

of all initial actions of P within the scope of the clock � as the smallest set satisfying

the equations in Table 7.2. Moreover, I�(P ) = I(P ) whenever P does not contain any

ignore operator. Finally, we de�ne initial visible action sets by II(P ) =df I(P ) n f�g and

II�(P ) =df I�(P ) n f�g.
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Table 7.2: Clock scoping

I�(�:P ) =df f�g I�(�x:P ) =df I�(P [�x:P=x])

I�(P +Q) =df I�(P ) [ I�(Q) I�(P jQ) =df I�(P ) [ I�(Q) [ f� j I�(P ) \ I�(Q) 6= ;g

I�(P [f ]) =df ff(�) j� 2 I�(P )g I�(P n L) =df I�(P ) n (L [ L)

I�(bP c�0(Q)) =df I�(P ) I�(P "�0) =df I�(P ) if � 6� �0

The operational semantics for action transitions extends the one of CCS by rules deal-

ing with the ignore and the timeout operator. More precisely, the process �:P may engage

in action � and then behave like P . The summation operator + denotes nondeterministic

choice, i.e. the process P +Q may either behave like P or Q. The restriction operator nL

prohibits the execution of actions in L [ L and thus permits the scoping of actions. P [f ]

behaves exactly as P where ordinary actions are renamed by the relabeling f . The process

P jQ stands for the parallel composition of P and Q according to an interleaving seman-

tics with synchronized communication on complementary actions resulting in the internal

action � . The processes P " � and bP c�(Q), involving the ignore and timeout operator,

respectively, behave like P for action transitions. The timeout operator disappears as soon

as P engages in an action transition, thereby observably changing its state. Finally, �x: P

denotes recursion, i.e. �x: P is a process which behaves as a distinguished solution of the

equation x = P .

With respect to clock transitions the operational semantics is set up such that if � 2

I�(P ) then clock � is inhibited. We refer to this kind of pre-emption as local maximal

progress. Its local nature lies in the facts that, in general, I�(P ) 6= I(P ) and that the

sets I�(P ) may be di�erent for di�erent clocks. Accordingly, the process �:P may idle for

each clock � whenever � 6� � . Time has to proceed equally on both sides of summation,

i.e. P + Q can engage in a clock transition and thus delay the nondeterministic choice if

and only if both P and Q can engage in the clock tick. Also both argument processes of

a parallel composition have to synchronize on clock transitions according to Rule (tCom).

Its side condition implements local maximal progress and can alternatively be written as

II�(P ) \ II�(Q) = ;, i.e. there is no pending communication between P and Q on an

action that lies in the scope of �. Clocks can neither be restricted nor relabeled, so the

clock transitions of P [f ] and P n L are the same as those of P . The clock transitions for a

recursive process �x:P are generated by syntactic unfolding in the same way as for action

transitions. Regarding the ignore operator, the process P "� is capable of performing a �-
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Table 7.3: Operational semantics for CSA

Act
��

�:P
�
�! P

tAct
��

a:P
�
�! a:P

� 2 T

Sum1
P

�
�! P 0

P +Q
�
�! P 0

tNil
��

0
�
�! 0

� 2 T

Sum2
Q

�
�! Q0

P +Q
�
�! Q0

tSum
P

�
�! P 0 Q

�
�! Q0

P +Q
�
�! P 0 +Q0

Rel
P

�
�! P 0

P [f ]
f(�)
�! P 0[f ]

tRel
P

�
�! P 0

P [f ]
�
�! P 0[f ]

Res
P

�
�! P 0

P n L
�
�! P 0 n L

� =2 L [ L tRes
P

�
�! P 0

P n L
�
�! P 0 n L

Com1
P

�
�! P 0

P jQ
�
�! P 0jQ

tCom
P

�
�! P 0 Q

�
�! Q0

P jQ
�
�! P 0jQ0

� =2 I�(P jQ)

Com2
Q

�
�! Q0

P jQ
�
�! P jQ0

tIgn1
��

P "�
�
�! P "�

Com3
P

a
�! P 0 Q

a
�! Q0

P jQ
�
�! P 0jQ0

tIgn2
P

�0
�! P 0

P "�
�0
�! P 0 "�

� 6� �0

Ign
P

�
�! P 0

P "�
�
�! P 0 "�

tTO1
��

bP c�(Q)
�
�! Q

� =2 I�(P )

TO
P

�
�! P 0

bP c�(Q)
�
�! P 0

tTO2
P

�0
�! P 0

bP c�(Q)
�0
�! P 0

� 6� �0

Rec
P [�x:P=x]

�
�! P 0

�x:P
�
�! P 0

tRec
P [�x:P=x]

�
�! P 0

�x:P
�
�! P 0

loop, i.e. P ignores �, regardless if � 2 I�(P ) or not. This is consistent with our de�nition

I�(P "�) =df ;, which means that none of the initial actions of P is in the scope of clock �.
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Thus,"� is actually not a scoping but a co-scoping operator, i.e. all processes are assumed

to be within the scope of all clocks unless explicitly excluded using an ignore. Dealing with

co-scoping instead of scoping simpli�es the operational rules in a setting with multiple local

clocks, since the traditional rules for summation and parallel composition with respect to

clock transitions do not need to be changed. Moreover, the process bP c�(Q) can perform

a �-transition to Q provided that P cannot engage in an internal action which is in the

scope of clock �. Since a clock transition also represents an observable change of state, the

timeout operator disappears as soon as P engages in such a transition. This intuition is the

same as for the corresponding unit-delay operator in ATP [136]. For multiple clocks this

leads to Rule (tTO2) in which the timeout for � is dropped when a di�erent �0 ticks. The

idea is that the ordering of the � and �0 ticks is observable and the �rst one determines

the state change. Note, however, that by using recursion to insert explicit clock idling

persistent versions of the timeout can be obtained. Following the usual conventions, an

operator is called static (with respect to actions) if, at top-level, it survives all action

transitions; otherwise it is dynamic (with respect to actions). The summation operator is

treated as dynamic although it is static with respect to clock transitions.

In some proofs given below we construct contexts which include a generalization of the

summation operator indexed over actions contained in sorts. Since CSA provides a binary

summation operator, i.e. only �nite summations can be expressed, the following lemma is

important to show the well-de�nedness of these contexts.

Lemma 7.3.1 (Finite Sorts) The sort S(P ) of every process P 2 P is �nite.

This observation is an immediate consequence of the fact that process terms are �nite, and

relabelings f satisfy the condition jf� j f(�) 6� �g j <1.

The operational semantics for CSA possesses several important properties which are

presented in the next three propositions. The statement of the �rst proposition is essential

for the congruence proofs of some of the behavioral relations presented in the next sections.

It states that a process can always engage in a clock transition provided that it cannot

perform an internal action which is in the scope of this clock � (cf. Proposition 4.3.1(1)).

The validity of the proposition is a consequence of the processes 0 and a:P being able to

idle for all clocks.

Proposition 7.3.2 (Idling Capability)

Let P 2 P and � 2 T satisfying � =2 I�(P ). Then, P
�
�! holds.

Moreover, the semantics satis�es the local maximal progress and the local time determinacy

property. Both are generalizations of the well-known maximal progress and time determi-

nacy properties (cf. Propositions 4.3.1(2) and 4.3.1(3), respectively), for global time, to a

local notion of time in terms of multiple, local clocks.

Proposition 7.3.3 (Local Maximal Progress)

Let P 2 P and � 2 T . Then, P
�
�! implies � =2 I�(P ).
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Local maximal progress is the converse of Proposition 7.3.2. Local time determinacy,

which is a common feature of all real-time process algebras, states that processes react in a

deterministic way to clock ticks, reecting the intuition that the passage of time does not

resolve choices.

Proposition 7.3.4 (Local Time Determinacy)

Let P; P 0; P 00 2 P and � 2 T satisfying P
�
�! P 0 and P

�
�! P 00. Then, P 0 � P 00 holds.

7.4 Example (revisited)

Now let us return to our motivation and formally describe the example presented in Sec-

tion 7.2 in our algebra CSA. We refer to Figure 7.1 and assume that we re�ne the function

module E by a complete synchronous subsystem with its own local clock � 2 T � f�1; �2; �g,

as depicted in Figure 7.2. At top level the structure of the overall system System is

(Module1"�2 j Module2"�1 "�) n feg :

This captures the asynchronous parallel composition of Module1 and Module2. The ignore

operators " �1 and " �2 are introduced so as to make both modules ignore each other's

clocks. The clock � is internal to Module1, whence Module2 ignores it with " �. The

channel e connecting both modules is internal to System, and thus restricted by nfeg.

E

H

R

c

b

j k

l

G

ρ

busy

5

U

m

a

E

Figure 7.2: Component E (re�ned)

At the next structural level we break up the two asynchronous modules, each of which

is a synchronous subsystem. Let us look at the internals of Module1, which is

(E j(R1 j R2 j S j B)"�) n fa; b; c; d; busyEg :

It is a parallel composition of a function block E, state registers R1 and R2, a busy bu�er

B, and a special fork component S. These components communicate via the channels
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fa; b; c; d; busyEg which are internal to Module1 and, therefore, restricted away. The sub-

system (R1 j R2 j S j B) " � ignores the clock �, thus making � local to the function block E.

This function block �nally is decomposed to the synchronous system

E
def
= (H j G j R5 j U) n fj; k; l;mg :

Note that without having given the details for the \primitive" components, our description

already captures the relevant synchronization structure of the example. By considering

which primitive parallel component is in the scope of which ignore operator we can identify

independent and nested synchronous subsystems.

Now let us turn our attention to the synchronous subsystem E (cf. Figure 7.2) and �ll in

some of the details. Block E should read its inputs from channels a and b, take an arbitrary

number of cycles of clock � to compute a result that is then passed over to the environment

on output channel c. The algorithm for this computation is contained in function block G.

The register R5 stores the intermediate values, i.e. represents the local state on which the

algorithm works. The function block H may be a preprocessing stage, and the component

U is assumed to be a fork process that distributes the data on its input k to outputs l and

c, i.e.

U
def
= �x: k:l:(�y: c:x+ �:y) :

The � -loop indicates waiting for external output through channel c, which will inhibit the

local clock � as long as the output has not been delivered. In CSA the register might be

speci�ed as

R5
def
= �x: bl:xc�(�y:m:x+ l:y) :

It continuously accepts an updating input on channel l, and when the clock � ticks it changes

its state to �y:m:R5 + l:y. In this state the output action m starts the next computation

cycle, while the l-loop makes sure that the register is always input-enabled. If our channels

would carry real data then the new value injected into the next cycle with m would be

the last value read from input l before the clock tick. This means that the l-loop after the

clock must not change the registered value. From the value supplied by m after each clock

tick, the function blocks compute a next state value that eventually ends up being latched

into R5 again through l. Then the cycle is completed and � may tick again. To indicate

the simplest case of a function block let H be the trivial iteration

H
def
= �x: a:�:j:x :

Accordingly, H �rst reads an external input from a, then performs an internal computation

represented by � , and �nally outputs on j, whereupon it returns to the initial state. For

a function block with more than one input more complicated input-output patterns are

possible. For instance, we want G to implement an algorithm that reads its inputs b and j
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and initial statem and then computes its function in a number of steps, storing intermediate

results in register R5. The following CSA process speci�es such a behavior:

G
def
= �x:m:j:b:G1 G1

def
= �y: �:(k:x+ k:G2) G2

def
= �z:m:y + busyE:z :

G consumes the register value on m and the result of function H on j, reads an input from

the environment through channel b, and then passes to G1, which is the actual computation

state. After a �nite amount of internal computation, indicated by the leading � , a result

is computed that may be output with action k. Now two possibilities arise: either the

algorithm is completed, in which case we pass back to the initial state G (variable x), or

we carry on with another clock cycle, in which case we move to state G2. This decision,

of course, depends on the data, but since we do not consider values, we model this as a

nondeterministic choice. In G2 we have reached a �nal state of a single � clock cycle, but

only an intermediate state of the algorithm implemented by E. The busyE-loop signals this

to the environment of E in order to inhibit the outer clock �1. In the intermediate state G2
of the algorithm we do not need to read new input data, but only get the next state by m

and continue with G1.

The above speci�cation example shows how the ignore operator can be used to localize

clocks, and the timeout operator to model the synchronized updating of registers. Maximal

progress controls when a clock tick is possible and when it is delayed. The only way to stop

a clock is by internal divergence, e.g. arising from a feed-back loop that does not contain

any clocked register. In this case of a violated design rule, the function blocks produce

divergence and the local clock of that module is never able to tick. This relationship

between design error, internal divergence, and conceptual time stop is very natural for

synchronous hardware, which stresses the adequacy of the maximal progress model.

7.5 A Semantic Theory based on Strong Bisimulation

The transition systems produced by the operational semantics are a rather �ne-grained

semantic view of processes. Usually, we are interested in more abstract behavioral aspects,

and to capture those in terms of equations. For instance, for TPL [92] a testing semantics

has been investigated and axiomatized. Here we follow PMC [5] and develop a semantic

theory based on bisimulation [125]. Our aim in this section is to characterize the largest

congruence contained in the \naive" strong bisimulation [125], where we treat clocks as

actions, and to axiomatize this congruence for several classes of processes.

De�nition 7.5.1 (Naive Temporal Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is called naive strong bisimulation if for every hP;Qi 2 R,

 2 A[ T , the following condition holds.

P

�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q


�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P �nQ if hP;Qi 2 R for some naive temporal strong bisimulation R.
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It is straightforward to establish that �n is the largest naive temporal strong bisimulation

and that �n is an equivalence relation. Unfortunately, though not surprisingly, �n is not

a congruence. The reason is that the transition system of a process P does not contain

the clock scoping information I�(P ) needed to determine the transition system of C[P ] for

all CSA contexts C[X]. For instance, a:0�n a:0 "� but a:0 j a:0 6�n (a:0 "�) j a:0 since the

right-hand process can do a �-transition while the corresponding �-transition of the left-

hand process is pre-empted due to maximal progress. In this example a:0 and a:0"� have

identical transition systems but di�erent clock scoping, e�ecting di�erent pre-emption of

clock transitions in parallel contexts. However, Proposition 2.4.3, adapted from universal

algebra, shows a way to address the compositionality problem by stating the existence of

the largest congruence contained in �n. Therefore, we devote the rest of this section in

characterizing this largest congruence for which we have to take clock scoping into account.

7.5.1 Temporal Strong Bisimulation

The relation ', which repairs the congruence defect of �n, is de�ned as follows.

De�nition 7.5.2 (Temporal Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is a temporal strong bisimulation if for every hP;Qi 2 R,

� 2 A, and � 2 T the following conditions hold.

1. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R, and

2. P
�
�! P 0 implies II�(Q) � II�(P ) and 9Q0: Q

�
�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P 'Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some temporal strong bisimulation R.

The di�erence between this de�nition and that of �n is the additional condition II�(Q) �

II�(P ) concerning the clock scoping. The de�nition of P 'Q requires not only that all clock

transitions in P and Q must match each other, but also that with respect to all these clocks

� the pre-emption potential of both P and Q must be identical, i.e. II�(P ) = II�(Q). Note

that nothing is required for those clocks � that are stopped in P andQ. By Proposition 7.3.2

those are the ones for which � 2 I�(P ) and � 2 I�(Q). Thus, we may replace the extra

condition II�(Q) � II�(P ) by I�(Q) � I�(P ) and get the same relation. The equivalence

' can be extended to open terms in the usual way. Now, we can state the following

proposition.

Proposition 7.5.3 The relation ' is a congruence with respect to all operators, i.e. for

all CSA contexts C[X] we have: P 'Q implies C[P ]'C[Q].

Proof: Since the semantics of the restriction and of the relabeling operators are the same

as in the PMC{framework we obtain their compositionality relatively easily by adapting

the results presented in [5] under the consideration of the de�nition of visible initial actions

sets with respect to the scope of clocks. Also the compositionality of ' for pre�xing is

easy to establish. Therefore, we concentrate on the more interesting cases. In the following

let P;Q;R; S 2 P be arbitrary processes such that P 'Q, R'S, and � 2 T . Then
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1. P jR ' Q jR,

2. P "� ' Q"�, and

3. bP c�(R)'bQc�(S).

The proofs of these statements follow the principle of bisimulation proofs as introduced

in [125].

1. By the de�nition of ' it is su�cient to prove that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP jR;Q jRi jP 'Q ;R 2 Pg

is a temporal strong bisimulation. Therefore, let hP jR;Q jRi 2 R be arbitrary.

� Case 1: The case P jR
�
�! S for some � 2 A and S 2 P follows the lines of

the corresponding case in CCS [125] and, therefore, is omitted.

� Case 2: Let P jR
�
�! S for some � 2 T and S 2 P . According to the only

applicable semantic Rule (tCom) we know that P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P ,

R
�
�! R0 for some R0 2 P , II�(P ) \ II�(R) = ;, and S � P 0 jR0. Since

P 'Q there exists a process Q0 2 P such that II�(Q) � II�(P ), Q
�
�! Q0,

and P 0'Q0. Therefore, we may conclude that Q jR
�
�! Q0 jR0 by Rule (tCom)

since II�(Q)\II�(R) = ;, and II�(Q jR) = II�(Q)[II�(R) � II�(P )[II�(R) =

II�(P jR) by the de�nition of II�(�). Moreover, hP 0 jR0; Q0 jR0i 2 R holds by

the de�nition of R, which �nishes the proof.

2. By De�nition 7.5.2 it is su�cient to show that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP "�;Q"�i jP 'Qg

is a temporal strong bisimulation. Thus, let hP "�;Q"�i 2 R.

� Case 1: Let P " �
�
�! P 0 " � for some P 0 2 P , i.e. P

�
�! P 0 by Rule (Ign).

Since P 'Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�! Q0 and

P 0'Q0. Applying Rule (Ign) and the de�nition of R yields Q"�
�
�! Q0 "� and

hP 0 "�;Q0 "�i 2 R.

� Case 2: Let P " �
�
�! P " � by Rule (tIgn1). By the same rule we derive

Q " �
�
�! Q " �, and by assumption we have hP "�;Q"�i 2 R. Moreover,

II�(Q"�) = ; = II�(P "�) holds, too.

� Case 3: Let P " �
�0
�! P 0 " � for some P 0 2 P and �0 6� �, i.e. P

�0
�! P 0

by Rule (tIgn2). Since P 'Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such

that II�0(Q) � II�0(P ), Q
�0
�! Q0, and P 0'Q0. Applying Rule (tIgn2), the

de�nition of R, and the de�nition of II�0(�) we may conclude Q "�
�0
�! Q0 "�,

hP 0 "�;Q0 "�i 2 R, and II�0(Q"�) = II�0(Q) � II�0(P ) = II�0(P "�).
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3. It is su�cient to prove that the symmetric relation

R =df fhbP c�(R); bQc�(S)i jP 'Q and R'Sg [ '

is a temporal strong bisimulation. Consider a pair hbP c�(R); bQc�(S)i 2 R.

� Case 1: Let bP c�(R)
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P. According to the only applicable

semantic Rule (TO) of CSA we know that P
�
�! P 0. Since P 'Q holds, the

existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�! Q0 and P 0'Q0 is guaranteed. By

Rule (TO) we may conclude that bQc�(S)
�
�! Q0. Moreover, hP 0; Q0i 2 R by

the de�nition of R.

� Case 2: Let bP c�(R)
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P . By Rule (tTO1) we know that

P 0 � R and � =2 I�(P ). Moreover, Proposition 7.3.2 guarantees that P
�
�!.

Because P 'Q also Q
�
�! is satis�ed and II�(Q) � II�(P ). Thus, � =2 I�(Q)

by our notion of maximal progress (cf. Proposition 7.3.3), bQc�(S)
�
�! S by

Rule (tTO1), and II�(bQc�(S)) = II�(Q) � II�(P ) = II�(bP c�(Q)) according

to the de�nition of II�(�). The observation R'S concludes this case.

� Case 3: Let bP c�(R)
�0
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P where �0 6� �. Thus, P

�0
�! P 0

by Rule (tTO2). Since P 'Q it follows that II�0(Q) � II�0(P ), Q
�0
�! Q0,

and P 0'Q0 for some Q0 2 P . According to Rule (tTO2) we conclude that

bQc�(S)
�0
�! Q0. Moreover, we have II�0(bQc�(S)) � II�0(bP c�(R)) because

II�0(bQc�(S)) = II�0(Q) and II�0(bP c�(R)) = II�0(P ). Since hP 0; Q0i 2 R by

the de�nition of R, we are done.

The proof of the compositionality of recursion requires to introduce a notion of temporal

strong bisimulation up to. This de�nition and the compositionality proof itself can be done

along the lines of CCS with respect to strong bisimulation (cf. [125]). �

The next theorem states the main result of this section. It borrows from ideas which have

already been presented in the proof of Theorem 6.4.5.

Theorem 7.5.4 Temporal observational congruence ' is the largest congruence contained

in naive temporal strong bisimulation �n, i.e. ' = �+
n .

Proof: According to Proposition 7.5.3 the relation ' is a congruence, which is con-

tained in �n since ' can be shown to be a naive temporal strong bisimulation. By

Proposition 2.4.3 we know that the largest congruence �+
n in �n exists and how it is

characterized. Therefore, ' � �+
n , and it remains to show that P 'Q for some processes

P;Q 2 P whenever C[P ]�n C[Q] for all CSA contexts C[X]. For this it su�ces to consider

the equivalence �a =df fhP;Qi jCPQ[P ]�n CPQ[Q]g. Here, CPQ[X]
def
= X jHPQ and

HPQ
def
= �x:(e:0 +

X
L�S(P )[S(Q)

�:(DL + dL:x))
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where DL is de�ned as
P

d2L d:0. Note that HPQ is well-de�ned because of Lemma 7.3.1.

The actions e and dL, and their complements, are supposed to be \fresh" actions. In this

section we do not make use of the existence of the distinguished action e in the context but

we do so when re-using this context in the proof of Theorem 7.6.8 below. In order to �nish

it is su�cient to prove the inclusion �a � ' since the inclusion �+
n � �a is obvious.

According to De�nition 7.5.2 we show that �a is a temporal strong bisimulation. Let

P;Q 2 P satisfying P �aQ, i.e. we have CPQ[P ]�n CPQ[Q] by the de�nition of �a. In the

following, we consider two cases distinguishing if process P performs an action transition

or a clock transition. In each case the transition of P leads to a transition of CPQ[P ].

According to the de�nition of �n matching transitions must exist which mimic each step.

From the existence of these transitions we may conclude additional conditions which are

su�cient to establish �a as a temporal strong bisimulation.

� Situation 1: Let P
�
�! P 0 for some process P 0 2 P and some action � 2 A.

According to our operational semantics we have CPQ[P ] � P jHPQ
�
�! P 0 jHPQ �

CPQ[P
0]. This transition can only be matched by a corresponding transition of the

process Q, say Q
�
�! Q0 for some Q0 2 P . This is even true in the case � � � because

the � -successors of HPQ have the distinguished actions dL enabled. Therefore, we

have CPQ[Q] � Q jHPQ
�
�! Q0 jHPQ � CPQ[Q

0] and CPQ[P
0]�n CPQ[Q

0]. Because

S(P 0) � S(P ) and S(Q0) � S(Q) , also CP 0Q0 [P 0]�n CP 0Q0 [Q0] holds. Thus, P 0�aQ
0.

� Situation 2: Let P
�
�! P 0 for some process P 0 2 P and some clock � 2 T . As

illustrated in Figure 7.3, we let CPQ[P ] perform a � -transition to P jHL, where

HL
def
= DL + dL:HPQ and L =df fc j c 2 (S(P ) [ S(Q)) n II�(P )g. Then, P jHL can

perform a �-transition to P 0 jHL according to Rule (tCom). Finally, we let P 0 jHL

engage in the dL-transition to the process P 0 jHPQ.

The process CPQ[Q] has to match the �rst step by a � -transition to the process Q jHL

since only this process has the distinguished action dL enabled.

Now, we take a closer look at the second step. We have to match a �-transition.

Therefore, Q has to perform a �-transition to some process Q0 2 P and the process

HL has to idle on �, i.e. Q jHL
�
�! Q0 jHL. According to Rule (tCom), the condition

II�(Q) \ II�(HL) = ; has to be satis�ed. Because of the choice of L, this implies

II�(Q) � II�(P ).

Finally, the last step can only be matched by the transition Q0 jHL
dL�! Q0 jHPQ.

Thus, CPQ[P
0] � P 0 jHPQ�nQ

0 jHPQ � CPQ[Q
0].

Since S(P 0) � S(P ) and S(Q0) � S(Q) it follows that CP 0Q0 [P 0]�n CP 0Q0 [Q0], i.e.

P 0�aQ
0.

Thus, �a is a temporal strong bisimulation, i.e. �a � ' according to De�nition 7.5.2.

Hence, �+
n � �a � ', which { together with the inclusion ' � �+

n obtained earlier {

yields ' = �+
n , as desired. �
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P j HPQ �n Q j HPQ

?

�

?

�

P j (DL + dL:HPQ) �n Q j (DL + dL:HPQ)

?

�

?

�

P 0 j (DL + dL:HPQ) �n Q0 j (DL + dL:HPQ)

?

dL

?

dL

P 0 j HPQ �n Q0 j HPQ

Figure 7.3: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (2)

7.5.2 Axiomatic Characterization

In this section, we provide an axiomatization of ' for regular processes, i.e. a class of �nite-

state processes that do not contain static operators inside recursion. Since axiomatization

is a term-based technique we will use the letters t; u; v; : : : to range over CSA terms, possibly

containing free variables. Moreover, we often call processes, i.e. closed and guarded terms,

process terms in this section. In order to develop the axiomatization, it is convenient to

add a new ignore operator # � to CSA, called dynamic ignore. The idea is, similar to

axiomatizations for CCS [125], to eliminate static operators in process terms such that our

completeness proof only has to deal with the dynamic operators and recursion. However, in

contrast to PMC, the behavior of the ignore operator cannot be expressed by the existing

dynamic operators and recursion since those cannot mimic clock co-scoping. To this end,

we introduce a dynamic version of the ignore operator with the desired abilities.

De�nition 7.5.5 (Dynamic Ignore)

The semantics of the dynamic ignore operator # � is de�ned by the following operational

rules.
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DIgn
t

�
�! t0

t#�
�
�! t0

tDIgn1
��

t#�
�
�! t#�

tDIgn2
t

�0
�! t0

t#�
�0
�! t0 #�

� 6� �0

Moreover, we extend the de�nition of I�(�) by I�(t#�
0) =df I�(t"�

0).

Observe that Rules (tDIgn1) and (tDIgn2) for the dynamic ignore operator are identical

to Rules (tIgn1) and (tIgn2) for the (static) ignore operator, respectively. The dynamic

behavior of # � is apparent in Rule (DIgn) where the operator is dropped after an initial

action transition. It is important to observe that ' is compositional with respect to the

dynamic ignore operator.

Proposition 7.5.6 Let � 2 T and t; u terms such that t'u. Then t#�'u#�.

The proof is similar to the corresponding one for the ignore operator and, therefore, omitted.

De�nition 7.5.7 (Regular and Finite Process Terms)

A process term t is called regular if it is built from nil, pre�xing, summation, timeout,

dynamic ignore, variables, and recursion. We say that t is rs-free, where rs abbreviates

recursion through static operators, if every subterm �x: u of t is regular. Finally, a process

term t is �nite if it does not contain any recursion operator.

Table 7.4: Axiomatization of ' (Part I)

(A1) t+ u=u+ t (B1) bbtc�(u)c�(v) = btc�(v)

(A2) t+ (u+ v) = (t+ u) + v (B2) bbtc�(u)c�0(v) = bbtc�0(v)c�(u) � 6� �0

(A3) t+ t= t (B3) btc�(u) + bvc�(w) = bt+ vc�(u+ w)

(A4) t+ 0= t

(D1) 0[f ] =0 (C1) 0 n L=0

(D2) (�:t)[f ] = f(�):(t[f ]) (C2) (�:t) n L=0 � 2 L [ L

(D3) (t+ u)[f ] = t[f ] + u[f ] (C3) (�:t) n L=�:(t n L) � =2 L [ L

(D4) (btc�(u))[f ] = bt[f ]c�(u[f ]) (C4) (t+ u) n L= t n L+ u n L

(C5) (btc�(u)) n L= bt n Lc�(u n L)

Note that the class of regular processes subsumes CSA processes in standard concurrent

form [125]. Now, we turn to the axioms for temporal strong bisimulation. We write

� `rs t = u if t can be rewritten to u by using the axioms in Tables 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6,
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� `r t = u if t can be rewritten to u by using all axioms except Axioms (D1){(D4),

Axioms (C1){(C5), Axioms (I1){(I8), and Axiom (E), and

� `f t = u if t can be rewritten to u by using all axioms except Axioms (R0){(R2).

Clearly, both `f t = u and `r t = u imply `rs t = u. Many axioms are identical to the ones

presented in [5] for PMC. Axioms (L1){(L9), and (I8) deal with the new dynamic ignore

operator, where Axioms (L9) and (I8) capture the relationship between the static and the

dynamic ignore operator. Moreover, the expansion axiom, Axiom (E), has been adapted to

our algebra. The new semantic extension compared to PMC is reected by Axioms (P1),

(P2), (S1), and (S2). Equations (P1) and (P2) deal with the (local) pre-emptive power of

� , and Equations (S1) and (S2) make the implicit idling of clocks explicit.

Table 7.5: Axiomatization of ' (Part II)

(I1) 0"�=0 (I5) (t"�)"�= t"�

(I2) (t+ u)"�= t"� + u"� (I6) (t"�)"�=(t"�)"�

(I3) (t n L)"�=(t"�) n L (I7) (btc�(u))"�= bt"�c�(u"�)�((btc�(u))"�)

(I4) (t[f ])"�=(t"�)[f ] (I8) (�:t)"�=(�:(t"�))#�

(L1) 0#�=0 (L5) (t#�)#�= t#�

(L2) (t+ u)#�= t#� + u#� (L6) (t#�)#�=(t#�)#�

(L3) (t n L)#�=(t#�) n L (L7) (btc�(u))#�= bt#�c�(u#�)�((btc�(u))#�)

(L4) (t[f ])#�=(t#�)[f ] (L8) (�:t)#T + (�:u)#T 0=(�:t+ �:u)#(T \ T 0)

(L9) (t"�)#�=(t#�)"�

(S1) 0= b0c�(0) (P1) (�:t)#T + u#�=(�:t)#T + u � =2 T

(S2) �:t= b�:tc�(�:t) (P2) b(�:t)#T + uc�(v) = (�:t)#T + u � =2 T

Axioms (L5) and (L6) allow us to introduce the notation t #T , where T = f�1; : : : �ng

is a �nite set of clocks, as a shorthand for t#�1 : : :#�n. The same is true if we replace the

dynamic ignore operator by the static one (cf. Axioms (I5) and (I6)). Thus, the simplifying

notation in Axioms (L8), (P1), (P2), and (E) is justi�ed. Observe that in Axiom (I7), and

likewise in Axiom (L7), we may not simply push the ignore operator inside the operands

of the timeout operator since, otherwise, the term on the left side can idle on � but the

term on the right side looses its timeout handler u " � when performing a �-step. Thus,

this idling is inserted explicitly in the right-side term. Axiom (L8) captures the fact that

action � is not in the scope of clock � whenever each occurrence of � is not in the scope of

� (cf. our de�nition of the II�(�){sets and the operational rules).
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Table 7.6: Axiomatization of ' (Part III)

(E) Let t � b
P

i2I(
P

j2Ji
�i:tij)#Tic~�(~v) ; u � b

P
i2I(
P

k2Ki
�i:uik)#Uic~�(~w)

and ~� � �1; : : : ; �n :Then t j u = brc�1(v1 jw1) � � � �n(vn jwn) where

r �
P

i2I((
P

j2Ji
�i:(tij j u))#Ti + (

P
k2Ki

�i:(t j uik))#Ui) +P
i;i02I f

P
j2Ji

P
k2Ki

(�:(tij j ui0k))#(Ti [ Ui0) j �i = �i0g

(R0) �x:t = �y:(t[y=x]) y does not occur in t

(R1) �x:t = t[�x:t=x]

(R2) ` u = t[u=x] implies ` u = �x:t x guarded in t

The Expansion Axiom (E) in Table 7.6, which uses the symbol
P

for the indexed

version of + , shows how to eliminate the parallel composition operator. The timeout

part of t ju is de�ned pointwise for each clock. The summation part r splits up into two

summands. The summand in the �rst line considers action transitions performed by one

side alone, while the summand in the second line deals with the communication case. If

we drop the dynamic ignore operators#Ti,#Ui, and#Ti [ Ui0 , the action part r has exactly

the same structure as the Expansion Axiom in CCS [125]. The dynamic ignore operators

are determined naturally by our clock-scoping semantics. Speci�cally, the dynamic ignore

set #Ti [ Ui0 leaves the internal action � in the scope of a clock � if and only if � =2 Ti and

� =2 Ui0 , i.e. � is connected to each of the communicating actions �i and �i0 .

Theorem 7.5.8 (Soundness)

The presented axioms are sound, i.e. `rs t = u for terms t and u implies t'u.

Proof: According to the standard extension of the de�nition of temporal strong bisim-

ulation to open terms it is su�cient to verify the soundness of the axioms for all closed

instantiations. This is straightforward for most axioms by constructing a corresponding

bisimulation. More precisely, if s = t is an arbitrary axiom, except Axiom (R0), (R1),

or (R2), then

fhs[�]; t[�]i j � is a closed substitutiong [ Id ;

where Id is the identity relation on process terms, can be shown to be a temporal strong

bisimulation by inspecting the initial action and clock transitions.

For Axiom (R0) the proof follows the lines of the corresponding one in [124]. The validity

of Axiom (R1) is due to the unfolding rules, Rules (Rec) and (tRec), i.e. the process term

�x:t has exactly the same derivatives as the process term t[�x:t=x]. Finally, the soundness
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of Axiom (R2) comes down to the statement that if for all closed substitutions � the relation

u[�] ' t[u=x][�] holds, then u[�0] ' (�x:t)[�0] for all closed substitutions �0, provided that x

is guarded in t. We may assume that x is not free in u since, otherwise, we can rename x by

Axiom (R0). Hence, w.l.o.g. t[u=x][�0] � t[�0][u[�0]=x] and (�x:t)[�0] � �x:(t[�0]). Therefore,

for proving the validity of Axiom (R2) it is su�cient to show that for all process terms

p and �x:t such that p ' t[p=x] the equivalence p ' �x:t holds. For establishing this, we

consider the relation

R =df fhv[p=x]; v[�x:t=x]i j in v at most the variable x is freeg

and show that R is a temporal strong bisimulation up to ' by induction on the height of

derivations. The proof uses the assumption p ' t[p=x] and the guardedness of x in t. �

Table 7.7: Explicit clock sets

C(0) =df ; C(x) =df ;

C(�:t) =df C(t) C(�x:t) =df C(t)

C(t+ u) =df C(t) [ C(u) C(t ju) =df C(t) [ C(u)

C(t[f ]) =df C(t) C(t n L) =df C(t)

C(t"�) =df C(t) [ f�g C(t#�) =df C(t) [ f�g

C(btc�(u)) =df C(t) [ C(u) [ f�g

In order to prove the completeness of our axiomatization with respect to temporal strong

bisimulation we introduce a notion of normal form that is based on the following de�nition

of summation form. Although our completeness result is only concerned with process

terms, which are closed, free variables needs to be taken care of in summation forms to

permit induction on the structure of terms. We also introduce the �nite set C(t) of clocks

explicitly occurring in terms t, which is inductively de�ned over the structure of t as shown

in Table 7.7. In fact, our completeness proof only makes the clock behavior of these

clocks which occur in the terms under consideration explicit and, thus, allows us to prove

completeness even when the clock universe is in�nite.
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De�nition 7.5.9 (Summation Form)

A term t with free variables in ~x � V is called in h~�; ~xi-summation form if it is of the shape

t � tmain + tvar � b
mX
j=1

(

njX
k=1

�j :tjk)#Tjc~�(~t) +
oX
l=1

bxg(l) #Slc~�l(~tl);

where (i) m;nj; o 2 N and m � 1, (ii) 81 � j � m: Tj � T and �j 2 A, (iii) 81 � l �

o: Sl � T and xg(l) 2 ~x, where g is a function on indices, (iv) ~t and tjk are terms with free

variables in ~x for all 1 � j � m and 1 � k � nj, and (v) for all 1 � l � o the components

of ~tl are either identical to 0 or to xg(l) # Sl. Additionally, t must satisfy the following

conditions:

1. �1 � � ,

2. n1 = 0 implies T1 = ~�,

3. 81 � j0; j00 � m: j0 6= j00 implies �j0 6� �j00,

4. 81 � j � m: Tj � ~�, and

5. 81 � l � o: ~�l � ~� and Sl � ~�.

Note that the \variable"-summand tvar of a summation form t disappears if ~x = � according

to Axiom (A4). Intuitively, whereas the �rst three conditions only have to do with the

arrangement of summands in summation forms, the last two conditions state that explicit

clocks appearing as arguments in the local summation operator or the timeout operators

in the \variable"-summand tvar must be in ~�, i.e. their behavior has to be made explicit.

In the following we say that an equation is in h~�; ~xi-summation form if its right-hand side

term is in h~�; ~xi-summation form. We �rst show that every regular process term can be

rewritten into summation form in the following sense.

Proposition 7.5.10 For any regular term t with free unguarded variables in ~x and free

guarded variables in ~y and for every ~� � C(t) there exist terms ~t = t1 : : : th provably

satisfying h equations such that `r ti = ui for some terms

ui � b

m(i)X
j=1

(

nj(i)X
k=1

�ij :te(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~tf(i)) +

o(i)X
l=1

bxg(i;l) #Silc~�il(~til)

and 1 � i � h, where e; f; g are functions on indices, ~til is a vector over t1; : : : ; th, the

term u1 is in h~�; ~xi-summation form, and uj is in h~�; ~x~yi-summation form for 1 < j � h.

Moreover, `r t = t1.

Proof: Let t be a regular term with free unguarded variables in ~x and free guarded

variables in ~y. Moreover, let ~� be a sequence of clocks such that ~� � C(t). The proof is

done by induction on the structure of t.
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� t � 0:

By repeated application of Axioms (S1) and (L1) we infer `r 0 = b0c~�(~0) =

b0#~�c~�(~0), and by applying Axiom (A4) `r 0 = 0 + 0 = b0#~�c~�(~0) + 0.

Since the empty sum is identical to 0 this is an equation in h~�; ~xi-summation

form.

� t � x:

Especially, x 2 ~x. By the previous case we know that `r 0 = b0#~�c~�(~0).

Hence by Axiom (A4), by repeated application of Axiom (L1), and by

notational convention, `r x = x#; = 0 + x#; = b0#~�c~�(~0) + x#; which

is an equation in h~�; ~xi-summation form.

� t � �:u:

Here, all free variables in t are guarded, i.e. ~x = �. However, the variables

in ~y may occur unguarded in u. Since ~� � C(u) = C(�:u) we may apply

the induction hypothesis for u and �nd terms ~u = u1 � � � uh provably sat-

isfying h equations where ui is in h~�; ~yi-summation form for 1 � i � h.

Moreover, `r u = u1. By repeatedly applying Axiom (S2) we obtain

`r �:u = b�:uc~�( ~�:u), and by applying Axiom (A4) `r �:u = �:u + 0 =

b�:uc~�( ~�:u) + 0. Per convention, we have �:u � (�:u) # ;. Moreover, if

� 6� � we may apply Axioms (A4) and (L1) repeatedly in order to ob-

tain `r �:u = 0 # ~� + (�:u) # ;. Hence, `r �:u = b(�:u)#;c~�( ~�:u) + 0,

if � � � , and `r �:u = b0#~� + (�:u)#;c~�( ~�:u) + 0, otherwise, which

are equations in h~�; ~yi-summation form. Finally, we �nish by adding the

equation `r �:u1 = b(�:u1)#;c~�( ~�:u1) + 0, if � � � , and `r �:u1 =

b0#~� + (�:u1)#;c~�( ~�:u1) + 0, otherwise, to the equations obtained by the

induction hypothesis.

� t � u+ v:

First, observe that ~� � C(u), ~� � C(v) since ~� � C(t) = C(u) [ C(v), and u

and v have free unguarded variables in ~x and free guarded variables in ~x~y.

By induction hypothesis there exist terms ~u provably satisfying equations

where `r u = u1, the term u1 is in h~�; ~xi-summation form and the other

terms are in h~�; ~x~yi-summation form. Further, there exist terms ~v provably

satisfying equations where `r v = v1, the term v1 is in h~�; ~xi-summation

form and the other terms are in h~�; ~x~yi-summation form. Adding together

the corresponding equations for each ui and vi0 and applying Axiom (B3)

to add the \main"-summands ui;main and vi0;main, we obtain the required

summation form by rearranging the summands inside the new \main"-

summand using Axioms (L2) and (L8) plus the commutativity and associa-

tivity axioms. Now, it is easy to see that the collection of equations for u
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and v and the new equations ui+ vi0 give a set of equations of the required

form satisfying `r u+ v = u1 + v1.

� t � buc�(v):

As in the previous case we may apply the induction hypothesis since ~� �

C(u) and ~� � C(v) according to the premise ~� � C(t) and the fact that

C(t) = C(u)[ C(v)[f�g. Observe that free unguarded variables in v occur

guarded in t. Using the h~�; ~xi-summation form for u1 we get a h~�; ~xi-

summation form for buc�(v) by manipulating bu1c�(v1) as follows. By

Axiom (A3) we have `r v1 = v1+ 0 such that we can apply Axiom (B3) to

distribute �(v1) to the \main"-summand u1;main and �(0) to the \variable"-

summand u1;var of u1, which yields again a h~�; ~xi-summation form after

repeatedly applying Axiom (A4) in the \variable"-summand tvar. Together

with the other equations for u and v, this gives a set of equations of the

required form.

� t � u#�:

Here, we have ~� � C(u) since ~� � C(t) and C(t) = C(u) [ f�g. Especially,

� 2 ~�. Moreover, u may contain free unguarded variables in ~x and free

guarded variables in ~y. By induction hypothesis there exist terms ~u =

u1 � � � uh provably satisfying h equations where `r u = u1, the term u1 is

in h~�; ~xi-summation form and the terms ui, for 1 < i � h, are in h~�; ~x~yi-

summation form. More precisely,

`r ui = ui;main + ui;var

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :ue(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~uf(i))+

Po(i)
l=1bxg(i;l) #Silc~�il(~uil)

for some index functions e, f , and g. Let ti
def
= ui #�. Then

`r ti

= (b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :ue(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~uf(i)) +

Po(i)
l=1bxg(i;l) #Silc~�il(~uil))#�
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= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :ue(i;j;k))#(Tij [ f�g)c~�(~uf(i) #�)�(ui;main #�) +

Po(i)
l=1bxg(i;l) #(Sil [ f�g)c~�il(~uil #�)�(ui;var #�)

by repeated application of Axiom (L2) to push # � inside the

sums and application of Axiom (L7) { as well as Axioms (B1)

and (B2) { to push it successively inside the timeouts. The

expression ~uf(i) #� denotes the pointwise application of #�.

Moreover, we associate with ui;main#� the equation

`r ui;main#�

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :ue(i;j;k))#(Tij [ f�g)c~�(~uf(i) #�)�(ui;main #�) + 0

which is in h~�; ~x~yi-summation form. Finally, we insert for ui;var # � the

equation

`r ui;var #� = b0#~�c~�(~0) +

o(i)X
l=1

bxg(i;l) #(Sil [ f�g)c~�il(~uil #�)�(ui;var #�)

which is also of the required form after rewriting every component of ~uil #�

identical to 0#� to 0 by Axiom (L1).

� t � �z:u:

This is the most challenging case. Assume z =2 ~x~y; otherwise, use Ax-

iom (R0) to rename z. Since bound variables are guarded, u has free

unguarded variables in ~x and free guarded variables in ~yz. Since ~� �

C(t) = C(u) we may apply the induction hypothesis to obtain h equations

~u = u1 � � � uh such that u1 is in h~�; ~xi-summation form, i.e.

`r u1 = b

m(1)X
j=1

(

nj(1)X
k=1

�1j :ue(1;j;k))#T1jc~�(~uf(1)) +

o(1)X
l=1

bxg(1;l) #S1lc~�1l(~u1l)

where xg(1;l) 6� z for 1 � l � o(1), and ui, where 1 < i � h, is in h~�; ~x~yzi-

summation form, i.e.

`r ui = b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij:ue(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~uf(i))+

(
Po(i)

l=1bxg(i;l) #Silc~�il(~uil)) +
Po0(i)

l=1 bz #S
0
ilc~�

0
il(~u

0
il)
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where all xg(i;l) 6= z. Also, `r u = u1. Hence, `r t = �z:u = �z:u1. For

1 < i � h take ti
def
= ui[t=z]. Consequently,

`r ti = b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij:ue(i;j;k)[t=z])#Tijc~�(~uf(i)[t=z])+

(
Po(i)

l=1b(xg(i;l) #Sil)[t=z]c~�il(~uil[t=z]))+
Po0(i)

l=1 bt#S
0
ilc~�

0
il(~u

0
il[t=z])

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij:te(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~tf(i))+

Po(i)
l=1bxg(i;l) #Silc~�il(~uil) +

Po0(i)
l=1 bt#S

0
ilc~�

0
il(~t

0
il)

where

`r t = b

m(1)X
j=1

(

nj(1)X
k=1

�1j :te(1;j;k))#T1jc~�(~tf(1)) +

o(1)X
l=1

bxg(1;l) #Silc~�1l(~u1l) :

Moreover, every component of ~t0il has the form t#S0il, if the corresponding

component of ~u0il is identical to z #S
0
il, and 0, otherwise.

Now, we are in a situation where the outer recursion on the variable z is

eliminated. In the following, we consider t as an identi�er for the equation

associated with t; so we do not need to decompose t again in the remaining

normalizations. Hence, we can proceed as in the cases for timeout, dynamic

ignore, summation, and recursion on other variables than z in order to ob-

tain the required summation forms for all ti. Note that this may involve

introducing new equations. However, this iterative process terminates even-

tually since terms contain a �nite number of variables. Finally, `r t = t1
holds since `r t = �z:u1 = u1[�z:u1=z] = u1[t=z] = t1 by Axiom (R1). �

Based on the notion of summation form we can de�ne normal forms for process terms.

De�nition 7.5.11 (Normal Form)

A process term t � b
Pm

j=1(
Pnj

k=1 �j:tjk)#Tjc~�(~t) is in ~�-normal form if it is in h~�; �i-

summation form and if the following conditions hold:

1. 81 � i; i0 � h: i 6= i0 implies �i 6� �i0 where ~� = �1 � � � �h,

2. ~� = ~� \ T1, and

3. 81 � j � m: Tj � T1.
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Rewriting a process t into a normal form equation system makes explicit the semantics of t

and of all its reachable states, in such a way that there is a precise correspondence between

the syntactic constructs and the semantic behavior in terms of action transitions, clock

transitions, and clock scoping information. The action transitions are explicit by action

pre�xes, the clock transitions by timeouts, and the clock scoping by the dynamic ignore

operators. In particular, the normal form completely takes account of the pre-emption

e�ect of � -actions (cf. Conditions (2) and (3) of De�nition 7.5.11). However, not all clock

transitions need to be made explicit via timeouts, only those which are already explicit in

term t.

Proposition 7.5.12 For any regular process term t and for every ~� � C(t) there exist

terms ~t = t1 : : : th provably satisfying h equations such that `r ti = ui for some terms

ui � b

m(i)X
j=1

(

nj(i)X
k=1

�ij:te(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~tf(i))

in ~�-normal form, where 1 � i � h. Moreover, `r t = t1.

Proof: Let t be a regular process term and ~� � C(t). By Proposition 7.5.10 there exist

terms ~t = t1 : : : th provably satisfying h equations such that `r ti = ui for some terms ui in

h~�; �i-summation form, where 1 � i � h. Additionally, `r t = t1. Consider

ui � b

m(i)X
j=1

(

nj(i)X
k=1

�ij :te(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~tf(i)) :

Then rewrite ui along the following steps.

1. By applying Axioms (B1) and (B2) we can remove duplicates in ~� together with

their corresponding timeout handlers in ~tf(i) in order to satisfy Condition (1) of

De�nition 7.5.11.

2. By Condition (4) of De�nition 7.5.9 we know that Ti1 � ~�. For every � 2 ~� n Ti1
apply the following steps: (i) Rearrange the sequence ~� and the timeout handlers
~tf(i) by repeated application of Axiom (B2) such that � is placed as �rst component.

(ii) Push # Ti1 over the �rst inner summand by repeatedly applying Axiom (L2).

(iii) Use Axiom (P2) in order to get rid of the timeout construct involving �. Finally,

apply Step (ii) in the reverse direction. Hence, Condition (2) of De�nition 7.5.11 is

established.

3. For each Tij , 1 < j � m(i), and for each � 2 Tij n Ti1 proceed as follows: (i) Push

# Ti1 over the �rst inner summand by repeated application of Axiom (L2). (ii) Use

Axiom (P1) for removing clock � in Tij . (iii) Undo Step (i) in reverse manner.

Consequently, Condition (3) of De�nition 7.5.11 is satis�ed.
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Following the above steps, we obtain for each ui, 1 � i � h, a term u0i in ~�-normal form

such that `r ui = u0i, which completes the proof since `r ti = ui = u0i. �

The completeness proof adapts Milner's technique [124] in characterizing recursive pro-

cesses uniquely by systems of equations in normal form which is founded on the following

proposition.

Proposition 7.5.13 (Unique Solutions of Guarded Equation Systems)

Let ~x = x1 � � � xh be variables and ~t = t1 � � � th regular process terms with free variables

in ~x in which each xi, 1 � i � h, is guarded. Then there exist regular process terms

~u = u1 � � � uh such that `r ui = ti[~u=~x] for 1 � i � h. Moreover, if the same holds for h

process terms ~v = v1 � � � vh, i.e. `r vi = ti[~v=~x], then ~u and ~v are element-wise provably

equal, i.e. `r ui = vi for 1 � i � h.

Proof: The proof is similar to the corresponding one in [124] and essentially extends

Rule (R2) to hold for equations systems. Its correctness is only based on the validity of

Rule (R2) and not inuenced by the fact that we consider a \richer" language than the one

presented in [124]. �

The above results are su�cient for proving several completeness results with respect to

di�erent classes of process terms.

Theorem 7.5.14 (Completeness for Regular Process Terms)

For regular process terms t and u satisfying t'u we have `r t = u.

Proof: Let t and u be regular process terms such that t'u and ~� =df C(t) [ C(u).

According to Proposition 7.5.12 there exist terms ~t and ~u provably satisfying equations in

~�-normal form

`r ti = b

m(i)X
j=1

(

nj(i)X
k=1

�ij :te(i;j;k))#Tijc~�i(~tf(i))

`r ui0 = b

m0(i0)X
j0=1

(

n0
j0
(i0)X

k0=1

�0i0j0 :ue0(i0;j0;k0))#T
0
i0j0c~�

0
i0(~uf 0(i0))

such that `r t = t1 and `r u = u1.

In the following we construct a guarded equation system for which both, t and u,

provably are solutions. Consider the set I =df fhi; i
0i j ti'ui0g. It is easy to see that

h1; 1i 2 I since t1' t'u'u1 by premise and Theorem 7.5.8. Additionally, whenever

hi; i0i 2 I matching action derivatives yield new pairs in I. We formalize this by a set of

relations

Jii0 =df fhhj; ki; hj
0; k0ii j�ij � �0i0j0 and he(i; j; k); e

0(i0; j0; k0)i 2 Ig
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for all hi; i0i 2 I. Since ti'ui0 , the relations Jii0 must be total and surjective. With the

help of these notions we are able to prove that Tij = T 0i0j0 for hhj; ki; hj
0; k0ii 2 Jii0 and

~�i = ~�0i0 (up to reordering) whenever hi; i0i 2 I.

� Let hi; i0i 2 I, i.e. ti'ui0 , and hhj; ki; hj
0; k0ii 2 Jii0 . Assume Tij 6= T 0i0j0 ; w.l.o.g. there

exists some � 2 TijnT
0
i0j0 . By Condition (4) of De�nition 7.5.9 we have � 2 ~�i, and due

to Condition (2) of De�nition 7.5.11 and the operational rules we have ti
�
�! tf(i)(l).

Hence, II�(ti) = II�(ui0) by the de�nition of '. However, because of � 2 Tij n T
0
i0j0 ,

Condition (3) of De�nition 7.5.9, and hhj; ki; hj0; k0ii 2 Jii0 we may conclude �ij �

�0i0j0 2 II�(ui0) n II�(ti). The latter is a contradiction to II�(ti) = II�(ui0). Hence,

Tij = T 0i0j0 holds.

� By Conditions (1) and (3) of De�nition 7.5.9 and by the de�nition of ' we have

for hi; i0i 2 I that hhj; ki; hj0; k0ii 2 Jii0 implies j = 1 if and only if j0 = 1. Hence,

Ti1 = T 0i01 by the above result and, thus, ~�i = ~� \ Ti1 = ~� \ T 0i01 = ~�0i0 by Condi-

tion (2) of De�nition 7.5.11 up to reordering (cf. Axiom (B2) and Condition (1) of

De�nition 7.5.11).

Again, let hi; i0i 2 I and let � � ~�i(l) � ~�0i0(l) for some component index l. By Condition (1)

of De�nition 7.5.11 we conclude ti
�
�! tf(i)(l) and ui0

�
�! uf 0(i0)(l). Since ti'ui0 we have

tf(i)(l)'uf 0(i0)(l), i.e. hf(i)(l); f
0(i0)(l)i 2 I according to our operational rules and the def-

inition of '. Now, we construct the above-mentioned equation system. Assume for every

hi; i0i 2 I a variable xi;i0 . De�ne for each hi; i
0i 2 I an equation xi;i0 = vi;i0 such that

vi;i0
def
=b

X
hhj;ki;hj0;k0ii2Jii0

((�ij :xe(i;j;k);e0(i0;j0;k0))#Tij)c~�i(~xf(i);f 0(i0))

where ~xf(i);f 0(i0) = xf(i)(1);f 0(i0)(1) � � � xf(i)(l);f 0(i0)(l) and l is the length of the sequence ~�i =

~�0i0 . Moreover, let � be the substitution that takes xi;i0 to ti, and �0 the one that takes

xi;i0 to ui0 . In the following we show that `r ti = vi;i0 [�] for all hi; i
0i 2 I.

`r vi;i0 [�]

= b
P

hhj;ki;hj0;k0ii2Jii0
((�ij :te(i;j;k))#Tij)c~�i(~tf(i);f 0(i0))

(Axiom (A3), totality of Jii0) = b
Pm(i)

j=1

Pnj(i)
k=1 ((�ij :te(i;j;k))#Tij)c~�i(~tf(i);f 0(i0))

(Axiom (L2), repeatedly) = b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 (�ij :te(i;j;k))#Tij)c~�i(~tf(i);f 0(i0))

= ti

Similarly, `r ui0 = vi;i0 [�
0] since Jii0 is surjective. Note that each xi;i0 is guarded in the

constructed equation system. Hence, `r ti = ui0 for each hi; i
0i 2 I according to Proposi-

tion 7.5.13. Especially, `r t1 = u1 since h1; 1i 2 I. Because of `r t = t1 and `r u = u1 we

obtain `r t = u, as desired. �
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Note that no complete proof system for all process terms in CSA can exist since the set of

valid equivalences is not recursively enumerable whereas any �nitary proof system can only

yield a recursively enumerable set of provable equalities. However, the completeness result

can be extended to the class of rs-free process terms by eliminating the static operators,

using the Expansion Axiom (E) to get rid of parallel composition, eliminating restriction

by Axioms (C1){(C5), (L3), and (I3), and relabeling by Axioms (D1){(D4), (L4), and (I4).

Proposition 7.5.15 If p is a rs-free process term then there exists a regular process term

q such that `rs p = q.

Proof: The proof is done by induction on the structure of p. The base case for p � 0 and

the induction step for the dynamic operators as well as for recursion are straightforward

according to the de�nition of rs-free process terms. Thus, we concentrate on the cases of

the induction step concerned with the static operators.

1. p � u"�:

By induction hypothesis we may assume that `rs u = q where q is a

regular process term. According to Proposition 7.5.10 there exist process

terms ~q = q1 � � � qh satisfying h equations in h~�; �i-summation form for all

~� � C(u)

`rs qi = b

m(i)X
j=1

(

nj(i)X
k=1

�ij :qe(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~qf(i))

such that `r q = q1. For pi
def
= qi " � we prove that these pi satisfy h

equations in h~��; �i-summation form. To this end, consider the following:

`rs pi

= (b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :qe(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~qf(i)))"�

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 ((
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :qe(i;j;k))#Tij)"�c~�(~qf(i) "�)�(pi)

by application of Axiom (I7) to push "� inside the timeout, and

repeated application of Axioms (I2), (B1), and (B2) to push it

inside the outer sum. The expression ~qf(i) " � stands for the

pointwise application of "�.
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= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :(qe(i;j;k)"�)#(Tij [ f�g)c~�(~qf(i) "�)�(pi)

by repeated application of Axioms (L9), (I2), and (I8) to push

" � over the dynamic ignore operators, inside the inner sum,

and inside pre�xing.

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :pe(i;j;k))#(Tij [ f�g)c~�(~pf(i))�(pi)

where the last term is in h~��; �i-summation form, as desired.

2. p � u[f ]:

By induction hypothesis we know `rs u = q for some regular process term

q. According to Proposition 7.5.10 there exist process terms ~q = q1 � � � qh
satisfying h equations in h~�; �i-summation form for all ~� � C(u) = C(p)

`rs qi = b

m(i)X
j=1

(

nj(i)X
k=1

�ij :qe(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~qf(i))

such that `r q = q1. Now, we de�ne pi
def
= qi[f ] and prove that these pi

satisfy h equations in h~�; �i-summation form. Hence,

`rs pi

= (b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :qe(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~qf(i)))[f ]

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 ((
Pnj(i)

k=1 �ij :qe(i;j;k))#Tij)[f ]c~�(~qf(i)[f ])

by application of Axiom (D4) to push [f ] inside the timeout,

and repeated application of Axiom (D3) to push it inside the

outer sum. The expression ~qf(i)[f ] represents the pointwise ap-

plication of [f ].

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 f(�ij):(qe(i;j;k)[f ])#Tijc~�(~qf(i)[f ])

by repeated application of Axioms (L4), (D3), and (D2) to push

[f ] over the dynamic ignore operators, inside the inner sum, and

inside pre�xing. However, if nj(1) = 0 then Axiom (D1) needs

to be applied instead of Axiom (D2).

= b
Pm(i)

j=1 (
Pnj(i)

k=1 f(�ij):pe(i;j;k))#Tijc~�(~pf(i))
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which is in the required summation form up to rearranging the summands

inside the timeout construct in order to achieve Conditions (1){(3) of Def-

inition 7.5.9. The rearrangement can easily be done by using Axioms (L2),

(A1), and (A2).

3. p � u n L:

This case can be proved more easily than the previous one by using Ax-

ioms (C1){(C5) and (L3) instead of Axioms (D1){(D4) and (L4).

4. p � ujv:

By induction hypothesis we know of the existence of regular process terms

q and r such that `rs p = qjr. According to Proposition 7.5.10 there

exist process terms ~q and ~r satisfying equations in h~�; �i-summation form

for all ~� � C(ujv) = C(u) [ C(v). Let us de�ne pii0
def
= qijri0 . Now, one

can apply Axioms (L2), (A1), and (A2) multiple times for rearranging the

summands and, subsequently, use Axiom (E) for obtaining equations in

h~�; �i-summation form.

This completes the induction step. The desired result �nally follows from the existence

part of Proposition 7.5.13. �

As a consequence of this proposition, the completeness result for the class of regular process

terms can be lifted to the class of rs-free process terms.

Theorem 7.5.16 (Completeness for rs-free Processes)

For rs-free process terms t and u satisfying t'u we have `rs t = u.

The statement is an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 7.5.14 and the state-

ment of Proposition 7.5.15. When proving completeness for �nite process terms we do not

need Axioms (R0){(R2) which deal with recursion only.

Theorem 7.5.17 (Completeness for Finite Processes)

For �nite process terms t and u satisfying t'u we have `f t = u.

Proof: The theorem's validity follows by inspection of the proof of Theorem 7.5.14 since

(i) the proof of Proposition 7.5.10 requires Axioms (R0){(R2) only in the case of recur-

sion, (ii) Proposition 7.5.12 just needs the results of Step (i) but not Axioms (R0){(R2),

(iii) equation systems which arise from �nite process terms trivially possess unique solu-

tions, and (iv) the static operators can be taken care of in a separate step, analogously to

the one presented in Proposition 7.5.15, which is founded on Step (iii). �

Finally, we note that the traditional proof technique for �nite process terms does not work

as in the case of CCS [125]. The reason is that, even if recursion operators are not contained

in �nite process terms, recursion still occurs implicitly due to clock idling.
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7.5.3 Operational Characterization

In Section 7.5.1 we have introduced ' as a stronger form of bisimulation than the standard

one on naive transition systems, i.e. those generated by our operational rules. Alternatively,

we can also view ' as a naive bisimulation on a richer form of transition system. More

concretely, let us de�ne a parameterized clock transition relation

P
�
�!
L
P 0 if and only if P

�
�! P 0 and II�(P ) � L

where L � A n f�g. We can interpret the transition P
�
�!
L
P 0 as a constrained clock transi-

tion, reading \P may engage in � provided that none of the communications in L is possible

in any context." Because of the condition II�(P ) � L this constraint mentions at least

those initial actions that are in the scope of �. We may then reformulate De�nition 7.5.2

as a naive temporal strong bisimulation in terms of these new clock transitions.

De�nition 7.5.18 (Alternative Temporal Strong Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P�P is an alternative temporal strong bisimulation if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 T , and L � A n f�g the following conditions hold.

1. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R, and

2. P
�
�!
L
P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
�!
L
Q0 ; and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P '�Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some alternative temporal strong bisimulation R.

The following theorem states the desired result that both relations, temporal strong bisim-

ulation and alternative temporal strong bisimulation, coincide.

Theorem 7.5.19 (Operational Characterization) The coincidence '� = ' holds.

Proof: First, we prove the inclusion \� ." Let P;Q 2 P such that P '�Q . In order to

establish P 'Q it is by De�nition 7.5.2 su�cient to show that '� is a temporal strong

bisimulation.

� Let P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A. Because of P '�Q we know of the

existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�! Q0 and P 0'�Q

0, as desired.

� Let P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 T . By the de�nition of

�
�!
L

we may conclude

P
�
�!
L
P 0 for L = II�(P ). Since P '�Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such

that Q
�
�!
L
Q0 and P 0'�Q

0. Thus, Q
�
�! Q0 and II�(Q) � II�(P ) = L, which �nishes

this case.

The other necessary inclusion \�" is established by proving that ' is an alternative tem-

poral strong bisimulation. Let P;Q 2 P such that P 'Q.
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� The case P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A is again straightforward since Part (1)

of De�nition 7.5.2 and Part (1) of De�nition 7.5.18 coincide.

� Let P
�
�!
L
P 0 for some P 0 2 P , � 2 T , and L � A n f�g. By the de�nition of

�
�!
L

we

obtain P
�
�! P 0 and II�(P ) � L. Because of P 'Q we know II�(Q) � II�(P ) and

of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�! Q0 and P 0'Q0. Hence, II�(Q) � L

by the transitivity of � and Q
�
�!
L
Q0 by the de�nition of

�
�!
L
, as desired.

Summarizing, we have shown that both relations, '� and ', coincide. �

The characterization of temporal strong bisimulation as a standard bisimulation on en-

riched transition systems allows its computation for �nite-state processes using standard

partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138]. As already mentioned in Section 6.4.3, the com-

plexity of the most e�cient algorithm by Paige and Tarjan [138] is linear in the size of the

transition relation of the considered process(es) and logarithmic in the size of the state

space. However, our transition relation for clock transitions is parameterized by a subset

of the visible alphabet of interest, i.e. the �nite sort(s) of the considered process(es). This

exponential \blow-up," however, is usually not harmful in practice since most actions used

in a system de�nition are internal, and only a few of them remain visible for an external

observer.

Another possibility for computing temporal strong bisimulation, which avoids the expo-

nential blow-up, is to start with the partition that corresponds to the equivalence relation

fhP;Qi 2 P � P j 8� 2 T : � 2 I�(P ) if and only if � 2 I�(Q)g\

fhP;Qi 2 P � P j 8� 2 T : � =2 I�(P ) [ I�(Q) implies II�(P ) = II�(Q)g :

Then standard algorithms may be applied to �nish the task. The reason that we have

presented the characterization of temporal strong bisimulation via an enriched transition

relation is that (i) this technique allows us to adapt a logical characterization from CCS [125]

as shown in the next section and (ii) it also applies to temporal weak bisimulation, which

is developed in Section 7.6, where the naive technique fails.

7.5.4 Logical Characterization

In this section we provide a logical characterization of ' by adapting the Hennessy-Milner

logic presented in Section 6.4.4 to CSA. Syntactically, we replace the operators h�i and

h�;Li by h�i and h�;Li, respectively. Here, L is a subset of visible actions. Semantically, we

de�ne P j=h�i� if 9P 0 2 P: P
�
�! P 0 and P 0 j=�, as well as P j=h�;Li� if 9P 0 2 P: P

�
�!
L
P 0

and P 0 j=�. Intuitively, h�i� is satis�ed by every process which possesses an �-transition

to some process that satis�es �. Similarly, P satis�es h�;Li� if P possesses an enriched

�-transition, parameterized by L, to a process satisfying �. According to the de�nition of

the enriched transition relation this implies that the pre-emptive power of P with respect

to clock � may be at most L. The next theorem states that our logic characterizes temporal

strong bisimulation if the clock universe T is �nite (see also Section 7.9.4).
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Theorem 7.5.20 (Logical Characterization of ')

Let P;Q 2 P and j T j < 1. Then we have: P 'Q if and only if f� 2 F jP j=�g =

f� 2 F jQ j=�g.

The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4.17 and, therefore,

omitted here. Note that a �nite clock universe guarantees that all processes in CSA give

rise to �nite-branching transition systems.

7.6 A Semantic Theory based on Weak Bisimulation

Since temporal strong bisimulation treats the internal action � as any observable action a

it is too �ne for verifying systems in practice. Therefore, we concentrate in this section in

developing a behavioral congruence that abstracts from internal transitions.

Observational equivalence is a notion of bisimulation in which any sequence of internal

� 's may be skipped. For  2 A [ T we de�ne ̂ =df � if  � � and ̂ =df , otherwise.

Further, let
�

=)=df
�
�!

�
and P


=) Q if there exist processes R and S such that P

�
=)

R

�! S

�
=) Q. Carrying over Milner's weak bisimulation [125] to CSA naively, without

distinguishing between actions and clocks, would suggest the following de�nition.

De�nition 7.6.1 (Naive Temporal Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is a naive temporal weak bisimulation if for every

hP;Qi 2 R,  2 A [ T , the following condition holds:

P

�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

̂
=) Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R :

We write P �nQ if hP;Qi 2 R for some naive temporal weak bisimulation R.

It is not surprising that �n is not a congruence, for the same reason that weak bisimulation

is not a congruence for CCS. In contrast to CCS, however, �n is not even a congruence

for parallel composition. The problem is that, again, the relation fails to account for clock

scoping.

7.6.1 Temporal Weak Bisimulation

A careful analysis of the clock pre-emption caused by local maximal progress shows that the

following re�nement of the above de�nition of naive temporal weak bisimulation is needed

for the static contexts, i.e. contexts constructed by using static operators only.

De�nition 7.6.2 (Temporal Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P �P is a temporal weak bisimulation if for every hP;Qi 2 R,

� 2 A, and � 2 T the following conditions hold.

1. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�̂
=) Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R, and
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2. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0; Q00; Q000: Q

�
=) Q00 �

�! Q000 �
=) Q0, II�(Q

00) � II�(P ), and

hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P �Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some temporal weak bisimulation R.

From this de�nition, we may immediately conclude that � is the largest temporal weak

bisimulation, and that � is an equivalence relation. Moreover, we have the following

proposition similar to Propositions 2.4.6 and 6.5.5 for CCSch and CCSprio, respectively.

Proposition 7.6.3 The relation � is a congruence with respect to pre�xing and the static

operators. It is characterized as the largest congruence contained in �n, in the sub-algebra

of CSA induced by these operators and recursion.

The proof of this proposition uses the following lemma.

Lemma 7.6.4 Let P; P 0; Q 2 P and � 2 T such that P
�

=) P 0. Then

1. P jQ
�

=) P 0 jQ and Q jP
�

=) Q jP 0, and

2. P "�
�

=) P 0 "�.

This lemma can be proved straightforwardly by using induction on the length of the tem-

poral weak transition P
�

=) P 0. Now, we are able to prove Proposition 7.6.3.

Proof: In the following we prove the congruence property of � with respect to the

sub-algebra of CSA under consideration. The largest statement of the proposition is a

consequence of the proof of Theorem 7.6.8 presented below. We show that � is composi-

tional with respect to pre�xing and the static operators of CSA, i.e. parallel composition,

restriction, relabeling, ignore, and recursion. Most cases are standard and can be checked

along the lines of [125]. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the more interesting proof parts.

In the following let P;Q;R 2 P be processes such that P �Q and let � 2 T . Then

1. P jR � Q jR, and

2. P "� � Q"�,

which is proved as follows.

1. According to De�nition 7.6.2 it is su�cient to establish that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP jR;Q jRi jP �Q ; R 2 Pg

is a temporal weak bisimulation. Let hP jR;Q jRi be an arbitrary pair in R.

� Case 1: The case where P jR
�
�! S for some S 2 P and � 2 A is standard.
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� Case 2: Let P jR
�
�! S for some S 2 P and � 2 T . By the only applicable

Rule (tCom) we know that P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P , R

�
�! R0 for some

R0 2 P , II�(P ) \ II�(R) = ;, and S � P 0 jR0. Since P �Q there exist pro-

cesses Q0; Q00; Q000 2 P such that Q
�

=) Q00 �
�! Q000 �

=) Q0, II�(Q
00) � II�(P )

and P 0�Q0. First, observe that II�(Q
00) \ II�(R) � II�(P ) \ II�(R) = ;.

Applying Lemma 7.6.4(1) and Rule (tCom) again we conclude that Q jR
�

=)

Q00 jR
�
�! Q000 jR0 �

=) Q0 jR0. Moreover, II�(Q
00 jR) = II�(Q

00) [ II�(R) �

II�(P ) [ II�(R) = II�(P jR) and hP
0 jR0; Q0 jR0i 2 R hold due to the de�ni-

tions of II�(�) and of R, respectively, which completes this proof part.

2. According to De�nition 7.6.2 it is su�cient to prove that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP "�;Q"�i jP �Qg

is a temporal weak bisimulation. Therefore, let hP "�;Q"�i 2 R be arbitrary.

� Case 1: Let P "�
�
�! P 0 "� for some P 0 2 P , i.e. P

�
�! P 0 by Rule (Ign). Since

P �Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�̂
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0.

Applying Lemma 7.6.4(2) and the de�nition of R yields Q " �
�̂
=) Q0 " � and

hP 0 "�;Q0 "�i 2 R.

� Case 2: Let P " �
�
�! P " � by Rule (tIgn1). By the very same rule also

Q"�
�
�! Q"� holds and, thus, Q"�

�
=) Q"�

�
�! Q"�

�
=) Q"� according to

Lemma 7.6.4(2). Moreover, II�(Q"�) = ; = II�(P "�). Since hP "�;Q"�i 2 R

we have �nished this case.

� Case 3: Let P " �
�0
�! P 0 " � for some P 0 2 P and �0 6� �, i.e. P

�0
�! P 0 by

Rule (tIgn2). Since P �Q we know of the existence of processes Q0; Q00; Q000 2 P

such that Q
�

=) Q00 �0
�! Q000 �

=) Q0 , II�0(Q
00) � II�0(P ), and P 0�Q0. By

Rule (Ign), Lemma 7.6.4(2), and by the de�nition of II�0(�) we may conclude

Q " �
�

=) Q00 " �
�0
�! Q000 " �

�
=) Q0 " �. Moreover, II�0(Q

00 "�) = II�0(Q
00) �

II�0(P ) = II�0(P "�) by the de�nition of II�0(�). According to the de�nition of

R also hP 0 "�;Q0 "�i 2 R holds.

The compositionality proofs of the other static operators, i.e. restriction and relabeling,

follow closely the usual pattern and are omitted here. In order to show that � is compo-

sitional with respect to recursion, we need to de�ne a notion of temporal weak bisimulation

up to � (cf. [149]) which can be done in the obvious fashion. Then the proof follows the

lines of [125] by using the following property in the case of parallel composition.

Let P;Q;R; S 2 P such that P �R and Q�S. Moreover, let P jQ
�
�! P 0 jQ0

for some � 2 T and P 0; Q0 2 P . Then there exist R0; R00; R000; S0; S00; S000 2 P

satisfying R jS
�

=) R00 jS00
�
�! R000 jS000

�
=) R0 jS0, II�(R00 jS00) � II�(P jQ),

P 0�R0, and Q0�S0.
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The property's validity can be shown as follows. Since P jQ
�
�! P 0 jQ0 we know by

Rule (tCom) that P
�
�! P 0, Q

�
�! Q0, and II�(P ) \ II�(Q) = ;. Using the premise P �R

we conclude the existence of processes R0; R00; R000 2 P such that R
�

=) R00 �
�! R000 �

=) R0

where II�(R
00) � II�(P ) and P 0�R0. Similarly, there exists processes S0; S00; S000 2 P such

that S
�

=) S00
�
�! S000

�
=) S0, II�(S

00) � II�(Q), and Q0�S0. Applying our semantic

rules and Lemma 7.6.4(1) we obtain R jS
�

=) R00 jS00
�
�! R000 jS000

�
=) R0 jS0, because

II�(R
00) \ II�(S00) � II�(P ) \ II�(Q) = ;. Moreover, II�(R

00 jS00) = II�(R
00) [ II�(S

00) �

II�(P ) [ II�(Q) = II�(P jQ), as desired. �

7.6.2 Temporal Observational Congruence

In order to identify the largest equivalence contained in �n, that is also a congruence

for the other dynamic operators, the summation �x of CCS is not su�cient due to the

special nature of clock transitions. Note that such an equivalence exists according to

Proposition 2.4.3.

De�nition 7.6.5 (Temporal Observational Congruence)

A symmetric relation R � P � P is a temporal observational congruence if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, and � 2 T the following conditions hold.

1. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0 .

2. P
�
�! P 0 implies II�(Q) � II�(P ) and 9Q0: Q

�
�! Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R .

We write P �Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some temporal observational congruence R.

We �rst show that � is compositional with respect to all operators in CSA.

Proposition 7.6.6 The relation � is a congruence.

Proof: The compositionality of � is easy to show for the cases of pre�xing, restriction,

and relabeling. In the following we deal with the remaining, more interesting cases. Let

P;Q;R; S 2 P be are arbitrary processes such that P �Q, R�S, and � 2 T . Then

1. P jR � Q jR,

2. P +R � Q+R,

3. P "� � Q"�,

4. bP c�(R)�bQc�(S), and

5. P #� � Q#�,

which can be established as follows.
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1. According to De�nition 7.6.5 it is su�cient to prove that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP jR;Q jRi jP �Q ;R 2 Pg

is a temporal observational congruence. Let hP jR;Q jRi 2 R be arbitrary.

� Case 1: The case where P jR
�
�! S for some S 2 P and � 2 A is standard.

Here, one has to use the part of Proposition 7.6.3 which deals with parallel

composition.

� Case 2: Let P jR
�
�! S for some S 2 P and � 2 T . This case can easily be

done along the lines of the corresponding case in the proof of Proposition 7.5.3.

2. By De�nition 7.6.5 it is su�cient to establish that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP +R;Q+Ri jP �Q ;R 2 Pg

is a temporal observational congruence. Therefore, let hP +R;Q+Ri be an arbitrary

pair in R.

� Case 1: Let P + R
�
�! V for some � 2 A and V 2 P . Since the operational

rules for summation with respect to actions are identical to the ones in CCS,

and the de�nition of temporal observational congruence coincides with the one

of observational congruence in CCS in this particular case, the proof follows the

lines of the corresponding proof in the CCS framework.

� Case 2: Let P + R
�
�! V for some � 2 T and V 2 P , i.e. P

�
�! P 0 and

R
�
�! R0 for some P 0; R0 2 P , and V � P 0+R0 by Rule (tSum). Since P �Q we

know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
�! Q0, II�(Q) � II�(P ), and

P 0�Q0. Therefore, we may conclude Q + R
�
�! Q0 + R0 by Rule (tSum) and

hP 0 +R0; Q0 +R0i 2 R by the de�nition of R. Moreover, we have II�(Q+R) =

II�(Q) [ II�(R) � II�(P ) [ II�(R) = II�(P +R) by the de�nition of II�(�),

which �nishes this part of the proof.

3. It is su�cient to show that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP "�;Q"�i jP �Qg

is a temporal observational congruence. Thus, let hP "�;Q"�i 2 R be arbitrary.

� Case 1: Let P "�
�
�! P 0 "�, i.e. P

�
�! P 0 by Rule (Ign). Since P �Q we know

of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0. According to

Rule (Ign) and Proposition 7.6.3 we may conclude that Q " �
�
=) Q0 " � and,

moreover, P 0 "��Q0 "�.

� Case 2: Let P "�
�
�! P "� by Rule (tIgn1). Here we can argue along the lines

of the similar case in the proof of Proposition 7.5.3.
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� Case 3: Let P "�
�0
�! P 0 "� for some �0 6� �. Also this case is analogous to the

corresponding case in the proof of Proposition 7.5.3.

4. By De�nition 7.6.5 it is su�cient to show that the symmetric relation

R =df fhbP c�(R); bQc�(S)i jP �Q and R�Sg [ �

is a temporal observational congruence. The proof is similar to one which has been

presented for Proposition 7.5.3.

5. Here, it is su�cient to show that the symmetric relation

R =df fhP #�;Q#�i jP �Qg

is a temporal observational congruence. Therefore, let hP #�;Q#�i 2 R.

� Case 1: Let P #�
�
�! P 0, i.e. P

�
�! P 0 by Rule (DIgn). Since P �Q we know

of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0. According to

Rule (DIgn) we may conclude that Q#�
�
=) Q0 which completes this case.

� Case 2: Let P #�
�
�! P #� by Rule (tDIgn1). Because of the very same rule we

have Q#�
�
�! Q#�, too. Additionally, hP #�;Q#�i 2 R holds by assumption,

and II�(Q#�) = ; = II�(P #�) by the de�nition of II�(�).

� Case 3: Let P #�
�0
�! P 0 #� for some �0 6� �. Thus, P

�0
�! P 0 by Rule (tDIgn2).

Since P �Q we know thatQ
�0
�! Q0 for someQ0 2 P satisfying II�0(Q) � II�0(P )

and P 0�Q0. Applying Rule (tDIgn2) again and because of the de�nitions of

II�0(�) and R, we may conclude Q #�
�0
�! Q0 #�, II�0(Q#�) � II�0(P #�), and

hP 0 #�;Q0 #�i 2 R.

In order to show that � is compositional with respect to recursion, we have to adapt a

notion of \up to" again.

A relationR � P�P is a temporal observational congruence up to � if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, and � 2 T the following conditions and their symmetric

counterparts hold.

1. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
=) Q0 and P 0 R� Q0, and

2. P
�
�! P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
�! Q0; II�(Q) � II�(P ); and P 0 R� Q0.

The proof follows the standard lines [125] and, therefore, is omitted. �

Before stating the main theorem of this section we �rst relate temporal observational con-

gruence to temporal weak bisimulation.

Proposition 7.6.7 Temporal observational congruence � is the largest congruence con-

tained in naive temporal weak bisimulation �, i.e. � = �+.
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Proof: By Proposition 2.4.3 we know that the largest congruence �+ in � exists and that

�+ = fhP;Qi j 8C[X]: C[P ]�C[Q]g. Since � is a congruence by Proposition 7.6.6 and

obviously contained in �, the inclusion � � �+ holds. Thus, it remains to show �+ � �.

Consider the symmetric relation �a =df fhP;Qi jP + c:0 � Q+ c:0 for c =2 S(P ) [ S(Q)g.

By the de�nition of �a we have �+ � �a. We establish the other necessary inclusion

�a � � by proving that �a is a temporal observational congruence. Let P �aQ, i.e.

P + c:0 � Q+ c:0, and distinguish the following cases.

� Case 1: Let P
�
�! P 0, i.e. � 6� c and by Rule (Sum1) P + c:0

�
�! P 0. Since P �aQ

we conclude the existence of a process V 2 P satisfying Q + c:0
�̂
=) V and P 0�V .

Since c is a distinguished action we have V 6� Q and, thus, V � Q0 and Q
�
=) Q0 for

some Q0 2 P .

� Case 2: Let P
�
�! P 0. By Rules (tAct) and (tSum) P +c:0

�
�! P 0+c:0 holds. Since

P �aQ we know of the existence of processes V; V 0; V 00 2 P such that Q + c:0
�

=)

V 0 �
�! V 00 �

=) V , II�(V 0) � II�(P ), and P 0 + c:0 � V . Since c is a distinguished

action not in the sorts of P and Q, we conclude V 0 � Q + c:0, V 00 � Q0 + c:0 for

some Q0 2 P , V � V 00, Q
�
�! Q0, and II�(Q) � II�(P ). Moreover, P 0�aQ

0 by the

de�nition of �a and the fact that S(P 0) � S(P ) and S(Q0) � S(Q).

This shows that �a is a temporal observational congruence relation. Hence, �a � �. �

The following theorem is the main result of this section and \extends" the largest congru-

ence result presented above with respect to temporal weak bisimulation to the coarser naive

temporal weak bisimulation. Again, we use the same proof technique as for the analogous

theorem in Chapters 2 and 6.

Theorem 7.6.8 The relation � is the largest congruence contained in �n, i.e. � = �+
n .

Proof: We use Proposition 2.4.16 and chooseR1 = �n andR2 = �. The inclusion� � �n

follows immediately from the de�nition of the naive temporal weak and the temporal weak

transition relation. In order to apply Proposition 2.4.16, we have to establish �+
n � �.

This inclusion turns out to be di�cult to show directly. Instead, we introduce an auxiliary

equivalence relation �a and prove �+
n � �a � �. In the following we de�ne �a =df

fhP;Qi jCPQ[P ]�n CPQ[Q]g. Here, the processes CPQ[X] are de�ned as in the proof of

Theorem 7.5.4. By Proposition 2.4.3 we may immediately conclude that �+
n � �a. The

other necessary inclusion, �a � �, is established by proving that �a is a temporal weak

bisimulation. Let P;Q 2 P satisfying P �aQ and consider the following situations.

� Situation 1: Let P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and some � 2 A. According to our op-

erational semantics we may derive CPQ[P ] � P jHPQ
�
�! P 0 jHPQ � CPQ[P

0]. This

transition can only be matched by a corresponding weak transition of the process
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Q, say Q
�̂
=) Q0 for some Q0 2 P , since only the process HPQ has the distin-

guished action e enabled. Therefore, we have CPQ[Q] � Q jHPQ
�̂
=) Q0 jHPQ �

CPQ[Q
0] and CPQ[P

0]�n CPQ[Q
0]. Because S(P 0) � S(P ) and S(Q0) � S(Q), also

CP 0Q0 [P 0]�n CP 0Q0 [Q0] holds. Thus, P 0�aQ
0.

� Situation 2: Let P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and some � 2 T . As illustrated in Fig-

ure 7.4, CPQ[P ] can perform a � -transition to the process P jHL, where HL
def
= DL +

dL:HPQ and L =df fc j c 2 (S(P ) [ S(Q)) n II�(P )g. Then, P jHL can engage in

a �-transition to P 0 jHL according to Rule (tCom). Finally, we consider the step

P 0 jHL
dL�! P 0 jHPQ.

P j HPQ �n Q j HPQ

?

�

??

�

P j (DL + dL:HPQ) �n Q00 j (DL + dL:HPQ)

?

�

??

�

P 0 j (DL + dL:HPQ) �n Q000 j (DL + dL:HPQ)

?

dL

??

dL

P 0 j HPQ �n Q0 j HPQ

Figure 7.4: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (2)

Let us have a look at the �rst step. Since CPQ[P ]�n CPQ[Q], we have CPQ[Q]
�

=)W 00

for some W 00 2 P . We know that HPQ has to perform a � -transition to HL since dL
is a distinguished action. However, Q may be able to perform some � -transitions to

some state Q00 2 P , i.e. Q
�

=) Q00 and P jHL�nQ
00 jHL.

Now, we consider the more interesting second step. Since P jHL�nQ
00 jHL, we know

of the existence of some W 000 2 P such that Q00 jHL
�
=) W 000 and P 0 jHL�nW

000.

According to our operational semantics Q00 and HL have to perform a naive temporal

weak �-transition. SinceHL can only engage in an idling �-transition, i.e.HL
�
�! HL,
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we conclude W 000 � Q000 jHL for some process Q000 2 P such that Q00 �
=) Q000, i.e.

Q00 �
=) Q000

1
�
�! Q000

2
�

=) Q000 for some Q000
1 ; Q

000
2 2 P . Then, Q00 jHL

�
=) Q000

1 jHL
�
�!

Q000
2 jHL

�
=) Q000 jHL must hold. According to Rule (tCom) the condition II�(Q000

1 ) \

II�(HL) = ; has to be satis�ed in order that the clock tick � 2 T may occur. By the

choice of L this condition implies II�(Q
000
1 ) � II�(P ), as desired.

Finally, let P 0 jHL
dL�! P 0 jHPQ � CPQ[P

0]. Since P 0 jHL�nQ
000 jHL, we have

Q000 jHL
�

=) W 0 for some W 0 2 P . We know that HL performs its dL-transition to

HPQ since e is a distinguished action. However, Q000 may engage in some � -transitions

to some Q0 2 P , i.e. Q000 �
=) Q0, and CPQ[P

0] � P 0 jHPQ�nQ
0 jHPQ � CPQ[Q

0].

We have established the existence of processes Q0; Q000
1 ; Q

000
2 2 P such that Q

�
=)

Q000
1

�
�! Q000

2
�

=) Q0 and II�(Q
000
1 ) � II�(P ). Also CP 0Q0 [P 0]�nCP 0Q0 [Q0] holds, i.e.

P 0�aQ
0, since CPQ[P

0]�nCPQ[Q
0], S(P 0) � S(P ), and S(Q0) � S(Q).

Now, we are able to put our proof parts together in order to complete the proof. Propo-

sition 7.6.7 states that � is the largest congruence contained in �. Moreover, �+
n is

contained in � according to the above argumentation for �a � � and the inclusion

�+
n � �a. Therefore, we may conclude by Proposition 2.4.16 that � = �+

n , i.e. � is the

largest congruence contained in �n. �

A byproduct of the above proof is the proof of the second part of Proposition 7.6.3 which

states that � is the largest congruence contained in �n with respect to the sub-algebra

of CSA that consists only of pre�xing, the static operators, and recursion.

7.6.3 Operational and Logical Characterizations

Similar to temporal strong bisimulation there is a choice as to whether to consider the

additional structure of clock scoping as part of a new form of weak bisimulation, or as part of

the underlying transition system. More precisely, we can again enrich the clock transitions

by scoping information and use the following alternative temporal weak transition relation

with respect to clock transitions:

P
�

=)
L
P 0 if and only if 9P 00; P 000 2 P : P

�
=) P 00 �

�!
L
P 000 �

=) P 0 ;

where L � A n f�g.

De�nition 7.6.9 (Alternative Temporal Weak Bisimulation)

A symmetric relation R � P �P is an alternative temporal weak bisimulation if for every

hP;Qi 2 R, � 2 A, � 2 T , and L � A n f�g the following conditions hold.

1. P
�̂
=) P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�̂
=) Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R, and

2. P
�
�!
L
P 0 implies 9Q0: Q

�
=)
L
Q0 and hP 0; Q0i 2 R.

We write P ��Q if hP;Qi 2 R for some alternative temporal weak bisimulation R.
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In fact, this de�nition yields the same relation as the one introduced in De�nition 7.6.2.

Theorem 7.6.10 (Operational Characterization) The coincidence �� = � holds.

The proof of this theorem uses of the following lemma.

Lemma 7.6.11 Let P; P 0; Q 2 P such that P �Q and P
�

=) P 0. Then there exists some

Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�

=) Q0 and P 0�Q0.

The validity of this lemma can easily be checked by induction on the length of the weak

�-transition of P . Now, we are able to prove Theorem 7.6.10.

Proof: We �rst establish the inclusion �� � � by showing that �� is a temporal weak

bisimulation. Therefore, let P;Q 2 P satisfying P ��Q.

� Let P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A. Then we also have P

�̂
=) P 0. Because of

P ��Q we know of the existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q
�̂
=) Q0 and P 0��Q

0.

� Let P
�
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 T . By the de�nition of

�
=)
L

we may

conclude P
�

=)
L
P 0 for L = II�(P ). Since P ��Q we know of the existence of some

Q0 2 P such that Q
�

=)
L
Q0 and P 0��Q

0. Thus, there exist Q00; Q000 2 P satisfying

Q
�

=) Q00 �
�!
L
Q000 �

=) Q0 which implies Q00 �
�! Q000 and II�(Q00) � II�(P ) = L, as

desired.

Hence, �� is a temporal weak bisimulation, i.e. �� � � by De�nition 7.6.2.

The reverse inclusion � � �� is more involved. In the following, we prove that � is an

alternative temporal weak bisimulation. Let P;Q 2 P such that P �Q.

� Let P
�̂
=) P 0 for some P 0 2 P and � 2 A, i.e. there exist some P 00; P 000 2 P such

that P
�

=) P 00 �̂
�! P 000 �

=) P 0 by the de�nition of the temporal weak transition

relation. Let us assume � 6� � since the other case follows pretty much the same

lines but is simpler. Because of P �Q and Lemma 7.6.11 we conclude the existence

of some Q00 2 P satisfying Q
�

=) Q00 and P 00�Q00. The latter implies Q00 �̂
=) Q000

and P 000�Q000 for some Q000 2 P . Finally, P 000�Q000 and Lemma 7.6.11 implies the

existence of some Q0 2 P such that Q000 �
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0. Summarizing, we have

established the existence of some Q0 2 P satisfying Q
�̂
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0, as desired.

� Let P
�

=)
L
P 0 for some P 0 2 P , � 2 T , and L � A n f�g, i.e. P

�
=) P 00 �

�!
L
P 000 �

=) P 0

for some P 00; P 000 2 P according to the de�nition of the alternative temporal weak

transition relation. Moreover, P 00 �
�!
L
P 000 implies P 00 �

�! P 000 and II�(P 00) � L. By the

premise P �Q and Lemma 7.6.11 we may conclude the existence of some Q00 2 P such

that Q
�

=) Q00 and P 00�Q00. Because of the latter, there also exist Q000; Q000
1 ; Q

000
2 2 P

satisfying Q00 �
=) Q000

1
�
�! Q000

2
�

=) Q000, II�(Q000
1 ) � II�(P 00) � L and P 000�Q000.
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Finally, P 000�Q000 and Lemma 7.6.11 implies the existence of some Q0 2 P such that

Q000 �
=) Q0 and P 0�Q0. Thus, we obtain Q

�
=)
L
Q0 and P 0�Q0 for some Q0 2 P ,

which �nishes this case.

Summarizing we have shown that both relations, �� and �, coincide. �

Because of the above coincidence we may view � as a naive temporal weak bisimulation

on an enriched transition system. As for temporal strong bisimulation, the alternative

de�nition suggests how standard partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138] can be adapted

in order to compute temporal weak bisimulation.

A logical characterization of � can be obtained by modifying the variant of the

Hennessy-Milner logic presented in Section 7.5.4. More precisely, one needs to replace

the enriched temporal strong transition relation in the de�nition of the semantics of the

h�;Li-operators by the alternative temporal weak transition relation. The details are rou-

tine and, therefore, are omitted here.

7.7 Example (continued)

In this section we apply the semantic theory of temporal observational congruence for

reasoning about Module2 of our example system presented in Sections 7.2 and 7.4. We �rst

de�ne Module2 formally in our language in accordance with the generic formalizations of

registers and function blocks which we have presented so far. Consequently,

Module2
def
= (F j T j R3 j R4) n fi; f; g; hg

where

R3
def
= �x:bh:xc�2(R03) and R03

def
= �y:i:x+ h:y

R4
def
= �x:be:xc�2(R04) and R04

def
= �y:f:x+ e:y

F
def
= �x:i:f:�:g:x

T
def
= �x:g:h:T0 and T0

def
= �y:out:x+ �:y :

For simplicity, we have left out channel busy since it is not important for the purposes of

this section. Recall that Module2 should intuitively behave as follows. It should always be

able to receive a value over channel e. After a clock tick �2 Module2 shall engage in busy

waiting until it is able to output the computed value via channel out. This intuition is

formalized by process Spec2 where the � -loop in state Spec2' models busy waiting.

Spec2
def
= �x:be:xc�2(Spec2') where Spec2'

def
= �y:out:x+ �:y + e:y

Observe that Module2 essentially behaves like a register, similar to Registers R3 and

R4 but possessing some internal computation modeled by the � -loop. This kind of register

may be called function register which on every clock tick �2 applies the function associated
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σ
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2
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e

Module2 Spec2

Spec2’

Figure 7.5: Semantics of Module2 and Spec2

with F to its current state value and the other inputs of F. This typical behavior of function

registers can be made even more visible if we would introduce value-passing [67] to CSA,

which would enable us to deal with data explicitly. Considering more complex systems

built from our generic hardware modules, their behavior can be compositionally reduced

to function registers.

Table 7.8: A relation whose symmetric closure is a temporal weak bisimulation

f h Module2; Spec2 i;

h (F j T j R03 j R
0
4) n fi; f; g; hg; Spec2' i;

h (f:�:g:F j T j R3 j R04) n fi; f; g; hg; Spec2' i;

h (�:g:F j T j R3 j R4) n fi; f; g; hg; Spec2' i;

h (g:F j T j R3 j R4) n fi; f; g; hg; Spec2' i;

h (F j h:T0 j R3 j R4) n fi; f; g; hg; Spec2' i;

h (F j T0 j R3 j R4) n fi; f; g; hg; Spec2' i g

In order to prove that the implementation Module2 satis�es its speci�cation Spec2 we

show that both are temporal observational congruent. Therefore, we �rst state that the

symmetric closure of the relation depicted in Table 7.8 is a temporal weak bisimulation

relating Module2 and Spec2. This can easily be checked by considering the transition
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systems of Module2 and Spec2 as depicted in Figure 7.5 where only clock transitions of �2
are drawn explicitly. All other clocks in the considered clock universe T idle in all states

which do not possess an outgoing internal transition. Finally, observe that the initial

action sets with respect to �2 in the initial states of implementation and speci�cation are

both equal to feg. Since additionally every � -transition of Module2 can be matched by

a � -transition of Spec2, and vice versa, both processes are also temporal observational

congruent according to De�nition 7.6.5.

A similar, albeit more involved, reasoning also applies to Module1 such that the overall

system can be built up and analyzed compositionally. Since no new insights are obtained

or new techniques need to be applied, the details are omitted.

7.8 Clock-Hiding

We introduce to our language a new family of unary operators, referred to as clock-hiding

operators, which can be used for explicit clock scoping. We also comment on the e�ect of

the new operators on the semantic theory of CSA. It should be noted that the discussions in

this section are tentative and present �rst ideas only. These ideas are currently investigated

further as part of a master's thesis at the University of Passau [107].

Up to now we have only considered the ignore operator for clock scoping. From a

semantic point of view, any non-trivial �-behavior of P is completely ignored in P " �.

Moreover, � self-loops are added to every state of P . The latter is necessary since P " �

should not have any inuence on the clock � since the concept of clocks is external. Instead

of using the idea of ignoring clocks for clock scoping one can also adopt the view that clocks

should be hidden, similarly to action scoping via the restriction operator. This approach is

well motivated because one reason for introducing clocks to CCS is to express synchroniza-

tion constraints. These constraints often need to be added when implementing sequential

speci�cations within distributed environments. Hence, for relating these speci�cations and

implementations, one needs to abstract from clocks. Obviously, the ignore operator, as

de�ned in Section 7.3, does not have the desired semantic e�ect.

To this end, we introduce a family of clock-hiding operators h�i, indexed in � 2 T , to

CSA. Their operational semantics is de�ned via the operational rules presented in Table 7.9.

Note that Rules (Hid), (tHid1), and (tHid2) correspond to Rules (Ign), (tIgn1), and (tIgn2)

for the ignore operator. However, the additional Rule (tHid3) for clock-hiding makes sure

that clock transitions of P labeled by � are not cut o� in P h�i but relabeled to �, where �

is a special action not in A[T . This special action, like the internal action � , is supposed

to be unobservable but, in contrast to � , does not possess pre-emptive power since it stems

from clock transitions. Moreover, a �-transition itself cannot be pre-empted since � stands

for an internal clock which is not available for further synchronization. When computing

the semantics of processes involving � the same operational rules as for the special action �

can be applied. Due to the unobservability of �, relabelings f have to satisfy f(�) = �, and

restriction sets may not contain �, either.
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Table 7.9: Operational semantics for clock-hiding in CSA

Hid
P

�
�! P 0

P h�i
�
�! P 0h�i

tHid1
��

P h�i
�
�! P h�i

tHid2
P

�0
�! P 0

P h�i
�0
�! P 0h�i

� 6� �0 tHid3
P

�
�! P 0

P h�i
�

�! P 0h�i

Regarding the consequences of introducing clock-hiding for our semantic theory based

on the notion of bisimulation, observe that �-transitions do not need to be parameterized

by action sets but can be treated like action transitions since they cannot be pre-empted.

It can be shown that the resulting variants of our behavioral relations, temporal strong

bisimulation and temporal observational congruence, are still congruences and that they are

the largest congruences contained in their naive versions, respectively. Our axiomatization

of temporal strong bisimulation can also be extended to reect clock-hiding. We leave out

the details here since they can be found in the above mentioned master's thesis. This thesis

is intended to demonstrate the utility of CSA and of clock-hiding by a case study concerned

with a pipelining technique as used in INTEL's Pentium processor [96].

7.9 Discussion and Related Work

In this section we comment on general design decisions of temporal process algebras, relate

our algebra CSA to relevant other process-algebraic approaches, and �nish o� with some

remarks about axiomatizations and the role of the clock universe in CSA.

7.9.1 General Design Decisions

Real-time or temporal process algebras [135] can be classi�ed according to (i) whether they

deal with a single, global clock or multiple, local clocks, (ii) whether their semantics adopt

the maximal progress assumption or not, and (iii) whether they have a quantitative or

qualitative view of time. Relevant representatives of the di�erent classes are Hennessy and

Regan's TPL [92], Yi's real-time calculus [173], Nicollin and Sifakis' ATP [136], Moller and

Toft's TCCS [128], and Andersen and Mendler's PMC [5]. The �rst four calculi adopt a

single, global clock while PMC deals with multiple, local clocks. TCCS and PMC avoid

the maximal progress assumption which is employed by the other approaches. Except for

TPL semantic theories based on Milner and Parks's notion of bisimulation [125, 139] have

been developed. So far, TPL only incorporates a testing semantics [72] which has been

investigated and axiomatized. The �ve approaches are also distinguished by the fact that
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ATP, TPL and PMC adopt a qualitative view of time, considering abstract clock ticks,

whereas the others choose a quantitative notion, using real or natural numbers as time

parameters. We believe that the approaches dealing with time very realistically, by working

with numbers, have disadvantages for both the speci�cation and the modeling of real-

time systems due to the following reasons. First, for specifying real-time processes exact

quantitative timing information must be available. This includes speci�cation-relevant as

well as speci�cation-irrelevant timing parameters, though the latter of which one would

like to abstract from. Second, exact delays are impossible to implement in practice due to

uncontrollable operating conditions, such as temperature, and unavoidable quality variance

in fabrication. Chen [45] has attempted to circumvent these problems by proposing an

algebra which uses delay intervals instead of exact delays. However, since such delay

intervals must be associated with every single action, this algebra turns out to be fairly

complicated. Like qualitative time, maximal progress also supports the abstract view of

systems for modeling and speci�cation. It reects our intuition, which is implemented in

many distributed systems, that processes are able to wait for communication partners but

immediately proceed with the communication when it is possible.

The presented temporal process algebra CSA proposes an abstract approach to the

speci�cation and modeling of real-time systems by adapting both a qualitative notion of

time and the maximal progress assumption. However, it is even more general and realistic

for distributed systems by allowing to deal with multiple clocks and by replacing the global

notion of maximal progress found in TPL by a local one. In order to be more precise, recall

that global maximal progress bundles together the phases of asynchronous cooperation of

systems whenever all subcomponents synchronize to let time advance. Hence, the global

maximal progress assumption focuses on a type of behavior which may be called globally-

synchronous, locally-asynchronous and is also the scope of synchronous languages such as

ESTEREL [20, 21], where the maximal progress assumption is referred to as synchrony hy-

pothesis. In contrast, CSA adopts a more exible scheme which allows us to localize the no-

tion of time and maximal progress. We can thus obtain simpler and more abstract speci�ca-

tions for distributed systems covering not only globally-synchronous, locally-asynchronous

systems but also the class of globally-asynchronous, locally-synchronous behavior.

7.9.2 Comparison to other Work

From a technical point of view, CSA extends Hennessy and Regan's TPL with operators

from Andersen and Mendler's PMC [5] for managing multiple clocks. Both algebras descend

from Nicollin and Sifakis' ATP [136]. As mentioned before, the syntax of CSA is the same

as the one of PMC, i.e. it extends Milner's CCS [125] with a timeout operator and a clock

ignore operator . The timeout operator also occurs in other real-time process algebras [5, 92]

and was originally introduced in ATP, where it is called unit-delay . The ignore operator

originates with PMC, though here it is a primitive operation, i.e. it is not derivable as in

PMC.
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In the following we investigate the semantic relationship of CSA to the process algebras

CCS [125], TPL [92], TCCS [128], ATP [136], PMC [5], CSP [94], TCSP [71, 151], and a

real-time variant of ACP [12, 16]. First, it is not di�cult to see that CSA is a conservative

extension of TPL if we drop TPL's unde�ned process 
, which has been introduced to

de�ne a semantics based on testing . Restricting the clock universe T to a single clock, say

T = f�g, and dropping the ignore operator, gives us precisely the syntax and operational

semantics of TPL. Without the ignore operator we obtain I�(P ) = I(P ), so that the

side conditions in Rules (tCom) and (tTO1) degenerate to the global maximal progress

assumption of TPL. Note that in this single-clock version of CSA the clock pre�xing of TPL

can be derived as �:P
def
=b0c�(P ). Moreover, our results show that CSA is a conservative

extension of TPL not only in terms of operational semantics but also in terms of strong and

weak bisimulation. This means that our main theorems apply to TPL, too. In particular,

specializing Theorem 7.6.8 to the TPL fragment yields a characterization of observational

congruence for TPL. Finally, CCS [125] can be identi�ed as the sub-calculus of CSA which

is obtained by de�ning T = ;.

Regarding the relationship to TCCS, ATP, and PMC, which mainly di�er from each

other by the fact that TCCS and ATP only deal with a single clock, there is an important

di�erence in the way we control when a clock tick is possible and when it is blocked. In

TCCS, ATP, and PMC the philosophy is that each subprocess must decide for itself when

it is ready to participate in a clock tick and when it is not, which opposes our external

view of clocks. In CSA this decision is made, according to maximal progress, indirectly by

the presence and absence of communication. The only way to stop a clock is by internal

divergence. However, it may be noted that the side conditions in Rules (tCom) and (tTO1),

which enforce maximal progress, can be factored out in the following way. If P
�
�!� P

0

is the weaker transition relation obtained by dropping the side conditions in Rules (tCom)

and (tTO1) and adding the axiom �:P
�
�!� �:P , then P

�
�! P 0 if and only if P

�
�!� P

0

and � =2 I�(P ). Further, we observe that the transition relation
�
�!� is precisely the

operational semantics of PMC [5] where pre�xes and nil are relaxed with respect to all

clocks, i.e. processes may idle for all clocks in every state. This means, essentially, that

CSA can be viewed as the local maximal progress version of PMC with relaxed pre�xes.

In this precise sense CSA is a specialization of PMC with a built-in semantic connection

between clocks and actions. One may also observe that many axioms presented for CSA

are identical to the ones given in [5] for PMC. The additional axioms for CSA make the

algebra CSA a quotient algebra of PMC and hence a semantic abstraction.

In TCCS [128] relaxed behavior is introduced by a nonstandard primitive, the weak

summation operator. It behaves as the standard summation for ordinary actions, but in

contrast forces components to take part in a clock transition only if both argument processes

can do a clock tick together. If one of these processes does not admit a clock transition

it is considered stopped, in which case the other process can engage in a clock transition

all by itself while the stopped process is simply dropped from the weak summation. Weak

summation plays an important role in obtaining an expansion law for the axiomatization
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of strong bisimulation in TCCS.

As PMC, the temporal process algebra ATP [136] de�nes only insistent pre�xing ex-

plicitly, where clock ticks are prohibited, but relaxed versions may be expressed by using

the unit-delay operator, a timeout construct. However, it is surprising that ATP's inaction

process may engage in idling. The bisimulation-based semantic theory developed for ATP

only focuses on processes that satisfy a certain liveness property which essentially avoids

time-stops. Unfortunately, an expansion theorem for ATP fails to hold due to technical

subtleties. Therefore, an axiomatization involving parallel composition is only given by

introducing auxiliary operators together with some equations which these operators are

required to ful�ll.

Although clocks synchronize in a broadcasting fashion, they cannot be mimicked in

CSP [94]. The reason is that clocks do not only have to synchronize over parallel com-

position but also over the summation operator, with the consequence that the time de-

terminism property of CSA cannot be simulated in CSP. Moreover, the notion of (local)

maximal progress distinguishes the semantic nature of clock transitions in CSA from action

transitions in CSP. However, this assumption can explicitly be modeled in a version of CSP

having a two-level (distributed) priority-scheme. Unfortunately, up to our knowledge no

approach, based on a semantic theory of bisimulation, for investigating priority in CSP

exists. Therefore, CSA semantics cannot be encoded in existing variants of CSP seman-

tics. In fact, CSP itself has been extended to cover timing aspects, yielding Timed CSP

(TCSP) [151], by introducing a global notion of time over a dense time domain as well as

new operators expressing delays and timeouts. Semantically, the failure semantics of CSP

has been carried over to TCSP using a notion of timed failures and adapting a kind of

maximal progress assumption.

In the synchronous programming language ESTEREL [20, 21] time is related with

computation steps in the sense that each step, which in turn consists of several substeps as in

Statecharts [91], is supposed to consume one time unit (cf. Section 8.2). Thus, the execution

model implicitly postulates a single, global clock which indicates the beginning and the end

of each step. Semantically, the conceptual clock bundles substeps together to steps. This

behavior corresponds to the maximal progress assumption adopted in temporal process

algebra. More recent developments regarding ESTEREL focus on implementing dialects

of the language within distributed computing environments [22]. Hence, a distributed

notion of time implicitly arises. However, up to our knowledge no formal semantics for the

distributed approach has been given, yet.

The process algebra ACP [12, 16] is extended with dense time in [9]. More precisely,

actions are annotated by time parameters denoting absolute and exact occurrences of time.

Semantically, labeled transition systems cover time as part of the state, and the semantic

theory is built on the concept of bisimulation. In contrast to CSA, the real-time semantics

for versions of ACP obey neither the idling property nor maximal progress.

Finally, we comment on an emerging parallel programming paradigm called bulk syn-

chronous programming (BSP) [165], which is based on a high-level synchronization mecha-
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nism that corresponds essentially to logical clocks. BSP is proposed as a natural high-level

programming model with e�cient implementation in hardware. We believe that CSA could

be used as a formal process-algebraic model that captures the essence of BSP according to

the principle \every bulk one clock."

7.9.3 Remarks on Axiomatization

The axiomatization of temporal strong bisimulation for rs-free CSA processes shows that

such processes have a �nite number of states under temporal strong bisimulation, which

has also been pointed out in [5] with respect to the PMC setting. This is a remark-

able fact since rs-free processes in CCS always have a �nite syntactic unfolding which

is in general not true for rs-free processes in CSA. Consider for instance the rs-free pro-

cess P
def
= �x:b0c�(x+ (Q"�)) taken from [5], where Q is an arbitrary rs-free process. P

possesses an in�nite unfolding as can be seen by the in�nite transition sequence

P
�
�! P + (Q"�)

�
�! � � �

�
�! P +Q"� + � � �+Q"�

�
�! � � � :

In contrast to Milner [124] we show completeness only with respect to closed terms and

not also for open terms. The problem for extending our approach to open terms is how

to deal with unguarded recursion since the standard axiom �x:(x+ t) = �x:t, often called

Axiom (R3), is not valid in the CSA framework. In order to see this choose t � 0 and use

Axiom (A4) to conclude `r �x:(x+ 0) = �x:x and Axiom (R1) for obtaining `r �x:0 = 0.

Hence, if Axiom (R3) would be valid, then �x:x'0 must hold. However, �x:x does not

possess any transitions while 0 can idle for all clocks. Thus, allowing unguardedness enables

one to specify processes that disallow any clock tick, i.e. that stop time. In order to deal

with those processes in our axiomatization, one could introduce a process � to CSA, that

is not able to engage in any transition, and re-de�ne Axiom (R3) to �x:(x+ t) = �+�x:t.

Yet, this does not su�ce; an even more elaborate version of this axiom is needed to obtain

the desired completeness result. Additionally, the completeness proof would have to make

all clock transitions in terms explicit, which we have avoided in Section 7.5.2 since it would

require to restrict ourselves to a �nite clock universe T . Regardless these problems, the

presence of the time-stop process � would allow us to embed the algebra PMC in CSA since

the semantics of � coincides with the one of the process nil in PMC and PMC's insistent

interpretation of the pre�x �:P can be encoded as �:P� +� where P� is the embedding

of the PMC process P in CSA.

Finally, we leave an axiomatization of temporal observational congruence (cf. [4]) for

future work because of the following reason. Traditional techniques usually employed for

proving axiomatizations for observational congruences complete with respect to regular

processes rely on the fact that � -cycles can be eliminated or inserted [126]. Unfortunately,

since the internal action � has pre-emptive power over clocks such a \straightforward" � -

cycle elimination or insertion is unsound in CSA. Thus, providing a complete axiomatization

of temporal observational congruence for regular processes in CSA seems to be a very

challenging task.
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7.9.4 The Impact of the Choice of the Clock Universe

To �nish o�, we remark on the impact of the choice of the clock universe T on the semantic

theory of CSA. Unlike actions in A, clocks are an external concept, i.e. they originate in the

environment rather than in processes. Thus, even if a clock � 2 T is not mentioned explic-

itly in a term, the corresponding transition system may have �-loops. Hence, our semantic

theory is implicitly parameterized by the clock universe. Consequently, the question arises

as to whether T has to contain all clocks which may occur in a system. If so, T would

have to be a potentially in�nite universe since systems can be embedded in arbitrary other

systems. In practice however, a system designer de�nes T to be the �nite set of all clocks

of the system under consideration. If several systems with di�erent universes of clocks are

to be composed, the designer might want to extend T to contain the clock universes of

all components. Fortunately, our semantic theory is coherent with respect to this kind of

extension of T . In order to make this more precise, we write 'T , �T , and �T , explicitly

visualizing the clock universe as parameter of our behavioral relations.

Proposition 7.9.1 (Extending the Clock Universe)

Let � =2 T be a clock and P;Q 2 P such that C(P ) � T and C(Q) � T . Then

1. P 'T Q implies P 'T [f�gQ,

2. P �T Q implies P "��T [f�gQ"�, and

3. P �T Q implies P "��T [f�gQ"�.

Consider the example of Section 7.7. From the equivalence Module2 �f�2g Spec2, which

has been established in Section 7.7, we may conclude Module2 �f�1;�2;�g Spec2. It is easy

to see that the reverse directions of the above statements are also true. Thus, the validity

of P 'Q is invariant under extension and shrinking of the clock universe T as long as T

contains all clocks which are explicitly mentioned in the syntax of P or Q. In contrast to

the case for temporal strong bisimulation the "� operators are really needed with respect to

temporal weak bisimulation and temporal observational congruence. For example, one may

choose T =df f�g, where � 6� �, and consider the processes P
def
= 0 and Q

def
=(�x:�:x) " �.

According to De�nition 7.6.2 we have P �T Q but P 6�T [f�gQ since P can engage in a �-

transition but Q pre-empts any �-transition. The same is also true with respect to temporal

observational congruence. Hence, one can only add new clocks to T if those are \ignored."

Finally, we want to note that the choice of T has an impact neither on the composition-

ality of the operators of CSA nor on the largest congruence results. Choosing a �nite clock

universe T = f�1; : : : ; �ng has the pleasant side e�ect that we can derive clock pre�xing

by using recursion and timeout in the following fashion:

�i:P
def
= �x: b0c�1(x) � � � �i�1(x)�i(P )�i+1(x) � � � �n(x) ;

i.e. the process �i:P can engage in a clock transition to P labeled by �i and can idle on all

other clocks � 6� �i.
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7.10 Summary

We have presented the temporal process algebra CSA with multiple clocks and a local

maximal progress assumption. CSA is closely related to the process algebras TPL and

PMC. Whereas TPL does not deal with multiple clocks, and the semantics of PMC does

not ensure maximal progress, CSA combines both features under the special consideration

of the distribution of systems. By means of a generic example we have demonstrated

the utility of CSA as a semantic framework for modeling synchrony and asynchrony in

which one can express various levels of synchronization and time, including independent,

hierarchical, and overlapping time scales.

For CSA we have developed an abstract semantic theory based on the notion of bisim-

ulation. The characterizations of the largest congruences in the naive temporal strong

and weak bisimulations are of special importance for compositional reasoning, which un-

derlies most of the existing veri�cation techniques. The algebraic avor of our calculus

is made precise by an axiomatization of temporal strong bisimulation for a class of �nite-

state processes and by alternative characterizations of our behavioral relations, which allow

us to adapt standard partition-re�nement algorithms for their computation as well as the

Hennessy-Milner logic [125] for logical reasoning about processes.



Chapter 8

Discussion

This chapter discusses various notions of pre-emption in traditional process algebras, as de-

veloped in the previous chapters, and in existing programming and speci�cation languages.

The motivation for introducing pre-emptive constructs for modeling priority and time into

these settings is to extend their expressiveness and to improve their notational convenience.

8.1 Concepts of Pre-emption in Process Algebras

Traditionally, process algebras such as CCS [125], CSP [94], or ACP [16, 17] only allow

one to model nondeterminism. This dissertation focuses on the most practically-relevant

aspects of quantitative and qualitative time which reduce nondeterminism, namely timing

constraints and priorities. Whereas in prioritized settings high prioritized transitions are

speci�ed to have precedence over lower prioritized ones, in timed settings action transitions

may have precedence over clock transitions according to the maximal progress assumption.

In contrast to the approaches presented in Chapters 2 and 4, which investigate global

pre-emption for reasoning about processes in centralized, uni-processor environments, the

previous two chapters have introduced process algebras focusing on distributed systems

whose semantics is based on local pre-emption. In the following we consider global and

local concepts of pre-emption from various angles.

8.1.1 Principles of Pre-emption

In order to be precise about what it means for a transition to have pre-emptive power, i.e. to

prevent other transitions, we need to distinguish between potential and actual transitions.

A transition is called potential whenever it o�ers a communication to the environment, and

actual if it models a factual communication, thus representing \real" progress. Accordingly,

in CCS-based algebras, transitions that are labeled by visible actions are potential whereas

transitions labeled by the internal action � are actual.

The point for developing a semantic theory for pre-emption is that only actual high-

prioritized transitions (action transitions) can globally or locally pre-empt lower-prioritized
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transitions (clock transitions). Giving pre-emptive power also to potential transitions would

result in semantically identifying processes which just di�er by some lower-prioritized tran-

sitions (clock transitions). However, when restricting all transitions having pre-emptive

power in some context, the considered processes can semantically be distinguished, i.e. the

underlying behavioral relation would not be a congruence. Thus, only those transitions

should have pre-emptive power which may not be restricted in any context. As mentioned

before, in CCS-like languages these transitions are exactly the ones labeled by � . When

dealing with local pre-emption an additional condition has to be taken care of. Both, the

pre-empting and the pre-empted transitions, have to arise from the same state of the sys-

tem. Note that, whenever we are talking about a localized form of pre-emption, we do

not refer by \state" to a global state of the underlying distributed system but to a local

state de�ned by its parallel subcomponents or by subcomponents which are connected to

a common clock. In fact, two transitions can only compete for execution if they both arise

from the same local state of the distributed system.

8.1.2 Priority and Communication Schemes

One di�erence of the algebras CCSch, CCSdp, CCSprio, CCSpriopp , and CSA arises by considering

their priority-schemes. These schemes can be distinguished by the number of \priority"

levels on which they are built. The process algebras CCSprio and CSA have a �xed two-level

priority-scheme, where actions are considered to be more important than clocks in CSA.

The calculi CCSch, CCSdp, and CCS
prio
pp incorporate multi-level schemes by providing an

arbitrary number of priority levels.

Regarding communication schemes, a communication on complementary actions be-

longing to conceptually di�erent priority levels may take place according to CCSdp and

CCS
prio
pp semantics. Note that this statement is only implicitly true for CCSdp due to its \re-

laxed" semantics for pre�xing. In contrast, CCSch and CCSprio only allow communication on

complementary actions having the same priority, thereby adopting the view that priorities

are part of channels and not explicitly assigned to transitions. The same communication

scheme is naturally valid for CSA since communications are allowed on complementary

actions whereas synchronizations are enforced on clocks.

During our research we have experienced that the main semantic insights of CCS
prio
pp

and CSA concerning a localized view of pre-emption have already been obtained in the

simple, convenient framework of CCSprio possessing the above mentioned characteristics.

Subsequently, the gained knowledge of local pre-emption has been applied for developing

semantic theories for CCSpriopp and CSA. In the following, we substantiate this observation

by working out the unifying semantic concepts of local pre-emption for CCSprio and CSA.

8.1.3 Architectural Information

In order to treat qualitative timing aspects for distributed systems, we have developed a

local view of pre-emption that exploits architectural information of the distributed system
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under consideration. Architectural information refers to the logical structure of the system

and not to its physical distribution on a particular hardware platform. The logical struc-

ture, which is used for describing the behavior of parts of a system, is expressed di�erently

in CCSprio, respectively CCS
prio
pp , and CSA. Whereas in CCSprio architectural information

is implicitly encoded in the operational semantics of the calculus and the comparability

relation (cf. De�nition 6.3.1), by viewing processes on di�erent sides of the parallel com-

position operator to be logically scheduled on di�erent processors, it is explicitly speci�ed

in the syntax of CSA via the ignore operator. By means of generic examples we have illus-

trated why these two abstract approaches to taking into account distribution are suitable

for reasoning about priority and time in distributed systems, respectively.

8.1.4 Pre-emption and Behavioral Relations

The foundation of our semantic theories are behavioral relations that relate processes given

as terms of the language under consideration. In order to obtain behavioral relations that

are compositional with respect to the operators of the language, one has to take care of all

semantic aspects. Consequently, we have to reect the aspect of pre-emption in our seman-

tic theories for CCSch, CCSdp, CCSprio, and CSA. These theories are based on the notion

of bisimulation [125], which de�nes an equivalence on processes that is also a congruence

for CCS. However, if we straightforwardly adapt strong bisimulation [125] to our process

algebras dealing with local pre-emption, we lose this congruence property. Therefore, the

challenge is to identify the largest congruences contained in the naive adaptations of strong

bisimulation for CCSprio and CSA. We have shown that this can be done by a careful analysis

of the concept of local pre-emption.

The key issue for identifying the relevant information concerning local pre-emption,

which we refer to as local pre-emption potential, is the observation that potential transi-

tions may turn to actual ones when plugging processes into contexts, e.g. some environment

running in parallel. For instance, an environment may accept o�ers for communication,

thereby introducing the internal action � (cf. Rule (Com3)). Note that a similar argu-

mentation is also true with respect to other languages which may have other mechanisms

for turning potential transitions to actual ones. For instance, when integrating aspects of

distributed priority and distributed time in CSP-like [94] process algebras involving broad-

cast communication, the switch from potential to actual transitions arises by hiding visible

actions, i.e. by turning them into the internal action � . Thus, the principles we have de-

veloped for de�ning bisimulation-based semantic theories dealing with local pre-emption

are not restricted to CCS-based process algebras but can be adapted to other popular

process-algebraic settings, too.

As suggested above, we need to take care of labels of potential transitions which may

turn to � within some context. Regarding strong bisimulation and global pre-emption this

is not an issue since every (action) transition is executed from the same, single location

(connected to all clocks). Moreover, strongly bisimular processes possess the same initial

actions, i.e. their global pre-emption potentials are identical. Hence, standard strong bisim-
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ulation is a congruence for the algebras CCSch and CCSdp. According to our semantics for

local pre-emption, a low-prioritized transition (clock transition) can only be executed if

no higher-prioritized transition (action transition) at the same location (connected to the

same clock) may engage in a communication. Requiring compositional behavioral relations

respecting local pre-emption forces us to consider enriched transition relations. In the fol-

lowing, we make this precise for the calculi CCSprio and CSA, for which we have introduced

enriched transition relations
�
�!
L

for unprioritized actions and
�
�!
L

for clocks, respectively.

Here, � is an unprioritized action, � a clock, and L a set of visible (prioritized) actions.

In the following we concentrate on the enriched transition relation for CCSprio. We have

de�ned P
�
�!
L
P 0 if there exists a location m 2 Loc such that P

m;�
�! P 0 and II[m](P ) � L

(cf. Section 6.4.3). Intuitively, P may engage in an �-transition at location m to P 0 when-

ever the local pre-emption potential II[m](P ) of P is at most L. Alternatively, one may

read P
�
�!
L
P 0 as follows. Whenever the environment refuses to communicate at least on

the ports contained in L the process P may perform an �-transition to P 0; the phrase

\at least" is justi�ed since P
�
�!
L
P 0 and L � L0 implies P

�
�!
L0

P 0 by de�nition. The reader

may already have observed that our notion of enriched transitions gives rise to an assump-

tion/commitment{style for reasoning. Thus, P
�
�!
L
P 0 means that the process P commits

itself to a transition to P 0 with action � assuming that the environment does not want to

communicate with any actions from L. A similar intuition can be developed in the timed

setting for enriched transitions of the form P
�
�!
L
P 0 where the local pre-emption potential

is described by the set II�(P ), i.e. the set of labels of all action transitions from P that

are connected to clock �. It is worth mentioning that the above observations do not only

reect the coincidence of the prioritized and timed philosophies for local pre-emption in

CCSprio and CSA but also explain their uniform technical treatment. The semantic analo-

gies are reected in the abstractness proofs of our behavioral relations, too, where the same

idea for the constructions of the contexts for the largest congruence proofs is used. The

technical framework of enriched transition systems is also the key for developing logical

characterizations of our behavioral relations in style of the Hennessy-Milner logic [125] and

for applying standard partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138] for their computation.

8.1.5 Pre-emption and Abstraction

Behavioral equivalences that are directly de�ned on (strong) transition relations are often

too �ne for reasoning about systems in practice. Usually, speci�cations are given as simple

sequential processes only involving visible actions. Implementations are more complex and

often composed of several parallel processes whose interactions are coordinated by internal

synchronizations. These bookkeeping synchronizations are invisible for external observers

and need to be abstracted away when relating speci�cations and implementations. There-

fore, a notion of weak bisimulation or observational equivalence is introduced in CCS [125].

This is de�ned as standard bisimulation on a weak transition relation that abstracts from

unobservable transitions, namely � -transitions. Algebraically, observational equivalence

has proved to be a congruence with respect to all CCS operators except summation.
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When carrying over the CCS procedure for de�ning (distributed) prioritized and tempo-

ral weak bisimulation for CCSch, CCSprio, and CSA, respectively, we have encountered slight

di�erences concerning our global and local views of pre-emption. Whereas the straightfor-

ward de�nition of the temporal weak transition relation (cf. De�nition 7.6.2) based on our

notion of enriched temporal transition relation works �ne in CSA, we have experienced di�-

culties when following the analogous approach for CCSch and CCSprio, because the resulting

(distributed) prioritized weak bisimulation is not compositional with respect to parallel

composition (and recursion). The reason concerning parallel composition is that as soon

as a process is plugged into an environment, which includes processes running in parallel,

high-prioritized transitions located in the process may delay lower prioritized transitions

that the environment is capable of. Those delays are taken care of by an extra condition

in the de�nition of (distributed) prioritized weak bisimulation (cf. Condition (1) of De�ni-

tion 2.4.5 and Condition (1) of De�nition 6.5.4). Regarding the compositionality problem

with respect to recursion, observe that { similar to the reasoning above { an enriched weak

transition P
�

=)
L
P 0 does not cover all necessary aspects of local pre-emption. In fact, the

parameter L just considers the pre-emptive inuence of the environment on the parallel

component of P , which may engage in the �-transition. However, symmetrically P itself

exerts a pre-emptive impact on its environment. In order to obtain a distributed prior-

itized weak bisimulation which is compositional with respect to all operators of CCSprio

except (distributed) summation, an additional parameter, II(P ), capturing this sort of

pre-emption potential of P is needed in the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak

transition relation. Summarizing, in the distributed priority framework we have two dif-

ferent views of pre-emption and, accordingly, two kinds of pre-emption potential that are

made explicit as two separate parameters of the distributed prioritized weak transition re-

lation for unprioritized actions. The �rst kind of pre-emption potential is local to P and

reected by some distributed prioritized initial action set II [m](P ), where m is an appro-

priate location. The second is global to P and given by the global prioritized initial action

set II(P ).

One may wonder why the latter technical di�culty does not arise for (distributed) pri-

oritized strong bisimulation and for the algebras CCSch and CSA. Regarding (distributed)

prioritized strong bisimulation, we observe that only those processes are related which

have identical (distributed) prioritized initial action sets. Thus, it is implicitly taken care

of global pre-emption potentials. For CSA the reason is that a clock tick may only be

inhibited by a communication whenever both communication partners are attached to that

clock. Similarly, in CCSch all communication partners reside in the same, single location.

In contrast, an unprioritized transition from some location m gets pre-empted in CCSprio

whenever there exists a prioritized communication where at least one communication part-

ner is located at a comparable location of m.

The technical subtleties are reversed when de�ning observational congruences, i.e. the

largest congruences contained in the (distributed) prioritized and temporal weak bisimu-

lations, respectively. Whereas the traditional summation �x for CCS works just �ne for
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CCSch and CCSprio when obeying pre-emption potentials (cf. Sections 2.4.2 and 6.5.2), it

does not for CSA (cf. Section 7.6.2). This is due to the special nature of nondeterministic

choices in timed settings in which the summation operator behaves di�erently with respect

to actions and clocks. On the one hand, it is dynamic for actions and resolves choices.

On the other hand, it is static for clocks since clock ticks require global synchronization.

Therefore, the de�nition of temporal observational congruence is more involved than the

one of (distributed) prioritized observational congruence.

To close this section we comment on abstractions from clocks. Similar to auxiliary com-

munications, synchronization constraints modeled by clocks often need to be added when

implementing (sequential) speci�cations within distributed environments. Hence, beside

abstracting from the internal action � , one would also like to abstract from these clocks in

order to be able to relate speci�cations and implementations by means of temporal weak

bisimulation or temporal observational congruence. Since the ignore operator, which is re-

sponsible for clock scoping, does not support any form of abstraction we have proposed to

insert a separate clock-hiding operator in CSA. Fortunately, this new operator is consistent

with our semantic theory for CSA and does not require any special attention.

8.2 Concepts of Pre-emption in Existing Languages

In this section we shed some light on the practical relevance of the aspects of priority and

time and the underlying concepts of pre-emption by considering the relevant mechanisms

in existing programming and speci�cation languages that are successfully employed by en-

gineers. More speci�cally, we focus on the languages ADA [105], occam [95], SDL [99, 162],

E-LOTOS [98], Statecharts [91], ESTEREL [21, 34], LUSTRE [88], and SIGNAL [87] which

can be categorized as follows: (1) ADA and occam are variants of imperative, parallel pro-

gramming languages with no precise formal semantics. (2) SDL, E-LOTOS, and Statecharts

are speci�cation languages for which formal semantics have been de�ned. (3) ESTEREL,

LUSTRE, and SIGNAL are mathematically well-founded, synchronous programming lan-

guages having a very di�erent semantic character from representatives of the �rst two

categories and the process algebras developed in this dissertation. They are only presented

here in order to complete the picture of languages incorporating priority and timing aspects.

Unfortunately, many of these languages do not come with a formal semantics, and

their reference manuals only provide a vague intuition about the semantic aspects we are

concerned with. Consequently, our aim is to stress the necessity for developing semantic

theories of pre-emption, not to present a complete comparison of the concepts of priority

and time advocated in this dissertation with the ones implemented in existing languages.

In fact, the present dissertation should be considered as basic research on the semantics

of pre-emption that establish a basis upon which semantic theories for existing and new

languages can be founded. Most languages dealt with in this section either provide no

such semantic theories at all, or the existing theories are not satisfying since they do not

�t together elegantly with other important concepts. Therefore, it is often impossible to
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classify semantic properties concerning priority and time according to the lines of this

dissertation. However, we try to give the reader some intuition about the utility of the

languages under consideration and their implemented constructs for expressing priority

and time. Our main interest is in the speci�cation language Statecharts, because of its

success in industrial applications. Although E-LOTOS, which is a newly revised version

of LOTOS [30, 97], has been widely inspired by process algebras, we have not been able

to examine precisely its concepts of priority and time. Unfortunately, E-LOTOS is still

under development, and documents adequately presenting its formal semantics concerning

pre-emption are missing.

8.2.1 Imperative Parallel Programming Languages

This section is concerned with the languages ADA and occam belonging to the �rst category

of the considered languages.

ADA

ADA is an imperative, parallel, object-oriented, high-level programming language [105]

which is internationally standardized (ISO/IEC 8652). The high complexity of ADA stems

from combining features of various imperative programming languages. ADA also provides

a mechanism for running processes, called tasks, in parallel. Similarly to the process alge-

bra CCS, its communication principle is synchronous and handshake, i.e. a handshaking

mechanism which in ADA is also referred to as rendezvous. Priorities can be expressed

via a variety of programming constructs. One may de�ne interrupts, along a multi-level

priority-scheme, and corresponding interrupt handlers, which specify the program code that

is executed whenever an interrupt is invoked. Just like in the second part of this thesis,

ADA adopts a distributed view of priority since a multi-processor system may have more

than one interrupt subsystem (cf. Chapter 6). Another similarity to our process algebras

CCSch, CCSprio, and CCS
prio
pp is that the priority of the execution of an interrupt handler is

allowed to vary from one system state to another, i.e. priorities are globally dynamic in the

sense of [154].

Regarding qualitative aspects of time, ADA provides a powerful mechanism for task

scheduling. It works by de�ning task priorities where an integer value indicates the degree

of urgency of a task. Task priority is a basis for resolving competing demands for system

resources. ADA is a good example con�rming our view adopted in Chapter 4 that priorities

dealing with scheduling in real-time have a global and dynamic character. Indeed global

pre-emption information is extracted out of task priorities which may be re-assigned as the

system evolves and, thus, are dynamic. This user-guided task of re-assigning priority values

distinguishes dynamic-priority in ADA from dynamic-priority in CCSdp (cf. Chapter 4).

The global pre-emption mechanism for task scheduling is implemented by priority-ordered

ready queues together with concepts of pre-emptable system resources and pre-emptive

abort. These realizations are typical for many languages dealing with real-time scheduling.
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Additionally, ADA allows one to specify aspects of quantitative time since it provides

a clock package together with delay and timeout statements. Here, time is measured with

respect to the physical processor on which the considered task is running and, therefore,

has a distributed character (cf. Chapter 7). Finally, the language ADA also includes mech-

anisms for synchronous and asynchronous task control, which would lead too far to be

discussed here.

occam

The process-oriented, asynchronous, high-level programming language occam is based on

the principle of sequential communicating processes [95]. Usually, occam programs are

physically mapped onto transputers, a hardware platform for the parallel execution of

processes. The concept of communication in occam is similar to CCS and ADA, i.e. a syn-

chronous handshake communication. Consequently, each communication channel connects

two ports, an input and an output port .

As already mentioned in Chapter 6, the occam language contains a speci�c operator,

called PRIALT, which allows one to express prioritized choices. This operator is typically

used as follows

PRIALT g1 P1 j g2 P2 j : : : j gn Pn

where P1; P2; : : : ; Pn are processes and g1; g2; : : : ; gn are guards, usually of the form c?,

that encode waiting for an input on port c. The guard c? is satis�ed whenever a process

running in parallel is ready to communicate on channel c. Semantically, the above process

behaves as the process Pi, where 1 � i � n , provided that i is the smallest index such that

guard gi is satis�ed. Hence, PRIALT is a choice operator which resolves nondeterminism.

In a process-algebraic framework, involving multi-level, distributed priorities, this operator

has been investigated by Camilleri and Winskel [43]. Since we have shown that our process

algebra CCS
prio
pp is more general than their approach, we have already covered the semantic

aspects of PRIALT in Chapter 6.

However, it is important to emphasize that guards in PRIALT constructs may only con-

tain input ports but not output ports. This restriction greatly simpli�es the implementation

of occam on transputer platforms by avoiding the need to implement technically complex

communication protocols. Observe that a similar restriction is responsible for the algebraic

tractability of the operational semantics for CCSpriopp (cf. Section 6.7.1). This again stresses

the importance of the mentioned restriction in order to obtain a semantics that is e�ciently

implementable.

Regarding timing aspects, occam provides a possibility to inuence the scheduling of

processes via the construct PRIPAR, a prioritized version of parallel composition. Its se-

mantics is de�ned in an analogous fashion to that of PRIALT, i.e. it prefers to execute the

argument process which comes �rst in the program text. However, processes which have

to wait for a communication partner are not considered for selection. Jensen [102] has

extensively considered PRIPAR in a process-algebraic context. Also the calculus CCSpriopp can
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easily be extended by this kind of operator without introducing new di�culties or obtain-

ing new insights concerning the theory of local pre-emption. In fact, it turns out that the

semantic theory developed in Chapter 6 can be adapted straightforwardly by just changing

the de�nition of the comparability relation (cf. De�nition 6.3.1).

In order to implement applications that react on time-dependent events, occam includes

a special construct, called AFTER, that allows one to read the value of a local clock , where

\local" refers to the speci�c physical processor on which the underlying process is running.

Therefore, similar to ADA, time has a distributed character although the distribution

concept is not as general as for CSA since one may not express overlapping and nested

scales of time (cf. Chapter 7). However, the AFTER construct can be used together with

timer channels for expressing delays. For instance, one may write clock ? AFTER v where

clock is a timer channel and v an integer value. Semantically, this expression is a process

which does not terminate unless the value of the clock is greater than v. Summarizing,

occam possesses all important features for dealing with priority and real-time. Moreover,

those features have semantics that can nicely be reected in process-algebraic frameworks.

8.2.2 Speci�cation Languages

In the following, we deal with members of the second category of languages, namely the

speci�cation languages SDL, E-LOTOS, and Statecharts.

SDL

The abbreviation SDL stands for Speci�cation and Description Language [99, 162]. This

language is internationally standardized and widely used by engineers for specifying and

implementing software in a tool-supported, graphical and textual manner. It contains

many rich constructs of parallel, imperative programming languages. However, SDL does

not provide a mechanism for modeling interrupts or similar kinds of priority, but it possesses

a concept of timeout .

The asynchronous programming model underlying SDL is a variant of other models for

parallel, imperative languages. It is built of three hierarchical layers with asynchronous

concepts of handshake and broadcast communication via bu�ered channels, in contrast to

synchronous communication adopted for the process algebras dealt with in this thesis. The

lowest layer contains process instances which correspond to �nite-state machines together

with a local memory and an input queue. Process instances may perform actions such as

assignments and procedure calls. Several process instances can be grouped, i.e. composed in

parallel, to blocks. Within blocks they may instantaneously exchange data and names, e.g.

process identi�ers, via signal routes. Furthermore, blocks may be combined to systems and

connected by channels. For a basic variant of SDL, called Basic SDL, a formal operational

semantics has been de�ned using structured operational rules [85].

In order to deal with timeouts, every SDL system implicitly contains a single, global

clock which measures time. In each process instance one may set arbitrarily many timers
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together with an expiration value and a name of a signal which is invoked when the timer

expires. At �rst sight, one may think that this timeout concept permits one to deal with

quantitative, global time in a very general fashion. However, the bottom line is that the

signal generated by an expired timer does not interfere the current execution of the process

instance since it is only appended to the input queue and processed at some undetermined

time later. In other words, SDL does not provide a concept of pre-emption with respect

to time. Consequently, time is a very subtle, unintuitive concept in SDL which does not

allow a similarly clean mathematical treatment of time as process-algebraic approaches do.

Therefore, the gap between the concepts of time in SDL and the ones advocated in this

dissertation (see Chapters 4 and 7) is too wide in order to allow us a fair comparison. In fact,

SDL is a good example for demonstrating that speci�cation languages successfully used in

industrial contexts do exist that lack any conceptually view of pre-emption, although they

claim to provide such features as timeouts.

E-LOTOS

E-LOTOS [98] (Enhanced Language of Temporal Ordering Speci�cations) is a formal spec-

i�cation language for specifying distributed systems and currently on its way for standard-

ization. As its predecessor LOTOS [30, 97, 162] (ISO standard 8807), E-LOTOS is based

on traditional process algebras such as CCS [125] and CSP [94], and on an algebraic de-

scription language for describing abstract data types. The successful history of LOTOS

has shown that a speci�cation language developed on process-algebraic ideas can play an

important role even in industrial contexts. Thus, studying process algebras is not a waste

of academic resources but basic research in language design.

(E-)LOTOS is given a behavioral semantics in terms of labeled transition systems via

structural operational rules. The semantics of parallel composition is based on interleaving,

and broadcast communication is achieved as in CSP via simultaneous synchronization on

common ports. However, there exists also a mechanism for asynchronous communication

via bu�ered channels. The old standard LOTOS does not provide any mean for specifying

priority or timing aspects in the spirit of this thesis. It only includes a so-called disabling

operator that can be used for specifying interrupt handlers. However, this operator does

not have a notion of pre-emption but is solely based on the concept of nondeterminism

which makes it unsuitable for dealing with interrupts adequately. Disabling can better be

used for de�ning a notion of state re�nement as has been done for Statecharts (see next

section). However, people have realized that priority and time (cf. [111, 147]) are important

concepts for speci�cation languages and, hence, these concepts can be found in the draft

for the recently proposed E-LOTOS standard [98].

E-LOTOS allows one to describe behaviors or expressions raising exceptions which may

be trapped by exception handlers. Technically, this is implemented via urgent actions [31]

which include exception raising actions as well as internal and termination actions. The

urgent semantics of exceptions given in E-LOTOS is basically the same as the signal model

of Timed CSP [70]. Intuitively, a behavior is urgent if it cannot delay. Additionally,
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E-LOTOS also includes a mechanism of suspend/resume by extending the LOTOS disabling

together with a new raise construct allowing the resumption of interrupted behavior. It

is worth noting that behavior is blocked whenever it is suspended, i.e. it does not evolve

in time or actions. Whereas the concept of exception handling vaguely corresponds to

our approach to priority, the process algebra CCS
prio
pp possesses no constructs to model the

suspend/resume facilities of E-LOTOS directly. However, from a theoretical point of view

CCS
prio
pp is expressive enough to encode stacks, since stacks can also be modeled in plain

CCS, and to mimic the suspend/resume mechanism, because it incorporates a concept of

pre-emption.

Finally, E-LOTOS includes a notion of quantitative time, based on real-time extensions

of LOTOS [114], thereby allowing one to give precise descriptions of real-time systems.

Technically, communications can be made sensitive to time by adding an @@t annotation

to the communication action which binds the variable t to the time at which the com-

munication occurs. This time is measured relatively from when the communication has

been o�ered �rst. Moreover, the E-LOTOS statement wait(k) enables the speci�cation

of a delay by k time units. These concepts have already been introduced by Yi [173] in

his real-time process algebra, which obeys maximal progress similar to CCSrt (see Chap-

ter 4). Consequently, the behavioral semantics in form of labeled transition systems also

follows Yi's approach. Hence the transition relation is split into two parts by distinguish-

ing between action and clock transitions as has been done for CCSrt and CSA. However, in

contrast to CSA but similar to CCSrt, the notion of time in E-LOTOS is quantitative and

global, instead of qualitative and local.

Statecharts

The graphical speci�cation language Statecharts extends communicating �nite automata by

the concepts of hierarchy and priority . Statecharts have been introduced by Harel about a

decade ago [91] for modeling and reasoning about reactive systems. Since then this language

has attracted the attention of many software engineers who appreciate its graphical nature.

Consequently, a lot of di�erent dialects and speci�cation tools supporting these dialects

have been developed [14, 78]. However, the semantic foundations of most variants have some

disturbing shortcomings, especially concerning compositionality [47, 117]. This is mainly

due to the complicated semantics of parallel composition, based on a kind of asynchronous

broadcast communication, and the chosen approach to priority.

Before we discuss how priorities can be expressed in Statecharts, we remark on the

semantic de�ciencies concerning parallel composition. This also leads us to discuss a special

qualitative timing constraint implicitly present in Statecharts which is closely related to

the maximal progress assumption adopted by process-algebraic approaches to time (cf.

Chapters 4 and 7). First, we need to introduce the form of labels used in the syntax and

semantics of Statecharts. Statechart labels are split into two parts, a trigger part and an

action part, which both consist of a conjunction of events, as port names are called within

the framework of Statecharts. A statechart may engage in a transition, also referred to as
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micro step, whenever all events of the trigger are provided by the environment, thereby

generating the events of the output part of the action. These generated events may cause

the trigger of a transition in a di�erent parallel component to be satis�ed. Thus, this

transition is now allowed to be executed, i.e. probably new events are generated, and this

kind of \chain reaction" may continue until possibly all parallel components have taken

part in this system step, which in Statecharts is called macro step.

In order for this semantics to be well-de�ned, a synchrony hypothesis is introduced

which ensures that the considered system is in�nitely faster than its environment. More

precisely, a chain reaction, initialized by some events of the environment, is guaranteed to

be completed before the environment produces the next initial trigger events. Thus, the

synchrony hypothesis allows one to di�erentiate between micro and macro steps. More

precisely, it is used for determining the start and end points of macro steps, thereby intro-

ducing implicit synchronizations which could also be encoded via a global clock in temporal

process algebras. Except the fact that Statecharts only allow a parallel component to take

part at most once in every macro step, the synchrony hypothesis corresponds one-to-one

to the maximal progress assumption of traditional temporal process algebras where clock

ticks may only occur if no further communication is possible within the system.

Unfortunately, the two-level semantics of Statecharts, which is reected by two di�erent

atomicity levels (micro and macro steps), gives rise to problems concerning compositional-

ity , which is a mandatory requirement for any reasonable algebraic framework. In many

process-algebraic approaches, including the ones presented in this thesis, the problems ex-

perienced in Statecharts are avoided by choosing a single, �ne-granular atomicity level and

a semantics for parallel composition that does not introduce subtle issues of causality. As

those details are not central for this thesis, we do not consider them further but refer the

reader to [117, 164].

In the following, let us present the priority mechanism, which is adopted by many

variants of Statecharts, including the original one [91]. Intuitively, in Statecharts priorities

can be expressed via the absence of events. Technically, this is achieved by permitting

negated events as part of triggers (see also [84]). For example, consider the following

term-based notation of a simple statechart: a : b: P + :b : c:Q. This term consists of

a nondeterministic choice between a b-transition with trigger a to process P , and a c-

transition with trigger :b to Q. Intuitively, a statechart may only engage in the latter

transition if it cannot execute the former one since this produces the event b which falsi�es

the trigger of the c-transition. Thus, the b-event is given precedence over the c-event. In

the following we investigate how this approach to priority goes along with the concept of

hiding which is used in a very popular variant of Statecharts, called ARGOS [119, 120].

Hiding enables one to relabel a visible action into a distinguished invisible action (cf.

the internal action � in CCS). Unfortunately, the approach to priority via negated events

does not �t to the concept of hiding. The reason is that negated events allow one to specify

di�erent priority values for di�erent events. However, when several events are hidden, all

are relabeled to the same event and, thus, have the same priority value. In other words,
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hiding destroys the priority structure of a statechart, i.e. the concepts of priority and

hiding are not orthogonal in ARGOS. However, orthogonality is mandatory for obtaining

mathematically tractable semantics. In our process-algebraic approach to priority this

problem does not occur since we do not use port names to express priority-schemes, but we

introduce priorities to transitions by a more �ne-granular mechanism, namely by assigning

explicit priority values, e.g. natural numbers, to transitions (cf. Chapters 2, 4, and 6).

Summarizing, the existing semantics of Statecharts is not satisfactory from an algebraic

point of view. Especially, the two-level micro/macro-step approach to parallel composition

and the priority concept via negated events are not semantically elegant and do not har-

monize with other concepts, such as hiding, which are desired in speci�cation languages.

Several approaches have been suggested for introducing time in Statecharts (e.g. [140]).

We concentrate on a particular well-known variant, called Timed Statecharts, developed by

Kesten and Pnueli [106]. They introduce time in the sense of process-algebraic real-time,

i.e. in a global and quantitative way which is similar to the one adopted for CCSrt (cf.

Section 4.3) but which opposes our local, qualitative view of time advocated by CSA (cf.

Chapter 7). Formally, Timed Statecharts rely on a second variant of triggers which consists

of a time interval that speci�es lower and upper time bounds on when a transition may be

taken in a step. In Timed Statecharts the notions of micro/macro-steps do not any longer

play such an important role as in \plain" Statecharts. Any generated event continues to

exist as long as time does not progress. In particular, the reaction to a generation of an

event may happen some (macro) steps later. Possibly, a parallel component may take

part several times in that reaction, provided it is still within the same time-stamp. Thus,

the introduction of time in Statecharts completely changes its semantic theory, thereby

justifying our criticism of the semantics of Statecharts.

More precisely, in contrast to usual Statecharts, Timed Statecharts have a uniform

asynchronous semantics as labeled transition systems which are de�ned via structural op-

erational rules. As for real-time process algebras, these transition systems possess a timed

and an untimed transition relation, where timed transitions are synchronous in the sense

that they require the cooperation of all concurrent processes of the considered system.

Moreover, similar to CCSrt and CSA, a notion of maximal progress is imposed on Timed

Statecharts, i.e. time cannot progress until all transitions that can respond to a generated

event have done so. Consequently, from a semantic point of view, Timed Statecharts are

closer related to process algebras than \plain" Statecharts.

8.2.3 Synchronous Programming Languages

Whereas ADA, occam, SDL, and E-LOTOS are asynchronous languages and Statecharts is

asynchronous on the micro-step but synchronous on the macro-step level, we now consider

the languages ESTEREL [21, 34], LUSTRE [88], and SIGNAL [87], which are based on

the principle of synchrony [15]. Consequently, they follow a very di�erent philosophy than

those process algebras that we have developed in this dissertation, also concerning semantic

aspects of priority and time. Therefore, it is not the purpose of this section to relate the
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semantic concepts of synchronous languages with those of asynchronous process algebras

but to complete the picture of programming languages that involve aspects of pre-emption.

Moreover, we want to found our point of view presented in Chapter 7, that the principles

synchrony and asynchrony should be uniformly combined in programming languages.

Synchronous languages are suitable for modeling and reasoning about reactive sys-

tems under the assumption that the system is fast enough to respond to each input of

the environment before another input arrives. ESTEREL, LUSTRE, and SIGNAL obey

this assumption, which is referred to as synchrony hypothesis, and has also been adopted in

Statecharts, as already seen in the previous section. At �rst sight, the synchrony hypothesis

permits an easier mathematical treatment of languages. This is especially true with respect

to timing information since each synchronous step is assumed to consume exactly one time

unit. However, at second sight, the synchrony hypothesis also introduces causality problems

which can only be detected via sophisticated algorithms during the compilation of programs

to �nite-state machines or equation systems. This stresses the importance of developing

variants of asynchronous languages which have the capability to express synchronous behav-

ior, too, thereby remedying the shortcomings of pure synchronous languages. Therefore, we

have introduced the asynchronous process algebra CSA which provides a very general mean

to specify global and local synchronization constraints (cf. Chapter 7). Another important

semantic aspect of ESTEREL, LUSTRE, and SIGNAL, beside synchrony, is determinism.

In fact, nondeterminism is completely thrown out of these languages in order to enable an

easy implementation of programs. Now, let us take a closer look at ESTEREL, LUSTRE,

and SIGNAL.

ESTEREL

ESTEREL is a reactive model of synchronous parallel systems with instantaneous broad-

casting of signals which may be emitted, tested for presence, and which may have a value

with them. ESTEREL programs, having both a textual and a graphical syntax, are given

an operational semantics as labeled transition systems and are compiled into �nite-state

sequential machines. ESTEREL divides the life of a reactive system into instants, i.e.

moments where the system reacts, and, therefore, implicitly assumes an associated global

clock. Moreover, ESTEREL provides an interrupt mechanism via the watching statement

that has the form \do body watching signal." Intuitively, the body is killed as soon as

the signal watched for becomes present. By nesting watching statements, one can express

multi-level interrupts within this framework (cf. Chapters 2 and 6). Since the handling of

watching statements implicitly involves negation, the corresponding comments for State-

charts regarding negated events are also valid for ESTEREL.

The concept of pre-emption has also been investigated by Berry [19] within ESTEREL's

zero-delay process calculus which is a theoretical version of ESTEREL. Berry emphasizes

the importance of pre-emption in control-dominated reactive and real-time programming.

He suggests pre-emption operators to be considered as �rst-class operators which are fully

orthogonal with respect to all other primitives such as concurrency and communication.
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Several examples of useful pre-emption operators are presented and axiomatized in [19], all

of which are based on the ideas of abortion and suspension.

LUSTRE

LUSTRE is a synchronous data ow language which allows one to deal with parallelism

and timing constraints within a mathematical, functional model that is based on equations

and closely related to temporal logics. Similar to process algebras, this enables one to

express speci�cations and implementations within the same language. More precisely, a

ow is a pair consisting of a sequence of values and a clock, i.e. a sequence of times. Thus,

functional and timing behaviors are explicitly combined. This is in contrast to the maximal

progress assumption adapted by CCSrt and CSA (cf. Chapters 4 and 7, respectively) that

implicitly relates functional behavior and clock ticks. For convenience, LUSTRE allows

one to de�ne several granularities of the underlying, global, quantitative clock, thereby

introducing a kind of multiple clocks. However, those clocks are still mutually dependent

and interact synchronously, whereas in CSA di�erent clocks are independent and interact

asynchronously. Priority may be expressed in LUSTRE using a kind of watchdog construct

that provides a mechanism for modeling timeout and, therefore, a concept of pre-emption.

SIGNAL

SIGNAL is a block-diagram oriented language for programming in constraints. Its seman-

tics is de�ned by a mathematical model of multiple-clocked ows of data and events. The

SIGNAL compiler performs equational, formal calculations on synchronizations and other

dependencies in order to check the correctness of programs, e.g. for guaranteeing determin-

ism, and to produce executable code. Clocks in SIGNAL have a similar avor than clocks in

CSA since they are a technical mean for encoding synchronization constraints. Intuitively,

clocks may be considered as equivalence classes of signals that are always guaranteed to

occur simultaneously. In SIGNAL, priority cannot be expressed directly but some kinds of

priority may be encoded via clock constraints. Regarding time, delays are an elementary

concept in SIGNAL and enable one to deal with various timing aspects.

Summarizing, the languages ESTEREL, LUSTRE, and SIGNAL are based on the concepts

of synchrony and determinism. This distinguishes them from our process algebras which

follow the principles of asynchrony and (reduced) nondeterminism. Therefore, the aspects

of (distributed) priority and time have a di�erent quality for the languages considered above

which makes a fair comparison to the work presented in this dissertation di�cult.





Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

We conclude this dissertation by summarizing its main contributions, critically remarking

on the design decisions and the technical developments of the presented semantic theories,

and providing starting points for future research.

9.1 Contributions of this Dissertation

This dissertation has investigated concepts of pre-emption in process algebras with priority

and time. Considering these practically-relevant aspects of system behavior enhances the

expressiveness of traditional process algebras and, thereby, makes them more attractive

to system designers as pointed out by several case studies and examples in the previous

chapters. We �rst have presented a version of an existing approach to priority in process

algebras, CCSch, which has been altered here in order to enhance the applicability of its

semantic theory involving global pre-emption. The algebra's utility for modeling and veri-

�cation has been proved by several examples and a medium-scale case study dealing with

part of a safety-critical railway signaling system. Moreover, we have demonstrated how

priority and time are related by developing a calculus with dynamic-priority, CCSdp, which

is suitable for e�ciently encoding real-time constraints as shown by formally modeling

and reasoning about the SCSI-2 bus-protocol. This dissertation has also presented a new

process-algebraic approach to developing semantic theories for distributed priority and dis-

tributed time based on the idea of localizing pre-emption which is suitable for modeling and

verifying distributed systems. More precisely, we have extended the well-studied process

algebra CCS [125] by mechanisms for expressing qualitative timing aspects, namely priority

and synchronization constraints. The developed process algebras CCSprio and CSA, dealing

with distributed priority and distributed time, respectively, do not only remedy short-

comings of existing theories but also present a basis for speci�cation and programming

languages that are implementable within distributed environments. The attractiveness of

the calculi introduced in this thesis stems from their well-founded mathematical semantics

based on the notion of bisimulation [125, 139], which do not sacri�ce the simplicity and

the elegance that have made traditional process-algebraic approaches successful. In the
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following, we summarize the contributions of this dissertation in more detail.

In Chapter 2 we have adapted a version of a classical CCS-based approach, called CCSch,

to priority in process algebras. In particular, this version includes a multi-level priority-

scheme which is needed for modeling many practically relevant systems. Moreover, leaving

out the prioritization and deprioritization operators allows us to develop a coarser notion

of prioritized observational congruence (cf. De�nition 2.4.10), a bisimulation that abstracts

from internal computation. Accordingly, the semantic theory for observational congruence

in CCSch has been re-developed. First, prioritized observational congruence has been char-

acterized as the largest congruence contained in the naive adaptation of standard weak

bisimulation (see Theorem 2.4.11). Such an abstractness result indicates that our behav-

ioral relation is semantically adequate and useful for formally reasoning about concurrent

systems. Second, we have encoded prioritized weak bisimulation (cf. De�nition 2.4.5), a

behavioral relation upon which prioritized observational congruence is de�ned, as standard

bisimulation on enriched transition systems (cf. Proposition 2.4.21). As a consequence,

existing partition-re�nement algorithms [103, 138] can be used for the computation of pri-

oritized weak bisimulation, which is an essential requirement for e�ciently implementing

our semantic theory in veri�cation tools [64, 65, 153, 156]. Finally, a logical characteriza-

tion of prioritized weak bisimulation in terms of a variant of the Hennessy-Milner logic [125]

provides a basis for system veri�cation via model checking [40, 42, 50, 77, 109, 160].

Chapter 3 has demonstrated the importance of priority for modeling and verifying

concurrent systems by means of a medium-scale case study dealing with the design of a

railway signaling system as used by British Rail [39, 69]. The case study has pointed

out that in practice, potential nondeterminism is often resolved by using priorities and

timing constraints. If these properties cannot be modeled within the languages used in

veri�cation frameworks, models may not accurately reect the real-world systems under

consideration. Consequently, veri�cation results obtained for models need not necessarily

be valid in the real world. However, there exist two ways to circumvent this problem. On

the one hand, undesired interleavings can be �ltered out in the premises of system properties

which are to be veri�ed. However, this task turns out to be extremely complicated even

for small systems. On the other hand, notions of priority can explicitly be included in

the underlying modeling language, as shown by the process algebra CCSch. This allows an

intuitive modeling and keeps models, e.g. the model of the railway signaling system, small,

thereby enhancing the e�ciency of veri�cation procedures, such as model checking.

In Chapter 4 we have formally proved that priority and time are related aspects of

system behavior when adopting a dynamic view of priority and when considering priority

values as time-stamps. We have introduced the CCS-based process algebra CCSdp for

modeling and reasoning about dynamic-priority and related its semantic theory to the one

of the real-time process algebra CCSrt, a version of Moller and Toft's Temporal CCS [128].

More precisely, we have established a one-to-one correspondence between both semantics in

terms of bisimulation (cf. Theorem 4.5.3) and temporal logics (cf. Theorem 4.5.4). Hence,

real-time constraints can be encoded by dynamic priorities. The utility of this encoding
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stems from the fact that the state space of CCSdp models is much smaller and the size

of the transition relation is at least not worse, but in practice often better, than the one

of corresponding CCSrt models. This has been demonstrated by formally modeling and

verifying several aspects of the widely-used SCSI-2 bus-protocol in Chapter 5, where the

state space of the dynamic-priority model is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the

one resulting from traditional real-time semantics. A variant of Theorem 4.5.4 provides the

formal foundation that all properties proved for our model of the bus-protocol carry over

to the real world.

When examining existing approaches to priority and time in process algebras, we have

observed that all of them, except Camilleri and Winskel's work [43], incorporate a global

notion of pre-emption. We have illustrated that this design decision leads to a counter-

intuitive and possibly wrong semantics when reasoning about distributed systems. We have

overcome this shortcoming by introducing a more natural, local view of pre-emption, which

has inspired the process algebras CCSprio (and CCS
prio
pp , cf. Chapter 6) with distributed

priority and CSA (cf. Chapter 7) with distributed time, respectively. Altering the concept

of pre-emption has far-reaching consequences on the semantic theories.

Subsequently, we have re-developed the bisimulation-based semantic theory for CCSprio.

It includes a characterization of the largest congruences, distributed prioritized strong

bisimulation (cf. De�nition 6.4.2) and distributed prioritized observational congruence (cf.

De�nition 6.5.10), contained in the naive adaptations of the standard strong and weak

bisimulations, respectively (see Theorems 6.4.5 and 6.5.11). Moreover, we have encoded

our behavioral relations as standard bisimulations on enriched transition systems (cf. The-

orems 6.4.16 and 6.5.16). Finally, we have presented an axiomatic characterization of

distributed prioritized strong bisimulation for �nite processes (cf. Theorem 6.4.14), which

points to the mathematical tractability and elegance of the developed theory, and logical

characterizations of distributed prioritized strong and distributed prioritized weak bisimu-

lation (see Theorem 6.4.17). Additionally, we have generalized CCSprio to CCS
prio
pp by intro-

ducing a multi-level priority-scheme and by allowing inter{priority-level communication (cf.

Section 6.7.2). By means of an example we have demonstrated the utility of our approach

for verifying and reasoning about priority in theoretical as well as practical settings.

Existing approaches to quantitative or qualitative time have concentrated on modeling

centralized systems, as opposed to distributed systems, too. All of them, besides Andersen

and Mendler's PMC [5, 6], consider only a single, global clock. However, when it comes to

networks or hardware, most systems contain multiple clocks. Unfortunately, PMC is not

exible enough for designing systems because processes are forced to deadlock whenever an

expected communication partner is not yet ready. Our temporal process algebra CSA, as

introduced in Chapter 7, circumvents this shortcoming by allowing processes to wait until

a communication partner becomes available. However, if two processes are able to com-

municate, this communication must take place instantaneously, as formalized in the notion

of maximal progress which has also been adopted by other temporal process algebras such

as TPL [92]. Maximal progress corresponds to priority in the way that actions are given
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precedence over clock ticks. By looking at generic examples drawn from hardware design

we have motivated that maximal progress needs to be localized when dealing with multiple

clocks, thus allowing one to reason about synchrony and asynchrony within a common

framework. The qualitative notion of time incorporated in CSA allows us to specify ab-

stract synchronization constraints which are often needed to model the functional behavior

of systems accurately. Our technical results for the presented bisimulation-based seman-

tic theory for CSA are similar to the ones for CCSprio. They include abstract behavioral

congruences (see De�nition 7.5.2 and Theorem 7.5.4, as well as De�nition 7.6.5 and The-

orem 7.6.8) together with their logical characterizations (cf. Sections 7.5.4 and 7.6.3) and

a sound and complete axiomatization of temporal strong bisimulation for several classes of

processes (cf. Section 7.5.2).

Moreover, we have formally compared our theories to the most relevant existing ap-

proaches. The process algebra CCSpriopp has been found to be strongly connected to Camilleri

and Winskel's approach to priority [43], CCScw, which is also based on the process-algebraic

framework of CCS (cf. Section 6.7.3). However, Camilleri and Winskel introduce a new

choice operator favoring one summand over the other instead of explicitly attaching pri-

ority values to transitions as is done in CCS
prio
pp . Although both concepts are di�erent at

�rst sight, they semantically coincide on the class of processes that can be expressed in

CCScw (cf. Theorem 6.7.9). Thus, our approach is more general, especially concerning the

important aspect of compositionality .

Our calculus of synchrony and asynchrony, CSA, is a conservative extension of Hennessy

and Regan's TPL by multiple clocks and closely related to PMC. Essentially, CSA com-

bines the features of both TPL and PMC while maintaining a clean semantic treatment.

Additionally, we have discussed the similarities and di�erences of the semantic concept of

local pre-emption in CCSprio and CSA in Section 8.1. We have found out that the basic idea

of localizing pre-emption is the same since in both process algebras we take into account

the explicit or implicit distribution of processes. However, priorities and clocks have two

slightly di�erent views of localities, which is reected in the di�erent theories for observa-

tional congruence in CCSprio and CSA, respectively. Because of this we believe that it is

very challenging to develop a uniform theory for local pre-emption.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the insights about global and local pre-emption

gained in this dissertation are of general nature and not restricted to process-algebraic

languages based on CCS. We believe that our approach to qualitative timing aspects can

be exploited for (re-)de�ning intuitive and mathematically tractable semantic extensions to

priority and time in existing programming and speci�cation languages (cf. Chapter 8.2). We

conjecture that our frameworks are general and exible enough to remedy certain problems

in other languages, as e.g. encountered for the priority approach taken in Statecharts [91].
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9.2 Critical Remarks

It seems appropriate to make some critical remarks concerning both the design decisions

and the technical developments of the presented semantic theories for priority and time.

We have made supreme e�orts to intuitively justify every design decision made in this

dissertation. However, there are some elementary design decisions for our semantic theories

on which we have, so far, not commented at all. They can be summarized by the following

question. Why have we chosen CCS as the base upon which we have built our theories? In

doing so, of course, we have accepted all design decisions already made in CCS [125]. Espe-

cially we have restricted ourselves to a semantics based on interleaving and the principle of

handshake communication. The answer to the above question is manifold. First, there are

historical reasons and reasons of personal preference, since the author of this dissertation

has a strong background in CCS and feels most comfortable within this calculus. Second,

the semantic framework of CCS, which is known among a large community of researchers,

provides well-established mathematical foundations and proof methods for the semantic

theory of bisimulation. Although numerous research results have been obtained in or have

been adapted to CCS, it is surprising that nobody { to the best of our knowledge { has

considered the important semantic phenomenon of pre-emption in as much detail as is done

in this thesis. Third, our main objective has been to make process algebras more applicable

for practice. It is our conviction that the design decisions underlying CCS are desirable for

implementable distributed programming languages. Interleaving semantics is very simple

as it comes with labeled transition systems as semantic objects. This is of utmost impor-

tance since most existing e�cient analysis and veri�cation algorithms work on �nite-state

automata. In contrast, true concurrency semantics [171] are de�ned on less elementary

structures for which less analysis and veri�cation techniques have been developed [75]. Re-

garding easily implementable communication mechanisms, handshake communication has

been found to be the most adequate one and is implemented as a communication primitive

in many existing distributed computing environments. Multi-party communication mech-

anisms, based on the principle of synchronous broadcasting, are extremely complicated to

implement within distributed environments since they usually have to be encoded using

complex protocols. Note that synchronizations on clocks also have a broadcasting character.

However, in the algebra CSA clocks are local. Hence, they can naturally be implemented

using either common signals produced by a hardware component or indirectly in terms of

constraints involving quantitative time, depending on the distribution of the system under

consideration. It is because of the above arguments that we feel that the process algebra

CCS provides a solid semantic basis for our extensions by priority and time.

A few design decisions, especially restricting the syntax of CCSpriopp when generalizing

CCSprio to inter{priority-level communication, have purely technical reasons and are less

intuitive. Nevertheless, we have sketched how the operational semantics of CCSpriopp has to

be de�ned if one wants to avoid the syntax restriction. The price one has to pay is that the

side condition of the operational rule concerning the restriction operator becomes extremely

complex, thereby probably preventing the development of an elegant algebraic theory. The
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chosen syntax restriction is inspired by programming languages like occam whose imple-

mentability would otherwise be infeasible. However, if one just wants to program a (global)

state-space generator [35, 62, 153] and is not interested in algebraic properties of the un-

derlying semantics, our proposal for avoiding the syntax restriction should be just �ne.

Since this dissertation focuses on algebraic theories, we have been forced to accept the

syntax restriction. We are not aware of any solution to circumvent the intrinsic problem

of contradicting priority information within a system state, which also occurs in other

assume-guarantee paradigms.

In this dissertation we have not presented a general theory for the concept of pre-

emption in process algebras whose semantics is based on the principle of interleaving with

handshake communication. Instead we have developed theories concerning two di�erent

application areas for pre-emption, namely theories for priority and time. In fact, it has not

been intended to develop a general theory because of the following two reasons. First, to

the best of our knowledge, pre-emption only arises in frameworks either related to priority

or to time. Second, a general theory therefore would have to cover at least both, the prior-

itized and the timed case. Whereas this seems possible with respect to global pre-emption,

local pre-emption has a di�erent avor in these two settings. For distributed time it is

implemented by observing the communication potential with respect to each clock individ-

ually, i.e. by observing if both partners of a potential communication are connected to the

considered clock. In contrast, when dealing with distributed priority one also observes local

communication potential, however, only one of the considered communication partners has

to be located in the observed locality. Because of these facts, �nding a general framework

for a theory of pre-emption seems to be di�cult.

Finally, the reader might have noticed that the semantic theories for CCSch, CCSprio, and

CSA are not completed yet, since we have not provided sound and complete axiomatiza-

tions of the observational congruences. For �nite processes, one should be able to establish

these axiomatizations using standard techniques [126]. However, for regular processes, i.e.

the class of �nite-state processes not containing recursion through static operators, it is

not clear how to obtain a completeness result. The point is that existing methods for

proving completeness of axiomatizations with respect to observational congruences rely on

the possibility to remove or to insert � -cycles in processes [126]. In the context of pre-

emption, however, this would possibly change the pre-emption potential of the processes

under consideration which is semantically incompatible with the underlying observational

congruences. Thus, it remains an open problem how to prove axiomatizations of our ob-

servational congruences complete for regular processes.

9.3 Future Work and Outlook

Future work should be done along several orthogonal directions from both, a theoretical

and an application-oriented point of view. Thereby, the strength of the presented semantic

theories should be developed further, whereas their weaknesses might be eliminated.
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Concerning theoretical work, the following four aspects seem interesting candidates

for further investigations. First, we have encountered that our semantic theories of ob-

servational congruence are rather complicated due to the nature of pre-emption in our

interleaving-based semantics. Especially, for our approach to distributed priority it turns

out that the usual interleaving law, which shows how parallelism can be reduced to non-

determinism, is not valid. Therefore, it is worth pursuing the aspect of pre-emption in

process-algebraic frameworks dealing with non-interleaving semantics. Preliminary consid-

erations have been made in Jensen's PhD thesis [102]. However, the insights obtained by

Jensen are restricted to a structural operational semantics using asynchronous transition

systems [171]. They do not comprise a semantic theory based on a behavioral relation

such as bisimulation [132]. Second, the semantic theories for CCSch, CCSprio and CSA need

to be completed by providing sound and complete axiomatizations of the observational

congruences. Regarding CCSch an axiomatization of prioritized observational congruence

for �nite processes would be particularly helpful since it would allow a precise semantic

comparison with the corresponding relation presented in [133, 134]. As already mentioned,

standard techniques for proving axiomatizations complete for regular processes are not

applicable directly with respect to the presented process algebras. Therefore, develop-

ing complete axiomatizations of observational congruences in process-algebraic frameworks

involving pre-emption constitutes a challenge for regular processes and may gain new in-

sights concerning both, global and local, pre-emption, technically as well as conceptually.

Recently, a similar problem has been attacked in [93] for a stochastic timed version of

CCS with maximal progress. However, the notion of observational congruence employed

in this paper di�ers from Milner's original by adding a notion of fairness which is sensi-

tive to escaping divergence, i.e. in�nite internal computation. The authors conjecture that

their techniques can be adapted to priority frameworks, too. Third, introducing multiple

clocks in process algebras opens the door for abstractions going further than temporal ob-

servational congruence. Synchronization constraints are often needed when developing a

distributed implementation that satis�es some (sequential) speci�cation. However, when

implementation and speci�cation should be related by a behavioral equivalence, one has

to abstract from clocks again. Hence, clock ticks have to be made unobservable. It needs

to be further investigated if our proposal of introducing a clock-hiding operator meets this

need. Moreover, one may also think of a new form of parallel composition parameterized

by clock constraints, expressing e.g. that one clock of the left argument process should

be identi�ed with another clock of the right argument process. This additional synchro-

nization, corresponding to a kind of clock relabeling, would certainly enhance the utility of

CSA for the modular construction of temporal distributed systems. Fourth, having stud-

ied concepts of pre-emption within relatively simple CCS-based frameworks, it would be

interesting to see if our approaches can be carried over to more expressive calculi involving

mobile processes [80, 127].

Suggestions for more practical future work aim at transferring the insights obtained

in this dissertation, especially concerning well-founded semantic theories for distributed
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priority and distributed time, to practice. As a �rst step towards applicability, the process

algebras CCSprio and CSA, or a combined version of them, need to be implemented in

existing veri�cation tools [48, 53, 65, 156, 159]. Along with these implementations, our

calculi could be enhanced by introducing value-passing along the lines of [67]. As has been

done for the process algebras CCSch, CCSrt, and CCSdp, the languages CCSprio and CSA could

be integrated as front-ends of the Concurrency Workbench of North-Carolina [65, 153] using

the Process Algebra Compiler [62]. This integration is currently on its way. Once having

also implemented the corresponding semantic theories, one is able to evaluate the relevance

of our process algebras by applying them for modeling and verifying large-scale, distributed

systems in practice. Implementing the various bisimulations requires to adapt Paige and

Tarjan's partition-re�nement algorithm [138]. The resulting bisimulation checkers can also

be used for reducing system sizes by identifying semantically equivalent system states [86],

thereby enabling veri�cation tools to handle larger systems.

Our outlook is inspired by the observation that semantically well-founded speci�cation

languages are of need in industrial contexts. In fact, many software engineers are continuing

to use notations with no or insu�cient underlying semantic theories, thereby making a

formal analysis and veri�cation of their products impossible. Although our approaches to

priority and time in process algebras have impaired the gap between theoretically tractable

and practically implementable speci�cation languages, various other aspects have to be

considered in order to attract engineers. On the one hand, soft- and hardware is often

developed in a top-down fashion which needs to be supported by introducing a hierarchy

(state-re�nement) operator as is done in Statecharts [91]. In contrast, our approach follows

the process-algebraic traditions and focuses on compositionality, i.e. on bottom-up designs.

Thus, it would be useful to incorporate a notion of state-re�nement in the presented process

algebras. On the other hand, in order to make these languages user-friendly, graphical

interfaces [1, 53, 158] need to be developed, thereby wrapping up their \process algebra

feel" by a \Statecharts-like look."
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Appendix A

Auxiliary Proof for Chapter 2

In this chapter we prove Proposition 2.4.19 which states that �a � �. Therefore, let P;Q 2

P satisfying P �aQ, i.e. CPQ[P ]��CPQ[Q] by the de�nition of �a. In the following we

consider three situations, each illustrated by an accompanying diagram. The double arrows

in the diagrams symbolize the naive prioritized weak transition relation. The left hand side

of each diagram displays a sequence of transitions which we may choose. According to the

de�nition of ��, matching sequences exist which mimic each step by a corresponding naive

prioritized weak transition. From these transitions we may extract additional conditions

which have to be satis�ed according to CCSch semantics. Those conditions are su�cient to

conclude that �a is a prioritized weak bisimulation. Hence, P �Q as desired.

Situation 1

Let P
� :k
�! P 0 for some P 0 2 P. First, let CPQ[P ]

� :0
�! P jHL where HL

def
= � :k:0 +

dL :0:HPQ+DL+e :k:HPQ+b :k:HPQ for b :k � � :k and L =df fc : l j c : l 2 (S(P )[S(Q))n

II<k(P ); l < kg.

Since CPQ[P ]�� CPQ[Q], we have CPQ[Q]
�

=)� W for some W 2 P . We know that

HPQ has to perform a � :0-transition to HL since the action dL;b:k :0 is unique. However,

Q may be able to execute several internal transitions to some state Q 2 P , i.e. we have the

following situation:

9s; t 2 N 80 � i <s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs; Qs+j ; Qs+t 2 P 9li; ls; ls+j 2 N: Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q

and

1. Qi jHPQ
� :li�! Qi+1 jHPQ

2. Qs jHPQ
� :ls�! Qs+1 jHL, and

3. Qs+j jHL
� :ls+j
�! Qs+j+1 jHL.

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed.
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� li = 0 and ls = 0 since HPQ can engage in a � :0-transition,

� ls+j � k because HL can execute a � :k-transition, and

� � =2 I<ls+j(Qs+j) which implies II<ls+j (Qs+j) \ II(HL) = ;; hence,

II<ls+j (Qs+j) � II<k(P ) by our choice of L.

P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ

?

� :0

??

�

P j

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;b :k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+

b:HPQ

1CCCA �� Q j

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;b :k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+

b :k:HPQ

1CCCA

?

� :k

??

�

P 0 j

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;b :k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+

b :k:HPQ

1CCCA �� Q
0
j

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;b :k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+
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Figure A.1: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (1)

In the second step, let P jHL
� :k
�! P 0 jHL. Note that this transition is possible according

to the semantics of CCSch and the choice of L. Since P jHL��Q jHL, there exists some

W 2 P such that Q jHL
�

=)� W and P 0 jHL��W . Now, observe that HL cannot engage

or participate in an internal transition yielding a process equivalent to P 0 jHL because the

latter process is distinguished by its initial dL;b:k :0-action. This leads to the following two

possible cases:

1. W � CPQ[Q], and we de�ne Q
0
� Q, or
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2. W � Q
0
jHL for some Q

0
2 P satisfying Q

�
=)� Q

0
.

The �rst case corresponds to an \idling" and does not need any special attention. In

the second case we have the following situation according to the de�nition of the naive

prioritized weak transition relation:

9s 2 N 80 � i <s 9Qi; Qs 2 P 9li 2 N: Q0 � Q; Qs � Q
0
such that Qi

� :li�! Qi+1 :

Hence, � =2 I<li(Qi jHL) according to CCS
ch semantics and, therefore, li � k and II<li(Qi)\

II(HL) = ;. Because of the choice of L we conclude II<li(Qi) � II<k(P ). Additionally,

P 0 jHL��Q
0
jHL holds.

Finally, let P 0 jHL
dL;b:k:0
�! CPQ[P

0]. In order for Q
0
jHL to match this step with a

naive prioritized weak dL;b:k :0-transition to some W 0 2 P satisfying CPQ[P
0]��W

0, the

process HL has to perform a dL;b:k :0-transition to the process HPQ. Moreover, HPQ cannot

perform a � :0-transition because of the distinguished action c :0. However, Q may be able

to perform a sequence of internal transitions to some process Q0 2 P, i.e.

9s0; t0 2 N 80 � i0 <s0 80 �j0 <t0 9Q
0
i0 ; Q

0
s0+j0 ; Q

0
s0+t0 2 P 9l0i0 ; l

0
s0+j0 2 N

such that Q
0
0 � Q

0
; Q

0
s0+t0 � Q0; l0s0 = 0, and

1. Q
0
i0 jHL

� :l0
i0�! Q

0
i0+1 jHL,

2. Q
0
s0 jHL

dL;b:k:0
�! Q

0
s0 jHPQ, and

3. Q
0
s0+j0 jHPQ

� :l0
s0+j0

�! Q
0
s0+j0+1 jHPQ.

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed.

� l0i0 � k since HL can engage in a � :k-transition,

� � =2 I<l
0
i0 (Q

0
i0 jHL) which implies II

<l0
i0 (Q

0
i0)\II(HL) = ; and, due to the choice of L

and l0i0 � k, II<l
0
i0 (Q

0
i0) � II<k(P ), and

� l0s0+j0 = 0 because HPQ can execute a � :0-transition.

Moreover, we have W 0 � CPQ[Q
0]. Summarizing, we have shown that Q

�:k
=)
L0

Q0 for L0 =

II<k(P ) according to the de�nition of the prioritized weak transition relation. Because of

CPQ[P
0]�� CPQ[Q

0], S(P 0) � S(P ), and S(Q0) � S(Q) we obtain CP 0Q0 [P 0]�� CP 0Q0 [Q0],

too. Therefore, P 0�aQ
0.
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Situation 2

Let P
a:k
�! P 0 for some process P 0 2 P and some action a :k 2 A n f� : l j l 2 Ng. As

illustrated in Figure A.2, we let CPQ[P ] perform a � :0-transition to the process P jHL,

where HL
def
= � :k:0+dL;a:k :0:HPQ+DL+e :k:HPQ+a :k:HPQ for L =df fc : l j c : l 2 (S(P )[

S(Q)) n II<k(P ); l < kg. Now, P jHL can perform a � :k-transition to CPQ[P
0] according

to CCSch semantics.

P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ

?

� :0

??

�

P j

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;a :k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+

a :k:HPQ

1CCCA �� Q j

0BBB@
� :k:0+

dL;a :k :0:HPQ+

DL + e :k:HPQ+

a :k:HPQ

1CCCA

?

� :k

??

�

P j HPQ �� Q0 j HPQ

Figure A.2: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (2)

Consider the �rst step. Since CPQ[P ]�� CPQ[Q], we have CPQ[Q]
�

=)� W for some

W 2 P . We know that HPQ has to perform a � :0-transition to HL since the action dL;a:k :0

is unique. However, Q may be able to perform internal transitions to some state Q 2 P ,

i.e. we have the following situation:

9s; t 2 N 80 � i �s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs+j; Qs+t 2 P 9li; ls+j 2 N: Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q

and

1. Qi jHPQ
� :li�! Qi+1 jHPQ,

2. Qs jHPQ
� :ls�! Qs+1 jHL, and

3. Qs+j jHL
� :ls+j
�! Qs+j+1 jHL.

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed.
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� li = ls = 0 since HPQ can engage in a � :0-transition,

� ls+j � k because HL possesses an initial � :k-transition, and

� � =2 I<ls+j (Qs+j jHL) which implies II<ls+j (Qs+j) \ II(HL) = ;; hence,

II<ls+j (Qs+j) � II<k(P ) by the choice of L and since ls+j � k.

Now, we take a closer look at the second step. Since P jHL��Q jHL, there exists some

W
0
2 P satisfying Q jHL

�
=)� W

0
and CPQ[P

0]��W
0
. We �rst argue that the matching

transition must arise from a communication between Q and HL. First, HL must perform

an a :k-transition to HPQ since only that process can engage in the distinguished c :0-

transition. Because we have to match a � :k-transition, we may conclude that Q
a:k
=)� Q

0

for some Q
0
2 P , i.e.

9s; t 2 N 80 � i <s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs; Qs+j ; Qs+t;2 P 9li; ls+j 2 N: Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q
0

and

1. Qi jHL
� :li�! Qi+1 jHL,

2. Qs jHL
� :k
�! Qs+1 jHPQ, and

3. Qs+j jHPQ

� :ls+j
�! Qs+j+1 jHPQ.

Moreover, we conclude that W
0
� Q

0
jHPQ. According to the de�nition of our semantics,

the following conditions must be satis�ed.

� li � k since HL can engage in a � :k-transition.

� � =2 I<li(Qi jHL) which implies II<li(Qi) \ II(HL) = ;; hence II<li(Qi) � II<k(P ),

� � =2 I<k(Qs jHL) which implies II<k(Qs) � II<k(P ), and

� ls+j = 0 because HPQ can initially execute a � :0-transition.

According to the de�nition of the prioritized weak transition relation we have shown that

Q
a:k
=)
L0

Q0 where L0 = II<k(P ). Since CPQ[P
0]��CPQ[Q

0], S(P 0) � S(P ), and S(Q0) � S(Q)

also CP 0Q0 [P 0]�� CP 0Q0 [Q0] holds, i.e. P 0�aQ
0, and this part of the proof is �nished.

Situation 3

Here, we are going to establish Condition (1) of De�nition 2.4.5. We choose the transition

sequence displayed in Figure A.3, where L is de�ned in the previous situations, and b :k �

� :k for some k � min. Again, HL denotes the process � :k:0 + dL;� :k :0:HPQ + DL +

e :k:HPQ + � :k:HPQ.
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P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ
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� :0
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P j
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Figure A.3: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (3)

Therefore, most proof parts are slight modi�cations of the proofs of the preceding

situations. The interesting part of this situation is the matching of the e :k-transition. Let

Q00 2 P be the process such that Q
�

=)� Q00 �
=)� Q0 and Q00 jHL

e:k
�! W for some W 2 P .

According to CCSch semantics we have the constraint � =2 I<k(HL jQ00) which implies

II<k(Q00) \ II(HL) = ; and further II<k(Q00) � II<k(P ), as desired. Considering also the

similarity to the situations discussed above, we conclude that Q
�:k
=)
L0

Q0 where L0 = II<k(P ),

II<k(Q0) � II<k(P ), and CP 0Q0 [P 0]��CP 0Q0 [Q0], i.e. P 0�aQ
0.

Summarizing, we have shown that �a is a prioritized weak bisimulation according to

De�nition 2.4.5. Therefore, P �Q, as desired. �



Appendix B

Modeling LUN1 of the SCSI-2

Bus-Protocol

In this chapter of the appendix we present the model of the logical unit LUN1 of the SCSI-2

bus-protocol which needs to be modeled separately since the behaviors of LUN0 and LUN1

are not symmetric in the Arbitration phase. The asymmetries arise from the di�erent

priority values assigned to both devices. In the Arbitration phase, LUN0 has to check if

LUN1 has set its id on the bus. If so, LUN0 has lost arbitration. However, LUN1 needs not

to check if LUN0 has set its id on the bus because LUN0 is assigned to the lower SCSI id.

Moreover, since we are assuming only two devices, there is no necessity for LUN1 to check

any SCSI id asserted on the bus. The formal speci�cation of LUN1, as accepted by the

CWB-NC, is the following.

proc LUN1 = t(start1):9.'relIO:0.(BusFree1 + GetSelected1)

+ t(start1):9.'setIO(obs_setIO):0.(BusFree1 + GetSelected1)

+ t:9.LUN1

+ GetSelected1

proc GetSelected1 = isATN:0.( isSEL:0.noBSY:0.readtarget1:0.'setBSY(obs_setBSY):9.

'release:0.'clear:0.noSEL:0.

(noIO:0.Target1 + isIO:0.Initiator1)

+ noSEL:0.LUN1

)

* BusFree Phase

proc BusFree1 = t(busfree):80.'setBSY(obs_setBSY):80.'setid1:0.Arbitrate1

+ isSEL(obs_isSEL):0.LUN1

+ isBSY(obs_isBSY):0.LUN1
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* Arbitration and Selection Phase

proc Arbitrate1 = noSEL:80.'setSEL(obs_setSEL):0.Selection1

+ isSEL:80.LUN1

proc Selection1 = 'writetarget0:240.'setATN:9.'relBSY(obs_relBSY):18.

isBSY:80.'relSEL(obs_relSEL):9.t(begin_ITP):0.

(noIO:0.Initiator1 + isIO:0.Target1)

* Initiator and Target

proc Initiator1 = H1 [> noBSY(obs_noBSY):0.'relATN:0.LUN1

proc H1 = t:9.'setATN(obs_setATN):9.H1

+ isREQ(obs_isREQ):9.

( noMSG:0.( noCD:0.(noIO:0.DataOutI1 + isIO:0.DataInI1)

+ isCD:0.(noIO:0.CommandI1 + isIO:0.StatusI1)

)

+ isMSG:0.isCD:0.(noIO:0.MsgOutI1 + isIO:0.MsgInI1)

)

proc Target1 = (noIO:0.MsgOutT1 + isIO:0.'relATN:0.MsgInT1)

[> noBSY:0.'relATN:0.LUN1

* MessageIn Phase

proc MsgInI1 = isREQ:0.( readmsgIn:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.MsgInI1

+ readfinished:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.H1

+ readcomplete:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.nil

+ readdisconnect:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.nil

)

proc MsgInT1 = 'setMSG:0.'setCD:0.'setIO(begin_MsgIn):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

MsgInT1'

proc MsgInT1' = 'placemsgIn:0.'setREQ(obs_setREQ):9.

isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

MsgInT1'

+ 'placefinished:0.'setREQ(obs_setREQ):9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

'release:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT1 + DataOutT1 + DataInT1 + CommandT1 + StatusT1)

+ 'sentcomplete:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.t(end_ITP):0.

'relBSY(obs_relBSY):0.nil

+ 'sentdisconnect:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.t(end_ITP):0.

'relBSY(obs_relBSY):0.nil
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* MessageOut Phase

proc MsgOutI1 = isREQ:0.

( 'placemsgOut:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.MsgOutI1

+ 'placefinished:0.'relATN:9.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.H1

)

proc MsgOutT1 = isATN:0.'setMSG:0.'setCD:0.'relIO(begin_MsgOut):0.

t(begin_Phase):0.MsgOutT1'

proc MsgOutT1' = 'setREQ:0.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

( readmsgOut:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(obs_noACK):0.MsgOutT1'

+ readfinished:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

( t(end_Phase):0.

(MsgInT1 + DataOutT1 + DataInT1 + CommandT1 + StatusT1)

+ t(more_read):0.MsgOutT1'

)

)

* Command Phase

proc CommandI1 = isREQ:0.( 'placecmd:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.CommandI1

+ 'placefinished:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.

'relACK:0.H1

)

proc CommandT1 = 'relMSG:0.'setCD:0.'relIO(begin_Command):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

CommandT1'

proc CommandT1' = 'setREQ:0.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

( readcmd:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.CommandT1'

+ readfinished:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT1 + MsgInT1 + DataOutT1 + DataInT1 + StatusT1)

)

* DataIn Phase

proc DataInI1 = isREQ:0.( readdata:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.DataInI1

+ readfinished:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.H1

)

proc DataInT1 = 'relMSG:0.'relCD:0.'setIO(begin_DataIn):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

DataInT1'
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proc DataInT1' = 'placedata:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

DataInT1'

+ 'placefinished:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT1 + MsgInT1 + StatusT1)

* DataOut Phase

proc DataOutI1 = isREQ:0.

( 'placedata:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.'relACK:0.

DataOutI1

+ 'placefinished:0.'setACK:9.noREQ:0.'release:0.'relACK:0.

H1

)

proc DataOutT1 = 'relMSG:0.'relCD:0.'relIO(begin_DataOut):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

DataOutT1'

proc DataOutT1' = 'setREQ:0.isACK(obs_isACK):0.

( readdata:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK:0.

DataOutT1'

+ readfinished:0.'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT1 + MsgInT1 + StatusT1)

)

* Status Phase

proc StatusI1 = readstatus:0.'setACK:0.noREQ:0.'relACK:0.H1

proc StatusT1 = 'relMSG:0.'setCD:0.'setIO(begin_Status):0.t(begin_Phase):0.

'placestatus:0.'setREQ:9.isACK(obs_isACK):0.'release:0.

'relREQ(obs_relREQ):0.noACK(end_Phase):0.

(MsgOutT1 + MsgInT1)
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Auxiliary Proof for Chapter 6

Here we prove Proposition 6.5.14, which states that �a � �, by establishing that �a is

a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation. Therefore, let P;Q 2 P satisfying P �aQ, i.e.

CPQ[P ]��CPQ[Q] by the de�nition of �a. The structure of the proof and its notation

follow the lines of the proof presented in Appendix A.

Situation 1

Let P m;���!P 0 for some P 0 2 P and some m 2 Loc. First, let CPQ[P ]
��!P jHLM where

HLM
def
=(dL;M;b:HPQ +DL + e:HPQ + b:(f:HPQ +DS)) �DM for some b 2 S(P ) [ S(Q),

L =df fc j c 2 (S(P ) [ S(Q)) n II[m](P )g, and M =df ;.

Since CPQ[P ]�� CPQ[Q], we have CPQ[Q]
�

=)� W for someW 2 P . The process HPQ

has to perform a � -transition to HLM since dL;M;b is a unique action. However, Q may

engage in some prioritized or unprioritized internal transitions to some Q 2 P , i.e.

9s; t 2 N 80 � i <s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs; Qs+j; Qs+t 2 P : Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q

and

1. Qi jHPQ
ni�L;����!Qi+1 jHPQ for some ni 2 Loc or Qi jHPQ

��!Qi+1 jHPQ,

2. Qs jHPQ
ns�L;�����!Qs+1 jHLM for some ns 2 Loc or Qs jHPQ

��!Qs+1 jHLM , and

3. Qs+j jHLM
ns+j �L;������!Qs+j+1 jHLM for some ns+j 2 Loc or

Qs+j jHLM
��!Qs+j+1 jHLM .

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed if

unprioritized � -transitions are participating.

1. II[ni](Qi) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II[ni](Qi) = ;,

2. II[ns](Qs) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II [ns](Qs) = ;, and
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P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ
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P 0 j HPQ �� Q0 j HPQ

Figure C.1: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (1)

3. II [ns+j](Qs+j) \ II(HLM ) = ;, which implies II[ns+j ](Qs+j) � II[m](P ) by our choice

of L and M .

In the second step, let P jHLM
m�L;����!P 0 jHLM , which is a possible transition according to

CCSprio semantics and the choice of L and M . Since P jHLM ��Q jHLM , we know of the

existence of some W 2 P such that Q jHLM
�

=)� W and P 0 jHLM ��W . Now, observe

that HLM has no � -transitions. Moreover, a communication involving HLM yielding a

state which has the distinguished action f enabled and, therefore, cannot be equivalent to

P 0 jHLM . This leads to the following two possible cases:

1. W � CPQ[Q], and we de�ne Q
0
� Q, or

2. W � Q
0
jHLM for some Q

0
2 P satisfying Q

�
=)� Q

0
.

The �rst case corresponds to \idling" and needs no special attention. In the second case we

have the following situation according to the de�nition of the naive distributed prioritized

weak transition relation:

9s 2 N 80 � i <s 9Qi; Qs 2 P: Q0 � Q; Qs � Q
0
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such that Qi
ni;���!Qi+1 for some ni 2 Loc or Qi

��!Qi+1.

If Qi jHLM
ni�L;����!Qi+1 jHLM then II [n

i
](Qi) \ II(HLM ) = ; according to CCSprio se-

mantics. Because of the choice of L and M we obtain II [ni](Qi) � L0 for L0 = II[m](P ), i.e.

Qi

ni;�
�!
L0

Qi+1, and also P 0 jHLM ��Q
0
jHLM holds.

Finally, let P 0 jHLM
dL;M;b����!CPQ[P

0]. The process Q
0
jHLM has to match this step

with a naive distributed prioritized weak dL;M;b-transition to some W 0 2 P satisfying

CPQ[P
0]��W 0. Thus, HLM has to perform a dL;M;b-transition to process HPQ. Observe

that HPQ cannot perform a � -transition since c is a distinguished action. However, Q may

be able to engage in a sequence of prioritized and unprioritized internal transitions to some

Q0 2 P , i.e.

9s0; t0 2 N 80 � i0 <s0 80 <j0 <t0 9Q
0
i0 ; Q

0
s0 ; Q

0
s0+j0 ; Q

0
s0+t0 2 P : Q

0
0 � Q

0
; Q

0
s0+t0 � Q0

and

1. Q
0
i0 jHLM

n0
i0
�L;�

����!Q
0
i0+1 jHLM for some n0i0 2 Loc or Q

0
i0 jHLM

��!Q
0
i0+1 jHLM ,

2. Q
0
s0 jHLM

dL;M;b����!Q
0
s0 jHPQ, and

3. Q
0
s0+j0 jHPQ

n0
s0+j0

�L;�
������!Q

0
s0+j0+1 jHPQ for some n0s0+j0 2 Loc or

Q
0
s0+j0 jHPQ

��!Q
0
s0+j0+1 jHPQ.

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed with

respect to unprioritized � -transitions.

1. II[n0
i0
](Q

0
i0) \ II(HLM ) = ;, which implies II[n0

i0
](Q

0
i0) � II[m](P ), and

2. II[n0
s0+j0

](Q
0
s0+j0) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II [n0

s0+j0
](Q

0
s0+j0) = ;.

Additionally, we have W 0 � CPQ[Q
0]. Summarizing, Q

�
=)
L0

Q0 according to the de�nition

of the distributed prioritized weak transition relation. Since CPQ[P
0]��CPQ[Q

0], S(P 0) �

S(P ) , and S(Q0) � S(Q), we also obtain CP 0Q0 [P 0]��CP 0Q0 [Q0]. Hence, P 0�aQ
0.

Situation 2

Let P m;a��!P 0 for some process P 0 2 P , some location m 2 Loc, and some action a 2

A n f�g. As shown in Figure C.2, CPQ[P ] may perform a � -transition to P jHLM , where

HLM
def
=(dL;M;b:HPQ + DL + e:HPQ + b:(f:HPQ + DS)) � DM for b � a, L =df fc j c 2

(S(P )[S(Q))nII(P )g, andM =df fc j c 2 (S(P )[S(Q))nII [m](P )gnL. Moreover, P jHLM

can engage in a � -transition from location hm � L; o � L �Ri to P 0 j(f:HPQ+DS) according

to CCSprio semantics. Here, the location o 2 fl; rg� does not need to be speci�ed more

precisely because priorities on di�erent sides of the summation operator are comparable.
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P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ

?

�

??

�

P j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM ) �� Q j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM )

?

hm � L; o � L �Ri; �

??

�

P 0 j (f:HPQ +DS) �� Q
0
j (f:HPQ +DS)

?

f

??

f

P 0 j HPQ �� Q0 j HPQ

Figure C.2: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (2)

Since CPQ[P ]�� CPQ[Q] there exists some W 2 P satisfying CPQ[Q]
�

=)� W . More-

over, HPQ has to perform a � -transition to HLM since dL;M;b is a distinguished action.

However, Q may engage in some prioritized or unprioritized internal transitions to some

Q 2 P , i.e.

9s; t 2 N 80 � i <s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs; Qs+j; Qs+t 2 P : Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q

and

1. Qi jHPQ
ni�L;����!Qi+1 jHPQ for some ni 2 Loc or Qi jHPQ

��!Qi+1 jHPQ,

2. Qs jHPQ
ns�L;�����!Qs+1 jHLM for some ns 2 Loc or Qs jHPQ

��!Qs+1 jHLM , and

3. Qs+j jHLM
ns+j �L;������!Qs+j+1 jHLM for some ns+j 2 Loc or

Qs+j jHLM
��!Qs+j+1 jHLM .

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed if

� -transitions are involved.

1. II[ni](Qi) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II [ni](Qi) = ;,

2. II[ns](Qs) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II [ns](Qs) = ;, and
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3. II[ns+j ](Qs+j) \ II(HLM ) = ;, which implies II[ns+j ](Qs+j) � II[m](P ).

Regarding the second step, we conclude from P jHLM ��Q jHLM that there exists some

W
0
2 P satisfying Q jHLM

�
=)� W

0
and CPQ[P

0]��W
0
. It is easy to see that the

matching transition must arise from a communication between Q and HLM . In fact, HLM

has to engage in an a-transition to f:HPQ +DS since only this process can engage in the

distinguished f -transition. Because we have to match a � -transition, we may conclude that

Q
a

=)� Q
0
for some Q

0
2 P , i.e.

9s; t 2 N 80 � i <s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs; Qs+j; Qs+t 2 P: Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q
0

such that

1. Qi jHLM
ni�L;����!Qi+1 jHLM for some ni 2 Loc or Qi jHLM

��!Qi+1 jHLM ,

2. Qs jHLM
hns�L;o�L�Ri;���������!Qs+1 j(f:HPQ +DS) for some ns 2 Loc, and

3. Qs+j j(f:HPQ +DS)
ns+j �L;������!Qs+j+1 j(f:HPQ +DS) for some ns+j 2 Loc or

Qs+j j(f:HPQ +DS)
��!Qs+j+1 j(f:HPQ +DS).

We also conclude that W
0
� Q

0
j(f:HPQ+DS). The following conditions must be satis�ed

according to the de�nition of our semantics if not a � -transition is chosen.

1. II[ni](Qi) \ II(HLM ) = ;, which implies II[ni](Qi) � II[m](P ),

2. II[ns](Qs) \ II(HLM ) = ; and II[o](HLM) \ II(Qs) = ;, which implies

II[ns](Qs) � II[m](P ) and II(Qs) � II(P ), respectively, and

3. II[ns+j ]
(Qs+j) \ II(f:HPQ +DS) = ;, which implies II[ns+j ]

(Qs+j) = ;.

Let P 0 j(f:HPQ +DS)
f
�!CPQ[P

0]. Since P 0 j(f:HPQ +DS)��Q
0
j(f:HPQ +DS) we know

of the existence of some W 0 2 P such that Q
0
j(f:HPQ+DS)

f
=)� W 0 and CPQ[P

0]��W
0.

Additionally, f and c are distinguished actions, i.e. f:HPQ + DS has to perform its f-

transition to process HPQ. However, Q
0
may be able to engage in some prioritized or

unprioritized internal transitions to some Q0 2 P, i.e.

9s0; t0 2 N 80 � i0 <s0 80 <j0 <t0 9Q
0
i0 ; Q

0
s0 ; Q

0
s0+j0 ; Q

0
s0+t0 2 P : Q

0
0 � Q

0
; Q

0
s0+t0 � Q0

and

1. Q
0
i0 j(f:HPQ +DS)

n0
i0
�L;�

����!Q
0
i0+1 j(f:HPQ +DS) for some n

0
i0 2 Loc or

Q
0
i0 j(f:HPQ +DS)

��!Q
0
i0+1 j(f:HPQ +DS),

2. Q
0
s0 j(f:HPQ +DS)

f
�!Q

0
s0+1 jHPQ, and
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3. Q
0
s0+j0 jHPQ

n0
s0+j0

�L;�
������!Q

0
s0+j0+1 jHPQ for some n0s0+j0 2 Loc or

Q
0
s0+j0 jHPQ

��!Q
0
s0+j0+1 jHPQ.

If � -transitions are involved, the following conditions must be satis�ed.

1. II[n0
i0
](Q

0
i0) \ II(f:HPQ +DS) = ;, which implies II [n0

i0
](Q

0
i0) = ;, and

2. II [n0
s0+j0

](Q
0
s0+j0) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II [n0

s0+j0
](Q

0
s0+j0) = ;.

By the de�nition of the distributed prioritized weak transition relation we have established

Q
a

=)
L0;M0Q

0 where L0 = II [m](P ) andM
0 = II(P ). Since CPQ[P

0]��CPQ[Q
0], S(P 0) � S(P ),

and S(Q0) � S(Q), also CP 0Q0 [P 0]��CP 0Q0 [Q0] holds, i.e. P 0�aQ
0, and this part of the

proof is �nished. After discussing the previous situations carefully, we omit the details of

similar parts in the remaining situations.

Situation 3

Let P ��!P 0 for some process P 0 2 P and some action � 2 A. We �rst choose the

transition CPQ[P ]
��!P jHLM where HLM

def
=(dL;M;b:HPQ + DL + e:HPQ + b:(f:HPQ +

DS)) � DM for some b 2 S(P ) [ S(Q), L =df S, and M =df ;. Analogously to Situ-

ation (1) we may conclude the existence of some process Q 2 P such that CPQ[Q]
�

=)

Q jHLM and P jHLM ��Q jHLM . In the second step let P jHLM
��!P 0 jHLM . Since

P jHLM ��Q jHLM we have Q jHLM
�̂
=)� W and CPQ[P

0]��W for some W 2 P . Be-

cause of the distinguished action dL;M;b we are in the following situation:

9s; t 2 N 80 � i <s 80 <j <t 9Qi; Qs; Qs+j; Qs+t 2 P : Q0 � Q; Qs+t � Q
0

such that

1. Qi jHLM
ni�L;����!Qi+1 jHLM for some ni 2 Loc or Qi jHLM

��!Qi+1 jHLM ,

2. Qs jHLM
��!Qs+1 jHPQ or, if � � � , Qs � Qs+1, and

3. Qs+j jHPQ
ns+j �L;������!Qs+j+1 jHPQ for some ns+j 2 Loc or

Qs+j jHPQ
��!Qs+j+1 jHPQ.

According to the de�nition of our semantics, the following conditions must be satis�ed with

respect to unprioritized � -transitions.

1. II[ni](Qi) \ II(HLM ) = ;, which implies II[ni](Qi) = ;,

2. II[ns+j](Qs+j) \ II(HPQ) = ;, which implies II [ns+j ](Qs+j) = ;.

Therefore, we have Q
�

=) Q
0
and W � Q

0
jHLM . Finally, let P 0 jHLM

dL;M;b����!CPQ[P
0].

Similar to Situation (1) we can conclude the existence of some process Q0 2 P sat-

isfying Q
0 �
=) Q0 and CPQ[P

0]��CPQ[Q
0]. Hence, we have shown Q

�̂
=) Q0. Since

CPQ[P
0]��CPQ[Q

0], S(P 0) � S(P ), and S(Q0) � S(Q), also CP 0Q0 [P 0]��CP 0Q0 [Q0] can

be established. Thus, P 0�aQ
0 holds.
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P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ

?

�

??

�

P j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM ) �� Q j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM )

?

�

??

�̂

P 0 j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM ) �� Q
0
j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM )

?

dL;M;b

??

dL;M;b

P 0 j HPQ �� Q0 j HPQ

Figure C.3: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (3)

Situation 4

It remains to establish Condition (1) of De�nition 6.5.4. Therefore, we take a look at

the transition sequence displayed in Figure C.4, where L =df S n II(P ), M =df S, b 2

S(P )[S(Q) arbitrary, and HLM
def
=(dL;M;b:HPQ+DL + e:HPQ+ b:(f:HPQ+DS))�DM .

Observe that in each step in Figure C.4 the prioritized initial actions in our context are

always the complete universe S. This is important in order to conclude the following

property. Whenever the left parallel component at the right side engages in an unprioritized

� -transition, the corresponding initial action set is empty. However, the choice of L and

the use of the distributed summation operator in the context ensure that the e-transition

on the left side in Figure C.4 is possible.

The second step drawn in Figure C.4 is the only one which requires our attention.

Let Q00 2 P be the process such that Q
�

=)� Q00 �
=)� Q0 and Q00 jHLM

o�L�R;e����!W for

some W 2 P . The location o 2 fl; rg� needs not to be speci�ed more precisely since

priorities on di�erent sides of the summation operator are comparable. According to CCSprio

semantics II[o�L](HLM)\ II(Q00) = ; holds which implies II(Q00) � II(P ), as desired. Hence,

Q
�

=) Q00 �
=) Q0, II(Q00) � II(P ), and CP 0Q0 [P 0]�� CP 0Q0 [Q0], i.e. P 0�aQ

0.
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P j HPQ �� Q j HPQ

?

�

??

�

P j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM ) �� Q j(

0B@ dL;M;b:HPQ+

DL + e:HPQ+

b:(f:HPQ +DS)

1CA�DM )

?

o � L � R; e

??

o � L � R; e

P j HPQ �� Q0 j HPQ

Figure C.4: Largest congruence proof { illustration of Situation (4)

Summarizing, we have shown �a to be a distributed prioritized weak bisimulation accord-

ing to De�nition 6.5.4. Therefore, P �Q, as desired. �
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